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BJC-210+ Tuf

£159 + £10p

•
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Fastcolou'r

and mono printing?
360dpi resolution in

• colour and when
using thespecial
highspeed black
cartridge inmono with
smoothing up to720dpi

The most flexible

•̂'. .choice ifthe major.ity.of
•' yourwork is inblackand.

white (fasterthan the . k
the BJC-210, inlmbno).. /-•

but thereisia colour
requirement, ^ii""

Computer Concepts Ltd
Gaddesden Place

Hemel Hempstead • Herts HP2 6EX
|Tel: 01442 351000 • Fax: 01442 351010

Email: lnfo@cconcepts.co.uk
http://www.cconcepts.co.uk

is should beyourcfiblce if
portability isthe priority-his in
theaveragebriefcase(otherwise
seethe BJC-4100, which offers
greaterspeed and inkcapacity).

W^%^
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BJC-210

All printer/TurboDriver bundles
are available direct from

Computer Concepts.0^:'
All printers are supplied will) all necessaryloads,a user guide,onoInkcanrldgo (orsot ol), DOS 8

Windows drivers and one years off site maintenance. The Stand mono TurtioDrlvers can bo bought from
any Acomdealer, the RRP is £49 + VAT, strecl prices may vary The now printersand TuiboDrivers are suit

able for all Acorn RISC computors. with 2MBytos of RAM(4MSytes lor colour) and RISC OS 3.1 or later.
Primers 1.45'or later. A hard disc recommended.



WILD AND WACKY STORIES FOR CHILDREN AND ADULTS

RHYMES
Written 6- illustrated by

Tony De Sanlles

Uncle Willy'shomemade wine.
Daddy says rt tastes divine.
Mother says it's what she needs.
To clear the drains and kill the weeds!

is wT" n

Narrated by TV's
Tony Robinson

Age 7+ years COMING SOON - Floppy version (May) &CD ROM version (September) £47-00 inc VAT
ForWINDOWS, APPLE MAC or ACORN RISC OS

T^

AND FOR THE YOUNGER CHILDREN Coijje

'̂AeDo^

ike Cy

Sheraton

The resw/te of recent research have shown that'.. children using the (Sherston) electronic books showed
significantly greater increases in word accuracy than those whodidnot have access to the computer.'
Age 5-7 years Volume I orVolume 2 (six talking stories including books) Each volume £64-33 inc VAT

CONTACT US NOW FOR A FREE COPY OF OUR 24 PAGE COLOUR
CATALOGUE AND DEMO VERSIONS OF THE ABOVE PRODUCTS

Sherston Software Limited,
Angel House, Sherston, Malmesbury,

Wiltshire, SN16 OLH. {
Tel: 01666 840433 Fax: 01666 840048

e-mail: sales@sherston.co.uk

*KtheTto^

Sherston Software Ltd.

Access and Visa
welcome.
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^tf% Running in harmony
v v A look at PC Exchange

Aft Hydra
^F\J The multi-processor board on review

43

49
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Surfing the sound-waves
The PowerWAVE card blasting out

The beat goes on
New features of Sibelius 7 version 3

Jumping off the page
New series on how to create HTML

pages

How the West was drawn

Creating a picture using Photodesk

SPECIAL OFFERS

Five-game pack for just £39 on Page 52

VTi modem offer see Page 62

27
The much awaited

Acorn User CD-ROM 2

plus a couple of
programs from the PD
Scheme and all the

usuals on the cover disc

40
Hot on the heels of

the StrongARM news
comes another way
to build more into

your Rise PC - multi
processing power

July 1996

35
David Matthewman

begins a series on
creating Web pages,
this month he

explains what HTML
is and how to write it

Next month in Acorn User
• Ancestry 2 review - better late than never

• Walter Briggscontinues his exploration of creating Wild
West art

• David Matthewman shows how you can
use HTML pages to achieve different
effects

plus all the regulars and much much more

NEXT
ISSUE
ON SALE
11 JULY
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Bargains
- LIMITED STOCKS -

- Please telephone usbeforesendingmoney-
I A3000 Casefor Expansion Card,specialoffer £19
IA3010 2 Mb Action Pack

Acorn £170
Acccss+for Rise PC,specialoffer
Christmas Adventure, age5-8
Citizen Swift 24 Printer, ex-demonstration
Composition (Rise PConly)
Craftshop 2, special offer, ago7«
DeskJet 660C, ex-demonstration
Eidoscope
Epson GQ-5000 Printer, second-hand
Epson LQ-2500+ Printer, second-hand
Landmarks - Elizabeth I, special offer, KS2.3 long
landmarks - The CivilWar. special offer, KS2.3 lorgnun £15

MoUSe for ACOrn speoal offer £16
PlayItAgain Sam 1, special offer Superior £12
Quest for Gold Kraals £ 10
Rise PCProgrammer's ReferenceManual 3 5 Acorn £25
Sleuth 15, specialoffer Boehug £35
Xenon2, specialoffer tetpst £9

ArcturusflO • Chartwell £14 • 1Mb VRAM £49
ChampionsCompilation(notR/scPC)£12 • Aries £10

Craftshop 1 £12 • Ego:Repton4 £12 • Hcimdall £16
Fervour (notRise PC) £14 • fun School4. age 5-7 £14

Glimpse (notRocPC) £7 • Landmarks - The Aztecs f 15
Landmarks-Rain Forest£15 • MagicPockets f 17

Landmarks - Second World War £15 • Ovation £45
Prophet version 1 £79 • Technodream £9 • Zarch £8

Nebulus £10 • PC Card ACA42 £99

PC software
Windowsfor Workgroups3.11

Acorn f.'JO
Storm fS

£125
Clares £85

4Mation £12
IIP f?00

CC £115

£150

f150
ongman £12

CD rom software
Art in the National Curriculum, ksi-3 aw
Artworks CD- dongle-lessversion cc
Bitfolio6 CD longman
Bitfolio 7 CD Longman
BreakawayMaths,age7.12 viim
Britainfrom the Air,KS2-4 Ang*a
British Birds, ago 7-16 VtlM
Cars- Maths in MotionCD,age8. Cumin Soli
Castles, KS2.3 Anoij
CDFrancais (YITM), age 11-16 Y77M
Clip-ArtCD 1 cc
Clip-ArtCD 2 cc
Clip Art Collection (Zenta) Zcnu
Counties of the British Isles. KS2-4 (needsKeynote/Key Plus)

Countriesof the World, KS2-1 (needs Keynote/Key Plus)
Angln £39

Dictionary of the Living World Media £42
DinosaurslTheMultimediaEncyclopedia MMb f42

Dune II CD w,„«. £41
Earth and Atmosphere, K52.3 avp £68
Environment Series 1: Land and Air, age 11-I6 wm £78
Environment Series 2: Water, age 11-16 WM £78
Font Emporium Zcnta £24
Frontier 2000 CD rom, KSM OmbsSolt £79
Garden Wildlife. KS2 Angfci £39
Ghosts Medu £42
Granny's Garden CD. ksiJ aMabon £28
Guardians of the Greenwood, KS2.3 jmjuoo £49
Hutchinson Multimedia
Encyclopedia(shrink-wrapped) Attica £25

Inventions Angfci £39
Kid Pix2 CD. KSI,2 ISM £42
Kingfisher Children'sMicropedia.ksi-3 fSM £86
MagpieCD longman f61
Metcosat Collection Photo CD Spacetech f 34
Mysteriesof Nature Anglia £39
Naughty Stories Volumes 1 and 2 (set of 17) CD,
age 5-7
Nelsonand HisNavy,KS2.3
PDCD-1
PDCD-2

PDCD-3

Photobase Decades: The 1960s
Photobase Decades: The Victorians

Photobase Science
PicturePoint CD. ksi.2
Romans!

Science Series 1: Elements, age M-16
Science Senes 3: Electricityand Magnetism,
Primary, age 7-16 virM

Science Series 3: Electricityand Magnetism,
Secondary, age7-16 V7TM

Shareware CD /enu
Simon the Sorcerer CD GamesW
UnderstandingEnergy,<S3 AngU
Understandingthe Body,KS3 Angila
Upand Away,age9-14 Sherslon
Vikingsl (Anglia), KS2 Angiia
World of Robert Burns, age8. CimtaSoil
World's Weather, KS3 AngHa
World War II- On the Home Front, KS7.3
(needi Keynote/Key Plus) Anglia

Sherslon

AngHt
Datable

Dalalilc

Datable

Longman

longnwi
., ngmm

longman

Angia
Y77M

Other software
10 out of 10 Dinosaurs lono
10 out of 10 DrivingTest HVIO
10 out of 10 Early Essentials, age3-7 iovio
10 out of 10 English(Foreign Language) luyio
lOoutof 10 English,age6-16 10/10
10 out of 10 Essential Maths, age512 10/10
10 out of 10 French, age8-16 IO/IO
10 out of 10 German, age8-16 10/10
10 OUtOf 10 Junior Essentials, age5-11 10/10
10 out of 10 Maths Number, age6-16 10/10

Selected prices 15th May 1996

10 out of 10 Structured Spelling,age-9 kvio £12
2067 BC Oreow £15
ABC Version 3 Oak £44
Access* for Rise PC Acorn £98
Acorn Companion SfMfsc w£11
Acorn Companion 2 for Rise PC and A7000siM(«c v°£l 1
ACross Kudos £21
Advance Atom £98

IAdvance primary sitelicence Acorn £198
Advance secondary site licence Acorn £485
Advance User Guide Acom »£14

| Advantage, KS2.3 Longman £51
Adventure Playground,age5-8 storm £19
Alone in the Dark Knobs £28
Amazing Maths, K51-4 CambsSoft £19
Anagram Genius fourth £16

| Ancestry II Minerva £76
Animated Numbets, age 3-6 Sherston £21
Animator ci»r« £21

ANT Internet Suite £98
Apollonius PDT Oak £140
ArcFax fWing £28
ArcFS 2 vn £20
ArchiTech Aspex £157
ArcPCB Silicon £99
Arcturus Orogjn £20
Arcventure I... The Romans, ago10-12 Sherston £28
Arcventure II... The Egyptians, ageB-ll Sherston £28
Arcventure III ...The Vikings, KS2 shenton £28

IArcventure IV... The Anglo Saxons, age 7-11 sherston £33
Aries GamesW £24
Around the World in 80 Days, age9-12 Sherston £37
ArtWotksFD- dongle-lessversion CC £98
Artworks Made Easy Oaos "£7
Astro, KS2.3 ropotog £30
AudioWorks cc £45
Aztecs, age7-11 Shersron £40
Badger Trails, KS2 Snerjton £40
Balloons,ksi Topotog £17
Balloons (Izzyand Lizzy), ksi ropdog £17
Banner II KudUan £29
BBC Basic Reference Manual Acom vo£25
Beginning to Read, age5-7 Sherston £39
Betsi, KS2 4Mttion £32
BigBang Psycore £12

Big Picture to™,™,. £72
Birds of War (not Rise PC) Fourth £23
Birds of War for Rise PC fourth £23
BlackAngel fourth £22
Blinds Quantum £21
Bodywise. age9-14 Sherston £37
Break 147 S Superpool (not RisePC) fourth £22
Break 147 &Superpool for Rise PC fourth £22
Budget DTP Date ™£7
Burn'Out Oregan £20
C Version 2 Dabs w£7
C Version 3 Dabs w£7
C/C++ Acorn £211
CADet, KS3.4 Minerva £79
Calabash Pirates, age7-11 siorm £21

|Cannon Fodder limited offer Momi'Yjf
CardShop Clares £19
Carnage Inc. (not RisePC) fourth £18
Carnage Inc. for Rise PC fourth £18
Cartoon Graphics Library Micros £15
Castle of Dreams, age7-11(notRise PC) Storm £20
CDtracker Werewolf £12
CDtracker Plus Werewolf £20
Celebration clarej £28
Chameleon, age7» 4Mahon £33
Chartwell Btebug £23
Chessll Mng £14
Children's GraphicsLibrary Micros £15
ChocksAway Compendium fourth £24
Christmas Adventure, free
with 3 Storm titles over 122 each, age5-8 storm £0
CineWorks Oregan £129
Classcardz for Result? Cotton £20
Classcardz for Wordz Colton £20
CliekArt Animals & Nature MaltBlack £28
ClickArt Sports 8 Games MallBlack £28

Cobalt Seed tba £20
ColorMobile Software Driver Mam £48

Command Ship iba
Complete Animator iota
Compression cc £29
Conjuguez Creator £25
Creator II Alone £46
Crystal Maze, age7. Sherston £25
Crystal Rain Forest FD, KS2 Sherston £36
Cyber Ape iba £17
Cyber Chess fourth £22

Darkwood CctBie £20
Darrylthe Dragon, ksi.2 malm £18
DataPower iota £98
Demon's Lair fourth £18

DeskEdit 4 rteehug £25
DesktopSereenTurtle, ksi-3 fopofog £42
Desktop Thesaurus Beebug £18
Desktop Tracker wi £39
DigitalSymphony Oregan £46
Digital Symphony + CD Rom Orpgan £59
Dinosaur Discovery, KS2 4Manon £25
Disc Rescue too* £28
DrawBender ics £10
DRAW_Changer v2 orc.dAfA £21
Draw Print &,Plot OaJr £28
Dune IIFD fd-pse £27
Dungeon (not RisePC) fourth £24
Dungeon for Rise PC fourth £24
E-Type2 (not RisePC) fourth £25
E-Typc7 for RisePC fourth £25
E-TypeCompendium fourth £18
Earthwarp. KS2 tongnun £26
EasyC Beebug £55
EasyC+r Bee-bug £89
EasyClip fate £29
EasyFont 3 fabis £27
Eclipse Collection Cctfisa £20
ElfTales, age5-7 Sherston £32
Eureka 3, KS2.3 tongman £91
Event fjptAM £21
Eye for Spelling. ksi,2 esM £31
FctVOUrtnotRiscPC) Clares £16

Fire & lce<n^£15
Fireworkz Cotton £88
Fireworkz Pro Cohon £139

FirstLogo. KSI.2 (ongman £25
First Page, KS2-I longnun £51
FirstWords with Smudge, age-t> Storm £20
FistLore Mystery £21
Flashback, 1.6 Mb disc USGold £21
Flashback, 800 kb discs us Gold £21
Flight Path, age9t Storm £26
Flossythe Frog, ksi 4Mat*,n £23
FlossyIhe Frog Art Disc 4Mairan £10

£20
£80

£15

£39

Thrtr

£28

I

/"^

£48

f4***<

f .1

<£154|

Ml

Fontasy fCS £151

Fontasy/ DrawBender/ Placard
a £30;

Font Designers Toolkit iSV £24 I
Font Directory 2 LOOK ill

FontFX Data St £9|-|
Font Pack 277 •sv £70III
Font Pack 298 iSV f 70,
Font Packs 277 and 298 ISV £29lj
Formula Two Thousand 7BA £20ll
Formulix CC £64II
Freddy's Adventure, ksi lopolog £17|n
Fteddy Teddy, ksi Jopohg £171
Frontier 2000 FD, K52-4 Cambs Soft £39i '
Full Phase SCMfRC £38f
Full Phase + 2 SfMfRC £48|
Genesis Professional Oak £112111
Genesis Project an M7«
Geordie Racer, KS2 longman f?6IIl
Giant Killer, KS23 Tooobg riolU
Global Effect fctpse£27 1
Gothic eVMedieval Fonts and Decoration Pack lDatjr,.'e£30 I
Gothic S MedievalFonts and Decoration Pack2oj!j'*£32 I
Granny's Garden FD,ksi.2 -IMjrcn £23 §
Graphics Loaders CC £36 •
Graphics on the ARM Machines Pans *£7 I
Hard Disc Companion 2 Beebtig f44 1
Hatchback, age 7* AMai«m £32 1
Haunted House fourth £20 1
Hearsay II Beebug £59 '
HeroQuest Krisalis £22
High Rise Racing for RiseOS <3.1 Modus £20,
HighRise Racingfor RiseOS3.1 Modus £20 1
Holed Out Compendium fourth £18 (i
Home Accounts M.nerva £271

HyperStudio iac £981
Illusionist Clares £40 •
Image Oulliner Iota £•:•:.

ImageBank Ham £?••. |
Imagers 2 AJlernafftT n<)\
ImageMaster Mwg '.21
Impression (Dabs) Dabs ""tT
Impression Publisher

I - dongle-less version +free book cc £115
i Impression Publisher Plus + free book cc £228
| Impression Publisher Resource Disc 0£C_rMrA £11

Impression Style +free book cc £75
:' ImpressionStyleResourceDisc DfC. dATA £11
! Impressive Quantum £12

lnterdictor2 Clares £16
I InterTalk Acorn £78
; Investigator III vn £42
!James Pond - Underwater Agent / RunningWater,
I ksi-a s**w £28

James Pond 2 + (not Rise PC) frtpie £17
' Junior PinPoint, ksi.2 longman £30

Junior Sibelius £48
1Jurassic Opart Micros £15
KeyPlus3.0 Angha £59
Keynote2.0 AngliJ £27
Keystroke Quantum £29
Kid Pix, KSl.2 ESM £27
Kid Pix2 FD, KSI.2 ESM £39
landmarks - Egypt.KS2.3 Longman £26
Landmarks - The CivilWar, KS2.3 longman £26
landmarks DatafileBritainSince 1930, KS2.3 longman £14
landmarks Datafile Looking at the World, KS7.3

longman £14
| Landmarks Microworlds - TheVictorians, KS2.3

Longman £26
| look! Hear! Talking Topics (set of6),age 5-7 Sherston £55
LotusTurbo Challenge 2 (not RisePC)
LRTV

MacFS
MacFSlight
Magic Maths
Magnetoids
Magpie FD
Masterfile 3
Mathematics Through WinLogo,KS3
MathMania, KS2-4
Mathsbook

Maths Card
Maths Circus, ksi-3
Maths Odyssey
Merp / Mirror Image
Midi Box
Mission: Control - Crystal Rain Forest 2, age7-11

Shersron

Mouse in Holland, ksi.2 4Mauon
Music Box, KSI.2 fopotog

Music Studio 32
My World 2

Knsjln

Longman

Creative

Oregan

Longman

Beebug CAS
tongman £30,
Topohg £24 j
Topolog f 24 •
Creatn* £481
4Mation £251

Complul £40 j
7UA £171

lopolog £24 \

£43

£28
£32

tongnun tu/ j
SEMWC f38|

Naughty Stories Volume 1 (set of 6) FD,age5-7 Shersron £44
Naughty Stories Volume 1 Books, age5-7 Sherston w£14
Naughty Stoties Volume 2 (set of 6) FD,age5-7 Sherston £44
Navigator, KS2-A
NightSky
Noot. age 4-12
Notate, KS2-4.
Nstore 4D

Numbertime. ksi
Oak PCB II
Occasion

Oh No! More Lemmings (requ
Orrery

Ovation Pro
Ovation Resource Disc OfC.oViM
OxfordReadingTree Stage 2 More TalkingStoriesA.
age 5-7 Sherslon

Oxford Reading Tree Stage 2 Story Books, age5-7
Sherston

OxfordReading TreeStage 2 TalkingStoriesFD,
ago 5-7 Sherston

OxfordReading TreeStage 2 WrensTalkingStories,
age 5-7 Sherston

Oxfotd Reading TreeStage 3 MoreTalkingStoriesA,
age 5-7 Shersron

OxfordReadingTree Stage 3 StoryBooks,age5-7
Sherston

Oxford Talking Infant Atlas FD, ksi Sherston
Parly, Wedding S Anniversary Collection Dtc.dATA

Jopolog

Ckrn

4MMion

lonqm.)n

I1SS

lorujnwn

Oik

EMptAN

»Lemmings)(CnuH
Spotted.

PC x86 Software
PenDown, K51-3 longman
PenDownDTP Longman
PenDown Etoiles. KS3.4 longmon
PenDown Plus. K52-4 Longman
Personal Accounts V3 Apncote
Phases - Ancient Egyptians SfMfRC

Photodesk space.ee,, £157
PicturePoint FD, KSl.2 Longman £30
PinPoint 2, KS3.4 longman £79
PinPointDatafileAnimalKingdom,KS2.3 longman £14

! PinPointDatafileDiet and Nutrition,KS3.4 Longman
| PinPointDatafileSecond World War, KS3.4 longnun
IPinPoint Datafile SolarSystem, KS3.4 longman

£163Betbug



Placard tCS £101
Plantwise, age 9-14 Sherslon £42j
Playdays, age3-8
Playground,«1
Plot

I Podd. ksi.2
Prehistoric Animals Graphics

| Ptimary Teachers Clip Art Starter Set
PrimeSolver Full version, ksi-4
ProArtisan 24 (Rise PConly)
ProCAD, KS4

.Prophet 2
IPublishArt Release 2. Artworks format
I PublishArt Release 2, Drawformat
| Puddle, ksi
QuicKey

IRainbow, KSI.2
I Recordz
I RemoteFS Parallel Port
1Report Writer, ksi-4

Resultz
Revelation ImagePro 24 bit, limitedoffer, KS2-4iongman£39
Revolver psycoe£12
Rhapsody2 Clares £48
Rhapsody3 cians £74
Rhythm-Bed Clares £38
Rick Dangerous Hitmen £11
Ridiculous Rhymes,age7» Sherslon £39
RISC OS 3 First Steps Date ™£7
RISC OS3 Programmer'sReference Manual vol 1-4

Acom «£105

I RISC OS 3.1 Documentation Acorn £28
IRoll VT Paragon £21
IRosie and Jim

Duck loses hisQuack, age 3-6 Sherston £10'
IRosie and Jim: Jimgets the Sneezes,age3-6 Shersron £10
[Round theWorld Yacht Race, age9- Storm £261
IRTF andWordPerfect Loaders and Savers cc £28|

SkiltsW £21

Topolog £21

Clares £63

ESM £19

MicroS £1b

OEC dATA £13
Mmerva £49

Clares £125

Minerva £450

Ape-core £143
Smart £29

Smart £29

Topolog £17

ics£10
Longman £30

Colton £93

Atomvnde £49
Creative £48

Colton £75

Dabs Guides
only £7

ArlWorks Made Easy

Budget DTP
C Guide

Graphics on the
ARM Machines

Impression

Rise OS3Firsl Steps

or FREE with
one of these

Artworks • Big Picture
C/C++ • Easy C (++)

Impression Style
Impression Publisher

(Plus)
Pendown • Photodesk

ProArtisan 2 or 24

Textease
Rise OS 3.1upgrades

S-ii.HO 2DevelopeT^^ longman
jS-Base 2 Personal Longman
| Sallyand Wally Oregan
Saloon Cars Deluxe (not Rise PC) fourth
Saloon Cars Deluxe Extra Courses fourth
Saloon Cars Deluxe for Rise PC fourth
Schema 2 Clares
Science Graphics Library Micro s
Score Draw Clares

Scrabble us Gold
ScreenTurtle, ksi-3 ropotog
Sea Rescue, age 7-9 Sherston
Search and Rescue, age 9> Storm
Seashore Guide Micro s
Seelmks - Ourselves, ksi,2 ESM
Serenade Clares
Shakespeare Show ropc'og
ShapeFX DataSi
Sibelius 6
Sibelius 7

Sim City limited offer Kroalis
SimCity2000 for A5000, limitedoffer Kraals
SimCity2000 for Rise PC, limitedoffer Krisat-s
Simon the Sorcerer FD GamesW
Sleuth 2 . Beebug

smArt, age 7*
smArt Faces: English
smArt Fantasy
smArt Fashion

smArt Homes: English
smArtFiler,age7»
Smudge the Scientist, age4*
Smudge the Spaniel, age4.
SomersetTalkingComputer ProjectLean

Space City, age 7-9
SparkFS
Speaking Starspell
Special
SpeedballII
Spellingweek-by-week,«2
Spex+ Fullversion
Spex+Homeversion
Splosht

Spobbleoid Fantasy
Star Fighter 3000
Starspell
StartWrite

Stereoworld
Sligof the Dump, KS2.3 (notR«c PC)
Studio24 + Studio24Pro

Stunt Racer 2000 (not Rise PC)
Stunt Racer 2000 for Rise PC
Stunt Racer 2000 Extra Tracks

Table Aliens ^a-n
TableMate 3 Dalnada
TABS Aspex
TalkingAnimated Alphabet, age3-6 Sheiston
Talking Clocks, ksi.2 ropotog
Talking PenDown, ksi-3 longman
TalkingRhymes Pack 1, ksi fooofog
TalkingTextease Soitease
TechWriter

TechWriter Professional
Teletext-Turbo
Termite Basic

Termite Internet

Textease Version 2
f Detectives... The Victorians, KS2

Time Machine
Time Traveller - 8ntain Since 1930. KS2
Time Traveller - The Victorians, KS2
Time Traveller - Tudors 8i Stuarts, KS2
TinyDraw/Tinytogo.ksi.2
Topographer
Touch Type
Trace

Transport Graphics library Micros
Treeka iba
TurboDriver Canon CC

TurboDriverEpson Stylus 800 CC
TurboDriver HP CC
TwainCanon IXinclSean-Light Professional Puling

!l Twain Epson GT8000. 6500 Riling

Sibelius £1541
Sibelius £8291

£17
£25

4Mation £33

4Mation £15
4Mation £15
4Mation £15

4Mat«sn £15
4Manon £24

Storm £38

Storm £19
ing Materials

Longman ^£30
Sherston

Pilling
fisher

US.

£20! .

£41

£10

£18

£24

£38

£33

f38

Fourth £28
fedlVe! £231
fisher £261

icon £55
fourth £28

Sherston £241
Pineapple £124

fourth £24
fourth £24 I
fourth £16

Sherston £23
£29

£9b

£27

£32

£67
£24

£64

Krisal.s

Chalksoft

Aspex
Aspex

Kudiian

(con £144
icon £191

XOB £168

Doggy £49

Doggy £ / -3

Solteasc £4o

iTwainHPScanjetII, lie.Ilex wing £161
ITWO (Task and Window Organiser) ics £10
iTypeStudio Beeoug £281
IVector, age 9* 4Mation £58j
IVetsaTile Longman £40 j
[Virtual Golf fourth £22 j
IVirtualise Clares £20 j
IVoxBox Clares £401
• Voyageof Discovery, age9-13 Sherston £31
[Wardrobe, ksi Topolog £17
IWatch-MagicGrandad 90 Years Ago longman £26
IWhatDoYouKnow?, ago4. Camos Soft £19
IWinlogO, KSI-4 longman £72
IWorldGeographyMaps M<ro S £24
'WorldWildlife Graphics M«oS £15

WorraCad Oak £65
Worst Witch, ago7-10(notRise PC) Sherston £24

I Zig Zag- Vikings Longman £33
IZoo, KSI ropo'og £17

ICS Hard Disc Kits

The best IDE filing system
• Password protection • Disc partitioning •

•Not limiled 1o 512 Mb*
Please specify OS 2 or OS 3 for all kits and interfaces

All ICS CD products require Rise OS 3.1 or later

IDE Internal Hard Disc Kit for A3000 Series;
- ADD £14 TO INCLUDE OUR CD THING SYSIEM -

- OR £5 IFYOU REQUIRE A USERPORT-
IDE HD 60 Mb Kit for A3000 Series
IDE HD 80 Mb Kit for A3000 Series
IDE HD 240 Mb Kit for A3000 Series

Internal Interface only
Smaller sizes are now rare so please check availability

IDEInternal Hard Disc Kit for Archimedes range
IDE HD 330 Mb for Archimedes
IDE HD 540 Mb for Archimedes

IDE HD 1000 Mb for Archimedes
Internal Interface only

Hard Disc Cradle Kit for Archimedes

Hard DiscFitting Kitfor A3000
Hard Disc Fitting Kit for A3020
Hard Disc Form Factor Converter 214" to 3Va"

ics £125
tcs £149

res £209

iCS £75

£215
£245

£315
£60

£15
£7

A3000 CD Bargains
Do you already have an ICS IDEinterface?

Would you like a

4-speed CD
for £185?

(Prices maybe even lowerby the limeyou readthis)
IDECD 4-speed Upgrade
forA3000SerieswithlCSIDE ICS £185

IDECD 6-speed Upgrade
for A3000 Series with ICS IDE ICS £252

-You need Rise OS 3.1 and a free external /D£-connector-
Check the versionnumber of your IDEFS module:

press F12 and type 'Help IDEFS
Ifit is 3.14 or more you just pay the above prices.

If it 2 5 or more but less than 3.14

your interface needs a modificationcosting £19.
If it is less than 2.5 please call for advice.

ICS CD only Kits
- ALLICS CD PRODUCTSREQUIRE RISCOS 3 I -

IDECD 4-speed Kit for A3000 Series
IDECD 4-speed Kit for Archimedes
IDE CD4-speed Kitfor Rise PC
IDFCD 4-speed Kit + HDFSfor A3000 Series
IDECD 4-speed Kit + HDFSfor RisePC
IDE CD6-speed Kitfor A3000 Series
IDECD 6-speed Kit for Archimedes
IDECD 6-speed Kit for RisePC
IDECD 6-speed Kit + HDFSfor A3000 Series
IDECD 6-speed Kit + HDFSfor RisePC
IDE CD Interface for A3000 Series
IDE CD Interface for Archimedes
IDF CD Interface for Rise PC

IDE CD + HD Interface for Rise PC

JCS £225

ICS £209

ICS £12S
ICS f236

ICS £158

KS 1241

ICS £279

ICS £194

KS £302

ICS £205

ICS £/1

ICS £58

ICS £55

ICS £66

ICS HD + CD Kits
- ALL ICS CD PRODUCIS REQUIRERISC OS 3.1 -

IDEHD 60 Mb + CD 4-speed Kit for A3000 Series £299
I IDE HD 60Mb +CD 6-speed Kit for A3000 Series £367

IDEHD80 Mb + CD 4-speed Kitfor A3000 Senes £325
IDEHD80 Mb + CD 6-speed Kit for A3000 Series £399
IDEHD240 Mb + CD 4-speed Kit for A3000 Series £375
IDE HD240 Mb + CD 6-speed Kitfor A3000 Series £439

Hard Discs & CDs

IAcorn Rise PC
Rise PC700 10M HD850 14" Monitor
Rise PC700 10M HD850 17" Monitor
Rise PC700 10M HD850CD 14" Monitor
Rise PC700 10M HD850CD 17" Monitor
Rise PC700 5M HD425 14" Monitor
Rise PC700 5M HD425CD 14" Monitor
Rise PC700 X System

Cx 5x86-100 Card for Rise PC Aleph
Case Mid Upgrade for RisePC 600 2M and 5M A
ErgoKeyboardfor Rise PC Castle
Hard Discfitting Kitfor RisePC 5W" bay ICS
IDF.Internal Interface for Rise PC tCS
IDE Removable Hard Disc Kit for Rise PC, 270 Mb ICS£359
Power-tec SCSIIICard for RisePC Alsystems £173
RemovableHard DiscFittingKitfor Rise PC 5K" bay

ICS £20

Rise PC 1 - 2 Mb VRAM Upgrade Alormvide £95
Rise PC 2 Mb VRAM Acom £195
Rise PC Sound Card Acorn £58
Rise PC x86 Card DX2-66 Acorn £248
Rise PC x86 Card DX4-100 Acorn £298
- HUGE PRICE CUTS ON SIMMS - CALL US -

SIMM 4 Mb 32 bit POA
SIMM8 Mb 37 bit (IFEL) iffl POA
SIMM 16 Mb 32 bit POA
SIMM 32 Mb 32 bit POA

!Acorn Portables
Pocket Book II 1MB Acorn £284
Pocket Book II2 56K Acorn £203

[A-Link for Pocket Book Acom £44
IFlashDisc 512Kfor PocketBook Acom £79
jFlash Disc 1Mb for Pocket Book Acorn £102
jMains Adaptor for Pocket Book Acorn f11
jParallel Link for Pocket Book ton f21

Other Computers
IA7000 4MHD425CD

Other hardware
A305/310/440 RISC OS 3 Carrier Boatd in
Auto-Scan 1438 Monitor (14"):

AKF50 alletnative Micrnvrtec £255!
Auto-Scan 1450 Monitor (14"):

AKF60 alternative Murovitec £'
Backplane, 4-slot 4-layer with fan iffi
ColorMobile Direct Scanner for Windows Pnmax
ColorMobile Office Scanner for Windows Pnmax

-ColourCardGold CC
DMI30 Audio

| DMI 50-S Au*o
DongleDangle cc
ErgoKeyboard Castle £98
Fan Kit for A300/A400 Series res £15
GamesPad Dual GamesW £30.
GamesPad Pro Dual GamcsW £34 i
GT-5000A4 Colour Flatbed Scanner (parallelport)

epson £349£
Micro Mouse Clares £211
Midi Max CC £68
Movie Magic CC £245 J j
PD Cartridge. 650Mb Rewritable Panasonic £38|j
Power Switch GamesW £'?n
PowerWAVE 50XG Audio £749:
Printer Port Sampler vTl £49
RISCOS 3 1 10 Set Rom Pack Acorn f249
RISC OS3.1 3 Set RomPack Acom £751
RISC OS 3 1 Software Upgrade with documentation

£67

RISC OS 3.1 Software Upgrade without documentation
£391

£1281
£138

£188 I
£188 I

Scinlight 756 CC
Scanlight 256 for A3OO0/3O10/3020/A4000 CC
ScanLight Video256 A310/400/5000/Risc PC CC
Scanlight Video 256 A3000/A4000 CC
Sound Force 1 Multimedia PC Speaker System

QuickShol

Sportster Vi 14.4
ISportsterVi 28.8
"Tele-Card

£34

usftoixiM £99

US Robotics £169
XOB £153

Tele-Card i Teletext-Turbo xos £298'
TVTuner with Teletext CC £ 157
User Port/MIDI Upgrade for A3000 Acorn £51
Vision 24 A3000/3010/3020/4C00 internal HCCS £67
Vision 24 A5000/400/300/Risc PC HCCS £67
Vision 74 508 line A3000/301073020/4000 internal

HCCS £91
Vision 24 508 line A5000/400/300/Risc PC HCCS £91
Whisper FanQuietener (for A300/A400 Seriesonly)ics£15
Wizzo5 for A5000 ICS £39

Printers
BJ-30 Bubble Jet Printer (Black/White) Canon £155
BJC-70 Colour Bubble Jet Printer (BlackA/Vhite) Canon £205
BJC-210 Colour Bubble Jet Printer C»non £189
BJC-600Ink Cartridge, BlackHighCapacity Canon £12 1
BJC-600 Ink Cartridge, Cyan Canon £101
BJC-600 Ink Cartridge. Magenta

! BJC-600 Ink Cartridge. Yellow
BJC-610 Colour Bubble Jet Printer

i BJC-4100Colour BubbleJet Printer
IBJC-4000 Ink Cartridge, Colour
j BJC-4000Ink Cartridge, Black
iJBJC-4000 Ink Tank, Black
ijBJC-4000 InkTank, Colour
^DeskJet 340
':• DeskJet 600
3 DeskJet 660C
1DeskJet 850C
i EP-L Toner Cartridge for LBP-4
jEP-SII Toner Cartridge forLBP-8
Stylus Colour II
StylusColour lis.

20 months*

A payto

FREE
FINANCE!
"a// nowyfor details

IDE CD Drive4-speed ICS £79
IDECD Drive 6-speed ics £160
IDE2V4" Hard Disc. 60 Mb ICS £65
IDE2'<4" Hard Disc. 240 Mb ICS £149
IDE 3!;" Hard Disc. 330 Mb :cs £165
IDE 31i" Hard Disc. 540 Mb ICS £195
IDE3)4" Hard Disc, 1000 Mb iCS £265
Second Hard DiscFittingKit for A5000 iCS £15
Second Hard Disc Y Power lead ics £7

Removable Discs \r

Carriage is free within mainland UK if you pay
on ordering.
Cheques should be made payable to Ian
Copestake limited.

You mayalso pay by credit card debit card or
Switch. We normally make no charge for this,
and take no payment until goods are
despatched. We need your address as known
to the card issuer, the card number and expiry
date, and the valid from date and issue num
ber if any.
Ifyou leavean order on our answering machine
please include your telephone number, your
card number and its expiry date (and issue
number if any), and your calculation of the
total payment due.
Official orders are welcome from UK edu
cational and government institutions (invoices
are due for payment within 14 days and are
subject to carriage and late payment charges).
VAT is not included. Zero-rated items are
marked V0. UK customers please add \V/2%
to all other prices. EC customers outside the
UK please do the same unless you are VAT-
registered, in which case quote your interna
tional VAT number. Ours is GB 595 7258 84.

Overseas carriage: If you are paying by credit
card we will add airmail and insurance at cost.
Otherwise please add £6 (Europe) or at least
£12 (elsewhere) for each software item and
send a pounds sterling bank draft payable at
a London clearing bank, or Eurocheques for
not more than £100 each.

All products, prices and specifications are
offered ingood faith and are subject to avail
ability and change without notice. Special
offers apply only while stocks last. We process
all orders immediately, but suppliers do some
times keep us waiting. Goods are guaranteed
but we do not supply them on approval.
Returns and cancellations can only be
accepted by prior agreement and there may
be a charge to cover the costs involved

i/i;'\Authorised Acorn Dealer and Developer
Cheques payable to Ian Copestake Limitedplease

Dept U30,1 Kington road
West Kirby, WIRRAL

Merseyslde, England, L48 5ET

Tel: 0151-625 1006 Fax: 0151-625 1007

sales@ianco.co.uk

"



Rise TV
Rise TV is a new breed of multimedia digitiser. No processing power or bus bandwidth is required,
because it uses special hardware to update the screen directly. So now you can watch full-size, full-
motion and true-colour TV (or any other video source) in the desktop. An audio processor and TV
tuner are fitted as standard, which are digitally controlled by the application software.

3 L= Of/
RiSCPC :0 Apps

Real-Time 24 bit Desktop Video System £298.45!*
'Trice of the complete package including expansion card, software, postage and VAT.

Because it does not rely on processing power or true colour modes, Rise TV works just as well on
A5000 machines. And you will always see millions of colours in the video window irrespective of
screen mode! Naturally you can use Rise TV to grab high quality still images for DTP etc.

Audio can be selected from either the TVtuner, or from an internal audio source (e.g CD-ROM
drive). This can be mixed into the computer's internal sound system, or output to a pair of external
speakers or headphones.

Rise TV has been designed to be expandable with special feature connectors. A low-cost Teletext
option will be the first available add-on.

d 24 bit framestore (16.7 million colours) updated at 50Hz.
0 On-screen display sizes of over 1024 x 768.
O No DMA slot required.
O Real-time control of scaling, filtering, brightness, contrast, and saturation.
D On-board TV Tuner covers Cable and off-air channels.
O Auxiliary inputs for composite video and S-VHS sources.
O Audio support including control of volume, balance, bass and treble.

For the Complete Picture...

Irlam Instruments Ltd, Brunei Institute for Bioengineering, Brunei University,
Uxbridge, Middlesex, UB8 3PH. Tel/Fax 01895 81 1401. Email: sales@irlam.co.uk

Please note: Rise TV works on A5000 & RISC PC machines (requires one free expansion slot). You must have
RISC OS 3.1 or later, a hard disc and 2Mb RAM minimum. All hardware products come with full 1 years
guarantee. E & OE.



News
Settling in
THE smaller, leaner, Acorn Computer
Group PLC has successfully completed its
move from its former palatial HQ in Vision
Park, Histon, just outside Cambridge, to
Newmarket Road just off the Cambridge
ring road. The A45 Newmarket Road will
be a familiar address to many in the Acorn
world as it was Acorn's No.2 site before the
company vacated its Cherry Hinton
waterworks HQ four years ago.

A separate unit in the same Newmarket
Road complex was previously used for
training and although that particular unit
now houses an unrelated company, a simi
lar neighbouring one has also been
occupied by Acorn. Until recently, Online
Media (more accurately known today as
Acorn Online Media or AOM) was exclu

sively based at the Newmarket Road site,
but it is now also home for Acorn Rise

Technologies (ART) and the Acorn
Network Computing division (ANC).

Most of what was Acorn Education has

now migrated to the new joint venture
with Apple Computer, Xemplar Education
Limited, which is about half a mile down
the ring road at The Quorum, Barnwell

Road, right next to Cambridge Airport.
Apple and Acorn have equal half shares in
Xemplar, but the company will effectively
operate independently.

Xemplar will eventually be made up of
about 50 staff, most of whom have already
been recruited from Acorn and Apple
ranks. We had a quick tour of the smart
new Barnwell Road site and can report
that Acorn machines on desks - .it the time

- outnumbered their Apple counterparts.
But realistically, not all the Apple contin
gent had yet relocated to Cambridge. Mike
O'Riordan, Acorn's former sales and
marketing director whose responsibilities
included the former education division, is

not moving to Xemplar and is leaving
Acorn for pastures new.

The new contact details are: Acorn

Computer Croup PLC, Acorn House, 645
Newmarket Road, Cambridge CB5 8PB, tel:
(01223) 725000, fax: (01223) 725100,
e-mail: info@acorn.co.uk, WWW:http:/7
www.acorn.co.uk/

ANC, ART and AOM all have their own
direct contact routes: ANC, tel: (01223)
518518, fax: (01223) 518520, e-mail:

NC boosts Acorn shares
Pundits have watched in amazement over

the last month as Acorn's share price
steamed past the £3 mark in the wake of the
Oracle NetworkComputer publicity build up.
That's a 25 per cent rise sincethe beginning

of the year. The first NCs (Network
Computers) built to the Oracle-led specifica
tion will probably start selling in the Autumn
and will be based on Acorn designs. Acorn

also has plans to produce its own NCs. With

Wakefield shows how to do it
THE Wakefield Acorn Spring Show held on
Sunday, 19 May, was a complete success -
in fact the most popular Acorn show with
both visitors and exhibitors in years. An
unofficial figure of 2,000 visitors to the
show, which was run by Wakefield Acorn
Computer Group in association with Acorn
User, demonstrated that a non-commercial
event can enjoy a high degree of success.

Although the event, held at the Cedar
Court Hotel in Wakefield, was attended by
fewer visitors than the much-missed

Spring Harrogate show, the efforts of the
WACG volunteers were widely recognised,
with many visitors commenting on how
smoothly the event proceeded. Sheridan
Williams of Beebug told Acorn User that
the organisers deserved a good pat on the
back.

David Matthewman, AU's recently
departed editor, told us he was gob

smacked at the turn out. Acorn's Peter

Bondar and Chris Cox were kept busy
demonstrating StrongARM abilities, while
Jim Irlam was equally busy demonstrating
his new Rise TV product (see separate
story). Computer Concepts, meanwhile,
found no shortage of customers for
upgrades to Impression Publisher and
Artworks. ANT was another centre of
attraction as the show was the official

launch pad for the ANT Internet Suite
Release II.

There are certain advantages in organis
ing a non-commercial event, but the
success of the Wakefield show augurs well
for the main Acorn World event which

takes place at Olympia during the first
weekend of November. By then, the NC.
and StrongARM Rise PCs should be a
commercial reality, perhaps heralding a
renaissance in Acorn's fortunes all around.

info@acorn.co.uk, WWW: http://www.
acorn.co.uk/

ART, tel: (01223) 577800, fax: (01233)
577900, e-mail: info@art.acorn.co.uk,
WWW: http://www.art.acorn .co.uk/

AOM, tel: (01223) 518518, fax: (01223)
518520, e-mail: info@acorn.co.uk, WWW:
http://www.acorn.co.uk/

Xemplar Education Limited: The
Quorum, Barnwell Road, Cambridge CB5
8RE, tel: (01223) 724724, fax: (01223)
724324, WWW: http://www.xemplar.
co.uk/

X
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Oracle's outspoken CEO, Larry Ellison,
predicting sales of a billion NCs in less time
than it took the PC world to reach 100

million, you can see why the optimists are
cashing in on Acorn shares.

c°*n Cq^
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SpaceTech releases
TopModel
SpaceTech, best known for its
PhotoDesk image manipulation
package, has been appointed
international distributor for the

impressive TopModel 3D model
lingpackage,which is produced
by SincroniaSoluzioni
Multimediali of Italy. TopModel
uses hand-written ARM machine

code routines to maintainperfor
manceduringcomplex rendering
operations which can endow
TopModel imageswith stunning
depth and reality.

The£99.50 + VAT TopModel
package hasa feature listas long
as your arm, so if you need to
know more,contact SpaceTech on
tel: (01305) 822753, fax: (01305)
860483,e-mail:sales@spacetec.
demon.co.uk, WWW: http://www.
digibase.com/spacet.htm

New ANT

Internet Suite
Ifyou'd likea pieceof the Oracle
NC Acorn is developing for the
databasesoftwaregiant,you
could go out and buy Release II of
the ANT Internet Suite. ANT is

developing the browser for the
very same project and some of
that work has rubbed off onto the

new Internet Suite.

Priced £99+ VAT (£10 to regis
tered users), release II has
numerous improvements
designed to keep up with the
rapiddevelopmentof Internet
protocols and features. For exam
ple, the Fresco browser now
supports tables, client-side image
maps, local and global history
lists, plus somenew Netscape and
HTML 3.0 extensions. There is a

lot more to be found out about

ANT's new Internet Suite and to

contact ANT Ltd, phone (01223)
567808, fax: (01223) 567801, e-
mail: sales@ant.co.uk, WWW:

http://www.ant.co.uk/

PD gets cheaper
David Holden of the Archimedes

Public Domain Library (APDL) has
cut his CD-ROM prices. From 1
June, CD-ROMs PD1 and PD2 come

down to £14.95 each or £27.50 for

both. ClipArt CDs DTP1 and DTP2
fall to £19.95 or £37.50 if bought
together. DTP1 has been re
mastered for improved ease of
use. Owners of the old DTP1 CD

can obtain the new version by
returning it with £4. APDL, tel:
0181-778 2659.

Acom User July 1996

NC Smart Cards to replace
portable PCs?
A MAJOR feature of the prototype NC Acorn
Network Computing's CEO, Malcolm Bird,
showed Acorn User is a Smart Card facility which
enables users to conveniently carry around their
unique network identity and properties. The idea
is that you would no longer need to carry a
bulky notebook PC around with you anymore,
instead you would simply insert your personal
NC Smart Card into any NC terminal and
instantly that terminal would behave as if it
were your personal computer.

The NC vision suggests that these cheap, sub-
S500 Internet and Intranet browsers would

eventually be readily accessible everywhere, both
in public places from airport
departure lounges, on aircraft,
trains, shopping malls,
libraries, etc. and in offices
and homes. All your files will
be stored centrally and
securely by your Internet
service provider, ready to be
accessed from any NC enabled
with your ID via your Smart
Card and a password, wher
ever you may be - which
could also include access via a

conventional desk PC or

portable using a wireless
communications link — as

long as a suitable Smart Card
reader interface was attached.

The story goes that the
Smart Card idea came from Olivetti Research

Labs (ORL) in Cambridge, which has close links
with Acorn. ORL had previously experimented
with an application for its electronic Active
Badge system, called Teleporting. Active badges
also contain your ID and can be sensed via
strategically placed sensors.

Originally, Active Badges were designed to
enable people to be located in a building and for
messages to follow the recipient around.
Teleporting extended the idea so that when an
Active Badge wearer approaches an un-used
workstation, that computer senses the identity of
the wearer and automatically configures the
workstation to be set up as that person's personal
machine.

Initial Acorn NCs will be driven by a new
version of the ARM7500 RISC chip designated FE.
This new chip adds a floating point processor,
necessary for optimal execution of Java code,
and support for faster EDO (extended data
output) DRAM. The ARM7500FE will be clocked
at 40MHz, there will be 4Mbs of EDO RAM (a
new type of fast memory), and the main operat
ing system and Internet/Web browser will be on
ROM..

Integrated support will include Sun Java,
Oracle Media Objects and Macromedia Director.

Acorn has also announced that it has developed
a much more powerful StrongARM version of the
NC which will be more suited to high-quality
multimedia applications.

The NC System ROM will be upgradable by a
simple plug-in card which looks remarkably
similar to a PCMCIA Type 1 device, though there
is no stated PCMCIA compatibility in the specifi
cation. There will be no local storage bar the
4Mb system RAM which will be preserved in a
sleep mode when the device is switched off.

All user files will be stored remotely via the
network on the server machine he or she will be

registered with, so there arc no expensive hard

drives, CD-ROM drives or even a floppy disc
drive in the basic specification, though some NC
variants will include these as options.

The Acorn prototype we saw is very low
profile, finished in black and with a slightly
'aerodynamic' design. The smart card reader is
centrally situated and various ports can be found
at the rear. Familiar Acorn technology is easy to
spot. The ROMs contain a derivative of RISC OS
and there is a podule slot into which your choice
of network interface card goes.

This could be an ethernet card, ATM card or
cable modem card. Ordinary PSTN modems will
also be an option, though Malcolm Bird doesn't
see the prospects for even a fast 28.8Kbps modem
being very bright as most consumers wouldn't
have the necessary patience to wait for
downloads and other command responses.

It's great to see Acorn under the spotlight once
more and in-house technology gaining well-
earned recognition. However, the future success
of the NC project is not guaranteed and even
within the NC alliance, there will be competition
from other hardware manufacturers. It will be a

tough battle for Acorn, but it's already in the
lead, especially in the cost-sensitive sector of the
market which should also see the greatest sales
volumes.



Buy with confidence from Beebug,
voted "Best Dealer" by Acorn User
BEEBU& is Acorn's largest dealer
£ is an Acorn Centre of TechnoP

4*

\

The Rise PC is the ultimate system for the home
user and enthusiast, and is now faster and better
priced than ever before.

Support From Beebu;
OurAcorn support staff are second to none.

Trade In Your Existing System
Attractive trade in discounts for your existing Acorn system,
call for details. Your data and upgrades willbe transferred to
your new system at no charge

JitS-?
Special Offer
Choose from either:

Ovation DTP (rrp £69)

r
12 months

RISC User
*] Magazine &
Br DiSC Subscription

(RRP £72.50)

\f\

Rise PC 700" • RISC

ption
PC486

100MHz c

now only £

i-*S»>j

•*»*tf '•

a i A

K y /

Prices
Rise PC600 4Mb HD425, with AKF60 monitor.
Rise PC700 5Mb HD425, with AKF60 monitor.
Rise PC700 10Mb HD850, with AKF60 monitor
12 months on-site warranty included.

17" Acorn AKF90 Monitor -

17" Vision Master Pro -

Quad Speed CD ROM -

[ijr.vi yj,mtn--ii\i m

\ v. 'G( o

Add £382.00

Add £705.00

Add £99.00

0 months.

0

;0

n you buy any Rise

. . £1348.90

. . £1598.00

. . £1988.10

PRICES

NOW
INCLUDE

VAT

BEEBUG Ltd 117 Hatfield Road St Albans Herts ALl 4JS

Tel 01727 840303 Telesales Hotline 01727 840305 Fax 01727 860263

e-mail sales@beebug.co.uk UK delivery £8.00. All our prices now include VAT
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RiscPC+Upgrades

All KNcPC's & A7IXHK
include lyron-siie maintenance.

iRiscPC 600(armB10)
km/HDEifO l<t"man. £13it9.Q0e

RlSCPC 700(arm710)
|6m/HDSltO l>t"mon. £159B.00e

10ITI/HOBS0 lit"mon. £1988.00e

Strong flrm upgrade
i Available to order with new

RiscPC at only £116.32
I For 17'RKF90 monitor Hdd £327.00

For CDrom Drive >tx Odd £99.00

For CDrom Drive Gx Odd £ 129.00

IForCDrom Drive8x Rdd £ 1<*9.00
All('outpours arelimit amitested before dispatch]
urr/iprinter! andsoftware purchased Installed «*

required m imadditional cost

I it8G-SX-33 PC Upgrade £233.00d
"t8G-DX2-GS PC Upgrade £292.00d
it8G-DX>t-100 PC Upgrade£351.00d

1586 PC Upgrade £S8G.00d
Deduct£117.50 off 486 upgrades
when purchased with RiscPC

I PC Exchange £29.00a
Windows 3.1 + DOS G.22 £59.00c
Rcoess-t Card £116.00b
Ftrm710 upgrade £l<t6.00b
Strong flrm upgrade £292.<t8b
Audio mixer £39.00a

IITlovie magic £279.00c
Second Slice £116.00d
Sound Card £69.00b

RiscPC itmb RAfn £S9.00c
RiscPC BmbRflm £ 105.00c

RiscPC 16mbRRm £219.00c
RiscPC 32mbRflm £519..00c

RiscPC imbVRRm £ 150.00c
RiscPC 2mb VRflm £233.00c

,;:'.:\-

Rrchimedes Camp
IF\k Portable (1.6 Floppy Itmh ram

Rrm 3 LCD man.80mbHD). £1 350.00d
R700D (1.6 Floppy 2 or<* ITIb expsndable
to 130mb mm. flrm 7S00 RKF60 IT1/S mon.

StC-mb HD. on (It* 12 months warranty)

2fTl/HDit2S 1If"mon. £938.00e
km/HDWS l"t"mon.£1028.00e
IFor 4xCDrom Drive .!</</£ 130.00

Pocket B • ok

Pocket Book 2(256k) £2it0.00c

Pocket Book 2(1 ma) £335.00c

R-Link £>t9.9Sb
m-Link £76.00b
PC-Link + £79.00b
Parallel Link £28.00a
Pouier Supply £l"t.95b
Flash BSD 128K £3>t.953
Flash BSD 1IT1B £119.00c

Hardware Upgrades

HaUik V3 ffikll £131..00c

Lark midi Sound-Sa. £ 172.00c

midi max £78.00c

Rise DS Upgrade Chips £36.00a
SCSI 16bit £9S.00c

SCSI2 32bit £189.00c

TV Tuner £99.00c

TV Tuner + Teletext £159.00c

Data Storage

IR30x0 CD fltapi interface £8"t.00b
Quad External fltapi CD £ 176.00c
A30x0 IDE interface £88.00b

IA30x0IDE/CD interface £10>t.00b
all aboveincludeHDfaint} kii

IDE 2.S"
170mb £99.00c

|2S0mb £119.00c
S>t0mb £289.00c

IDE 3.5"
1.0 gb Conner £210.00c
1.7 gb ISm £23S.00c

I SCSI 2 3.5"
5>tit meg Fujitsu £199.00c
1 GblOms IBm £283.00c

IIDECD Tray Internal
Panasonic Quadpro £99.00c
Pioneer Quad £99.00c

Toshiba 6 speed £129.00c
Goldstar 8 speed £1>t9.00c
SCSI CD Tray Quad Internal
Toshiba Xm-3601B £2S9.00c

SCSI CD Caddy Quad Internal
Toshiba XfTl-350IB £299.00c

Panasonic PD System
kX speed CD-ROm drive..
,650 ma Optical Disc I
, Internal or External
Including 1 Cartridge
Extra 6S0mB Cartridq

memory Upgrades
R3000 l-2mb

R3000 1-itmb
R3010 l-2mb

H3010 2-itmb
H3010 1-itmb

£6it.00b

£139.00c
£53.00b

£116.00b
£169.00c

R3020 / flitOOO 2-itmb £99.00b
IR5000 2-itmb £99.00b

Ml Upgradesfilled fire ifordered
miltComputer else£IS.U0

Mo I Ol-rl^K Tel: 01924 254800 Fax: 01924 258036[
IVICIII UIUCI E.Mail:Sales@Davyn.Demon.Co.UK

monitors
Iflcorn HKF60 £26tf.00d
Acorn AKF90 £699.OOd
liyama 17"ITlFB617E.26dot £629.00d
liyamB 17"mT9017E 25do. £699.00d
microv lit"lit38(nKFB0) £289.OOd
microv 1>t"1>tS0 (bkfbo) £219.00d

Imicrov 15"1565 28dot £299.00d

Scanners
IEpsonGT5000parallel £399.00d
Epson DT5000 scsi £ltB9.00d
Epson GT8500 para/scsi £323.OOd
Epson GT9000 para/scsi £659.00d
Scanlight 256 8bit £16M)0c
Scanlight 2SG 16bit £151.00c
Scanlight 256 Video £222.00c

IImage master/Twain Driver £3it.00a

Printers
Canon

BJ-30

BJ-70

BJ-210
BJ-230

BJC-ltlOO

BJC-610
Citizen

PRinTiva GOOc
Epson
Stylus Col 2
Hewlett Packard

DeskJet 600

DeskJet 660

LaserJet 5L
Calligraph
flit 1200 Laser

(black) £199.00d
(colour) £257.00d
(black) £233.00d
(black) £311.OOd

(colour) £289.00d
(colour) £>tl9.00d

(colour) £399.00d

(colour) £3>t9.00d

(Black) £233.00d
(colour) £3>t9.00d
(Black) £<t99.00d

(black) £ 11 SO.OOd

Printer Inks/Refills

KSFROMPUMBti

Inkjet Refills are an economical ujay
of re-charging your existing cartridge
All inks come complete ujith gloves,
syringe and easy to use instructions.
Single 20ml Any Colour £6.70a
Tiuin 2x20ml Black £12.30a
Bulk 125ml Any Colour £23.00b

'CartridgelTlate' a neuj and

easy to use cartridge refill system for
HP 51626A high cap. cartridges
Pi refill system tuith no mess

Comprises: Cartridgemate
& 2 x "tOml Ink Tanks

Cartridge not included £35.00b
Ink Tank 2 x itOml £21.00a
HP5162SH Tri-Colour Cartridge refill
kit 3 x 3 colour refills Comprises:

C/m & Y Inks. Cap Retaining Clip
Cartridge Cap Remover £35.00a

We al.sn trinyn targe slock of Inkjet
Cartridges amiribbons

EP-L Toner for LBP-it
EP-S Toner for LBP-8

£G9.00c

E79.00c

Printable Items

Colour'n Wear (2 ujhiteBaseball Caps ♦

3 transfer papers) £ 10.50b
Colour'n Wear (2 white T Shirts +
•» transfer papers £13.50b
Colour'n Wear

(Htransfer papers only) £7.50a
(30 transfer papers only) £'. 1.0 0b
Design & Print mouse mat £5.00a
Design & Print Business Cards
10x11 ii', IBOg Perforated £5.00m
Col InkJet matt photo luhite paper
26 sheets x 120gms £5.50b
monochrome InkJet brilliant white

paper 100 sheets x 90gms £3.00b

CD Software

ArtWorks (CO £99.00c
AnWorks Clipart I . (CO £20.00a
ArtWorks ClipartII (CO £2().(X).i
Beinga Scicmisi (Anglia) £44.00a
BitrolioEd7 (Lino) £69.00c
BreakowayMaths (YITM) £69.00b
Britain from the Air £44.(X)a
Hiilain Since 1930 £28.00a
Cars-Maths in Motion(Cambs) £I05.00b
Dinosaurs (M/S) £45.00a
Caslles (Anglia) £44.00a
Guardians Of the Greenwood £54.00a
Granny's Garden (i.Vlai) £35.00a
Hutchinson M/Media £45.00a
Industrial Revolution (Anglia) £94.00a
Inventions (Anglia) £44,Q0a
KingfisherChildrens Micropedia£93,00b
Langsdalc (CCS) £104.00b
Medieval Realms io66is.i £164.00c
Musical Instruments (M/Si £45 .Ot)a
Mysteriesof Nature (Anglia) TBA
NaughtyStories VI&2 (Sher) £93.00b
PhotoBase I920s,30s.40s,50s,60s

Finance
Clearly the Best Choice
(based on 20% deposit and 0%
finance over 20 month period)

(Acorn Items Only)

20\0%
Personal finance is available to

qualifying purchases.
Credit subject to status.

Written quotation on request.

APR
Viclorians.l.andseapesliach(LL)£54.(H)a
RiscDisc 2 (Uniqueway) £23.00a
SeashoreLife (7-11) £44.(K)a
Understanding Energy £53.00a
Understanding the Body £44.00a
World War 2 £2S.(H)a

Rpplication Software
Advance

Advantage
ANT intern
Ancestry II
A relax

ArtWorks
Card Shop
Celebration
The Comp.Animatoi
Composition
Compression
DataPower
Desktop Thesaurus
Easy Clip
Easy Font 3
Eidoscope(RiscPC only) (CO
Eureka 3 (LL)
Formulix (CC)
Font FX (Datastorc)
Frame-It I or 2 (Davyn)each

I'ublishci iireftulol ti.unes

Graphics Loaders (CC)
Illusionist (Clares)
[mageFS (Alternative P)
ImageOuiliner (Iota)
ImpressionPublisher (CC)
Impression Style (CC)
Inlerlalk (Aconi)
Knowledge Organiser 2(Clare)
Nolalc (LL)
Pendown Etoilcs (LL)
Pendown Plus (LL)
Personal Accounts (Apricoie)
PholoDesk 2 (SpaceTech)
Pinpoint (Longman)
Pro Artisan 2 (Clares)
Pro Artisan 24 (Clares)
Prophcl 2 Accounts (Apricoie)
Render Bender v2 (Clares)
ReplayStarter Kit (Acorn)
RevelationImagePro (LL)
Rhapsody 3 (Clares)
Rhythm Bed (Clares)

(Acorn)

(LL)
(ANT)

(Minerva)
(David P)

(CC)
(Clares)
(Clares)

(lota)
(Clares)

(CC)
(tola)

(RDcv)
(Fahis)
(Fabis)

El 16.00c
£54,00a

£II7.(MII)

£87.00b
£33.00a

£99.00c
£32.00a

£32.00a
£93.00b

£l50.00c
£31.00a

£l04.00c
£19.00.1

£31 .(H)a

£31.00a

£l70.00b

£ 104.00c

£70.00a
£!2.00a

£6.(X)a

£44.()()a

£45.00a
£41.00a
£54.<X)a

£ 139.00c
£79.00c
£93.00c

£72.00a

£62.00b
£S8.00c
£81,00c
£44.00b

£259.00c
£104.00c

£58.00a
£147.00c
£163.00c

£45.00a
£40.00b

£ 163.00c
£93.00a
£45.00a

RiscCad Professional
S 1 (Dawn) £ 189.00c
Education £ 166.00c
Sue Licence £S80.U0c

Serenade (Clares) £93.00a
ShapcFX (Datasiorc) £12.00a
Sibelius 6 (v3) (Sibe) £189.00c
Sibelius 7 Prof. (v3) (Sibe) £939.(X)d
Sibelius 7 Student (v3) (Sibe) £529.00d
Sin An (4Malion) £58.O0a
SmArt Files (4Mation)each £ 17.00a
SmArt File Mod.Lang.(4Mation)£2l.00a
Snippet (4Malion) £38.00a
Sound IX Maker (CIS) £39.000
TermiteInternet (DoggySoft) £89.00e
TcxtEasc (SostEase) £S8.00a
TexiEase Talking (SostEase) £76.00a
Tiller (Clares) £93.00a
Topographer (Clares) £93.00a
Touch Type (lola) £45.001)
TurboDriver (CO ESI.00b
Twain Drivers (DP) £ 19.00a

Education Software

10oul of 10 Full Range Rach £14.00a
Dinosaurs. DrivingTest, Eady Essentials.
English,Ess.Mnlhs, Bss.Science, French.Gerrorm,
Jr.Esseniials, MmhAlgebra,MathGeometry,
MmhsNumber,MathStatistics,Slucl.Spclling,

Adventure Playground (Storm) £20.00a
Amazing Maths (CSH) £22.00a
AmazingOllie (Storm) £15.00a
Arcventure I Romans (Sher) £38.00a
Arcventure ll Egyptians (Sher) £38.00a
Arcventure III vikings (Sher) £38.00a
Arcventure IV A Saxons(Sher) £38-O0a
AroundWorld 80 Days (Sher) £49.00a
Aztecs (Sher) £48.00a
BadgeiT'rails (Slier) £48.001)
tlodyWise (Sher) £48.(X)a I
Balloons and Zoo (Topo) £21.00a I
Calabash Pirates (Storm) £25.(K)a
Coffee (Storm) £29.00al
Connections (Sher) £34.00a
Crystal Rain Forrest (Sher) £48.()()a
Crystal Rain Forrest II (Sher) £48.00a |
Darryl the Dragon (4Mat) £21.00a
DataGrapli (Topo) £30.00a|
Farm (Sher) £22.00a
First Logo (LL) £25.00a I
First Page DTP (LL) £53.00a
Flossy The Frog (4Mal) £26,00a
Right Path 9+ (Storm) £3l.00al
FreddyTeddy (Topo) £15.00a
Freddy Teddy's Adv (Topo) £15.00a I
Fun School 3/4 (5.5-7.7+) each £20.00a |

(Please Specify age group)
Granny'sGarden (4Mal) £26.00aI
Happy Life (CCS) £31.00c
JamesPondrunningwater OO.OOa |
Landmarks full range(I.L)each £28.0()a
LookHereTalkingTopics(Sh) £61,00b
Magpie (LL) £59.001)I
Maths Circus (4Mat) £29.00a|
MathsManio (Topo) £25.00a|
Music Box (Topo) £35.00a
Naughty Slories VI or2(Slier) £58.(X)b |
Number liles (Topo) £25.00a
Ollie Octopus Sk Pad (Storm) ElS.OOa
Oxford Reading TreeStage 2
Talking Slories (Sher) £45.00b|
More Talking Slories A(Sher) £45.(X)h |
Oxford Reading Tree Stage 3
Talking Slories (Sher) £45.(X)h I
Oxford Talking Infant Atlas £21,00a
Pinpoint Junior (LL) £31.00a
PlanlWise (Sher) £49.00a
Polyominocs (Topo) £29.00a
Podd (ESM) £23.00a
Rosie & Jim Duck (Slier) £11.50a
Rosie .V Jim Sneezes (Slier) £ 11,50a
ScreenTurtle (Topo) £35.(X)a
Sea Rescue (Slier) £31.00a
Selladorc Tales (Sher) £26.<X)a
Smudge the Spaniel (Stonn) £20.(X)a |
Smudge the Scientist (Storm) £42.00a
Space City (Sher) £31.00a |
Splash (Sher) £22.(X)a
Stig ol the Dump (Shcr) £26.00a I
Story Starts (Sher) £26.(X)a |
Talking Clock (Topo) £35.(X)a
TalkingAnimated Alphabet £32.00aI
TalkingRhymcsl (Topo) £26.00a
The Playground (Topo) £25.()()a
Tlie Puddle & WardrobefTopo) £20.00a
Time Detectives (Slier) £49.00a
TinyDraw/Logo (Topo) £25.(X)a |
TinyPuzzle (Topo) £18.O0a
TeddyDear's Picnic (Sher) £31.00aI
Voyage of Discovery (Sher) £38.00a|
Worst Witch (Sher) £29.00a|

Games Software

Alone in the Dark (Krisalis)

Aries 4games (GomesWare)
Anagram Genius (4D)
Big Bang (Psvcore)
Black Angel (4D)
Hum Out (Oragan)
Cannon Fodder (Krisalis)
Chuck Rock (Krisalis)
Cobalt Seed (TBA)
Crystal Maze (Sher)
Cyber Ape (TBA)
Cyber Chess (4D)
Darkwood (Eclipse)
Dunc2 (Eclipse)
Dune2 CD (Eclipse)
Dungeon (4D)2mb
Empire Soccer (Empire)
Enter 1lie Realm (-ID) 2mb
E-Type Compendium (4D)
E-1 ypc Jaguar 2
Fire & Ice
Flashback (US Gold)
F.T.T. (TBA)

(llobol Effect (Eclipse)
Gods (Krisalis)
Haunted House (4D) 2mb
Hero Quest (Krisalis)
Holed Oui Compendium (4D)
James Pond (Krisalis)

James Pond 2 RohoCod (GAV)
James Pond running water
Krisalis Collection (Krisalis)
Lemmings i Krisalis)
LemmingsOh No More (Kris)
LemmingsRiscPC (Krisalis)

£30.00a

£l9.00a
£27.00a I
£14.00a
£28.()()a I

£23.O0a I
£20.00a
£10.00a |
£23.00a
£27.00a I
£18.0()a |
£28.000
£22.00a I
£3 2.00a

£4S.00a I
£29.00a I
£27.(X)a

£21.00a
£22.(X)a |
E29.000
£21.000
£25.()()a

£ 19.00a I

£32.00a
£l0.00a
£22.00a

£24.00a

£21.00aI
ElO.OOa
£20.00.1

£29.(X)a I
£24.00a
£19.(X)a

£l7.(X)a|
£24.00a

Lemmings 2 Tribes (Krisalis) £25.(X)a
Magnetoids (Oragan) £19.00a I
Man United Europe (Kris) £ 10.00a
Popnhis (Krisalis) £25.(X).i
Revolver (Psycore) £14.00a
Real McCoy 2 ' (4D) £29.(X)a
lApnuhliH'. Ili'li.llliii. Ohmi'ics. Inertuil
Real McCoy 3 (4D) £29.(X)a
(PmtrBand,Nevryon. DropShip.YV IVImp Gomel
Real McCoy 4 (4D) £29.(X)a
ICalaellc Dun. GiievnmhtiitilfArm. X-Fire.CalaclylinA
Saloon Cars Delux (4D) £27.00a
Scrabble (US Gold) £25.(X)a
SimCity (Krisalis) £26.(X)a
SimCity 2000 (Kris)A5000/PC £33.00a
Simon TheSorcerer (GAV) £35.00*0
Simon The Sorcerer CD(GAV) £41.00a
Spohhleoid Fantasy (4D) £27.(X)a
Slarfighler 3(XX) (Fednet) £27.00..

Stercoworld (4D) £27.(X).i

Stunt Racer 2000 (4D) £29.00a
Swiv (Krisalis) £l0.00a|
Time Machine (4D) £23.00a

Virtual Golf (4D) 2mb £29.00a

Virtual Golf augustacourse (4D) £20.000
GamesPad 2player (GAV) £.i3.()()h

Sfteclat @le<vtaH<ie 0$e>X4\
aufycet Co. tutrxlfaaUUCf

AMX mouse inc stop press £10.00b 1
5.25 401 hare disc drive £ 19.00c
8hit User Analogue Interface £23.00b
A Mouse ill Holland (EY) £2().(X)a
Alderharan (Evolution) £10.00a

Amazing Maths (EY) £!7.(X)a

Apple FS (Oragan) £30.00a
1Armadcus (Clares) £25.00a
Arcturus (Oragan) £8.00a
BoxingManager (Krisalis) £5.(X)a

Dons the Dotty Dog (EY) ElO.OOal
Flossy the Frog (EY) £2().(X)a

Gemini (EY) £10.00al
High Rise Racing (Modus) £15.00aj
Magic Pockets (Renagade) £l5.00aj
Paint Pol (EY) £5.(X)a

Prime Mover (Minerva) £30.00a

Quest for Gold (Krisalis) £5.00a

Sally&Wally (Oragan) £ 15.00a

Small (Virgo) £15.00a j
Spohhleoid (Cybernation) £5.(X)a 1
SlarlWrile (AP) £8.(X)a

SiartWrite Talking (EY) £15.00a 1
Wavelength (GAV) £ 15.00a

Word Works (CC) £l5.00a

Zool 1.6m disk (AP) £8.00a
Master Compact Games Variou. £3.00a

How To Order

Cheques: shouldbe made
payable toOavyn Computers I
Credit Cards: you may also pay!
byVisa. Delta, Euro. Switch. I
Electron, or Master Card. Wei
normally make no charge for this.I
and lake no payment until goodsI
are ready for dispatch. We neecll
the card holders address audi
telephone number, card number!
and issue number if any and the!
expiry dale.
Carriage: charges arcas follows I
a Small £1.251
b Medium £2.5()|
c Medium Recorded £4.501
d Courier£10.001
e Courier Large £15.0()|
OiTicial Orders: are welcomeI
from UK education anilI
government institutions (invoice.sl
are due for payment within I4l
days and are subject to carriagel
and late payment charges).

VAT is included:l
Order Address: please send!
your orders to;
Davyn Computer Services
'The Workshop'
off Princess Street, Sandal,
Wakefield, West Yorkshire,
WF15NY
Opening Hours:

Monday 9.30- 5.30
Tuesday 9.30- 5.30
Wednesday 9.30- 5.30
Thursday
I-riday
Saturday

9.30- 7.30
9.30- 7.30
9.30- 5.30

Terms: All products, prices audi
specifications are offered in goodl
faith and are subject to change!
without notice. We Process alll
orders immediatly, bul suppliers!
do sometimes keep us waiting.]
Goods are guaranteed but are not!
supplied on approval. Returns audi
cancellations can only be accepted!
by prior agreement and there may!
be a restocking and administration!
chargeA fullcopyof our termsareI
available upon request.
lA.O.i: 01-06-96



StrongARM developments
ACORN has been showing off real
.StrongARM processors doing rather impres
sive things inside Rise PCs. Admittedly, the
StrongARMs we saw were early prototypes,
but their performance has generated enthu
siasm we haven't seen from Acorn and its

supporters probably since the Rise PC was
launched two years ago. Most of us are chug
ging away on trusty 30MHz ARM610-based
Rise PCs, or even older and slower hardware.

Consider then that the prototype 220MHz
StrongARM RiscPCs we saw were making a
benchmark 40MHz ARM710 Rise PC look

decidedly pedestrian - the justification for
such enthusiasm is immediately apparent.
On average, StrongARM seems to guarantee
a five-fold acceleration in performance over
a 40MHz ARM710 and some tasks are

accelerated substantially more.
Although being totally unscientific in the

calculation, the StrongARM would seem to
be a real Pentium-killer. Acorn claimed that

the 30MHz ARM310 Rise PC was roughly
equivalent in performance to a 486DX2/66
PC. In PC terms, a good 75MHz Pentium PC
is around 120 per cent faster than a 66MHz
486DX2.

So if a StrongARM is at least 500 per cent
better than a 486DX2/66, you might want to
tease your PC-owning friends that a
StrongARM must be about 4 times faster
than a Pentium 75. Even Intel can't yet
boast a 300MHz Pentium! The above

comparison is a bit academic, but the under
lying message is as clear as it can get —
Acorn is back in the performance hunt with

the StrongARM. And the chip still doesn't
need a heat sink.

What's more, the predicted headache of
key RISC. OS applications not taking too
kindly to a StrongARM version of the RISC
OS seems to have been largely overcome.
Acorn demonstrated both Impression Style
desktop publishing and Artworks drawing
packages working like never before on a
StrongARM machine. There is still work to
be done in terms of compatibility and Acorn
has been in discussion with Computer
Concepts regarding new versions of
Impression and Artworks for StrongARM Rise
PCs.

Acorn is expecting great demand for the
StrongARM and is taking steps to avoid a
supply backlog. ART'S Peter Bondar told
Acorn User that an initial run of 5,000

StrongARM Rise PC upgrades has been
ordered and a second run of a further 5,000

can be quickly turned around should the
demand warrant it. If 10,000 are eventually
realised, no less than one in three Rise PCs
produced to date will be StrongARM
equipped as a result.

So where does this leave the Simtec Hydra
multi-processor card which was launched to
the general public recently? Peter Bondar
says a Hydra fully populated with ARM71()s
will still not match the performance of a
220MHz StrongARM. But the future for the
Hydra remains bright —imagine one armed
(pardon the pun) to the teeth with
StrongARMs and you might be knocking on
the door of what would have been

More details on NC emerge
ORACLE rounded up a glittering collection of allies to officially
launch the Network Computer initiative at an event in San
Francisco in the middle of May. All the big names, Sun
Microsystems, Apple Computer, IBM, Netscape Communications,
bar one - Microsoft - lined up to deliver their plans to support the
Oracle-inspired Network Computer ideal. Acorn (as everybody
must know by now) is working for Oracle to design the reference
hardware platform for an ARM-based NC. At last, we can bring
you hands-on details of the Acorn-developed prototype NC:

Oracle has hinted that the first NCs to market before the year is
out will be ARM-based, but Acorn's design will eventually have to
compete with NCs which use Sun Sparc, PowerPC and even Intel
processors. Acorn's trump cards are its lead in the race to a
market-ready product, low-cost and experience in delivering
acceptable quality graphics via ordinary TV displays.

The May 20th event was held to deliver the 'NC Reference
Profile 1', an extensive set of common guidelines which will hope
fully establish the Network Computer as a hardware-independent
computer and inter-manufacturer compatible standard to chal
lenge the conventional PC and bring computing to a much greater
section of the global population. One aim is to make multimedia

considered supercomputing power just a few
years ago.

At £249 + VAT, which includes a new

version of RISC OS on ROMS and CD ROM,

StrongARM for your Rise PC looks irre
sistible. Clan club members had the chance

to reserve their own StrongARM priority
order before a 19 May deadline. Early orders
are likely to be met in September and there
will be a further incentive - a £99 special
offer price if you order one with a new Rise
PC between now and September.

Peter Bondarexpects high demand

Internet computing as ubiquitous as telephone and television
services. The press release talks of promoting competition in a
new class of communications and commerce devices for use in

homes, schools, businesses and institutions.

The plan is that NCs will take many forms, including desktop
machines, laptops, video phones, pagers and even conventional
PCs. All will be able to be connected to the Internet or a private
Internet (also known as an Intranet). Some devices will have built-
in applications, but most will rely on dynamically downloading
compact applications from the Internet as and when they require
them. This is where Oracle's real interest lies - its business is in

servers and databases, but sales of low-cost access devices will help
build Oracle's core business.

Details of the NC Reference Profile 1 include:

• a minimum 640x480 (VGA) screen resolution

• a pointing device (mouse or track ball)
• text input capabilities and audio output.

Internet standards like TCP/IP, plus World Wide Web protocols
HTML and HTTP, plus other mail protocols (SMTP, IMAP4 and
POP3) also lie at the heart of the Profile. Sun's Java language will
handle hardware-independent application execution.
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StrongARM in
education? P
Xemplar Limited has no plans to include StrongARM- I
basedproducts inits price list foreducation
customers. The reason, according to managing
director Brendan O'Sullivan, isthat the forthcoming
ARM810-based Rise PC willbe adequateformost
education customer needs. Another reason is that the

StrongARM willbe a moredifficult upgrade for
existing users and compatibility problems with somesoftware packages could cause problems which
schools would not be willingto face.

However, therewill be nothing to stopanyeducation customer from purchasing a StrongARM
solution from a dealer outside Xemplar. O'Sullivan has stressed all along thatXemplar isthere to serve
the education customers' needsandhe added that if schools started to form long queues for
StrongARMs, Xemplar wouldrespond accordingly andstartto supply it.

CD-ROM drives faster than ever
JUST last month we brought news of Eesox's new
8X ATAPI Hold CD-ROM drive. Could the remark

able performance of 8X technology be about to be
eclipsed by 10X drives? Pioneer, who was one of
the first CD-ROM drive manufacturers to break

through into 4X technology when double-speed
was still the norm, has announced its Super 10X
speed CD-ROM drive.

Spinning CDs at this speed and getting the
most out of the performance needs some clever
technology. Conventional CD-ROM drives work
to maintain the track data rate at the laser pick
up - which is called Constant Linear Velocity
(CLV) - so the CDspins faster when the pick-up is
nearer the centre of the CD and slower when the

pick up moves out to the edge.
Hard drives, which are much faster than CD-

ROM drives, use Constant Angular Velocity
(CAV) and so does Pioneer's 10X speed

mechanism. This means Pioneer's 10X drives can

deliver 10X performance only when the read
head is at the edge of the CD. However, even at
the 'slowest' innermost track, data will be
streamed off at 660K per second, which is
slightly better than 4X performance. In a sense,
the Pioneer isn't a 'true' 10X drive as sustained

data transfer ranges between 4X and 10X - it's
more of an optimised 4X drive, but on the whole
it should give most other high speed drives a run
for their money.

To cope with the maximum sustainable data
rates, Pioneer also had to revamp the drive elec
tronics too. Both IDE (ATAPI) and SCSI versions
of the Super IOX will be introduced, with the IDE
version arriving in August. Pioneer forecasts a
retail price of £199 for the IDE version and £250
for the SCSI version. Pioneer High Fidelity (GB)
Limited, tel: (01753) 789789, fax: (01753) 664001.

Eidos reveals NC link
EIDOS pic, the software video
compression company, has
announced that it has licensed

Oracle the right to incorporate
its software compression tech
nology into the Oracle Network
Computer. Last month Eidos,
which has a long-running rela
tionship with Acorn, revealed it
was interested in applying both
the Simtec multi-processor ARM
upgrade and StrongARMs in
Rise PCs for real time digital
video compression tasks.

The wide ranging licensing
deal with Oracle means Eidos is
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making its video compression
technology available to all NC
developers, including Acorn.
Eidos says this technology will
form part of an advanced video
software architecture for the

NC. Eidos says it is extremely
enthusiastic about the NC and

has committed to developing its
own video-enabled applications
specifically for use with the NC
platform.

The first application will aim
to provide NC users with a
videophone facility. Stephen
Streater of Eidos Technologies

commented: 'With the Oracle

licence in place, Eidos is creat
ing a platform-wide de facto
industry standard for software-
based videophones for use over
the World Wide Web.' Eidos

says it can deliver 6-12 frames
per second at a resolution of
129x96, colour depth 15-bits
per pixel, and at a modem data
rate of 28.8Kbps. Using ISDN
(digital phone connection) at
128Kbps, Eidos says 6-15 frames
per second is possible at a reso
lution of 240x192 and a 15-bits

per pixel colour depth.

Burns multimedia

event

From 15 July, visitors to the

Robert Burns Centre in Dumfries

will be able to attend a limited

number of free screenings of the

award winning CD-ROM 'The

World of Robert Burns'. For six

days there will be two daily

screenings in the Robert Burns

Centre cinema courtesy of

Cambridgeshire Software House

and The Dumfriesand Galloway
Education Department.

The screening will be made

possible by linking a Xemplar-

supplied RisePCto the

projection system in the cinema.

Cambridgeshire Software House,

tel: (01480) 467945

Rise TV

Not a new risque satellite chan

nel, but the latest product from

Irlam Instruments. Rise TV is a

video display card which can

display full motion 24-bit colour

in the desktop without affecting
the main system processor or
bus loading.

The display works irrespective

of the native RISC OS screen

mode currently set, so it's

always 24-bit colour. The display
itself can be scaled in real-time

up to 1024x768. The card can

also be used as a still frame

grabber and the plug-in module
system can accept an optional

teletext decoder.

Designed for the Acorn

A5000, A7000 and Rise PC, the

Rise TV is priced £249 + VAT.

Irlam Instruments, tel/fax:

(01895)811401, e-mail:

info@irlam.co.uk.

Xemplar deal
for teachers

Xemplar Education is to enable

teachers to buy the computers it

supplies at the same specially

discounted rates enjoyed by

schools. Anything, within

reason, on the Xemplar price list

will be available to teachers at

the Xemplar lower education

price point. Xemplar's salesdesk

is on tel: (01223) 724200
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SOFTWARE:

StartWrite (Wordprocessor),
Application Suite, Mouse Mat,
PLUS choice of Options I or 2 below
(£39 extra for both together)

Option I - Early Times Bundle.

Artisan 2. Art package from Clares.
Doris the Dotty Dog. Naughty story from
Sherston.

Daryl the Dragon. Adventure story from
4Mation.

Amazing Maths. Mental arithmetic from
Cambridgeshire Software House.
Gemini. Matchingpair game from
Cambridgeshire Software House.
Maths Gen. Maths worksheet creator from

Creative Curriculum Software.

Option2 - Home Bundle.

Resultz. Spreadsheet from Colton Software.
Desktop Database. Database from lota.
Revelation. Art package from Longman
Logotron.
Zool. Fantasy arcade game from Gremlin.

The Castle Technology Product Range

Flatbed SCSI scanner
Fits all Acorn computers with SCSI interface
ImageMaster software included
Fast scanning speed - 3.6ms per line
Twain compliant

,

Supplied with Acorn Driver
Choice of SCSI or IDE interface
Free headphones, Photoview & Audioplayer
Compatible with Kodak Photo CD
Internally or externally housed

2.5" or 3.5" sizes

Fast access of up to 8ms
20Mb to 2Gb capacity
Formatted and soak-tested
Interface may be required

Suitable for all Acorn computers
Menu & select buttons on pen
Instant response time
Three colour aluminium or plastic casing
National Curriculum "input device"

Built in wrist support
Tested to 30 million operations
Quiet, tactile and curved low profile keys
Fulltwo year guarantee
International versions available

3.5" 105/270 Mb capacity
5.25" 200Mb capacity
SCSI or IDE interfaces
Programmable power saving modes
Internal or externally housed

Scanflat

A Special Offer from

CASTLE TECHNOLOGY

Acorn User Best Dealer Award 1995 - Runner-up

Available now while stocks last!

Call 01728 621222
AWGHRESOlUnON

ACORN COLOUR

CCWUtER SYStEM

Ar a stKssjiE pwcc rnoM

iu mmmmemttmm cmmhuuick

Connect our amazing offer to your TV, or

use any of the options below to create a

high specification computer system:

Hardware Options:

' 2-4Mb RAM

• High resolution colour 14" monitor

• Hard Drive (120Mb, 200Mb, 500Mb)

• SCSI Interface

• CD-Rom Drive

• MIDI Interface

• Printer

Etc., etc.

THE A30I0 COMPUTER

The A30I0 is ideal for schools, small businesses

and, of course, in the home. The A30I0 shares

the same processor and main electronics as the

A3020 & A4000 computers. It has one internal

expansion slot, a serial port, two joystick ports

and a parallel printer port.

Monitor extra

ORDER 10 - GET 1 FREE!
Order 10 computer systems with
hard drives and monitors and we

will supply one of our Special
Offer 2Mb A30I0 computers

FREE!

O
SB

Order bytelephone on 01728 621222
or Fax on 01728 621179.

Delivers'£9 percomputer (£10.58 inc VAT).
Cheques*, debit cards (Switch &Delta),
credit cards(2% charge may apply), and
educational orders accepted.
All trademarks acknowledged.
"Cheques: allow 5 working days toclear.

SPECIAL BULK PURCHASE
120Mb and 240Mb Hard Drives

for A302O / A30I0 / A3000 (Rise OS 3.1 required)

120Mb

ex VAT inc VAI

240Mb

ex VAT inc VAI

A3020 £99.00 £11633 £129.00 £15158

A30I0 incl Interface £129.00 £15138 £159.00 £186.83

A3000 incl Interface £129.00 £151.58 £159.00 £186.83

Further unexpected bulk purchase allows this unbeatable
offer to be repeated - order NOW to avoid disappointment!

Get one of our Special Offer hard drives and dramatically increase the
power of your Acorn. Fit it yourself - no special knowledge is required

and no extra parts are needed. Just connect and go!

mn
♦ Easy to fit

♦ Uses Rise OS 3.1 for full compatibility
♦ All drives formatted and soak tested

♦ Full I year guarantee
♦ 500Mb also availableErgo KeyboardSuitable for all Acorn computers

Easy to use and manage
Share CD ROMs, scanners and printers
The fastest disk sharing system
Plug-in and go installation

Designers of interfaces since 1988
Connect your computer to hard drives etc
Up to seven devices per interface (SCSI)
Available for all Acorn computers
Transfer rates of up to 4.5Mb/sec

This is another unbeatable Special Offer from
Castle Technology - one of the UK's premier manufacturers and

suppliers of Acorn upgrades. Watch out for more!
For a full price list and colour brochure call 01728 621222

Castle Technology OreTrading Estate Woodhridge Road l-'rainlinghain Suffolk IP13 9I.I.
Telephone: 01728621222 Fax: 01728621179 e-mail: sales@c;Lstlel.demon.co.uk



Power Up
.... a low cost

Tape Streamer

£175
exc VAT

.... the Fast SCSI II

£175
32-bit DMA Transfers

Direct DOS Formatting
Create 4GB partitions with RISC OS 3.6.
Fully compatible with:
• All branded SCSI Hard Drives

• New SyQuest EZ135 and Iomega ZIP Drives
• SyQuest 5.25" and 3.5" Drives
• Mag-Optical Drives
• 'Proteus' Panasonic PD Drives

• Scanners

exc VAT

• ••• Enhanced ADFS

exc VAT

EADFS Software Module

Add a bigger IDE Hard Disc (ie 1GB
or larger) to RISC OS 3.5 Rise PC
• Multiple 512MB partitions possible
• Read/Write Access Parameters

• Passwording

Complete with a 350MB
tape for starting a sensible
backup program for your
important data, this internal
Power-tec drive is a compact
and attractive alternative

to over 200 floppy discs.
It is multi-tasking, network
compatible, and comes with
software for timed and

selective backups.

Power-tec
the power to perform

Check out our Web Site

on the Internet!

http://www.alsystems.co.uk
or email

sales@alsys.demon.co.uk

Power Up a Power-tec
Please call Alsystems on 01420 561111 for further information on any product in the Power-tec Range
Alsystems. 47 Winchester Road, Four Marks. Alton. Hampshire. GU345HG. England. Tel: +44(0) 1420 561111. Trade Enquiries Welcome.



PC column

A game of cards
MORE competition is entering the PC card scene
as CJEMicros gets its own version of the 586 card
up and running. By the time you read this it
should he available - though possibly in limited
numbers. The card uses an AMI) 586 fitted with

its own fan on a modified MK2 board - and

clocked at 133MHz!

Tests apparently show the expected 20-25 per
cent improvement in speed over the 100MHz
chip - but only on tasks that require processor
power rather than intensive bus/disc use which

OU could try harder

will mask the chip's extra power. CJE doesn't
expect any extra problems from its card over
Acorn /Aleph 1 versions and says it will run with
the PCx86 software provided it's properly
configured.

Prices are expected to be similar to
Acorn/Aleph cards - perhaps a touch lower, with
similar trade-in deals.

To contact CJE, tel: (01903) 523666, fax:
(01903) 523679 or look them up on
http://www.art.acom.co.uk/coft/CJE/

LAST time I promised to let
you know whether Netscape
for Windows 95 runs on the PC

card. I'm pleased to say it does
and my wife is now happily
logging on to the OU site. I've
only come across one 'bug' (in
fact this will probably happen
whatever software you ask to
use the RS232 port), which is

that if you log on via Win
dows, the port isn't released
back to RISC OS until the card

is fully shut down. Closing the
connection or even exiting
Windows isn't enough.

As for the OU's service,
(aside from the fact that the

OU doesn't recognise Acorns -
or even Apples!), the main

bugbear is that if you've
already got Net access and
don't need the free software,
the connection doesn't give
you much extra.

If the OU really wants to
help its students it should
arrange privileged access to
academic resources that

ordinary mortals can't reach.

What a cracker
I IMAGINE there are two main reasons for most of

us putting a PC card into an Acorn: to get access
to software that isn't available on our preferred
platform, and to be able to run the same sort of
software that is used by people we work with -
how many offices are Acorn based that you know
of? I spend much of my time writing and,
increasingly, clients want the copy on disc. So I
have to supply it on floppy - and in a file format
they can read. I'm sure I'm not alone.

Acorn has produced PC Exchange to facilitate
this process. But there's another option you might
like to consider - Colton's Fireworkz suite which

includes WP, database and spreadsheet. Long
time Acorn users will probably remember the
View family with affection. It spawned the inte
grated and idiosyncratic Pipedreum on the Z88
portable which was, in turn, ported to RISC OS.
But Pipedream's idiosyncrasies put off many
users. So Colton developed Fireworkz which is far
more conventional in operation.

Of great interest to PC card users is the fact that
Fireworkz is available for both RISC OS and Win

dows (3.1 and 95) - and whichever version you
use, it looks and operates much the same. Where
it really scores for Rise PC users is that the soft
ware will work on the same file from either

platform.
All you have to do is save your file in the

drive-c partition of your Rise PC hard disc. This is
no more difficult than saving it anywhere else -
I've set up a dedicated directory so the files are
easy to find. Getting at your files under RISC OS is
done in the usual way. When you fire up the PC
version of Fireworkz, simply seek out your direc
tory and any Fireworkz files are instantly
available for use. That means you can work on
the file under RISC OS or PC and save it to floppy
disc easily in either format. Once again, using
rich text files (.rtf) gives good compatibility with
PC WPs like Works and Word.

But is Fireworkz any good? Actually I think it's
superb. Unlike PC software it doesn't have the
kind of bells and whistles that look superficially
impressive but actually waste time in all sorts of
ways. On screen it operates faster than 'regular'
PC programs and is, for me at least, far more intu
itive as well. If you want to use RISC OS but have
to communicate in PC land, Fireworkz is

something you really should check out.
Finally/ in case anyone from media-land is

reading, consider this: Fireworkz will work prop
erly in columns, which means it will easily do
what other PC-based software never delivers -

you can write scripts with it. In my view, Fire
workz ought to be standard on all PCs in radio
and TV production offices. It is most certainly
going to be my program of choice from now on.

Having a trashing
time

Aleph One's next generation faster
driver software has run into a

problem shown up by the Beta

released 1.995 - under some

circumstances the software can

apparently trash your hard drive!

This only occurs when using a
DMA SCSIcard and a CD-ROM,I'm

told, but clearly Aleph will want to
get the problem sorted before

anything is released. So, at least at

the time of writing, the much
improved version 2.00 (which is

also, as I understand, the first

version of x86 to officiallysupport

Windows 95) is on hold until this

bug is tracked down.

Meanwhile, a fix for those

stripey icons in Windows 95 is

available and a new faster

windows driver is nearing

completion. For network-oriented

folk, Aleph One tells me it is

working hard to make network
installation mucheasier - if you're
interested it may be able to help by

the time you read this.

Contacts

If you have an Aleph One card you

can e-mail: support@aleph1.co.uk

including your cards serial number.

Acorn customers should go to

Acorn. For information:

info@aleph1.co.ukor tel: (01223)

811679.

Keep the faith
If you are trying desperately to

keep faith with Acorn while all

around is PC, you might, like me, be
tempted by the heavyweight,

bankbusting (400 plus quid on 24

discs!) Office Pro suite. But be

warned, my disc version won't

install (a small problem(!) reported

by others too), though I've been
told the CD version does work OK.

I've persuaded Word to install on
its own. If and when I get the

other 45 Megs onto my hard drive
I'll let you know how it performs.

Contacting me
You can contact the PC page by

writing to me, MikeBuckingham, at
Acorn User, IDGMedia, Media

House,Adlington Park,Macclesfield,

Cheshire,SK10 4NP, or e-mailingto
aupcpage@idg.co.uk
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:
Showroom open Mon-Sat 10-18.00 hrs (All prices exclude VAT) Carriage included except where indicated

CD-ROM
All CD-ROM's are Mulli-Sossion.
PhotoCD. CD-DA, While Book
compnlible & come complete with
data/sound cables, screws & lilting
instructions. SCSI drives require an
interface with CDFS 2.20 or greater. Driver included.

Internal Drives (Tray Loading)
Panasonic 4x CD ATAPI £55
Panasonic 6x CD ATAPI £Call
These drives can only be used on a RiscPC or A7000 with
RiscOS3.5 or later. Data cable, CD audio cable, fixings &
instructions included. No further hardware is required.

Sony 2x CD SCSI 275ms £110
Pioneer 4.4x CD SCSI 150ms £190
PCW Verdict - 'It's extremely quick, and a bargain.'

Toshiba 6.8x CD SCSI 135ms £270
External Drives
Sony 2x CD SCSI 275ms £170
Pioneer 4.4x CD SCSI 150ms £240
Toshiba 6.8x CD SCSI 135ms £320
SCSI cards
Morley uncached SCSI card £130
Morloy Cached SCSI card £160
PowerTec SCSI II card £165

a
RiscPC Computers
AllAcorn computers include 1yr on-sile
maintenance. 3yr On-site is available.
20/20 finance available, ring for details.
For PC Cards see PC Card section below.

14" Monitor Systems (AKF60)
RPC600 4MHD425 £1128
RPC600 4MHD425+4xCD £1179
RPC700 5MHD425 £1319
RPC700 5MHD425+4xCD £1370
RPC700 10MHD850 £1658
RPC700 10MHD850+4xCD £1709
17" Monitor Systems (AKF90)
RPC600 4MHD425 £1446
RPC600 4MHD425+4xCD £1497
RPC700 5MHD425 £1639
RPC700 5MHD425+4xCD £1690
RPC700 10MHD850 £1957
RPC700 10MHD850+4xCD £2008
Add £20 for liyama MF-8617E
Add £85 for liyama MT-9017E

Hard Discs
IDE 3'/2" HardDrivesl SCSI 3%" HDrives
635Mb 12ms £130
850Mb 12ms ECall
1Gb ECall
Add the relavent accessories
ForA3000/A3010 hard discs I

540Mb 12ms
1.28Gb 12ms
2Gb

£145
£220

ECall

ee Hard Card section below.

Syquest Removable SCSI Drives
105Mb Internal £80 EZ135Mb Externals69
105Mb External £159 EZ135Mb Cartridge £20
270Mb Internal £250 105Mb Cartridge £25
270Mb External £329 270Mb Cartridge £43

Zip100 SCSI Removable Drives
Work just like your hard drive oxcopt they are
removable giving unlimited capacity. Data
Iransler speeds around 1Mb/s - ideal to backup
your hard drive. Internal drive requires 5.25" bay.
Internal SCSI £1701 ZipDiscs £15
ExternalSCSI £160)Zip Discs (lOPack)£115
Hard Disc Interfaces/Accessories
IDE interface £79150-50C SCSI Cable£10
Morley Uncached £130 25-50 SCSI Cable £10
Morley Cached £160 SCSI II-50C Cable £25
Cumana SCSI II £165 External case/PSU £79
PowerTec SCSI II £165 2nd IDE Drive Kit £15

20/20 Finance
on Acorn Systems (0%APR)

20% deposit (min) and 20 interest
free monthly payments. Available
subject to status. Ring for details.

A7000 Systems with 14" Monitor
A7000 2MNET £799
A7000 2MHD425 £799
A7000 2MHD425+4xCD £899
A7000 4MHD425 £867
A7000 4MHD425+4xCD £969

RiscPC Multimedia CD-ROM Pack
Includes 25W slereo mains speakers, Hutchinsons
Encyclopedia 8 RiscDisc (Vol.1) together with one of the
following CD-ROM drives.

4x ATAPI CD Pack £120
Th©above can only be used with RiscOS 3.Gmachines.
4.4x SCSI CD Pack £375
The SCSI Pack includes a MoMey cached SCSI Card.
Add £20 exlra (or SCSI 2 Card.

TopicArt
Single disc clipart containing approx. 50 high quality draw formal clip art in
each on a single subject. Comes with mono reference sheet. 20 subjects;
available now. Please specify when ordering. Site licence.is included.

CD-ROM!

£32+VAT
Contains over 2000
ClipArt files, each in

Draw, ArtWorks & EPS
formats + other

Floppy discs
£8 + VAT each

Single Floppy disc subjects available
(one disc per subject)
1 Gonoral 11 Tools
2 Transport 12 AnimalsGB
3 Costumes 13 Chem Signs
4 Entertainment 14 Fire/Enierg Sn
5 Bugs 2 Slugs 15 Hazard Signs
6 Road Signs 16 Salety Signs
7 Sports Equip 17 Xmasl
8 Sports Figures 18 Xmas2
9 Dinosaurs 19 Xmas3
10 Symbols 20 Xmas4

QuickLynk£28+VAT
With 5m Local Cable E34+VAT

With 10m Local Cable£39+VATj
With 20m Local Cable£45+VAT
QuickLynk allows you to acces
another unattended RiscOS
computer remotely using
the serial port via modems
or locally using a cable to
connect the 2 computers.
Each computer can be
configured toallow access
to any attached filing system
device eg ADFS, IDE, SCSI, CDFS, etc. Once
connected, files can be transferred to/from the
remotecomputer. Otherfeaturesinclude
password access, auto dialler with phone book
and chat mode to send messages to remote
computer/user. Transfer rates up to 1.9 kbytes/s
can bo achieved with older computers, eg. A410,
A3000, rising to 11.4 kbytes/s on the RiscPC
range. The transfer rate is limited by the speed of
the serial port. QuickLynk cannot at present be
used directly from programs/command line.
Requires RiscOS 3.10 or greater, ring for details.

QuickTile £25+VAT
QuickTile allows
you to create
posters from
ANY RiscOS
application,
including
Impression.
Simply enter the
size of poster
required &
select PRINT
from the

application! QuickTile does the rest,
printing each tile with crop marks and tile
references. New features include the
facility to print inverted crop marks or no
crop marks. QuickTile can only be used
with the RiscOS printer Driver or
TurboDrivers.
Requires RISCOS 3.10 or later.
Return disc to upgrade for £4 Inc VAT.

Mail Order - 0161-474 0778 (All prices exclude VAT) The lowest prices without compromise

RiscPC PC Cards
When purchased with a System/Sepcrately

5x86-100 £399 £499
486DX4-100 £199 £299
486DX2-66 £149 £249
486SX33 £99 £199
StrongARM £99 £249
Trade-In discounts of £100 lor DX2/DX4
cards and £200 (or PC5x86 cards are
available when trading in a ACA42 486SLC33
PC card.
Add E6+VATcarriage lor PC cards.

liim^'in^ES—
ESP16 bit Sound Card £60
YES 16 bit Mozart Card £60
Add 2*VAT carriage to above.

2nd Slice Case Upgrade £99
Add 7* VAT carriage to above.
ll emory upgrades

iscpc Memory (SIMMS)
4Mb £40|8Mb £75
16Mb £180|32Mb ECall
RiscPC VRAM Memory
1Mb £100|2Mb £160
1-2Mb u/g (exchange) £100
I lomtors
KF50 14"0.28dp £275

liyama MF-8617E 17" £540
liyama MT-9017E 17" £600
Older computers will require an adaptor £12

rimers (Include Cable)
•anon BJC-210 £189

Canon BJ-230 £265
Canon BJC-4100 £240
Canon BJC-610 (720dPi) £350
HP LaserJets Printers ECall
Add £40 to above printers lor TurboDriver

7T etworking
,30X0 EtherLan 102

A4000 EtherLan 200
A4000 EtherLan 201
Archi EtherLan 514
RPC/A7k EtherLan 602 £105
Add £15 to above prices (or Access*.

NetCubes ECall
Easy to install 10baseT Hub pack for up to
6 computers. Ring (or more Info.

£125

£135
£135
£125

RiscOS 3.1 Upgrades • Hard Cards/Multi-Pods I CD-ROM's
bmgie Horn set (lilting inslr./no discs) LJ4
3 Rom sets (lining instr./no discs) £79
10 Rom sots (lilting inslr./no discs) £255
Documentation (GuideS Discs)(0% VAT) £29
Carrier board lor A300/A440 £22

Portable Computers
Acorn A4 Portable Li 149

Pocket Book II (256k) £205
Pocket Book II (1Mb) £285
Psion 3a (1Mb) £270
Psion 3a (2Mb) £305
AutoRoute Express Uk/Eire £55
- 'Thismustbooneof the best packages
- you can add to your PockotBook/Psion3a'

A-Link £42
Parallel Link £26
128k RAM SSD £43
256k Flash SSD £47
PB/Ps3 Games £Call

PC Serial Link £60
Mains Adaptor £15
512k RAM SSD £105
512k Flash SSD £77
PBII/Ps3a Games £4

m.24:16 Multimedia CnrdTlMo tramestoro
FPA Upgrade (or 25MHz ARM3 £59
iTVTV Tuner & Teletext card (Irlam) £169
Joystick Interface (all rive's) £28
Logitech Mouse (Acorn) £25
MidiMax Card (CC) £68
Movie Magic (CC) £249
Scart - 9pm Monitor/RGBTV cable £12
Scart - 15pin Monitor/RGBTV cable £12
Serial Upgrade lor A3000 (Acorn) £19
Stereo Speakois 25W (mains powered) £35
Stereo Speakers SOW (mains powered) £50
TV Tuner with TeloToxt (CC) £157

ScanLight Video 35
Epson GT-5000 Colour Parallel Scanner £Call
Epson GT-5000 Colour SCSI Scanner £389
Epson GT-8500 Colour SCSI Scanner £525
Col. Scanners incl, ITWAIN, ImMaster & Cbl.
Vision24 Colour Digitiser Int £69/Ext £94
Hi-Vision24 Digitiser A5000 Int £94/Ext £119

estoroT£35?

i Sportster
USR 28.8Vi Sportster £185
USR Courier V.34 £265
Modems come complete with a 25-25 PC
wired cable utilising a 25-9 adaptor at the
computer end as standard. This may hinder
Ihe printer porl. Wo can supply 9-25 way
cables il required, see below. A3000 and
Archimedes require an Archi wired cable.
Add £6»VAT if additional cable is required.

ANT Internet Suite £98
ArcTerm7 £78
ArcFax £28
9-25 Archimedes Wired Modem Cable £10
9-25 PC Wired Modem Cable £8
3-way Sonal T-Switch (incl. comm. cablo) £28

ma.

A3010 HCCS Hard Disc Multi-Podulo
80Mb * User Port * 2 Slots £ 186
130Mb + User Port t 2 Slots £269
160Mb + User Port + 2 Slots £319
A3000 Internal IDE Hardcards
80Mb i User Port £156
130Mb + User Port £219
160Mb -. User Port £279
Sec top of page for other hard discs.

BC-02 Cartridge (BJ-200/BJC-210) £17
BC-05 Cartridge (BJ-210) ECall
BJI-642 Cartridge (BJ-300) £15
BJI-201bk Black Cartridge (BJC-600 ser.) £10
BJI-201C/M/Y Cartridge (BJC-600 sor.) £8 ea.
BCI-21BkBlack Cartridge (BJC-4000) £9
BCI-21CColourCartridgo (BJC-4000) £17
BC-20Fast BlackCartridge(BJC-4000) £25
BJI-643BlackCartridge(13J-800) £16
BJI-643C/M/Y Cartridge (BJ-800) £20 each
DeskJot500 Mono/Colour Cartridge E20/E23
EP-L Toner (LBP-4/HP LJIII) £59
Epson Stylus Colour Black £16/Colour £30
HP 92274A Toner (HP LJ4L) £59
Swi(t24 Mono/Colour Ribbon £7/£15

Books (No VAT)
Acorn Volume 5a PRM Add £7 carr. £29.95
Acorn BBC Basic VI Guide £19.95
RiscPC Tech Rel Guide Add £7 carr. £29.95
ArchimedesAssemblyLanguage(Dabs)£5.00
ArtWorks Made Easy (Dabs) £5.00
C A Dabhand Guide (Dabs) £5.00
Game Maker's Manual (Sigma) £14.95
RiscOS 3 Firsl Steps (Dabs) £5.00
Add £2 Carr to above (£4 for Acorn books)

residents add 17.5% VAI to all pnees
except books. Carnage (roo in UK (excluding
remote areas) (except books), elsewhere at
cost. Orders MUST be accompanied by a
phonenumber. Pricesand spoc'ssubjectto
change wilhout notilication. Goods subject to
availability. Goods not offered on trial basis.
Restocking fee on non-faulty returns. Official
orders welcome from educational institutes,
chq with order under £30. E&OE.

I'-iiagaagfliij

CD soltwaro lor His

ArtWorks on CD (CC)
Childrons Micropedia CD
ClipArt CD 1/2 (CC)
Dinosaurs (MS)
Dune II (Eclipse)
Granny's Garden CD
Guardians ol the Greenwood
Hutchinsons Encycloped'
Musical Instruments (MS)
PB Bears Birthday Party
RiscDisc Vol 1or 2 CD
Simon the Sorcerer CD

pplications
tage (Longma

ANT Internet Suite (ANT)
ArcFax (David Pilling)
ArcTerm7 (Serial Port)
ArtWorks (CC)
Blinds (Quantum)
C/Ct. (Acorn) (£7 Carr)
Card Shop (Clares)
Chameleon 2 (4Mation)
Compl.Animator (lOTA)
Compression (CC)
DalaPowor (IOTA)
Disc Rescue (Look)
Easy C+» (Beebug)
Eureka v3 (Longman)
FireWorkz (Collon)
FireWoikz Pro (Collon)
Font Directory2 (Look)
Font FX (DalaStoro)
Graphics Loaders (CC)
Hatchback (4Mation)
Hearsay II (Boebug)
HTML Edit 2
lmageFS2 (AllPubl)
Image Oullmer (IOTA)
Impression Publisher
Impression Stylo (CC)
Keystroke (Quantum)
MacFS (CC)
MacFS Lite (CC)
Notato (Longman)
Ovation (Beobug)
Personal Accounts (Apr)
PhOtoDesk (Spacotech)
Poster (4Mation)
Prophet (Apricoto)
PublishArt2 (SmarlDTP)
Resultz (Colton)
Rhapsody (Clares) v3
SBase2 Personal (Long)
S-Baso 2 Developer
Serenade (Clares)
ShapcFX (Datastore)
Sibelius Junior
Sibelius 6/7
Sieuth2 (Beebug)
SparkFS (Pilling)
Speech 21 (Superior)
Studio24 (Pineapple)
TouchTypo(IOTA)
TurboDrivers (CC)
Vector (4Mation)

£19 each
£39
£36
£28
£45
£20
£39
£32

£17 each
£36

£98

£28

£78
£90

£21
£213

£19

£33
£79
£29

£123
£28
£93
£93
£89

£139
£28
£10
£42
£32
£75
£37
£38

£46
£120
£75
£28

£76
£45
£54
£79
£38

£157
£74

£145
£29

£75
£74
£48
£98
£75
£10

ECall
£175/£789

£93

£21
£22

£120
£38

£42
£59

one in the Dark
BattloChess (Krisalis)
Birds ol War (4D) 2Mb
Break 147/Superpool
Burn Out (Oregan)
Cannon Fodder (Krisalis)
Carnage Inc (4D)
Champions (Krisalis)
Chocks Compendium
Chuck Rock (Krisalis)
Crystal Maze (Sher)
Cyber Chess (4D)
Darkwood (Eclipse)
Dune II (Eclipse)
Empire Soccer(Maglm)
E-Type Compend. (4D)
E-Typo 2 (4D)
Fire & Ice (Times Warner)
Flashback (US Gold)
Global Effect (Eclipse)
GODS (Krisalis)
Haunted House 2Mb
Heimdall (Krisalis) 2Mb
Holed Out Compendium
James Pond (Krisalis)
James Pond 2 RoboCod
Krisalis Collection
Lemmings (Krisalis)
Lemmings (or RiscPC
Lemmings 2 Tribes 2Mb
Lotus Turbo Chall2 (Kris)
Magic Pockets (Reneg)
Man United Europe (Kris)
Oh No More Lemmings
Play it again Sam 1/2/3
Populous (Krisalis)
Real McCoy 2/3/4
Rcplon 3/4 (Superior)
Sally & Wally (Oregan)
Saloon Cars Deluxe (4D)
Scrabble (US Gold)
Sim City (Krisalis)
Sim City 2000 (RPC/A5k)
Simon the Sorcerer 2Mb
Spobbleoid Fantasy (4D)
Starlighter 3000 (Fednet)
Stunt Racer 2000 (4D)
SWIV (Krisalis)
Time Machine (4D)
Virtual Golf (4D) 2Mb
Wolfenstein 3D (Powers)

ucational

Tel: 0161-474 0778>p I¥ojects Ltd
Authorised Acorn Dealer, Fax: 0161 474 0781, Email: info@desktopp.demon.co.uk
Unit 2A, Heapriding Business Park, Ford St, STOCKPORT, Cheshire. SK3 0BT

£22
£23
£23
£20
£20
£18
£22
£23
£10
£24
£23
£24
£27
£23
£18
£23
£20
£22
£27
£10
£18
£22
£18
£10
£20
£22
£15
£22
£22

£19
£20

£10
£16

£19 each

£22

£24 each
£19 each

£20
£23
£21
£26
£30
£31
£24

£23

£23
£10
£18
£23
£23

£18 each

Early Essentials (over 7), English (6-16yrs).
French (8-16yrs). Junior Essentials (5-11).
Maths (Number) (6-16), Maths (Algebra) (6-
16). Maths (Statistics) (6-16). Spelling (over 9).
Driving Test
Fun School 3 (<5, 5-7, >7) £17
Fun School 4 (<5. 5-7, >7) £17
Granny's Garden (4M) £23
Mains Circus (4Mation) £25
NaughtyStories Volumes1 or 2 £50
Playdnys (Gamesware) £21
Ridiculous Rhymes ECall
Rosie & Jim - Duck loses lis Quack £10
Rosie 8 Jim - Jim gets Ihe sneozos £10
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Graphics
Once upon a time
there was this CPU

An approximate visualisation of the speed difference between a 228Mhz StrongARM (single cache) and
a 40 MhzARM700 (on right) in otherwise identical Rise PCs

BY the time you read this I doubt there will be
any Clan members owning Rise PCs who will not
have ordered their StrongARM upgrade. The rea
son for not buying one (bank balance permitting,
of course), is something that should be urgently
addressed by a psychiatrist, for this upgrade is
surely the largest performance leap since BBCs
became Arcs. Also, the card comes at a price paid
by PC speed freaks for a mere 30 per cent to 50
per cent performance hike.

My enthusiasm for the StrongARM has come
after a demonstration of a very pre-release unit at
a recent Acorn journalist's open day. The 220Mhz
chip, the first and most tame of the projected
StrongARM CPUs, only benefited from a primary
cache, yet was running RISCOS applications typ
ically five to six times faster than a 40Mhz
ARM700. Though these are not official figures, it
is reasonable to say that this represents the kind
of performance increase from a Slowpok
Rodrigues (50Mhz) 486 to a Speedy Gonzales
(166Mhz) Pentium.

But here comes that old argument again, this
time cleverly disguised as a parable for those of
you who have begun to gain spiritual wisdom
from this eternal question:

There once was a man who had the fastest

camel in Arabia. He and his camel lived a quiet
life just outside the biggest trading post in the
land. F.veryone there had fast camels because the
faster your camel, the more delivery work you
got. But alas, this man did not see the success he
and his camel deserved, though he was the only
one that guaranteed next day delivery before
noon or your silver pieces back (and he accepted
American Express which no-one else had even
heard of, but that's a different story altogether).
Then one day, lamenting over his lack of busi
ness growth, he went to the Gates of the town to
where the wise old man used to be.

'Yo, Bill' said he with respect to the wise old

man's wisdom and oldness,' look, 'ere. Why am 1
not getting any work?' Bill of the Gates replied
wisely: 'It's a damn fine camel you got there, son,
but does it have an Intel inside?'

The moral of this story is that there are no
morals in marketing. Despite both StrongARMs
and PowerPCs now being faster and cheaper than
anything Intel has or has planned, Intel and
Windows still continue to call the shots. And it's

all down to marketing; the marketing success of
the Wintel and the failure of companies such as
Acorn and also Apple to fairly challenge this.

Therefore, unless Acorn, with its brand new
anabolic camel, can suddenly get some serious
publicity and attract some big software houses to
write software for it to attract a wider audience

than the 30 or 40 thousand odd Rise PC users out

there, I cannot realistically see RISC OS or many
new DTP and graphics products being developed.
That's not to say that there isn't life left in RISC
OSfor graphics users as I have said time and time
again, but with the speed and ferocity of develop
ment seen for Windows-compatible hardware
and software, RISC OS applications may, in the
not so distant future, become technology of the
past.

I hope the enormous potential of third parties
like Sibelius, Eidos, and Acorn companies like
ARTand ANC can prove themselves in the world
marketplace to more big players such as Oracle
and then, perhaps, companies like Autocad or
even Xara might start writing RISC OS
applications. With CHRP technology and
StrongARM-RISC OS cards just around the corner,
this is a realistic possibility.

But for now, forget all that and think about
your Rise PC. If you are a graphics user it is mad
ness not to upgrade to StrongARM, especially at
this time when the future for Acorn and RISC OS

has not looked brighter for nearly a decade. Ride
on!

CD-ROM apologies
I am dreadfully ashamed to
inform all those who kindlysent
in their images for inclusion on
the next CD-ROMthat, due to

illness and hence not being able
to compile and format your
images, I'mafraid there will be no
Graphics Page Reader's Galleryon
the present shiny silver cover disc.

The one bit of consolation is

that the collection is becoming

quite sizeable now, so when the
next CD comes along, hopefully
before the end of the year, the
gallery should be even more
impressive than it would have
been this time.

Spacetech news
The Wakefield Show took place
after this page was written so I
cannot report any hot-off-the-
press news about new graphics
developments released at the
show.

However, before Wakefield,

Spacetech informed me that it
would be demonstrating release
versions of its acclaimed

Photodesk 2 and also, but

without the final box and

manual, the superb Top Model(it
was, Ed). A few months ago, with
Acorn's focus turning almost
completely to schoolsfor a while,
the Top Modeldeveloper, PC
Pool, was thinking of
concentrating its efforts on a less
professional,more educationally-
oriented 3D packages.

But with the recent

restructuring of the Acorn group
and with the imminent arrival of

StrongARM (see main article),
things once again look up for 3D
graphicson RISC OS. Spacetechis,
I am sure, happy with this
situation as it has secured full UK

distribution rights to the package.
As soon as boxed versions of

both packages land on mydesk,
they shall be comprehensively
reviewed. But for more

information now, contact

Spacetech on (01305)822753.

Contacting me
You can contact the graphics and
DTP page by writing to me, Jack
Kreindler at Acorn User, Media

House, Adlington Park,
MacclesfieldSK10 4NP,or by
email to augrafix@idg.co.uk.
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Public Domain
Howzat!

With the new season in full flow,

Cricket fans should check out a

complete computer-based scoring

system by John Fairhurst. The

application uses a very

comprehensive desktop-based

interface to facilitate match

scoring. It's good software, but

whether anyone would want to

actually score in front of their

computer is another matter.

Perhaps it's one for the

professional scorersonly.The CSB

suite is available from the Datafile

PD library.

Public Rise PD

Jim Jordan of Nottingham is

launching a new PD library and

would liketo appeal for

contributions of new PD.

Contributors will receive a free

discof PD when the library starts

up. Contact PublicRise PD at: 38

Ribblesdale Court, Chilwell,

Nottingham NG9 5PH.

Copernicus
Copernicus is a low priced but

high quality astronomical almanac

program for Acorn machines. The

software produces detailed star

mapsand guides for predefined

locations and times, as well as

providing draw and printer

output. A freeware demo can be

obtained from: RayMiddleton, 38

Wensley Green, Leeds LS7 2ND.

Beebware on hold
The Beebware PD library has
had to suspend its PDservice

until further notice, due to

restructuring of the library. I

will give you more information

as soon as it is available..

Symposium
Initial reports of the Symposium

demo party, mentioned in last

month's issue, sound a little

disappointing, with several

groups holding back their unfin

ished entries for a later release

date. I'll hopefully bring you

reviews of what was released

next issue.
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Tres bon!
DIS-LE is one of the great success stories of the
Acorn PD scene. In the last few years this foreign
language tutor program has sold incredibly well.
Shareware programs have always been rather hit
and miss in terms of their commercial success,

but Dis-le is certainly one of the winners. Author
Mike Smith has recently updated the program to
an incredibly professional five disc package, Dis-
le version 3.

The secret of Mike's success with Dis-le is due

mainly to the implementation of an incredibly
useful program idea, but also partly to a chance
meeting with myself at an Acorn show several
years ago. At the annual PD meet, Mike handed
me a copy of Dis-le assuming (perfectly cor
rectly) that I was just 'some flunky with a
computer'. What Mike didn't know at the time
was that I also wrote for Acorn User. After a near

full page review several years ago, the program
really took off and users registered in their hun
dreds.

Mike has strong views on software piracy, but
sees shareware as a method of utilising the prob
lem: 'I look at shareware like throwing a stone
in the water and the ripples go in all directions -
it really has a multiple effect. I would rather be
honest and sell the software as commercial, but
with the amount of piracy I might as well give it
away as PI). So I figure the ones that 'steal it', as
it were, might as well help me distribute it.'

For those of you who've never encountered
Dis-le, the program utilises sampled speech to
teach French words to the user. Mike has com

prehensively sampled French speaker
Jean-Francois saying over 2300 words. These are
played back by Dis-le as part of the tutorial ques
tions. Dis-le runs in the desktop and offers
several types of questions and games that tax
your knowledge of the French language.

As an example, the multiple choice section
presents the user with a French word which is
'spoken' by the computer by playing back a
sample of Jean-Francois. The user must select the
correct matching
English word from
the list, and getting
the answer wrong
produces one of a
wide variety of spo
ken negative res
ponses. Being told
'Non!' or 'Faux'

when you hit the
wrong word, or
'Superb', 'Bon!' or
'Correct' when you
get it right, really
gets you into the
right mood.

My main com
plaint about the
original program
was that the dictio

nary was very

limited, but this has

been addressed by Mike in version 3. Six
megabytes of samples are now present on the
five installation discs (a hard disc is essential),
and the vocabulary matches the GCSE topic-
based standard. For a shareware program, Dis-le
comes in a very professional video box with
accompanying literature.

I do have one or two minor niggles about the
program itself. Occasionally, the gap between
the response to a question and the speech for the
next question is non-existent which can be a lit
tle confusing. The quality of the samples is also
not very good. It's obviously important to get a
good sized vocabulary, and this does necessitate
the use of low frequency samples. Perhaps ver
sion four of the program will be CD based.

I'd also like to see more tests and sets of ques
tions that use the same vocabulary base, and
timed tests would be beneficial - it's much more

fun working against the clock. My only other
quibble is the new registration price - it's a little
steep at £30 but still well worth the money,
given the quality of the program.

After the massive success of Dis-le on the

Acorn platform, Mike is currently working to
convert the application to the PC and Mac, and
also has Acorn versions in German and Spanish
on the way.

Dis-le is a classic case of Shareware that really
works properly. The author has benefited well
because a lot of people have registered for the
software. The users also benefit because the

author keeps improving the product and releas
ing new versions - this is because the large
number of registrations makes it worth his
while. Good luck to Mike with this new version

of DiS-le.

Dis-le is shareware and can be obtained from

Mike Smith at: 26 Grenville Road, Saint Judes,
Plymouth PL4 9PY, or by e-mail to:
rnike@msmith.zynet.co.uk. Alternatively, an
unregistered version is available from Five Star
Marketing.



Four day wonder
THE new coding group Expression, who 1 intro
duced back in the April issue, has just released
Logo, its first PD game. Head Expression man,
Christian, is quick to point out that the game
was put together in only four days, but no
excuses are needed. It's a great little game.

The idea of the game is to reverse patterns of
blocks on the screen by clicking on them in
order to clear the level. All blocks adjacent to the

you're beginning to think it's going to be easy to
complete all 40 levels, it becomes a little more
complicated and you suddenly find yourself out
of time.

From the gameplay point of view, it's very
addictive and will be a definite winner for all the

puzzle fans out there. In terms of appearance,
you can tell the game has been put together by a
demo crew. Presentation is to the fore, with a

nice intro and wall-to-wall

graphics throughout,
which does a lot to

improve the feel of the
game - therefore it comes
highly recommended. Logo
is on disc GA76 from Five

Star Marketing.
The latest word on

Expression's next project is
a possible racing game in
the Micro Machines mould.

Watch this space...

one you click on are reversed, so you've got to
think ahead and plan the right order to switch
the blocks. The only problem is the tight time
limit you're working against. The first few levels
lead you gently into the gameplay, but just as

Software requests
THANKS for the great
response to my last software
requests feature. I think I've
had at least one suggestion or
contribution for every recent
request, not to mention an
array of program solutions for
the backdrop program. We'll
be featuring these programs
on the cover disc soon.

Following a previous
response for Draw to Meta file
conversion, a whole array of
conversion utilities can be

found on APDL's Careware

disk 19. The disc includes

tools to port graphics between
Draw and WMF, DXF, CGM

and EPS, and costs £5 (£4 goes
to charity). This is well worth
the price for all concerned,
and thanks to Roy Burgin for

pointing us in the right direc
tion.

In the meantime, we need
more requests, so if you have
a particular problem on your
desktop and have no idea
how to code it up, please e-
mail or write to me at the

address below.

To keep the ball rolling, I
could really use a program
that converts 24-bit sprite
files to 256 colour sprites with
specially chosen palettes. The
program would include con
trols to tailor the selection of

the palette and provide error
diffusion and dithering
options.

I'll also repeat one of my
original requests for a filer
patch that changes the stan

dard RISC! OS copy window to
a percentage complete bar
that reveals how far through
a copy operation you are.
Currently, the status reveals
how many files and how
many bytes to go on the cur
rent file have been copied. A
much better solution would

be to add up the sizes of all
the files being copied and tell
you how long there is to go.

Another request comes
from Theo Markettos who'd

like a module that sends files

to the printer in the back
ground. The module should
continue working at all times
so you can, for instance, exit
the desktop to the command
line without a printer stop
page.

Recommended

PD Libraries

The Datafile, 71 Anson Road,

Locking, Weston-Super-Mare BS24

7DQ

Naked PD, 'Fayence', Fulford Road,

Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs ST11 9QT

ArchAngel PD, P0 Box41, Exeter

EX4 3EN

APDL, 39 Knighton Park Road,

Sydenham,London SE26 5RN

FiveStar Marketing, 4 Shepherds

Walk, Bushey,Hertfordshire

WD2 1LZ

Beebware PD, 83 Forrest Road,

Huncote, Leicester LE93BH

ARM ClubPD Library, Freepost

ND6573, London N12 OBR

Stop press software
requests
Last minute software requests

include an appeal for Quicktime
and .AVI movie players, and a
request for a patch that
improves the music in

Flashback. Nathan Atkinson

wants a hack that uses a more

accurate music player (like
Acorn User's QTM) to play the
original Protracker music from
the Amiga during the game. If
anyone knows of software that
fits the bill, please get in touch

at the usual address.

GNUC
The latest version of the GNU

C++ compiler, GCC, has now
been released and is available

on the HENSA ftp site on the

Net. Also needed is the

UNIXLIB3.7a file which is on

the demon ftp server. As usual,
addresses of all the best

Internet ftp sites are listed on
the PD section of the Acorn

User Web site.

Contacting me
You can contact the PD page by

writing to me, PaulWheatley, at

Acorn User, IDGMedia, Media

House,Adlington Park,

Macclesfield SK10 4NP. Or

preferably, by e-mail to

aupdeditor@idg.co.uk.
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HeartBeat
- Real-time measurement of calories burnt and heart rate

- Audible rhythm selection
- Essential for all exercise workouts and weight control

HeartBeat is a real-time ECG accurate Heart Rate Monitor,

incorporating a special program for the "step".

Displayed on-screen as you exercise are such vital

firness indicators as:

- kCalories burnt

- Heart rate / time plot

- Heart rate training zone with high and low alarm settings
- Elapsed time

- Memory files of past sessions

- Recording and other symbols display status at all times
- Metronome

This product is an ideal tool for use in education, as it can be

used in a classroom environment with interaction from the pupils.
Its features cover many sections in the National Curriculum.

Sound Byte Recorder
- Advanced sound recording at an affordable price
- Powerful, easy to use software
- Ideal for multimedia creations on the Acorn

The Sound Byte Recorder allows you to capture sound using the Recorder's
microphone, or from any other source, such as hi-fi or tape recorder. You can
record from both sources simultaneously!

Record voice commentary, sound effects, or music to add to your multimedia
creations in Genesis, Magpie, Ultima, Animator and other similar packages.

The Recorder is also supplied with the advanced sound editing package,
Sonor, which allows sounds to be speeded up or slowed down, merged,
digitally filtered, faded, moved, repeated, amplified - in fact, edited in every
imaginable way. It is able to importand export sound samples in a wide
variety of formats, including PC formats.

"The VTi sampler is really the betterpackage..." - Acorn User, April 95
"...Sonor is a far more useful tool." - Archimedes World, March 95

Formerly known as the Printer Port Sampler

hese products, as well as ArcFS 2 and Voyager/Argo, are available from

1, The Shopwhyke Centre,
Chichester, West Sussex, PO20 6GD

Tel:01243 531194 Fax: 01243 531196 email: vti@argonet.co.uk



Comms
Mossoft BBS rolls on
MIKE MOSTOWYJ claims that his Mossoft BBS

is the only Archimedes-based BBS in the
Peterborough area, but it may not hold that posi
tion for much longer - I'll tell you why in a
moment. Since Mike started Mossoft BBS in the

Autumn of 1995 it has been quietly and steadily
growing, gaining users and reputation.

Mossoft BBS runs ArmBBS software on an

A5000 with one 520Mb hard disc drive and one

80Mb unit. Mike has a 14400 bps Sportster
modem on a dedicated line supplied by Bell
Cablemedia, but on hearing that many A5000
owners have had good results at higher speeds
than the recommended 19200bps maximum, he
may soon upgrade to the V34 model.

Since November 1995 over 2000 calls have

been received by the BBS, which at the time of
writing has 164 users. Surprisingly, only a few of
these users are a local call away from Mossoft
BBS, and Mike has been pleased to have received
calls from France and Germany.

Mike told me that one of the most pleasing
aspects of the Acorn-using community is that
they're always willing to help and advise others.
When he first thought of starting the BBS, he
posted a message in the demon.ip.support,
archimedes Usenet newsgroup asking for advice
on running a BBS and suggestions for suitable
software.

Back came replies and suggestions from Acorn
users. One was from John Stonier of the Digital
Databank who suggested Mike contact Keith
Hall, the author of ArmBBS and, since installing
it, Mossoft BBS has never looked back. Mike
doesn't let running the BBS completely

monopolise the machine though, which he also
uses for occasional word processing.

Mike modestly explains away his own 120000-
odd score in the popular ARMsRace
sysop-of-a-BBS simulation game, which is one of
several Mossoft on-line attractions. Others

include free Internet e-mail facilities for users via

his Demon Internet account, a vast collection of
JPEG amateur and professional photos and a file
area for the output of Freeware software writers'
group ARM'd and Dangerous.

A regular caller to Mossoft BBS is Matthew
Page who will soon be moving to back the
Peterborough area, bringing his ARMpit (UK) BBS
with him, thus breaking the Mossoft monopoly.
However, Mike and Matthew plan to build up
some inter-BBS activities that will enhance both

systems. You can join in the fun now by calling
the 24 hour number for Mossoft BBS.

Mossoft BBS
(01733) 701501

DSSDFT BBS
Fidonet 2:250/372.7 RiscNet 7:44/105,0

t Registered User 1
Sytop HI i Available

tl'lublie/Private nail [Flilearea II latest neus
tl>lounload h':U'.':il nail 1/1 Latest list /i,v: .-, (Illscrlist

Hilrnsrace

tCI Page sgsop
tlllrite to sgsop

Select : Hossort Hew

tVlour user details
tlllou to register

II line Travel
III Last 20
(tloodbye

Mike's Mossoft Monopoly

Read online about an off-line reader
The Comms page URL of the month points to the
Home Page of the OLRead Message Reader.
OLRead is a Freeware ArcBBS off-line message
reader for Acorn computers, written by Alex
Hayward. If you're dialling a bulletin board when
the phone charge rates are high, you can save
time and money by quickly downloading all the
new messages waiting for you and then logging
off.

The saved file of messages can be loaded into an
off-line message reader or OLR on your own com
puter, allowing you to read and reply to the
messages at leisure in your own time. You can
usually upload these replies on another short call
to the BBS to complete the process.

BBSs running ARCbbs or ArmBBS software-
share a similar format for these downloaded mes

sage files and OLRead is designed to make
reading, replying and writing new messages as
simple as possible. The OLRead window displays
each messageand its header information of writer
and subject, and provides a set of button icons to
allow you to move up and down the message file,
reading them in sequence or by choosing from a

summary list opened from its toolbar. The toolbar
is also used to open an editor window to type in
your reply, and OLRead lets you quote all or sec
tions of the original message to clarify your
comments. The program allows saving replies to
an 'Uploads' directory, extracting individual mes
sages, listing, browsing and many other useful
facilities, including the re-editing of replies, which
is often necessary in the light of later-read mes
sages. OLRead requireseither '.Zap or IStrongEd for
you to write replies.

Alex is continuously developing the program
and the Shareware version called OLReadS has

even more features, such as archiving and thread-
following. A thread is the subject or idea being
discussed by the various writers taking part in the
message area, so the off-line reader (OLR) will
jump from message to message on the same
thread rather than showing all the messages in
strict chronological order.

You can obtain '.Zap and IStrongEd from many
BBSs and '.OLRead from Arcade BBS or directly
from the OLRead Home Page URL: at
http://www.u-net.com/~hayward/OLRead.html

Tiggers do
like Haycorns!
Richard Stagg isco-sysop with
Simon Innsof TiggerBBS based in
Slough.The BBS has thriving Acorn
interest areas (which Richard is in
charge of) although it is run on a
486DX2/66 PCusing the rocat
Bulletin Board Host for Linux.

Specialising in DTP, clipartand
fonts, other areas of interest
include Linux,MSDOS, Windows
and large GIF and JPEG image
collections, as well as free Internet
e-mail.TiggerBBS is online 24 hours
and speeds to V34are supported.

TiggerBBS
(01753) 672520

Norfolk dreams
Edd Deegansays his BBS called
Dreamworld E.I.E in Southrepps is
probably unique in running
ArmBBSon an A3010, and offers
hundreds of Megabytes of files to
download.

Dreamworld supports
connections to 28,800bps but has
restricted times and uses the

'ringback'method to share a voice
line. Dialthe number between 8pm
and 7.30am weekdays or on
weekend mornings and let it ring
onceor twice then hang up. Call
againimmediately, and the modem
and BBS will answer.

Dreamworld E.I.E

(01263)833395

Worthing on the Web
CJE Micros,a new 'Acorn Centre of
Technology' in Worthing, Sussex
has its own WWW pages giving
up-to-date information and prices
on productsand special offers.
Browse to http://www.art.acom.
co.uk/coft/GE/ for more

information or e-mail

cjemicro@pavilion.co.uk. Product
information from its sister

companyGE Software Distribution
can be found at http://www.art.
acorn.co.uk/SALES/THIRDPARTY/so

ftindex.html.

Of Micros

(01903)523666

Contacting me
Send me any Acorn-interest URLs
you findand I'll publish a selection.
You can contact me by writing to
David Dade, Acorn User, IDG

Media, Media House,Adlington
Park,Macclesfield SK10 4NP, or by
e-mail to:

DaviD@arcade.demon.co.uk, or

mail #2 on Arcade BBS 0181-654

2212.
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Networks
The Global Village
gets smaller
This month, a change from AUN and a
look at a link-up of a different kind
MANY digital mobile phones can send and
receive short text messages of no more than
160 characters. Different services may have
different tariffs, but SMS (Short Message
Service) is usually subscription free,
although there is a small charge each time
you actually send a message.

The system effectively turns your mobile
phone into a two-way pager. It is particu
larly useful if you want to get a message to
someone, but you don't want to disturb
them with a voice call. It's also handy for
sending information which can get con
fused if given as a voice message. I've used
it to send my e-mail address, for example.

Sending messages
SMS is part of the Global System for Mobile
Communications (GSM) standard and has
been implemented by several companies,
and not always in the way it wasoriginally
intended. Orange, for example, use it to
re-program their customers' phones.

Without any additional hardware or
software, owners of a GSM phone can send
text messages. Entering text on the Nokia
2110 telephone is relatively easy, although
quite slow, especially at first. For those

cd Contacts T
rionff rianff D.Dcti

wishing to try it, pressMenu 2 3 and you'll
get a flashing cursor at the top left of the
display. The display will also show that the
keys will now enter letters, not numbers
(alpha mode).

The numeric keys have letters on them,
and successive key presses will cycle
through the letters on that particular key.
Forexample, the letter 'K' is on the '5' key.
In alpha mode, press key '5' once to get a 'J'
and a second time for the 'K'. For double
letters, or consecutive letters from the same

key, you must enter the firstof the pair and
then wait for a second while the phone
realises you want another character from
the same key. Typing in a 160 character
message this way could take over 250 key
presses. When entered, press 'Option' and
select 'Save' followed by 'OK'.

Next you will need to enter the message
centre number which is +44385016005

(entered exactly as shown). Press 'OK',
enter the number of the recipient and press
'Send'. In a short while the display will
confirm that the message has been sent.
Even if the recipient's phone is switched
off, the message will remain in the system
for a pre-determined period of time, or

rszrr Telenote
♦Hnnfapf

Incoming message from
Ian Burley

Ian

Geoff, this message is being typed inat Frankfurt airport. I
haue had no less than three SMSmessages arriue in the hour or

so I haue been here! Ian

Home:* : ?: ^J72212£C Work:* >".".:'2•';!}<.I?S Tue12

It works. Ian Burley chose not toexplore the sights at Frankfurt Airport, but sent me this greeting
instead

Bj Incoming messages
23-02 22:10 Geoff Please call Geoff Preston at +4
2J-02 21:57 0010795 Congratulations on choosing to i

From: Geoff Preston

Telenote

Contact
♦Inbox

Outbox

Sat 24

The messages arestored asthey arrive. Note thereception and battery status at thetop
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A new addition to the Pocket Book II

until the phone has been switched on. The
envelope icon on the display of the recipi
ent's phone will flash, and the message can
be read.

Psion and Nokia have recognised the
need for a more practical method of
inputting text and have developed
Telenote which will enable the Psion 3a

(and Acorn Pocket Book II) to send mes
sages through a digital phone to another
digital phone. Telenote costs about £70
and for that you get an intelligent connec
tion cable, the Pocket Book II software on

a solid state disc and a PC program which
will enable desktop computer users to
send SMStext to digital phones.

Installation and set up
Installation is straightforward. Plug in the
Telenote solid state disc into either slot in

your Pocket Book II, move to the system
screen, position the highlight to the right
of where you want the Telenote icon to
appear and select 'Install' from the 'Apps'
menu. Ensure the Pocket Book II 'Remote

Link' option is set to 'Off. When the
phone has been successfully connected to
the Pocket Book, the phone's signal
strength and battery level will be
displayed at the top of the screen.

When starting for the first time, you
should enter your own personal details
into the contact database. After finishing
this part, you'll be presented with a regis
tration screen which is worth completing
because it will be sent via the phone and a
message will be returned shortly. If noth
ing else, it proves that the system is
working.

Using Telenote
There are four elements or 'views' to the

Telenote software. The Contact View lets

you store details of regular contacts
including mobile, home and work num
bers. If you have already built up a file of
contacts in the Pocket Book, this can be
transferred into Telenote's database.

The Outbox View is where the user

composes a message. First choose a name
from the database and after pressing enter,
begin typing the message. Hitting Tab will
then send it. A beep and a warning



message will tell you if you've gone over
the 160 character limit. There are several

clever features included in this view, for

example it's possible to set a time and a
date before which the message cannot be
sent. You can also set the validity period
after which the message will be discarded
from the network if it has not been deliv

ered and you can send the same message
to several users.

The Inbox View is where you read your
incoming messages. These can be read at
any time and deleted if and when the user
chooses. Messages can be forwarded to
another user or replied to. The original
text can be included in your reply, but
with messages no greater than 160 charac
ters, the original message would have to
have been very short to begin with!

The Smart Messages View can save
you a great deal of time by automating the
process of sending common messages like
'Please call me on...'/The train is

late...'/The meeting is cancelled....' and so
on. Each smart message has a short name
and can be easily identified by one of a
number of icons supplied.

Customising Telenote
As with all good Pocket Book software,
Telenote has a range of preferences includ
ing Date and Time format, pop-up
incoming messages flag and the message
alarm sound.

Pagemail
Also supplied with Telenote is Pagemail: a
Windows application for use with a desk
top or laptop PC. Pagemail runs very
nicely on an 8Mb Rise PC with PC card,
but you will need to connect a modem. If
you intend buying a modem just for SMS,
you won't need a very fast one because
you're not shifting a great deal of data. I
used a Pace Microlin 2400 Baud modem,

but the software can be set up for several
types. As can be seen from the screenshot,
text is entered in the top left window.

The number at the bottom of that win

dow is the character count, taking into
account the ending of the text message
which will be automatically added at the
end of the message. Clicking on 'Send'
will prompt you for the phone number of
the recipient. On the top right is a menu
button for selecting the logs of sent and
received messages, rejected messages, the
address book to save you typing in the
same number over and over again, and a
bank'of standard messages which the user
develops.

Each message will have a title (which is
listed in the bottom right window), and
the actual message which can be moved
into the message window. The only option
that needs to be inserted after installing
Pagemail is the number of the message
centre and the signing off phrase.

You'vegot there. The phone and the computer are now talking

Telenote Link
miStarting Telenote...

Conclusion
Before rushing off to buy a Telenote, there
are a few restrictions, although several cur
rent developments are expected to
overcome most. Firstly, you'll need to be
connected to the Vodafone digital (not ana
logue) phone service. Talks are being
conducted with other digital phone compa
nies but, at present, only Vodafone can
support Telenote.

Secondly, you'll neetl the correct phone.
Telenote will only work with the Nokia
2110 (and 21 lOi) and the Philips PR747. It
will also work with the Orange Nokia

phone, although that is not yet official.
The new Nokia 1610 phone is technically
capable of being linked and is likely to be
next on the list. New Telenote packs will
follow for other manufacturer's phones.
Telenote requires at least 256K of free mem
ory in your Pocket Book II, and ideally
300K which can be either on the internal

drive or an SSI). Finally, Telenote will not
run on a Pocket Book I.

If you want to try sending an SMS mes
sage, you may first e-mail me and if I'm
satisfied you're legitimate, I'll send my SMS
number.

PageMail

Dialogue

Dear Geoff, Jusl a short message
to see if the SMS works as it
ishould. I can enter up to 1GO
characters of text which is about

|30 words, geoff preston

0 Message Book:

Standard Messages

Add

my mobile/SMS number
my phone/fax/ •
my email farqonet)
my email farcade]
Call me on my mobile
Call me at home

Message:
MBMMMBnflMHi

Delete

Re-use

my email address is gpreston
@arcade.demon, co. uk

Close

This program enables you to send SMS test messages from your Rise PC

Contacting me
You cancontactthe Network page bywritingto me, Geoff Preston at Acorn User, IDG Media,
MediaHouse,Adiington Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP or by e-mailto:
aueduc@idg.co.uk
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Forget calculators or paper -

there are easier ways of doing
your home and business finances

Personal Accounts v3 Prophet Accounts v2 Shares v5
Running your personal finances on a
computer might seem like overkill, but
until you try you will never know the
benefits.

Keeping track ofdirect debits and
standing orders is, at best, fiddly and,
at worst, expensive when you consider
the charges most banks levy if you
become overdrawn.

Personal Accounts takes the

guesswork out of it. You will know
exactly how much you have in each
account and when it needs topping up.
This, however, is only one of Personal
Accounts many features.

Contact us today to see what Personal
Accounts can do for you.

Ifa computer program could replace a
manual business accounting system
and not only give you more
information but also save you time, it
would be a worthwhile investment.

If it could also produce invoices,
purchase orders, send overdue
statements to your customers,

automatically enter standing orders on
time, produce VAT returns, calculate
Profit 6> Loss and balance sheets it

would be hard to ignore.

Prophet does all this and a lot more
too. It's no wonder that it was voted

Best Business Software by Acorn User
magazine.

Simple, easy to use personal stocks
and shares portfolio software. Accepts
information from most teletext cards.

Varied selection ofgraphs which
include moving averages, historical
low, interest rate comparisons, log &-
linear formats, comparative graphs and
overall portfolio graphs.

Other features include detailed

summaries, capital gains tax
calculations, data import &- export and
growth functions for comparing
different financial products.

Please telephone, write or fax for a
brochure and demonstration disc

on any of the above.

Apricote Studios
2 Purls Bridge Farm • Manea • Cambs • PE15 OND 01354 680432



Cover disc
Acorn User CD-ROM 2

First of all, some of you may be wonder
ing why we're calling this the second
Acorn User CD-ROM, when it's actually
the third one that's been on the cover.

It's quite simple. Our second cover CD
was sponsored by Acorn itself so it
wasn't really ours, but this one is, so it's
number two.

We've designed this CD-ROM with the
connecting glue of HTML pages, the
same type of system used on the World
Wide Web part of the Internet. This has
two consequences: Firstly, if you've
never experienced what it's like on the
Web this will give you a taster (although
it's a bit quicker than most Web
accesses), and secondly, it's readable by
all common computer platforms, not just
Acorn machines, partly as an experiment
and partly as a way of demonstrating, on
other machines, what your RISC OS
machine is capable of.

To achieve this we had to use the PC

file-naming conventions - eight-charac
ter filenames plus three character
extension for the file type. To allow
Acorn applications and demos to be
available as well they have all been
packed away in archives — accessible
either by ArcFS or SparkPlug.

The next section shows you how you
can get started if you don't have a Web
browsing application to hand, and even
if you do you will probably need to run
the CD_Fix application as well.

How to get started
Acorn's CDFS software is not entirely
without problems. The main one is that
it doesn't convert PC-format file exten

sions (such as .TXT and JPG) to the
correct Acorn file types so that the icons
display properly and the correct applica
tion is launched when a file icon is

double-clicked.

On the floppy disc you'll find the
CD_Fix application which you should
run before you try accessing the CD on a
RISC OS machine. CD_Fix has been writ
ten by Warm Silence Software and is
primarily used to provide the correct file
types for MovieFS- however the file type
list has been extended to include others

that appear on the AUCD2. You'll find
that it's a good idea to include CD_Fix in
your boot sequence.

If you have a Web browser you can
start as soon as you've run CD_Fix - just
double-click on the INDEX/HTM file at

the top level of the CD-ROM. If you don't
have a Web browser you'll need to do a
bit more first.

On the CD-ROM in the BROWSERS

directory you'll find several archived PD
Web browsers: ArcWeb, Webite and
Webster. ArcWeb is a very comprehen
sive piece of software while Webite is a
PD version of the Doggysoft software.
Some of these work better than others -

you can experiment.
As the browsers are held in archives

iCORNUSER
Web Browsers
From here you am access several public domain Web browsers that mn onAcorn RISC OS machines, all
of thesearchivesam be accessed using !ArcFS, found on every Acorn Usercoverdisc:

* ArcWEB (ifyouhave lArcFS miming documentation is available)
* Webster (ifyouhave lArcFS tunning documentation is available)
* Webite (if youhave lArcFS tunning documentation isavailable)

lAlso you canfind ademonstration version of ihe commercial Web browser Voyager from Argonet.

iarv.

[Browsers] [Commercial] [Freeware] [-Games-] [Internet] [Magazine][-Movies-][Pictures]
[Programming] [Shareware]

BBS)

Copyright © Acorn User 1996
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they need to be extracted - you can use
ArcFS which is on the cover disc to do

this. This will only work on RISC OS
machines, of course, but as the software
won't run on other machines it doesn't

matter.

Once you've got one of the brow
sers running just double-click on
INDEX/HTM in the top-level directory of
the CD-ROM to begin.

To deal with any movies, you'll also
find a special demo version of MovieFS
which works with Acorn Replay to allow
it to run alien movie formats such as FLI

and AVI, and it will also play back sound
files such as WAV. MovieFS requires you
to have ARMovie on your machine.

Using a browser
If you're not familiar with how a browser
works you can check out David
Matthewman's new series on creating
HTML pages for some guidelines. Basically
though, read the page as you wish and
any highlighted text — and some pictures
— provide links to other pages.

For example, on the main index page
(the CD Home page) there is a set of
icons along the bottom. You can click on
one of these to go to the appropriate sec
tion, or you can click on the text
equivalents below.

Some links have been provided which
access pages which are not on the CD.
These are on the World Wide Web and

you would have to be connected to the
Internet for these links to work. For

example, there's a reference to the Acorn
User Online home page. Clicking on
these links will do no harm, they will
just generate an error message.
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Cover disc
Contents
Here's a description of the sort of things
you can expect to find in the various
sections of the CD-ROM:

Commerce - in here you'll find a list of all
the commercial companies that supplied
information for this CD. Some of them cre

ated complete Web sites (Topologika) or
adapted their real Web sites (Computer
Concepts and VTi).

There are many demonstrations of com
mercial software here - look out

particularly for Anglia's Nelson CD. Rather
than downloading this enormous file,
requiring 40Mb of space, you might prefer
to go straight to it using the standard Filer
windows and copying it straight off the
CD.

Freeware - in here we have a variety of
different software including the very latest
version of StrongHELP plus lots of other
applications by well-known PD writers.
Games - if you've been wondering how to
create an adventure game to enter the
Acorn User interactive fiction competition,
here are all the tools you need. Not only is
there the multi-platform game compiler
Inform 6 but Zip2000, which will play it.
Plus we've supplied six adventure games
that you can play - note that for confor
mity with the rest of the CD we have given
these files a PC file extension of ZZZ which

CD_Fix translates into the correct RISC OS
file type.

Not only that, we also have GTAC, the
graphic text adventure creator, and
Angband which is a great swords and sor
cery-style text-graphics dungeon game -
simple but compulsive.

Plus there's a whole set of SimCity2000
advice and game cheat pages.
Internet - there are two classes of software

in this section, those packages for begin
ners and the ones for the more advanced.

For beginners the
main attraction is

the Acornet package
which contains the

entire suite of PD

software needed for

connection to the

Internet — although
you'll need a modem
and an Internet

Software Provider as

well. For the advan

ced are packages like
the HTTPServer software by Stewart Brodie.
Magazine - here's a small chunk of the
Acorn User Online Web site, plus all the
cover discs from last April to last month.
Movies - this section contains a wide selec

tion of movies and sounds in a variety of
formats, and all except the MPEG files will
run from Acorn Replay modified by
MovieFS. You'll need MPEGfast to play the
MPEG files which is referenced from the

index page.
The files have been sourced from IDG

Media's PC magazines and also from the
Internet itself - there's quite an extensive
collection of scientific and other movies

available, though they can take a very long
time to download.

Due to the nature of MPEG and the cur

rent state of MPEGfast, not all the frames
will play, but the Canyon movie is very
effective, though a bit fast on the Rise PC.
Pictures - there are two collections of pic
tures here. The smaller of the two is from

David Cooper and his American holidays -
family portraits omitted.

Mike Cook has provided us with an
enormous number of pictures. There are
his holidays in Austria, Germany and
Scotland presented as pictorial walka
bout tours, lots of useful educational
material here — especially the whiskey

Regular
items

• Mike Cook's Mac icon grabber
• *INFO contains a plethora of demos, utilities and
applications to keepyou busy

gjMikeCook
•aaarj.
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iff
distillery. In addition, he's provided
huge numbers of pictures from NASA's
1960's space projects, Gemini and
Apollo, with a selection of Mercury and
Earth images.

Not only that but he's presented a cut-
down version of the Manchester

Metropolitan University Maths and
Physics dept pages, and information
about a new degree available there. While
interesting these show how HTML and
the Web can be used to inform readers.

Both David and Mike are happy to let
their holiday snaps be used for any purpose
except commercial activity.
Programming - in here we have the Prolog
programming language, the TCL scripting
languageand the Vista C++ classlibrary.
Resources - the Acorn resources in this

directory are subject to the licence agree
ment shown in the panel. In addition
there's a copy of ArcFS stored in a Spark
archive and a copy of SparkPlug in an
ArcFS file.

Shareware - in this section are a wide

variety of applications including the very
latest version of StrongEd (version 4) and
the Lobster Fishing simulation — remember
though, this is Shareware so consult the
agreement.

• Wimp Cwith the special library of
routines for creating applications

A Collector's

mm
World Wide Web ThisCDhas

been treated usingHTMlfileswhichtan
be read usingany WWW browser—

on any platform —giving you a feel
for what surfingthe Internetislike.

Acorn Licence Agreement
It isa condition ofdownloading software from thisCD-ROM that youcomply withthe
softwarelicense conditions below: byactof downloading anysoftwarefrom thisCD-ROM
you are deemed to have accepted these licenceconditions.

1. Licence

The Software together withthe related documentation arelicensed to you byAcorn
Computers Limited ("Acorn"). Acorn or its licensors retainownership of allintellectual
property rights intheSoftware. This licence permits youto usetheSoftware ona single
Acorn computer and youmaycopythe Software for back-up purposes only.You maybe
grantedadditional rights, which willbespecified inthe accompanying Software or
documentation. You mustreproduce on anyback-up copyof the Software allCopyright
andallproprietary notices which appearon orwith the original copyof the Software.

2. Restrictions
Except asauthorised aboveor expressly permitted bystatute, youmaynotcopy, modify,
decompile, reverse engineer, rent, lease, gift,loan,distribute or transferpossession of the
Software or the relateddocumentation in wholeor in part.

3. Termination

This licence iseffective until terminated. You mayterminatethe licence bydestroying the

Softwareand all copiesthereof and the related documentation.
Thislicence willterminate automaticallywithout notice if you
fail to comply with any of its provisions. Uponterminationyou
mustdestroy the Softwareand allcopiesthereof and the related
documentation.

4. Limited Warranty and Disclaimer
TheSoftware andthe relateddocumentation are supplied "as is"
andAcorn and its licensors expressly disclaim anywarranty, express
or implied,as to the merchantability of the Software and the related
documentationor their fitness for any particularpurpose. Inno
circumstanceswillAcornor its licensorsbe liable for any direct, indirect,
consequential, or incidental damage (includingloss of profits, business
interruptionand lossof data) arisingout of the use or the inabilityto use the
Software or related documentation, even if Acorn has been advised of the
possibilityof such damage.

5. General

The above terms and conditions supersede any prior agreement, oral or written, between
you and Acorn relating to the Software.

Internet utilities a
selection of the best PD Internet
applications to get you started
right away, plus advanced
software for experts.

Languages we'vecollected
computer languages — like Prolog
and TCL—you can learn ti
the Vista C++class library.

I. PUT!

Commercial pages lustlike
the WorldWideWebwe havepages of
information and working software from the

best Acorn companies allowing you to browse
their catalogues and test their applications.

Over 200Mb of con

Acom User July 1996



The Cover Disc

Tank Attack
lank Attack is a multi-player game for two or three players. Each
player competes against the other/s, trying to win as many levels as
possible, with the aim of the game being to simply blow up your
challenger/s.

Each player starts with 99 units of fire power and 99 units of
energy. Every time you fire you lose 10 units of fire power, and if
you are hit, you lose 7 units of energy. Your fire power is continu
ally replenished one unit at a time, from the radiation from the
surrounding area - or something like that.

Bonuses appear from time to
time, and when collected have var

ious effects. You'll have to work

out what these do, though - no
bonuses kill you, or reduce your
energy.

You can load different levels by
either dragging the file on to the
Tank Attack icon on the icon bar,

or double-clicking it. This will load

Acorn User Index

Mark Johnson

a different set of levels for you to play. Options remain unaltered,
so adjust the options to your liking before playing the new levels.

Game Keys
The keys for the three players are as follows:

Player1 (Red)
Left

Right

Up
Down

Fire

Left Shift

Z

D

X

F

Player2 (Blue)
Left <

Right >

Up "

Down ?

Fire Return

Player 3 (Purple)

Left Keypad 1

Right Keypad 2
Up Keypad 9

Down Keypad 6

Fire Keypad -

If you own a Rise PC this game will run rather fast without Game
on installed, published by the ARMclub.

Paul Burns

This application is designed to allow you to
easily locate articles that have appeared in
Acorn User over the past few years.

To load lAUIndex double-click on its icon

in the directory display. When it is loaded,
clicking with Select or adjust on its icon bar
icon will bring up the main window.

Clicking menu on the icon will bring up the
usual Info and Quit options.

At the top of the window are two radio
icons which show whether the entire index

or just the results of the last search are being
displayed. Clicking on these icons will switch
between the two modes. Below these are the

current article number and the total number

of articles listed, in the current mode.
In the Centre section of window are the

details of the current article. This shows the

topic and a description of the current article,
along with details of the month, year, issue
and page numbers.

BootAll ' DSchSlTlG JHenry Morgan
BootAIl filer_boots all the applications
within the directory that is dragged to the
BootAlI icon.

Just double-click on the IBootAll icon,
and the icon will now appear on the
iconbar. Drag to this any directory, and all

the applications in the directory will be
run.

D-ROM No.2

CSER
tfle files Throughthe powerof the

Internet t*e have collected together a
variety ol movie Mw - HffG. HI

WAV—for you to run wing tht
Uttlt dnncnitr.itten verjion c

MovhFS,

Cover discs Cowdiut
(torn the \s\\ yejr including
demo*ol tuperb garnet such «
Ghb*t ttfe<t and Alone in the

Amailng pictures
Collected from all over the world

Anddeep space, we have compiled
manlve sett ol triois all available for

Public Domain Thepickof the best
shareware and freeware for all RISC OS
computers.

ressed data - free!

\t 1996

DG

SpriteShifter
Creating background bitmaps for backdrops or

Web pages can be awkward because when tiled
the edges of the bitmap end tend to show up.
This program rearranges the sprites in a sprite
file so that these artifices may be edited
away.

Disc information
The software on this disc has been compressed

using ArcFS 2 from VTi, and is opened by run
ning a copy of ArcFS then double-clicking on the

archive to open it. There is a copy of ArcFS on the
disc.

Most software will run straight from the archive, but
some programs may need to be copied out of the archive

before being run, uncompressing them in the process. Any pro
gram that saves a file to disc, for instance, will be unable to do so
into the archives on the disc.

Mike Dickens

Suppose you have a tiled background. If you look at the sprite
when the edges are down the middle it is just the original with
the corners swapped.

That's it. Simply fire up ISprShift, drag a sprite file onto its icon
and save it where you will. It probably isn't necessary but if you
want the original image back run it through again.

Faulty disc?
If your disc is faulty, test whether it will verify by clicking with
Menu on the floppy drive icon and choosing Verify.

If it fails to verify or is physically damaged you should return it
to TIB, TIBHouse, 11 Edward Street, Bradford, Yorkshire BD4 7BH.
If it verifies successfully return it to the Acorn User editorial office
at the usual address.

The Acorn User cover disc has been checked for viruses using
Killer version 2.204 from Pineapple Software.

July 1996 Acorn User 29



CD ROM Players
Suitable for Rise PC 600/700/A7000

Kimberley Computers Ltd.
DeptACU9. 73 Chapel Street, Leigh.

Lancashire, WN7 2DA UK.

Tel+44(01942)677777
Fax+44 (01942) 672300

Email Sales@kcsprem.demon.co.uk

Enhance your computer by adding a
Super Fast 6 Speed CD ROM.

No extra hardware required, simply fits
on to Ihe existing IDE interlace in your
computer. Takes 10 minutes to install,
all drivers and leads supplied.

Supports CD-I. Mpeg, Kodak, etc
900Kb/Sec <190Msec, 256Kb Cache,
Quick Play Button. MultiSession.

CD ROM 6x £75.00 £88.13

RPC Upgrades A5000 Upgrades A3010 Upgrades

IMbVram

2Mb Vram

4Mb 72 Pin Simm

8Mb 72 Pin Simm

16Mb 72 Pin Simm

32Mb 72 Pin Simm

540Mb IDE Hard Drive

850Mb IDE Hard Drive

1Gb IDE Hard Drive

1.2Gb IDE Hard Drive
1.6Gb IDE Hard Drive

2Gb IDE Hard Drive

540Mb SCSI Hard Drive

1Gb SCSI Hard Drive

2Gb SCSI Hard Drive
4Gb SCSI Hard Drive

PC Card SXL-33

PC Card DX2-66

PCCardDX4-100
PC Card 586-100

CPU FAN COOLER

Ex Val Inc Vat

£35.00 £41.13 ;
£85.00 £99.87 |

£50.00 £58.75 .

£99.00 £116.33 ,

£160.00 £188.00 .

E Call £ Call

£125.00

£139.00

£159.00

£169.00

£215.00

£285.00

£135.00

£189.00

£545.00

£600.00

£146.87

£163.32

£186.82

£198.58 .

£252.62 i
£334.87 ,

£158.63

£222.07 ,

£640.37 I

£799.00 :

£199.00 £233.82

£249.00 £292.57
£299.00 £351.32

£499.00 £586.32

£8.50 £9,99

DidYou Knowthatthe chances olyour
ARM processor failing are much higherif
you have a PC Card fitted. Tlie PC Card
raises the operating tempratureol the
ARMCard, tocombat this,you willneed a
PCCPUCooler. HighlyRecommended

Hex (6x) CD Rom IDE £75.00 £88.12 .
Oct (8x) CD Rom IDE £115.00 £135.12
Quad (4x) CD Rom SCSI £75.00 £88.12
Oct (8x) CD Rom SCSI £185.00 £217.37

Arm 710 Upgrade
2nd Slice (inc PSU)
2 Slot Backplane
16 Bit Sound Upgrade
MIDI Port Podule

User Port Analogue/fdlDI
AKA32 Acotn SCSI Card

Std SCSI Card

Ethernet Card

Ethernet Card S Access*
RPC Technical Rel Man.

£125.00

£99.00

£30.00

£59.00

£45.00

£99.00

£125.00

£99.00

£110.00

£122.00

£50.00

£146.87

£116.33 .

£35.25 :

£69.32

£52.87

£116.33

£146.87

£116.33

£129.25 .

£143.35

£58.75 -

Heavy DutyKeyboard £25.00 £29.37 •
RPC Std Keyboard £25.00 £29.37
Keyboard Ext. Cable 2M £6.50 £7.64 |
KCS Replacement Mouse £10.00 £11.75;
Acom Mouse £20.00 £23.50 |
Mouse Ext. Cable 2M £6.50 £7.64 |
Monitor Ext. Cable 2M £6.50 £7.64 |

14.4k Ext. Fax/Modem £79.00 £92.82

28.8k Ext. Fax/Modem £145.00 £170.37 •

14.4k Fax/Modem BABT £99.00 £116.33 .

28.8k Fax/Modem BABT £185.00 £217.37

15" FST Monitor0.28dp £225.00 £264.37 •
17" Monitor0.28dp £480.00 £564.00 I
17"Monitor0.26dp £535.00 £628.62 |
21" Monitor 0.26dp £ Call £ Call j

2-4Mb Mem Upgrade
4-8Mb Mom Upgrade

Ex Vat Inc Vat

£89.00 £104.57.

£229.00 £269.07

540Mb IDE Hard Drive £125.00 £146.87
540Mb SCSI Hard Drive £135.00 £158.63
1Gb SCSI Hard Drive £189.00 £222.07.
2Gb SCSI Hard Drive £545.00 £640.38
4Gb SCSI Hard Drive £680.00 £799.001

All CD Roms are External
Twin (2x) CD Rom Par. £175.00 £205.63
Quad (4x) CD Romscsi £175.00 £205.63
Oct (8x) CD Rom SCSI £245.00 £287.871

14.4k Ext. Fax/Modem £79.00 £92.83
28.8k Ext. Fax/Modom £145.00 £170.37.
14.4k Fax/Modem BABT £99.00 £116.33.

28.8k Fax/Modem BABT £185.00 £217.37:

Keyboard Ext. Cable 2M £6.50 £7.64:
KCS Replacement Mouse £10.00 £11.75.
Acotn Mouse £20.00 £23.50

Mouso Ext. Cable 2M £6.50 £7.64
Monitor Ext. Cable 2M £6.50 £7.64:

Rise OS 3.1 Chipset
Rise OS 3.1 Full Kit

Rise OS 3.1 10 Pack
AKA32 Acom sesi Card

Sid SCSI Card

Ethernol Card

Ethernet Card & Access*

Floal. Point Accelerator
User Port Analogue/MIDI

£29.00

£50.00

£290.00

£125.00

£99.00

£110.00

£122.00

£115.00

£55.00

£34.07:

£58.75

£340.75

£146.87.

£116.33

£129.25.

£143.35

£135,12

£64.62

A4000 Upgrades

2-4Mb Mem Upgrade £83.00 £97.52.

540Mb IDE Hard Drive £125.00 £146.87
540Mb SCSI Hard Drive £135.00 £158.62
1Gb SCSI Hard Drive £189.00 £222.07

Keyboard Ext. Cable 2M £6.50 £7.64:
KCS Replacement Mouse £ 10.00 £11.75:
Acorn Mouse £20.00 £23.501
Mouso Ext. Cable 2M £6.50 £7.64:
Monitor Ext. Cable 2M £6.50 £7.64:

AKA32 Acorn SCSI Card £125.00 £146.87
Std SCSI Card £99.00 £116.33.
Ethernet Card £110.00 £12925-
Ethernel Card &Access* £122.00 £143.35;

All CD Roms are External

Twin(2x) CD Rom Par. £175.00 £205.631
Quad (4x) CD Rom sesi £175.00 £205.63
Oct (8x) CD Rom SCSI £245.00 £287.87

14.4k Ext. Fax/Modom £79.00 £92.82.
28.8k Ext. Fax/Modem £145.00 £170.37
14.4k Fax/Modom BABT £99.00 £116.33
28.8k Fax/Modom BABT £185.00 £217,37,

Ex Vat Inc Vat

1-2Mb Mem Upgrade £39.00 £45.82;
2-4Mb Mem Upgrade £89.00 £104.57 |

IDE Interlace for 2.5' £55.00 £64.62 i

170Mb IDE Hard Drive £89.00 £104.57

250Mb IDE Hard Drive £120.00 £141.00 .

540Mb IDE Hard Drive £160.00 £188.00 .

Ext. Par. CD ROM 2x £175.00 £205.62 .

14,4k External Modem £79.00 £92.83

28.8k External Modem £145.00 £170.37 i
14.4k Fax/Modem BABT £99,00 £116.33

28.8k Fax/Modem BABT £185.00 £217.37 .

Ethernet Card £110.00 £129.25 i
Ethernet Card &Access* £122.00 £143.35 i
KCS Replacement Mouse £10.00 £11.75;
Acorn Mouse

Mouse Extension Cable

Monitor Extension Cable

Scan TV Lead

£20.00 £23.50 :

£6.50 £7.64 |
£6.50 £7.64 |
£8.50 £9.99 :

Microvitec 14" Monitor £225.00 £264.37

A3000 Upgrades

1-2 Mem Upg Non Exp. £25.00 £29.37
1-2 Mem Upgrade Exp. £55.00 £64.62
2-4 Mem Upgrade Chips £79,00 £92.82 :
1-4 Mem Upgrade £114.00 £133.95 •

Serial Port upgrade
IDE Interface for 2.5'

£19.00 £22.32

£55.00 £64.62

170Mb IDE Hard Drive £89.00 £104.57
250Mb IDE Hard Dnve £120.00 £141.00
540Mb IDE Hard Drive £160.00 £188.00

14.4k External Modem £79.00 £92.82
28.8k External Modem £145.00 £170.37
14.4k Fax/Modem BABT £99.00 £116.33
28.8k Fax/Modem BABT £185.00 £217.37

Ethernet Card £110.00 £129.25
Ethernet Card &Access* £122.00 £143.35
KCS Replacement Mouse £10.00 £11.75

£20.00 £23.50

£6.50 £7.64 -

£6.50 £7.64 :

£8.50 £9.99 I
£9.99 I

£29.00 £34.07

£50.00 £58.75

£290.00 £340.75

Acorn Mouse

Mouse Extension Cable

Monitor Extension Cable

Scart TV Lead

Rise OS 3.1 Chipset
Rise OS 3.1 Full Kit

Rise OS 3.1 10 Pack

AKA32 Acorn SCSI Card £125.00 £146.87
Sid SCSI Card £99.00 £116.33
Podulo Casing £20.00 £23.50 •
MFM Interface £15.00 £17.62 ;
User Port Analoguo./MIDI £55.00 £64.62-'
800k Floppy Disk Drives £38.00 £44.65

- BOOk InStock (dealer Enquires Welcome)

Arcshare
JL. " Acorn toPCNetworking Softwaro

PC to Acorn Networking has never
been easier than this!

Arcshare is a program that i
it is an Acorn Access systen

i the PC, and foolsthe PC intothinking P

This gives thai option of copying dies from Iho PC to the Acorn or vice
versa. Using an easy to use pointS click interface on the PC you can
quicklyretrieve files fromany Acorn computer on the network.

Any size ol file can be transfered. IIa lilo is transfered from an Acorn to a
PC, then backagain, you'll findthat the filetypesare automatically updated.

Ringtoday,tp findout howArcsharecan help you intogratePC systems to
existing Acom networks.

AforeforProgrammers:Arcshare can now support DDE Calls from the PC.
ring tor tunher details.

. t

CO Roms. Hard

Drives & Otftor

Acom Computers
can be used by ma

PC

L3 JH. * * \
*. m m V

M m \

Tho PC Directorylooks
liko rust another Acom
Diroclory. tnanks to
Automatic nomofo

titetypirsg. Just drag & Drop
mo Ma using tho Acom
interface

Vory oasy to uso'

Arcsharc Is the Only PC-Acorn
network software that allows file

transfers both ways !

0 420Meg
mill Mill-:- mt. &

486SX-25 486DX4-I00 Apps ImjgoFS Arcshare Server £99.00 fa £116.33

Latest Version ot

Server now includes

a DDE Interface!

170Mb 2.5" Hard Drives
Suitable for A3000/A3010/A3020/A4/IBM Portables

Enhance your compulor by adding a
Fast 170Mb Hard Drive.

Syquest

Internal Drives

200Mb SCSI

270Mb SCSI

270Mb IDE

105Mb IDE

Ex Val Inc Vat

£279.00 £327.82

£219.00 £257.32

£219.00 £257.32 .

£145.00 £170.37

External Dnves & PSU
105Mb SCSI £150.00 £176.25
270Mb SCSI £269.00 £316.07

Cartridges
200Mb £52.00 £61.10

270Mb £38.00 £44.65

135Mb £15.00 £17.63
40Mb £37.00 £43.47

Wo/e: Only Use SCSI forAcorn.

Scanners

Scanlighl 256
Scanlighl 256 Video

£129.00 £151.57

£189.00 £222.07

Flatbed A4 Colour

Mustek SP2400dpi sesi £270.00 £317.25
Epson GT 5000 SCSI £379.00 £445.32
Epson GT 8500 SCSI £429.00 £504.07
Epson GT 9000 sesi £529.00 £621.57
HP Scanjet 4c sesi £645.00 £7S7.87

Vision 24 Digitiser £65.00 £76.37
Hi-Vision DigiliserA5k £90.00 £105.75
ImageMaster &Twain £25.00 £29.37

Speakers

80w Speakers &Amp
240w Speakors & Amp
300w Speakers & Amp
Microphone
Clip On Microphono

£25.00 £29.37.

£38.00 £44.65 I
£45.00 £52.87 i

£7.00 £8.22 I
£6.50 £7.64 |

News:

Allows the Acorn to run taster. Stores
the equivalent of 217 full 800k
Diskettes. Easy to fit, Instructions,
Screws & Cable provided. Should take
no more than 10 minutes. Requires
Rise OS v3 or above.

Note: A30W/A30O0also requirean
IDE Interface

170Mb 2.5'IDE £89.00 d £104.58

Stylus 820

,,

-*•?-

720 dpi Monochrome Inkjet Printer
Upgradoablo to Colour - 3 Year Warranty
Epson Stylus 820 £155.00 £182.12

Stylus Colour lis

720 dpi Colour & Black Inkjet Printer
3 Year Warranty, Interchangeable Cartndge
Epson Stylus Colour lis £175.00 £205.62 •

Stylus Colour II

720 dpi Photo Real Colour InkjetPrinter
- 3 YearWarranty, Double Density Black.
Prints on to Plain. Coaled &Glossy Paper
& OHP's.

Supplied withAcorn Drivers on request.
Stunning Output - TurboDriverAvailable
Epson Stylus Colour II £250.00 £293.75 a

KimberleyComputers Ltd is now the new name for Kimberley
Computer Services.

We have undergone some major changes over the past few
months. We have become incorporated and now trade as a
Limited Company. One of the partners has left to do other
things, and we have a whole new directive for the coming year.

The observant amongst you will have noticed, that we have
not advertised for a couple of months. This was due to the re
organisation.

As well as a name and entity change, we have modified our
internal organisation to provide a better and more complete
service. As the next few months progress, we willannounce
new services & many more new products. Look out for the
new adverts.



INKJET

REFILLS
COLOURSAVAJLASLE FROM ffiSMER INKS

illiUlllh d

Using Premier Inks refill kits are an
economical way of Re using your

existing print cartridge. Don't throw it
away, refill it - Over 130 printers

supported, including the most popular
makes. Call for sample printouts.

Single Relill Kit 1x22ml
Twin Relill kit 2x22ml
Tri Colour refill Kit 3x33ml C/M/Y

Quad Reliil Kit 4x22ml

Bulk 1 Relill Kit 1x 125ml

Bulk 2 Refill Kit 1x250ml

Bulk 3 Refill Kit 1x500ml

Bulk4RolillKit1x1Ltr

High Quality Universal

WM%M

•U-^.*J€T»L*CKIr* .^
tedsrlrfe

*
&

Ex Vat

£5.10

Inc Vat

£5.99

£9.35 £10.99 a

£14.46 £16.99 a

£17.01 £19.99 .i

£17.87 £21.00 l>

£32.34 £38.00 l>

£42.55 £50.00 l>

£59.57 £69.99

Extension Cables ExVa Inc Val Switch Boxes Ex Vat Inc Vat
5 Pin Din Ext. 2M £6.50 £7.64 b 2 - 1 Pnnter (Centronics) £11.75 £13.81 0 |
PS2'Keyboard Ext. 2M £7.64 b 4 • 1 Printer (Centronics) £15.75 £18.51 b 1
15 Pin D vga/svga Ext. 2M £6.50 £7.64 ii 2 • 1 Printer (Serial 25 Pin) £11.75 £13.81 b
9 Pin D Senal Ext. 2M £6.50 £7.64 b 4 • 1 Printer (Serial 25 Pin) £15.75 £18.51 b I
25 Pm D Serial Ext. 2M £6.50 £7.64 b 4 Comp. - Mon/PS2 Keyb £15.75 £1851 h
Acom Mouse Ext. 2M 4 Comp. - Mon/5 Pin Keyb £15.75 £18.51 B |
Hot/Cold Mains Lead 2M 2 - 1 Serial Switch 25 Pin £11.75 £1381 b

4 -1 Senal Switch 25 Pin £15.75 £18.51 (.
Comms Cables 2 - 1 Scan Switch Box £11.75 £13.81 L

9/25 Pin - 9/25 Pin Laplink £8.50 £9.99 b 4 - 1 Scart Switch Box £15.75 £18.51 b 1
Bl Directional Data 25 Pin DE11.00 l 12.931) 2 - 1 BNC Make b4 Break £11.75 £13.81 Ii 1
25 Pin D M-F RS232 2M £6.50 £7.64 b 4 - 1 Printer Auto Sharer £46.00 £54.05 b

9 Pin D M-F RS232 2M £6.50 £7.64 a

9 Pin D - 25 Pin M Modem £6.50 £7.64 1) Dust Covers
Archimedes Modem Cab 2M £8.50 £9.99 b Acorn A500O £7.00 £8.22 1) 1

Acorn A4000 £7.00 £8.22 b 1
Printer Cables Acorn A3010/A3020 £4.50 £5.29b 1
Bl Directional 2M £2.55 £3.00 a Canon BJ10(Nol with ASF) £4.50 £5.29 b 1
Bl Directional 3M £5.00 £5.88 b Canon BJ200/4000 £4.50 £5.29 b 1
Bl Directional 5M £7.00 £8.22 b Canon BJ600/610 £4.50 £5.29 1) 1
Bl Directional 10M £12.00 CM.IOI) HP Doskjet 500 series £4.50 £5.29 b 1
Serial Pnnter Cable 2M £6.50 £7.64 b HP Deskjet 600 Series 8 850 £4.50 £5.29 b 1
BBC Printer Cable £6.50 £7.64 b

Centronics 36w-36w 2M £6.50 £7.64 b Inkjet Cartridges
Centronics 36w-36w 2M £8.50 £9.99 I) Canon BC01 £14.00 £16.45 1) 1

Canon BC02 £15.00 £17.63 b 1
Networking Cable/Acca Canon BJC4000 • Black Tan k £7.00 £8.22 i! 1
BNC Cable/Plugs 2M £5.00 £5.88 b Canon BJC4000 - Col Tank £12.00 £14.10 b 1
BNCCable/Plugs 3M £6.00 £7.05 b Canon BJC4000 - Col/Bk. H £21.00 £24.68 b 1
BNC Cable/Plugs 5M £8.00 £9.40 1) Canon BJC600 - Black Heap £8.00 £9.40 b
BNC Cable/Plugs 10M £13.00 l 15.28 b Canon BJC600 - Cyan £6.20 £7.29 b
BNC HQ Cable Reel 100M £60.00 l70.50 !) Canon BJC600 - Magenta £6.20 £7.29 b
BNC Terminator £2.00 £2.35 Ii Canon BJC600 - Yellow £6.20 £7.29 b
BNC Soldorloss Crimp Plug £1.25 £1.47 b Canon BJC800 - Black £13.50 £15.86 0
BNC Strain Relief Boot £0.50 £0.58 1: Canon BJC800 - C/M or Y £17.00 £19.93 !> I
BNC In Line Connector £2.00 £2.35 b Canon BJ30/70 - Black 3 Pk £10.50 £12.34 0 |
BNC T Piece £1.50 £1.75 b Canon BJ70 - Colour Tank £14.50 £17.04 b

BNC Wall Plate £7.00 £8.22 b Canon BJ300/330 - Black £11.50 £13.51 b |
Integrex 132 -Black £10.02 £11.77 0

Internal Cables Integrex 132 -Colour £18.00 £21.15 b

4cm IDE Cable 2.5" £5.00 £5.88 b Epson Stylus Col - Black £12.00 £14.10 b

6cm IDE Cable 2.5" (Acorn £6.50 £7.64 b Epson Stylus Col - Colour £22.00 £25.85 b

TwinFloppy Cable (PC) £2.55 £3.001. Epson Stylus Col II - Black £12.00 £14.10 :

Single IDE Cable 18" £2.00 £2.35 b Epson Stylus Col II - Colour £22.00 £25.85 b

Twin IDE Cable 18" £2.55 £3.00 b Epson Stylus 800/1000 Black £8.00 £9.40 b

Custom IDE Cable ASK ASKi HP 310/Portable High Cap £16.00 £18.60 b

5.25" Power splitter £2.55 £3.00 b HP Deskjet 500 - Black £16.00 £16.80 b

3.5" Power Splitter £2.55 £3.00 b HP Deskjet 500 - Tri Colour £20.00 £23.50 b

CD Audio Cable Generic £2.55 £3.00 b HP Deskjet 600 - Black £19.25 £22.62 b

HP Deskjet 600 - Tri Colour £22.00 £25.85 b

Acorn to Monitor HP Deskjet 850 - Black £19.25 £22.62 b

A300/3000 - CM8833 Mk2 HP Deskjet 850 - Tri Colour £22.00 E2S.85 0

A300/3000 - CM8833 Mkl £8.50 Olivelti JP150- Black

Olivetti JP150ws - Black Re

A300/3000 - Amslrad CPC £8.50 £9.99 b Olivelti JP350/450 - Tri Col £28.00 £32.90 b I

A300/3000 - AKF30

A300/3000 - AKF50/Msync
£8.50

£8.50

£9.99 tj
Large Range of Ribbons, toner Labels,

A3010/4k/5k - CM8833 Mk£ £8.50 £9.99 b Paper, Diskettes, Software, Hardware,
A3010/4k/5k - CM8833 Mk £8.50 £9.99 b Always in stock, call for your
A3010/4k/5k • CM8833 Scart£8.50 £9.99 b requirements.

We would like to take this opportunity firstly to thank all our
past & previous customers for their custom over the past 3
years and to invite comments about our services & products,
could they be improved, what new stock lines would you like to
see, what do you think of the pricing structure, etc.

If you feel you have something to contribute (good or bad),
please write to or email our Customer Services Dept, we will
reply to all letters/Email.

Write to

Customer Services

Kimberley Computers Ltd, PO Box 16, Leigh,
Lancashire, WN7 2DA

Or Email custserv@kcsprem.demon.co.uk

to;»
Typical

Examplo
PIOO 16Mb

Win 95 Works 4 Iniguard

;:/-; i\'w\

Kimberley Computers also sell IBM
compatible PC's & Components

Multi Media P133

Intel Pentium P133 CPU & Cooler

Intel Triton Motherboard

256k Pipeline Cache RAM
16Mb EDO Ram

1.3Gb EIDE Hard Drive

Mini Tower Case

6x Speed CD ROM Player
16 Bit Stereo Sound Card
Windows 95 Keyboard
Microsoft Windows 95

Microsoft Works V4

3 Button Mouse

12 Months On site Warranty

£1230.00 £1445.25 F
Interest Free Credit

Available on Most PC Systems, Written Dotail on Request

Thinking of buying a 5x86 PC
card for your Rise PC?

Think Again....

Why not buy a complete 5x86 PC -
Here's How:

Buy a Complete system with a monitor
& keyboard switch box. This gives you
complete compatability & it runs a lot
fatser than the PC card will. Has its

own 8Mb RAM, a fast CD ROM, Large
Hard drive, fully expandable system.
This system comes with the New PQ

Adapter which makes this CPU
outperform a Pentium P100 -

5x86 100Mhz CPU

PCI Motherboard

1Mb PCI SVGA Card

8Mb RAM

850Mb EIDE Hard Drive

6x CD ROM

16 Bit Stereo Soundcard

Mini Tower Case

1.44Mb Floppy Drive.
Switch Box &

All Cables

£499 + vat
Compared to:

Acorn 5x86 PC Card

@ £499 Ex Vat

Atomwide ISAdapter
@ £299 Ex Vat

"Don't

Delay.
Buy one
Today!"

Kimberley Computers Ltd

We can accept orders lor goods in a variety of different ways:

By Telephone:

Have your Credit/Debit card roady. our staff will take Ihe
necessary details to ensure your order reaches you As Soon
as Possible, usually Next Day.

By Post: Kimberley Computers Ltd.
Cnmarfti CI 73 Chapel Street,

Leigh,
'"•' Lancashire, WN7 2DA

Post your ordor. giving FULL details, and most importantly,
your phone number during Iho day. If paying by Credit card, we
wiltneed the lull caid number and Expiry date. If paying by
switch wo willalso need the Issue number, il paying by cheque,
ploase make cheques payable lo "Kimberley Computers Ltd.-

By Email:

By Official Order

sales@kcsprem.demon.co.uk

Post or Fax tho order to:

01942 672300

Torins:
Goods Not Sold on a lilol basis. Prices A specs subject to change without prior
notification. Goods are sub|oct to availability Wo rosorvo tho right to chargo a Ro-
stocking rim lor Non Faulty <)(xx!r, relumntl. In tha caso of returns, phone before
sending. Wo will not be liable lor goods seal without proper Returns Authorization.
Wo will do our bos! to help, hul rnako suro you know what you are asking for and its
sultabi;ily for use svith voir li.iul.v.11.1 I'liiligurallon.

Ex Vat Inc Vat

£45.00 £52.881

£69.00 £81.08;

£25.00 £29.38'

£39.00 £45.831
£69.00 £81.08:

£210.00 E246.75

£210.00 £246.75 I

£275.00 £323.13.

£225.00 £264.37.

£225.00 £264.37:

£225.00 £264.37-

£225.00 £264.37 1

£225.00 £264.37 •

£225.00 £264.37 1

£225.00 £264.37 1

£225.00 £264.37 1

£59.00 £69.32 I

£125.00 £146.87'

£125.00 £146.87.

£189.00 £222.07 o

£485.00 £569.87 i

£39.00 £45.831

£25.00 £29.381
£10.00 £11.751
£25.00 £29.38 '•

£30.00 £35.25 I
£25.00 £29.38 I
£25.00 £29.381
£29.00 £34.07 t
£29.00 £34.07 t
£29.00 £34.07 I
£29.00 £34.071

£29.00 £34.07 t
£29.00 £34.07 I
£59.00 £69.33 •

£29.00 £34.07 I
£29.00 £34.071
£29.00 £34.07

£29.00 £34.07

£29.00 £34.07

£29.00 £34.07 •

£29.00 £34.071
£39.00 £45.831
£15.00 £17.62 1

£29.00 £34.07 1
£29.00 £34.07 :

£29.00 £34.07 1

£29.00 £34.07 '-

£29.00 £34.07 1
£29.00 £34.07'

£29.00 £34.07!

£29.00 £34.07 1

Microsoft Software
Publisher v2
Publisher for 95

Money v2
Works v3

Works v4 lor 95

Office Professional v4.3 3.5" Disks

Oflice Professional v4.3 CD Rom

Ollice Professional for Windows 95

Word 6

Word 7 for 95

Excel

Excel for 95

PowerPoint
PowerPoint for 95
Access

Access for 95

Windows 95 Upgrade
Windows 95 Full Version CD Rom

Windows 95 Full Version 3.5" Disks

Windows NT Workstation 3.51

Windows NT Server 3.51

CD Rom Only
Encarta 96 'World English" Edition
Dangerous Creatures
Golf

Arcade Compilation
Flight Sim 5
Fury - War ol the Worlds
Creative Writer

Ultimate Haunted Houso

How the Leopard Got His Spots
Magic School Bus - Human Body
Magic School Bus - Solar System
Fine Artist
Ancient Lands

Bookshelf

IssacAzimovs Ultimate Robot

Cinemania 96

Multi Media Beethoven

Multi Media Schubert

Mulli Media Stravinsky
Multi Media Mozart

Multi Media Strauss

The Composer Collection
Sound Bits for Windows

Oceans

Scenes - Sierra Club Nature

Scenes - Sierra Club Wildlife

Scenes - Hollywood Colleclion
Scenes - Brain Twister

Scenes - Sports Extremes
Scenes - Flight Colleclion
Scenes - Undersea Colleclion

Many more titles available, ploase ask lor
a full list.

Mosl ol this software should work on tho RPC PC
card, but chock boloro you ordor it.

FREE PARKING

& Disabled Access

Tel: 01942 677777

B
Credit Cards aro not debited untilgoods aro ready lor despatch.
Wo aro rogistorod undor Iho Data Proloclion Act, lor your safely



A3000 upgrades

Memory
I-4Mb £104.50

l-2Mb £46

(See also the "2nd user" section)
1-2Mb (upgradable to 4Mb) £56
2-4Mb upgrade pack £84.50
4-8Mb £229

The above upgrades are all constructed on four-layer boards, as
recommended by Acorn. Gold plated connectors are used for
reliable contact with the A3000 main board. There are no clips or
wires, and no soldering is required (except 8Mb upgrade). Some
older types of 2Mb board cannot be upgraded to 4Mb. but we offer a
trade-in allowance. Please phone for details.

Hard drives

A range of internal hard disc upgrades is available. The upgrades
simply plug into the internal expansion slot. Also suitable for the
A3010.

80Mb £175

120Mb £217.50

170Mb £241

240Mb £270

RISC OS 3

ARM3 (25MHz)
(Dealer fitting recommended for the ARM3)

£46

£151.50

A3010 2-4Mb RAM upgrade
Price £92.50

A3000 4Mb RAM £104.50

A5000

Memory
2-4Mb £81

4-8Mb £229

Dealer fitting for the 8Mb

upgrade is recommended for
the 25MHz A5000.

A400/1 J
Memory
Per Mb (up lo 4Mb) £44.50

4-8Mb £229

RISC OS 3 £46

ARM3 (25MHz) £154.50

Hard drives. For prices, refer
to the A310 section.

Prices include VAT @ 17.5%

How to order: Cheques made
payable to IFEL. Most Credit
cards accepted, and Switch.
Official orders welcome.

A3020/A4000
Memory
2-4Mb

Hard drives

80Mb

120Mb

140Mb

£87

£113

£155

£173

Various

Alsyslems SCSI 2 £199.50

ARM3 £151.50

RISC OS 3 £46

MEMCla £46

Hard disc cradle £7

Fan filters (pack of 5) £3.50
RISC OS manuals, no vat£22

Dongle dangle £7
Chip exlractor tool £4.50
(for eg MEMC, ARM2)
CDFS upgrade for Oak SCSI
card £29.50

The following items are
reduced to clear. Please

phone to check availability.

I Meg V Rani
Worclworks

£58.50

£29.56

IFEL

Educational and quantity discount available.
Dealer enquiries welcome.

34 Culver Road, Saltash, Cornwall PL12 4DR. Tel (01752) 847286.

PRICES INCLUDE VAT

A3010 upgrades

Memory
l-4Mb £116.50

l-2Mb £44.50

2-4Mb £93

The 4Mb upgrade is constructed on a compact four-layer board. No
soldering is required.

Hard drives

A range of internal hard disc upgrades is available. The upgrades
simply plug into the internal expansion slot. For prices, refer to the
A3000 section.

A310 upgrades
Memory
l-2Mb £81

l-4Mb £116.50

All our A310 memory upgrades are constructed using four-layer
circuit boards. There is no other 300 series RAM upgrade which has
been available for as long as this one, and which has the same
reputation for quality and reliability. A fitting service is available.

4-8Mb £229

Hard drives

A range of internal hard disc upgrades is available. Prices below arc
for complete systems, including metal work, controller card and
cables as appropriate. No specialist knowledge is required either for
installation or use. A backplane is normally required in order to fit a
hard drive.

IDE

850Mb £252.50

IGb £282

SCSI

540Mb £252.50

1Gb £333.50

Backplane (4-slot, four-layer) £57.50
Fan for above £9.50

RISC OS 3 £46

RISC OS carrier board £20

ARM3 25MHz £151.50

MEMCla £46

RISC PC 2nd User

Extra RAM (SIMM)

4Mb £53

8Mb £93

16Mb £205.50

32Mb £351.50

SIMMs taken in part exchange
(4Mb or larger).

2Mb VRAM £163.50

rsl i_ ii

availability.

A3000 l-2Mb £23.50

A3000 RAM board £6

(ie bare board, no chips)
A5000 2-4Mb £68

4Mb SIMM (Rise PC) £45

J Spares/Repairs

RAM PACKS

Four upgradeable SIMMS

4-8Mb upgrade £70.50
16-32M1) upgrade £200

We cany stocks of most
replacement chips for the
Acorn range. (MEMC, VIDC,
IOC and most memory
devices). We can also fit any
upgrades and offer a computer
repair service.

All products (except some from the "2nd User" section) are fully guaranteed for 12
months. All items normally carried in slock have a 14-day money-back guarantee.

Fax (01752) 840029 WSA



PC Exchange

Running Mike Buckingham gives PC
Exchange the once over

Anyone using a PC card in an Acorn
Rise PC is going to run into trouble at

some stage. It's not that the two systems
don't happily (mostly) co-exist. It's that so
much on one platform refuses steadfastly to
be available to the other. The file types,
names and data formats are all different.

And exchanging data from one OS to the
other is, to put it bluntly, a real pain.

Acorn PC Exchange was written to over
come that problem and is a must for anyone
running both cards - especially if, like me,
you want to do your work in RISC OS (that's
why you bought an Acorn isn't it?), but
everyone else out there is stuck in the PC
rut. Porting the other way gives you access
to a wealth of material designed for PCs that
isn't likely to be available on RISC OS.

Loading
PC Exchange does this porting for you. The
utility is, in theory, very simple to use. It
arrives on two discs - RISC OS and

DOS/Windows - and is accompanied by a
short manual which is adequate enough to
get you up and running quite happily.
Unusually, loading the RISC OS disc is slow
er and more involved than loading the DOS
program as it involves updating BOOT and
SYSTEM files. But don't worry, it doesn't
take long and shouldn't trouble even the
least computer-literate owner.

Once loaded the software appears as
PCEx in your RISC] OS Apps directory and
within a new Acorn program group in
Windows and, naturally, to operate it you
need both programs up and running. In
RISC OS you get a new window with some
greyed out icons relating to all the possible
file types you might transfer, and in
Windows you get an icon on the backdrop
(in Windows 3), or on the program bar in
Windows 95.

Using the Windows
clipboard
The software makes use of the Windows

clipboard. Most Windows programs use this
clipboard when you use the cut and paste
option, or when you copy files. For exam
ple, if 1 load Works and cut text, it appears
on the clipboard viewer, and from there I
could load it into another PC program. But
with PCEx running it is also now automati
cally available for RISC; OS software.

Reducing the PC card to a window reveals
the fact that several icons on the PCEx win

dow are now showing in full colour - mean-

?in harmony^

Encarta allows you to save
pictures to the clipboard

ing data is available for use. When you save
a Works text file (for example), the data,
plain text and rich text icons all become
available. In fact, when you save text from
Windows, PCEx automatically converts it
into both rich text format - in which much

of the font style, size and text position is
retained - and plain text, in which almost
all of it is lost. Either of these may be
dragged and dropped into a RISC OS appli
cation. Therefore, if your WP or DTP sup
ports rich text, use that, otherwise plain text
will suffice.

The reverse operation is just as easy, but
in my experience not as successful.
Dragging and dropping a Fireworkz or
Textease file, say, onto the PCEx window
gives a data file which Works won't try to
read, for either program you need to open

PCExchange makes them available to RISC OS
(which shows how poor the CD-ROM's graphics
are!)

a window, highlight your text and use the
Save selection menu options. Then you get
a text file but you lose the layout informa
tion that the rich text file format retains.

Using the same route from Impression gives
the text preceded by screens of layout info
that you will simply have to delete.

Transferring images and
sound samples
Of course, it's not just text that can be
transferred. PCEx also supports image files
and sound samples, and a boon to many
users, particularly schools, will be the facil
ity to convert graphics. Encarta, for exam
ple, allows you to save pictures to the
clipboard and these can be ported over to
Impression, Ovation or Textease - and this
worked like a dream. Other files may be
transferred if you know how to access
them, but if the file type isn't recognised
by PCEx it presents the file as raw data.

That aside, PC Exchange is a very useful
utility that will hopefully be developed as
time goes by. Perhaps if Acorn can't sup
port a wider variety of text formats, its
authors will get around to writing the rele
vant driver codes. But even without them,

having tried PCEx for a while, I wouldn't
want to be without it! And for schools

wanting to be able to raid PC-based CD-
ROMs for graphics to spice up project
work, I'm sure it will prove A~j
invaluable. /lU

Product details
Product: PC Exchange (SKB85)
Price: £25 ex VAT

For education customers:

Supplier: Xemplar Education Limited

Address: The Quorum, Barnwell Road,

Cambridge, CB5 8RE
Tel: (01223) 724724

For all other customers:

Contact your local dealer
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(Acorn MK2 Cards upgraded by us) X JJlVXXX£i JOO Cards 9t J^\J incVAT when trading in an SX33

£ 469 inc VAT with Computer / £ 490 inc VAT Outright purchase / 100MHz 586 from £ 320 inc VAT

Acorn PC Cards (£117 off when boughtwith a RiscPC)
DX2/66 £ 292 (£ 175 with PartX) DX4/100 £ 350 (£ 234 with PartX) 5x86 £ 586 (£ 350 with PartX)

IDE CD Systems Quad speed £ 90 SIX speed £ 117
Double Speed SCSI CD Rom Drive £ 140Double Speed SCSI CD Rom Drive £ 140

Quad Speed SCSI CD Rom Drive tray loading £ 175
Quad Speed SCSI CD Rom Drive caddy loading £ 235
SIX Speed SCSI CD Rom Drive caddy loading £ 350
6.7 SPEED SCSI CD Rom Drive tray loading £ 350

n.b Our Quad Speed
CD Drives can be

quicker than many
cheap 6 or 8 speed

Drives!

Prices NOW

Include

VAT

Combined Quad speed CD ROM and 650MB Optical ReadAVrite Drive £ 520*
All drives include CDFS driver. Prices are for internal RiscPC versions. Please phone for details of other versions.

SCSI Interfaces A30x0/A4000 £ 115

SCSI Interface for RiscPC/300/400/5000 from £ 95

SCSI II Interface for RiscPC (Cumana or Powertec) £ 195
CD Rom systems for A3/4/5000 from £ 230

Cases for CD ROM drives from £ 47 Caddies from £ 5
*OpticaIdrive is SCSI interfaced, no media provided. Optical discs £ 46

RiscPC's

from £ 54 p.m.
20% deposit

20 Months to pay
Phone for further details

RiscPC Ram

Price

DOWN

Again!

4MB

8MB

16MB

32MB

£ 40

£100

£200

£400
Guaranteed Acorn compatible

Prices

NOW

Include

VAT

15" FST 1280 x 1024 0.28 MPCtrl£ 300

Microvitec 14" M/S (as AKF50) £ 300
Idek 8617e 17" 0.26mm Monitor £ 620

Idek 9017e 17" 0.25mm Monitor £ 680

210MB IDE Conner Drive £ 105

1.6 GB IDE Conner Drive £ 250

Hard Disc Kits for A3020 from £ 95

Hard Disc Kits for A3000 from £ 165

1GB SCSI Drive £ 295

Syquest 270MB SCSI Drives £ 317
ARM3 (not for A3000) £ 150
RiscPC Technical Ref.Man. noVat £ 49.95

r^lj|~^j

15"Monitor at 14Trice

with ACB75 RiscPC systems
(£20 ACB70/£35 ACB60)

or

£25 Quad Speed CD Drive
with ACB75 RiscPC systems

(£35 ACB70/£45 ACB60)

Prices above are for Quad Speed. £27 extra for SIX Speed

RiscPC's built to your specification

Prices Include VAT

Post from £ 2.50 Courier from £8.00

Credit Card & Official orders accepted.

78 Brighton Road, Worthing, West Sussex. BN11 2EN. Telephone 01903 523666 Fax 523679
email: cjemicro@pavilion.co.uk Web: http://www.ant.acorn.co.uk/coft/CJE/

22-960600



In the start of a series on

using your Acorn to
create Web pages,
David Matthewman

explains what HTML is
and how to write it

How would you write your diary? Let's
assume that you have decided that the

minutiae of your everyday life should be
recorded for posterity. Perhaps you will
one day become an MP, and people will
actually pay to read how your breakfast
affected the fate of the nation. Or perhaps
you're doing it for your own sake, so that
you can remind yourself how much more
fun life was in the 1990s, and prove it to
your doubting grandchildren, too.

So, you sit down at your keyboard, start
up your favourite word processor (or, if
you're an old-fashioned sort like me, you
take a pad of writing paper and fill up
your fountain pen), and start writing. You
write up the events of last week. All is
going well until suddenly, half way
through Friday, you find that you're writ
ing about someone you met on the
previous Sunday. You could re-introduce
him - it was a few pages back since you
mentioned him but you did give a fairly
full description then - but to avoid repeti
tion you opt to put a small note in
brackets:

'(See entry for last Sunday)'

Congratulations. You've just written
hypertext.

HTML explained

IP Acorn User 168: Writing HTML

However, in 1965 TedNelson gave a name tothepractice: hypertext, Nelson's definition of
hypertext went beyond traditional practice: it related documents and parts of documents to a web of
others. The aim was a project called Xanadu, a system linking all the world's literature, which was
well ahead of what technology could practically achieve then.

Rumblings under Geneva

There the matter might have rested, except that in the late l'JKOs a group ol" high-energy physicists ai
CERNin Genevawere looking for a viablewayto spread information rapidly amongthe
high-energy physics community. One of their researchers. Tim Berners-Lee, wrotea proposal called
HyperText and CERNwhich contained the basicprinciples whichwereto develop into theWorld
Wide Web. These were:

a A multi-platformapproach, allowing the information to be accessed from as many different
platforms and in as many different ways as possible.

0 A Ilexible approach to document type and information protocols: the Web shouldn't ilsell
restrict the type of information that can be transmitted using it.

* Universal access: anv user should be able lo access any information.

Overthenext few years, development waslargely confined to CERN. but in early 1993 Marc
Aiiiliv.-ss.'n ;it NTS A lt'J ;i learn thai d<-v,-|mvd YTpsair wliii-h r:)ii pi; V-Windows Tlii-. w.is_mie_

HTML as it appears in a browser - in this case, Webster,
which emphasises text by writing it in bold

HTML (HyperText Markup Language) is
the language of the World Wide Web on
the Internet, but it's by no means
restricted to that. You could easily write
your diary as a set of HTML files on your
hard disc and browse through them using
a Web browser without going anywhere
near the Internet.

The term hypertext is explained in a sep
arate box in this article (that was a

hypertext link, by the way). Markup
means the text is marked by using a series
of tags to indicate any deeper meaning
associated with words; whether they

should be emphasised, if they are part of a
list and so on. If you ever used a word
processor like View on the BBC Micro you
may know what I mean - it was the way
bold and italic text was indicated there.

It is vitally important to distinguish at
this point between markup and DTP. In
DTP you have full control over the final
appearance of the document. Programs
fall over themselves to ensure that what

you write is as close as possible to how the
document will appear when printed. Writ
ing HTML is different. It is true that when
you view HTML in a typical Web browser
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HTML explained

it will be displayed with particular fonts,
and italic and bold text, often with pic
tures alongside text on the page. However,
the final appearance of the document is
down to the browser, not the person writ
ing the page. The browser is told: 'This
section of text is a heading' or 'that sec
tion of text should have strong emphasis',
and the browser program itself decides
how this should translate into fonts and so

on.

In DTP terms, this is like a laser printer
deciding that your layout is a bit poor, and
re-doing it with four columns and a differ
ent font. But for HTML it makes sense

because a page on the Web will be viewed
by many different browsers on many dif
ferent machines, and fixing upon a single
layout that will look correct on all of them
is impossible. Instead, you mark your text
up with cues that will help the browser to
display it in the best way possible, what
ever system it is running on.

To see this more clearly, consider an
extreme type of browser which takes the
HTML and speaks it. Such a browser would
he very useful to blind people and, indeed,
browsers like this exist. What is the speak
ing browser to make of the setting of a
particular point size or font? Very little: I
know no one who speaks in Times Roman
(although I know plenty who might as
well be talking Zapf Dingbats).

The instructions contained within

HTML are designed to put the text into a
particular context, either by marking it as
having a certain emphasis or by defining
its relation to some other text. Tell a

speaking browser that a phrase is italicised
and it will ignore the instruction; tell it
that the phrase is emphasised and it will
know to stress it as it speaks it.

Okay, I'll come clean. There's nothing
to stop you actually using all sorts of tricks
in your HTML code to try to define the
layout and appearance of your Web pages.
But - and it's a big but - you must remem
ber that not every browser will treat the
information in the same way or even use it
at all. When starting out, it's safer to mark
your pages up strictly for context and con
tent rather than for appearance.

HTMacroL

ZapHTML
Supplier: various ftp sites (distrib
uted with Zap) and the cover CD-ROM

If, like me, you're a Zap fan, then I can
highly recommend ZapHTML, a free
HTML mode for Zap written by Matthew
Hambley. As well as making the tags a
different colour so that you can easily see
what is text and what is markup, any of
the HTMLtags can be generated by a pair
of key-presses. The module currently has
a few quirks and little documentation,
but the odds are that if you're a Zap fan
this isn't going to worry you (StrongEd
fans needn't despair because there are
rumours of an HTML mode coming for
that program too.).

ZapHTML will appeal to anyone who
basically knows how to write HTML and
just wants a quick way to enter the tags. I
use it a lot; much of the Computer

ADFS H.irdDisc4 S Ac

Concepts site was written using it. It's
still really in beta-test at the time of writ
ing, and Matthew has great plans for it.

Once you've used ZapHTML for long
enough to learn the short-cuts, it's one of
the quickest ways of entering straightfor
ward HTML available. HTML 1.0 tags are
catered for, but you're on your own when
creating forms, tables, or fancy-coloured
text; certainly a limitation.

If there's good free software around,
would 1 ever recommend spending
money on an HTML editor? Well, not
everyone will be happy with ZapHTML;
it's a bit of a hacker's solution and you
need to remember some awkward key
combinations to make it work. If this

doesn't appeal to you then spending
money on HTMLEdit would be a better
idea - it's a professional package with a
good manual.

n9fi inrirx/hrml (HTMI

infornation including the title. [

<p>This is all done with appropriate tag pairs, to produce a docunent that
looks like this:

<P><kbd>
61t;htnl8,gt;<br>
&lt;head&gtj<br>
Rltititle&gtjTitle hereRltj/titleagt;<br>
Rlt:/headRgt;<br>
&lt:bodyB.gtj<br>
Text of docunent here<br>
51t;/bodyagt;<br>
Mtj/htnH.gtj<br>
</kbd>

(p)Looking at the above, you can see that tags can be nested. For instance,
the title is uithin the header of the docunent, and both the body and header I.
are uithin the outer &lt;htnl&gtj tags.

<p>What I have written above is a perfectly valid HTML file (uell, alnost,
but don't worry about it), but there's a little nore uork that needs doing
before it ui11 display in a sensible nanner. Rs I have already observed, Web
browsers ignore all line feeds and carriage returns and will run paragraphs
together. To stop then doing this, you need to nark paragraphs using the
Mt;pB,gt; tag. Strictly speaking, Rltjp&gt; narks the start of a paragraph
and Rlti/pagtj the end, but you can safely ignore the end tag and just use
Mtjp&gt; to nark paragraph starts,

(p)So far, we can nark a docunent as valid HTML, and flag off all the paragra
-1— ii-,..,,.. ... -r m. i.-. r..t„— _r iitmi :- n._ ,h;t;«... *- i:.i. ....j- ._

Editing HTML in Zap using Matthew Hambley's module. Note that if you want
to write '<' or V directlyrather than as parts of tags, you must refer to them as
'&lt;' and '&gt;' respectively.

Supplier: various ftp sites, and the cover CD-ROM
Price: Free

Richard Goodwin has produced a free program which works
along similar lines to HTMLEdit - HTMacroL. Again, you are
presented with a tool bar and HTML tags are inserted when
the buttons are clicked on, but it's a lot less sophisticated
than HTMLEdit. For one thing the start and end tags need to
be entered separately; you can't just select a region of text and
expect it to put the tags at either end. Also, the buttons

generate pre-set text - no editable dialogue boxes here. On the
other hand, because HTMacroL simply types text at the cursor,
it works with whatever text editor you happen to like, or even
Textcasc and other DTP packages.

Although the text inserted by the buttons is pre-set it is
configurable. You can change the 'address' button to insert a
long HTML string with your address, for instance. I don't like
interrupting my typing to move the mouse, but if you're a
tool bar fan then HTMacroL might be just what you need.
After all, it's free.

Acorn User July 1996
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HTMLTools for Impression
Supplier: most ftp sites and the first Acorn User CD-ROM
Price: Shareware (£15)

If you're after a more WYSIWYG display and you have Impression
then you might consider Ben Summers' HTMLTools for loading
and saving HTML from Impression. It's important to get this in
perspective because it won't give a fully WYSIWYG display, but
you will get something much closer to what you'll see in a
browser.

Using Impression to mark up your text has a number of advan
tages, not least of which is the built-in spelling checker. However,
partly because of the way Impression loads and saves text, it's

HTMLEdit

Supplier: R-Comp
Tel: (01925) 755043
Fax: (01925) 757377
E-mail:HTMLEdit@arsvcs.demon.co.uk

Price: £30 (version 1), £45 (version 2)

HTMLEdit is the most professional HTML-editing software on
the Archimedes. When loaded up this looks superficially like
Edit with an extended tool bar, but there's a lot more to it than
that. All the HTML tags correspond to buttons on the tool bar
so if you want, say, to put some text into heading style 1 then
you highlight the text, click on the 'headings' pop-up menu
and choose 'heading 1'. The correct start and end tags are auto
matically inserted. If you don't have any text selected at the
time, you get the <hlx/hl> tag pair with the cursor positioned
neatly between them ready for you to type a heading in.

HTMLEdit knows about all the HTML 2.0 tags and many of
the Netscape and proposed HTML 3.0 extensions. It doesn't do
tables yet, but that's about the only significant omission.

Like most HTML editors on any platform, HTMLEdit doesn't
try to be WYSIWYG.
What you edit is the
raw HTML. To see it

as a browser would

see it you must load
it into a browser. I

have never found

this to be a problem,
in fact, I prefer this
approach.

HTMLEdit really
comes into its own

when editing images
or links. Not only
does the dialogue
box allow you to set
the relevant options
really quickly - and
reminds you to enter
alternative text for

an image - but it will
automatically enter
the name of a file

dragged to one of the
writable icons, intel-

Rim

HTML explained

possible to end up with rather messy HTMLusing these tools, and
it often needs tidying up afterwards. Inserting images and
anchors can be a real pain, and if you have nested tags the
'inside' tag can get lost all to easily.

These tools were very welcome when they appeared over a year
ago because they were the first attempt to produce HTML-writing
software for the Archimedes. They're showing their age now,
sadly, but might still be worth it for Impression owners who don't
want to switch to anything else to write HTML. I certainly
wouldn't advise anyone to buy Impression specially to write
HTML;it's not really a job the program's suited to.

The tools are Shareware, so do register them if you use them.

ligently converting slashes to fullstops in file names. The
newly-released HTMLEdit 2 will even work out the relative
pathname of the file, making page linking even more
painless.

HTMLEdit will appeal greatly to HTML novices and is
highly recommended to anyone who can't face inserting all
the tags by hand. Its main drawback is that it is tied to the
Edit interface - Zap and StrongEd fans will find it a step back
wards. The original program can only open one file at once,
so I'd certainly recommend going for HTMLEdit 2 where this
problem has been fixed. It's very handy to be able to cut and
paste chunks of HTML from one document to another. Cou
ple this with the improved user interface and keyboard short
cuts of version 2 and I would really encourage you to spend
the £15 extra on the newer version. It stands up well against
much more expensive programs on other platforms.

Is it worth paying anything, though, when there is free
HTML-writing software available? Certainly HTMLEdit is
worth it for novices; it's as painless an introduction to writ
ing HTML as you're going to get on the Archimedes. More

experienced coders
may prefer a less
sophisticated edi
tor. There's noth

ing intrinsically
hard about writing
HTML, after all,
and the full range
of tags isn't that
awkward to learn.

That said, none

of the other

HTML editors has

the range of
features that

HTMLEdit boasts.

It's constantly
being developed,
and R-Comp res
ponds very well to
user feedback, so

it should keep
up with any
future changes in
HTML.

'db
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<!00CTVPE HTML PUBLIC "-//IETF//DTD HTML/zEN")

<!-- Strictly speaking, HTML docunents should start uith sonething
<!— like the above. Don't lose any sleep over it, though.

<htnl>
<head>
<title>Acorn User 168: Writing HTML</title>
</head>
<body>

<hl>3unping off the page</hl>

Uln the start of a series on using your Hcorn to en
avid Hattheunan explains what HTHL is and how to urii

<p>In the beginning, so they say, uas the word, How, I
than the individual letters that spell it, but leaves
desired for neaningful connunication. Take the 'Polisl
represent an action, a block of wax or even a nationa
(leaning further - to put it into <en>context</en> - i
other uords. In short, soon after the beginning, uas
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Styles
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Citation

Source Code
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-->
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HTMLEdit 2 from R-Comp isa user-friendly way to edit files for yourWebsite
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HTML explained

Marking up text
If you take a block of plain text, file-type
it as HTML and send it to a browser, you
will notice a number of things at once.
The first is that it will display it. Formally,
there are a number of items that should be

present in a document to make it valid
HTML, but very few browsers will actually
sulk if they aren't there. The second point
is that any extraneous spaces, line feeds
and carriage returns in the text will be
ignored. The browser will simply skip over
them and display the text in one block
with uniform spacing between the words.
There are circumstances when you can
make the browser care about extra spaces
and so on, but we'll cover those later.

Marking up the text to turn it into
HTML involves inserting tags. Tags are
instructions contained within angle brack
ets '<>' and are case-insensitive. They
usually come in pairs - a 'turn on' and
'turn off tag - with the second of the two
being preceded by a slash '/'. For example,
to emphasise a word or phrase, enclose it
within the <emx/em> tag pair, as in:

This point is <em>very</em>
important.

I'll talk about the other kind of tag - the
self-contained one - in the next issue.

An HTML skeleton
Now that you've seen how tags work - it's
simple really - you can create your own
bona fide HTML file from a block of text.
First, you have to tell the browser that the
whole document is HTML by enclosing il
within the <htmlx/html> tag pair. In
other words, put:

<html>

on the first line and:

</html>

on the last.

Next, you have to separate the body of
the document (which contains the text)
from the header which contains other
information including the title. This is all
done with appropriate tag pairs to produce
a document that looks like this:

<html>

<head>

<title>Title here</title>

</head>

<body>

Text of document here

</body>

</html>

Looking at the above, you can see that tags
can be nested. For instance, the title is
within the header of the document, and
both the body and header are within the
outer <html> tags.

What I have written above is a perfectly
valid HTML file (well, almost, but don't
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worry about it), but there's a little more
work that needs doing before it will dis
play in a sensible manner. As I have
already observed, Web browsers ignore all
line feeds and carriage returns and will
run paragraphs together. To stop them
doing this, you need to mark paragraphs
using the <p> tag.

Strictly speaking, <p> marks the start of
a paragraph and </p> the end, but you
can safely ignore the end tag and just use
<p> to mark paragraph starts.

There's a wealth of further HTML exam

ples on this month's CD-ROM, if you are
curious about what other tricks you can

play. Next issue I'll show you how to add
images to your text, and how to link
between documents using the anchor tag.
Until then you should spend your time
being sure that you understand tags, and
how to open and close tag pairs. And
repeat ten times before you go to sleep: '1
will write my HTML to be meaning- ^TT
ful tospeaking browsers.' /iU

• David Matthewman helped to set up and
maintain the Acorn User Web site, and
now works as a full-time Web designer at
Computer Concepts and Xara Limited
(http://www.cconcepts.co.uk/).

Hypertext

Inthe beginning, so they say, was the word. Now, a word is more useful than the individual
letters that spell it, butbyitself leaves something to be desired for meaningful communication.
Take the word 'Polish'; it can represent anaction, a block ofwax oreven a nationality. To pin
down itsmeaning further - to putit into context - it must besurrounded byotherwords.

Put another way, soon after the beginningwas the sentence.
If a word is seen asa point, and a sentence a line, then clearly a paragraph extends this into

twodimensions asanarea. Then what? Paragraphs follow oneanother in sequence andthere is
noway ofwriting a sentence that literally 'jumps off the page. Even a book is really justa
collection of pages; addinganother 'dimension' to text requires rather morework.

AtAcorn User we sometimes include a jargon boxto avoid the messy solution of having to
definea termeachtimeit appears, which canbreakup the flowof a sentence,and we will also
refer back to articles in previous issues where they arerelevant. In this way wecreate links
between separate blocks of text. These ways ofextending plain textarenotnewpractice, and
publishers have been doing it for centuries without needing anynewandfrightening-sounding
words to refer to it.

However, in 1965 Ted Nelson gavea nameto the practice: hypertext. Nelson's definition of
hypertext wentbeyond traditional practice; it related documents and partsof documents to a
web of others.The aim was a project called Xanadu, a systemlinking all the world's literature,
which was well aheadof what technology could practically achieve then.

There the matter might have rested, except that in the late 1980s a group of high-energy
physicists at CERN inGeneva werelooking fora viable wayto spread information rapidly among
the high-energy physics community. Oneof their researchers, Tim Berners-Lee, wrote a proposal
called HyperText andCERN which contained the basic principles which were to develop into the
World Wide Web.

Hypertext, as we know it now, means text that has been extended so that it links to other
text in a completely differentdocument. Thelinks are a littlelike footnotes,exceptthat instead
of pointing to two lines at the bottom of a pagetheycanpoint to whole books. Many links can
point to the same book, and the book can itself have links within it. It is this web of links that

allowsyou to add a third dimension to text - to jumpoff the page.
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HS SWAPOU.

- STORAGE

HARD DRIVES

OPTICAL DRIVES

SYQUEST DRIVES

TAPE DRIVES

Technology
Matrix

Authorised Acorn Reseller

Authorised Apple Macintosh Resseller
Authorised IBM Resseller <.

WmmhllhMMBhliMi
may change without notice. E.& O.E.

HARD DRIVES HARD DRIVES PORTABLE

MONO

360 x 360 dpi.
2 pages per min.

30 page auto
sheet feeder.

1 It costs six Umes mote lo attract a
i nav customerthan It doas to Heap
' an existing one.

I Atypical disatlstted customer wl ten
'. 8-10 people about theirproblem.

,• Seven ol ten complaining cutomers
; willdo businesswithyou againIf

youresolve the complaint Intheir

I Of those custome
do so because of

Indlference by the
specific Inoiv

DESKTOP

MONO

360 x 360 dpi.
3 pages per min

100 page auto
sheet feeder

youexpect fromus I

Canon! Canon

PORTABLE

COLOUR

360 x 360 dpi.
2 pages per min.

30 page auto
sheet feeder.

Canon

DESKTOP

COLOUR

360 x 360 dpi
2 pages per min.

100 page auto
sheet feeder

INTERNAL DRIVES

SIZE A3000

120MB IDE £149
250MB IDE £239
420MB IDE £289
510MB IDE n/a

850MB IDE n/a
1.0 GB IDE n/a
540MB SCSI n/a
850MB SCSI n/a
1.0 GB SCSI n/a

2.0 GB SCSI n/a
EXTERNAL DRIVES

540MB SCSI £179

850MB SCSI £199
1.0 GB SCSI £249
2.0 GB SCSI £639

A3010

£149

£239
£289
n/a

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a

£179

£199

£249

£639

A3020

£89
£189

£229

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

n/a

£179

£199
£249
£639

A3/400

n/a
n/a
n/a

£159

n/a
n/a

£139

£159
£199
£589

£179

£199

£249
£639

RISC PC

A4/5000

n/a
n/a

n/a
£159

n/a
n/a
£139
£159
£199
£589

RISC OS

VER. 3.6

n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a

£159
£195

£139
£159
£199
£589

Epson! HP DeskJet! HP DeskJet!HP LaserJet
Stylus HslJ 600JJ 660c| 5L

£179 £179
£199 £199
£249 £249

£639 £639

SPECIAL SPECIAL

SPECIAL SPECIAL

850MB IDE

850MB SCSI

£159
£159

SYQUEST
DRIVES

INTERNAL

SIZE DRIVE CART

200MB SCSI £289 £55

270MB SCSI £229 £39

270MB IDE £229 £39

135MB IDE £149 £15

EXTERNAL

200MB SCSI £339 £55

270MB SCSI £279 £39

OPTICAL
DRIVES

INTERNAL
230mb with 1 cartridge £329
1.3 gb with 1 cartridge £799
EXTERNAL

230mb with 1 cartridge £369
1.3 gb with 1 cartridge £849

MONITORS

IDEK 17"
MULTISCAN

£519

ACORN AKF53 £269

ACORN AKF60 £315

ACORN AKF85 £529

IDEK 17" Multiscan £519

SONY 15"sf Multiscan £329

CD-RO
DRIVESI SCANNERS

^\jJ^\SOHIC

ii AV'J'JO

PANASONIC PD DRIVE £379

A combined Quad speed SCSI
CD and 650MB optical drive
QUAD SPEED INT. SCSI £129
(Suitable for fitting internal to RISC PC)
QUAD SPEED EXT. SCSI £169
(Suitable for connecting to any external
SCSI port. Includes all cables)

QUAD SPEED INT. KIT £199
(Suitable for fitting Internal to RISC PC.
Includes a 16blt SCSI card allowing tho
further connection of up to 6 other devices)

QUAD SPEED EXT. KIT £259
(Suitable for A3/400 A3000/10/20
A4/5000 RISC PC. Includes a 16blt

SCSI card allowing the connection of a
further 6 devices)

QUAD SPEED SCSI TOWERS

2 Drive System
3 Drive System

4 Drive System
5 Drive System

6 Drive System

£369

£515

£659

£799

£949

EDUCATION
ANNOUNCEMENT

Technology Matrix supply a full range of
Apple Macintosh and IBM compatible

computers. Printers and Upgrades
Your One Stop Computer Supplier

Equipment, prices and backup
that make Technology Matrix
the preferred supplier

DESKTOP

COLOUR

760 x 760 dpi.
2ppm.

Built-in-feeder

A4

IDE CARDS

A300/400 £69

A3000/3010 £69

SCSI CARDS
A300/400 16blt £05

A3000 1Gbit £85

A3010 16 bit £85

A3020 16bit £85

A4000 1Gbit £85

A5000 16blt

RISC PC liibil

RISC PC 32blt

GRAPHICS

Colour card

Gold

Movie Magic
TV Tuner

TV Tuner

with Teletext

Eagle M2 card
Lark card

Midi Max card

GreyHawk
Hawk V9 Mktl

Chroma 150

Chroma

Genlock CG3,4,£

MEMORY

A3000 1-2mb

A3000 2-4mb

A3000 1-4mb

A3010 1-2mb

A3010 2-4mb

A3010 1-4mb

A3020 2-4mb

A4000 2-4mb

A5000 2-4mb

A5000 8mb

A300/400 8mb

RISC PC 4mb

RISC PC limb

RISC PC 16mb

RISC PC 32mb

SOFTWARE

RISC OS 3

(chips only)
RISC OS 3

(with manuals
and software)

£249

£89

£159

£329

£199

£69

£99

£199

£129

£149

1,6

DESKTOP

MONO

360 x 360 dpi
3ppm

Built-in feeder

A4

DESKTOP

COLOUR

360 x 360 dpi
2ppm

Built-in feeder

A4

DESKTOP

MONO LASER

600 X 600 dpi
4ppm, 1mb Ram

2 paper trays
A4

£1 ^£279^g£385

UMAX

S6E

A4 Flatbed

300x800 dpi
in 24 bit colour

SCSI Interface

EPSON

GT-9000

A4 Flatbed

600x600 dpi
in 24 bit colour

SCSI Interface

EPSON

GT-5000

A4 Flatbed

300x300 dpi
in 24 bit colour

SCSI Interface

MODEMS MODEMS

SPORTSTER

14.400

SPORTSTER

28.000

ArcFax S/ware

ArcComm S/ware

Voyager Internet suite

. £59

£28 ArcFax S/ware £28

£39 ArcComm S/waro £39
Voyager Intornot suite

£59

COURIER V.34

Dual Standard

ArcFax S/ware £28

ArcComm S/ware £39
Voyager Intcrnot suito

£59

C39

£72

£99

£38

£79

£115

£74

£74

£74

£199

£199

£59

£129

Ecall

Ecall

£32

£59

W-
£129 £195 /^£319

NETWORK PRODUCTS
EthorLan 102 for A3000/3010/3020/4000 (Podtile Slot Combo) £119
EtherLan 210 for A3020/400O (Nolwork Slol 10Base2) £126
EthorLan 211 for A3020/4000 (Nlowork Slol lOBaseT) £126
EtherLan 512 for A5000 & A400/300 (Podulo Slot Combo) £119
EtherLan 513 Fibre-Optic Adaptor lor A5000 &A400/300 £369
EtherLan 522 lor RISC PC with DMA tor improved performance £145
EthorLan 523 Fibre-Oplic Adaptor for RISC PC 600,700 & A7000 £269
EthcrLan 602 lor RISC PC S A7000 Podule Slot Combo £99

EtherLan 102/A+ for A3000 With FLASH ROM (Acorn Access -) £139
EthcrLan 210/A+ TenBase2 for A3020MOO0 FLASH ROM (Acorn Access*) £145
EtherLan 211/At TenBaseT lor A3020/4000 FLASH ROM (Acorn Access*) £145
EtherLan 512/A* Combo for A5000 FLASH ROM (Acorn Access-) £139
EtherLan 602/A+ for RISC PC FLASH ROM (Acorn Access-) £115
AVIGNON ETHERNET BRIDGE PRODUCTS

E102B A3000 Avignon Bridge card £169
E200B 10Base2A3020 Avignon Bridgo card £179
E201B 10BaseTA3020 Avignon Bridgo card £179
E512B AGOOO Avignon Bridgo card £169
E602B RISC PC X A7000 Avignon Bridgo card £149
Elhorlan/B Avignon Software Upgrado lor any above ElherLan card £49

Technology Matrix supply a full range of i-Cubed
Network products. Please call for prices

Payment Cards Welcome
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Hydra review

Anew way of adding power
to your Rise PC has been
released. Steve Turnbull

finds out what it can do

In the last month two hardware upgrades
to the Rise PC have been announced:

The StrongARM is a simple chip replace
ment which can boost the speed of an
ARM610-based Rise PC by at least seven
times. And then there's the Hydra hoard
from Simtcc.

From a purely naming viewpoint, the
Hydra (many-headed) should have been
called Shiva (many-armed), but
unfortunately that name's been taken.

The Hydra allows you to add up to four
additional standard ARM processors and,
with suitable software, use them to pro
vide simultaneous processing power. This,
of course, is the critical difference between

StrongARM and Hydra: The StrongARM
will run all software faster, while only
Hydra-aware software can use the extra
processors.

Hardware
The Hydra board plugs into the processor
socket nearest the front of the machine

and needs its own power supply. The
board itself lies flat, parallel to the mother
board supported by the socket and along
the ridge at the back of the machine.
There were no sticky pads to hold the
board but it was still pretty solid.

On the upper surface of the board are
eight sockets, all clearly labelled: There's
the main processor slot where your origi
nal 610, 710 or SA-110 fits, and the second
processor slot for the PC card (or what
ever). There's one slot for (optional)
on-board memory and then the four extra
processor slots. At right-angles to these is
the final slot which is for the control logic
which allows each processor to access the
bus without interfering with each other.

The whole design is very neat, as you
can see from the pictures, but there is one
caveat: If you want to close the case of
your Rise PC afterwards you'll need a two-
slice because the processors stick well
above the level of the single slice.
Switching on reveals no special messages,
in fact you'd never know you have a
Hydra in the box unless you choose to
use it.

The board works fine without extra

processor cards. However, obtaining addi
tional processors is another potential
hurdle. The upgrade from ARM610 to
ARM710 has left Acorn with a huge pile of
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The many
headed

unwanted 610s, but many of them don't
work - as I found to my cost, out of five
only two worked. If you haven't upgraded
yet you could hang on to your old
processor.

Getting hold of the old 610s is the
cheapest option as buying new 710s is con
siderably pricier, but you could populate
the entire board with 810s or StrongARMs
when they appear, or have a mix.
Although the current board holds four
additional processors, this is not to say
that later versions won't hold more, and
you don't have to have a fully populated
board for it to work.

Applications
Well this is a bit problematical at present
as there aren't any applications that use
the Hydra for any useful purpose. In fact,
the only third-party program that exists at
present draws Mandelbrots and comes
with the Developers' kit.

The main difficulty is that it's not a sim
ple matter converting a program to use the

Bus arbitration hardware

Slave ARM slots

Memory slot

Second processor

Hydra. It will normally require a complete
re-think of the program design to decide
what parts of the code can be executed in
parallel and what has to stay serial.

For example, redrawing the desktop
screen might, potentially, be allocated to
the Hydra like this: RISC OS informs the
application that it needs to redraw the
screen, and to do this it has a list of on

screen rectangles. The application requests
the first rectangle, packages up this infor
mation and tells the Hydra to execute the
redraw code within the given rectangle.
The Hydra allocates the first available
processor with the task, which it starts to
execute.

Meanwhile, the application requests the
next rectangle which needs redrawing,
packages that information up and tells the
Hydra to execute that. The next available
processor is given this task, and so on.
Potentially, you could have all four proces
sors simultaneously calculating and
redrawing their own portion of the screen,
and when one finishes it is given its next

Main processor



Speed tests
Weconducted experiments to see whether we could provide somecomparative speed tests but,
unfortunately, wecouldn't get the code implemented inthe timeavailable for the review. We'll
bring them to you as soon as we can.

monster
task. However, there are problems: The
various data buses within the machine can

only be accessed by one processor at a time
- so there can be a bottleneck with tasks

that require a lot of memory access. If lots
of calculation is needed to achieve the ren

dering it will be effective to use the Hydra,
otherwise maybe not.

To help solve this problem, Simtec pro
vides the memory board which will allow
the Hydra to have its own memory to alle
viate the problem. Hut this wouldn't help
much with screen-drawing. So tasks which
don't access common memory would be
preferable. In fact, the less memory
accessed, the better. With something like
the calculations required for ray-tracing,
calculating for each ray would be a single
task - in fact, the great thing about ray-
tracing is the fact that every ray is totally
independent of all other rays.

For compression and decompression
algorithms, lots of calculations are needed
for each element. These would certainly
benefit from increased processor power,

which is why both SpaceTech and Eidos
are interested in the Hydra.

Hydrated RISC OS?
For the Hydra to be of benefit to all (or at
least many) existing applications would
require the underlying operating system to
be modified. Unfortunately, there are not
many areas where this could easily be
done.

One possibility is a modification of the
floating point emulator to carry out its
more complex calculations on the Hydra.
However, there are considerable overheads
in calling the Hydra so it is debatable
whether this would really help - it would
need to be tested. It's also unlikely that the
Wimp Manager could be made to benefit
from the Hydra because it's not a transpar
ent system and the individual applications
would still need to know that the Hydra
was there.

The only way an operating system is
going to be able to take advantage of the
Hydra is if it's been designed to run on

Hydra review

multiprocessors from scratch. Both Taos
and RiscBSD (a version of the Unix) are
such operating systems.

The Acorn RiscBSD team has been work

ing hard to update its software to use the
new board, and once it's working it'll
provide a very high-powered UNIX envi
ronment at a very low price - even a
Hydra fully populated with SlrongARMs is
pretty cheap for UNIX.

The Taos arena has been pretty quiet
recently, but when the Hydra was
announced it was stated that a port to the
Hydra was intended.

But, of course, neither of these is RISC
OS.

Programming
The Hydra interface is provided by a single
Hydra module which runs in RISC OS.
F.ach slave processor also has a kernel of
code which it runs in addition to any
tasks. Data areas can be unique to a
processor or shared.

For debugging purposes there's an appli
cation called HydraTerm which provides
access to the individual processors, allow
ing tracing information to be displayed so
you can find out what's gone wrong when
a processor is running a task.

Access to SWIs from the processors is
limited. Some have been implemented
directly while others are only available
through the control processor - it
wouldn't be good to have three processors
trying to write to the same file
simultaneously.

One important thing to understand, for
programming purposes, is that Hydra
threads are not true threads in the usual

meaning of the word. A Hydra thread can
not be suspended and resumed, it just
executes from the beginning until it either
terminates or crashes - hopefully the
former.

Also, writing code for the Hydra is cur
rently a matter of writing 32-bit ARM
assembler as opposed to the usual 26-bit,
in C or C++. Current development tools for
this are a bit primitive but several people
are working to improve the situation.

The future
It's quite difficult to know how the
Hydra will develop. It is quite low cost as
a basic unit, about £150, and can be
upgraded slowly. However, like all hard
ware it needs software to work on it.

There are several applications being
looked at by third-parties to sec whether
their code would benefit, and some
certainly will.

The StrongARM and the Hydra are
not mutually exclusive - you can go for
one then the other without losing any
thing. The StrongARM is a pure power
upgrade, but the Hydra has more
potential if the programmers care Aj,
to tap it.
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Are your children getting
the most out of computers?

Latest

Don't worry, you are notalone. This is the concern of parents
across thecountry, and one we at Parents &Computers getasked
on a daily basis.

Written byparents and teachers, for families with children aged
between 3-11, Parents &Computers, from the publishers of
/icoiLNUSKR, isthe one magazine which helps you understand the
complex world of computers, and education. Every issueis full of
clear and informative features and advice, which all the family
can enjoy.

Inside the latest issue you'll find:

• An interview with Tomorrow's World presenter Howard Stableford
• Developing your children's English
• Testing at7 and 11 - a parents' guide
• Children Online

• On the learning trail - geography oncomputers
• Multimedia Atlases explored
• Learning to type

• Aguide to choosing your first printer
• Fun to do, step-by-step activity pages

Aguide to education for 3-11
year olds

TomorrS
world today,

Essential for all
parents with
or about to
buy an Acorn

Don't miss this >
exclusive offer.

Open to all readers of
/tausERfor just£1 you
will receive the latest

issue of Parents &

Computers delivered
to your home.

cX'

All you haveto do is completethe form below andreturn it
to us at Parents &Computers, IDG Media, Media House,

Adiington Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP

icORNUSER Reader Offer
Iin As an Acom User reader please send me the latest issue of Parents &

Computers, the essential magazine for all parents with children between
3 and11. Enclosed ismy £1 coin, cheque orpostal order payable toIDG Media

| I Please tick if you do not wish to receive any additional promotional materials

Name

Address.

Tel
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Way back in 1987 when the
Archimedes first appeared, the

sound system provided was seen (or heard)
as nothing short of revolutionary. Not
only could you compose and play back
complete pieces of music using the sup
plied Maestro package, it was also possible
to use sampled sounds for instruments to
achieve very impressive results; far
removed from the bleeps and squeaks asso
ciated with home computers of the time.

Now, with the widespread availability
of hardware dedicated to making sound,
such as MIDI equipment and sound sam
plers, the original 8-bit Archimedes sound
system seems at best, rather basic. If you
were to buy a PC (perish the thought!)
today, a high-quality 16-bit sound card is
usually provided as standard, and with the
increased interest in multimedia, high-
quality sound support on any computer is
a virtual necessity.

Over the past couple of years, several
attempts have been made at providing
owners of RISC OS computers with profes
sional quality sound systems. The first of
these, the ESP SuperSound Expansion
System, provided a fully-fledged, 16-bit
sound expansion system incorporating a
MIDI interface, a MIDI synthesiser and the
ability to play back 16-bit quality sound
samples. This has now evolved into the
Audio Dynamics PowerWave and com
prises a single-width podule containing a
dual MIDI interface, plus an optional 16-
bit sound sampler and the choice of one of
two General MIDI synthesisers.

PowerWaveSO

The whole philosophy behind the
PowerWave sound system is one of
upgradability. If you just want to fit a
MIDI port to your computer, just buy the
Dual MIDI Interface (DMI). If you then
want to add sound-sampling capabilities,

PowerWAVE card

anding the
sound-waves

Rob Miller lends an ear to a brand

new sound system for Rise OS

you can upgrade the DMI
with a few extra components.
If you want 'real sounds', you
can fit one of two optional
daughter-boards to the DMI
effectively giving a full
General MIDI synthesiser in
the computer.

This approach has a num
ber of benefits. First, initial

costs can be relatively cheap
with the DMI costing only
£109.10 (inc. VAT) for the
mini-podule version and £129
(inc. VAT) for the single-
width podule version. Both
versions of the card (even

when fully upgraded) take up
only one podule slot. Finally, the card can
be upgraded as and when you want the
new features.

Before I begin, it's important to men
tion that this review is based on the fully
populated DM150card which contains two
MIDI interfaces, the Yamaha XG

PowerWave expansion card, and the 16-bit
sampler upgrade. From now on I'll just
refer to it as the DMI50.

Installation
Fitting either version of the DMI is as sim
ple as installing a normal expansion card.
Just slot it into place, secure it with screws
and that's about it. Expanded versions of
the DMI50 (those with the sampling
upgrade fitted) also require the connection
of a lead between the computer's
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The main Conductor window with keyboard and meter

motherboard and the expansion card
itself. This simply fits onto existing pins
and should be easy for anyone who's
taken the lid off of their computer before.

Because the DM150 provides not one but
two separate MIDI ports, there is insuffi
cient space on the back of the expansion
card to fit two sets of MIDI In and MIDI

Out sockets. Couple this with the fact that
you also have two audio in lines (for sam
pling purposes) plus two audio out lines in
the form of left and right phono sockets
and a 3.5mm jack socket, you soon realise
how tight space is.

Rather than leave anything out, Audio
Dynamics has done the same as Computer
Concepts did with its l.ark card which is
to have a single 15-way socket on the
back of the card. A special adapter then
plugs into the socket to provide four MIDI
sockets (two IN and two OUT) and left

and right phono sockets for connection to
a hi-fi.

Once you've got things plugged into all
the sockets on the back of the DMI50, it

can be a bit confusing so it's worth
labelling the different wires if you can.
Better still, try and use different coloured
cables for different things and that way
you'll be able to work out what's what
even if everything becomes tangled.
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Software
Like most expansion cards, the basic dri
ver software is supplied in ROM on the
card itself so it's ready to use when the
machine is switched on. A quick check by
typing *HELP MIDI at the command line
proved all was well with the installation.

Two main RISC OS applications are pro
vided with the full version of the cards,
Conductor and Control, and installing
them is just a case of copying them to
somewhere suitable on your hard drive.
Unlike most software, there is little point
in using copy protection systems as you
actually need the extra hardware to use
the software. A registration system means
that you can get new versions of software
as and when they become available.

Conductor, as its name sort of suggests,
is used to play back MIDI files via the
DMI50, either on the PowerWave synthe
siser, or on any other MIDI equipment you
may have joined to the interface. It also
allows you to change parameters such as
Reverb and Chorus, plus all sorts of things
like volume and stereo panning of
different channels.

Once I had the card installed, connected
to my hi-fi, and the software loaded up, it
was time to hear just what the DMI50
could do. The simplest way of testing the
card was to just drag a MIDI file onto the
Conductor icon after which a few seconds

later it is played. Unless you've heard a
MIDI instrument in the past couple of
years, you're little prepared for what the
PowerWave is capable of.

With its 16 channels, the DMI50 can
handle complex pieces of music with ease
and some of the orchestral demonstration

files supplied with the card sound just like
the real thing. You would have thought it
would be harder to 'synthesise' real instru
ments such as strings or clarinets, but
everything comes across as very realistic
and believable.

Conductor is divided up into several sec
tions; a main control window and a

number of other windows that give access
to things like level meters and the 'soft
keyboard'. The main window displays the
title of the current MIDI file, plus the
elapsed playing time. Specific information
on the MIDI file currently loaded can be
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found using the information window. This
gives details such as the name of the piece
of music, copyright (if any), plus the num
ber of events and what events have been

used.

A set of controls allows one to start,
pause or stop a tune as well as fast rewind
or fast forward if required. Finally, a small
level meter shows the state of each MIDI

channel in a similar way to a dB meter on
a hi-fi.

A small toolbox provides access to the
following features. First off is the 'soft-key
board' which gives a visual representation
of a MIDI keyboard. Like all the graphics
in the PowerWave software, the keyboard
looks excellent. Not satisfied with a simple
picture of a keyboard you might find in
other software packages, Audio Dynamics
has gone to the bother of designing
everything to look as realistic as possible.

The keyboard keys are an excellent
example and 'depress' convincingly when
clicked on. An amazing eight frames of
animation are used for each key press
which may sound like overkill, but actu
ally works perfectly. If you have the

Where to find MIDI files
A good source of MIDI files is the Internet.

Thereare loads of Web pages dedicated to
MIDI whichcontain allsorts of things likemusic
files, patches and general files for different

synthesisers.Like most stuff on the Net,you'll
find that the majority isfor non-Acorn users
but this shouldn't put you off, especially where
MIDI is concerned.

One of the fundamental ideas behind MIDI is

that it isa cross-platform format designed to
be used over a wide range of equipment. Also,
the advent of General MIDI means that more

MIDI files will work on different makes of

equipment.

A brief look around the Internet came up
with a few good Web addresses Those I found
of particular use are listed below. While none

are directly linked to Acorn hardware, there's
plenty of them whichwillbe of interest. Ifyou
do want Acorn information, you could try start

ing at somewhere likeAcorn's home page

keyboard window
open while a MIDI file is
being played in Conductor,
keys are highlighted on the
keyboard as they are played,

which as well as looking good,
can help to teach you about

chords and such like.

If you are using a large desktop
mode (for example, 1280x1024),

you can enlarge the keys using a
simple magnification control. Everything
scales accordingly and it doesn't seem to
make any difference to the speed, no mat
ter what magnification you choose.
Similarly, if you are using a smaller desk
top mode, you can shrink the keyboard
enabling you to get more octaves on
screen at once.

Instruments
When first run, the keyboard window
defaults to the first available General MIDI

instrument which happens to be an
acoustic grand piano. There are 128 instru
ments available and divided into 22

categories such as pianos, organs and
woodwind, as well as more traditional

instruments, The General MIDI specifica
tion also provides, in the form of pads,
more 'synthetic' noises that you would
associate with a synthesiser.

As well as instrumental noises, General
MIDI contains a full set of percussion
sounds. These are assigned one to a note,
rather than having a full eight octaves for
each sound. This is quite a sensible
approach as you would be unlikely to
want to change the pitch of a particular
percussion sound. Instruments with which

(http://www.acorn.co.uk) and then following
links fromthere to other relevantpages.
• Midi Home Page

http://www.eeb.ele.tue.nl/midi/index.html
• Cakewalk Home Page

http://www.isvr.soton.ac.uk/People/ccb/Cakewalk/
• The MIDI Farm Internet

http://www.midifarm.com/
• MidiWeb

http://www.digiface.nl/midiweb/index.html
• Betty's MIDI Page

http://www.ping.at/users/akainz/midimani.htm

• Twin Cities MIDI Home Page

http://www.cs.umn.edu/~fischer/Midi/
• Classical MIDI Archives

http://www.prs.net/midi.html

Bulletin boardsare also a good source of MIDI
files and MIDI relatedinfo. Arcade is always a
good place to start and can be accessed on
0181-654 2212.



Yamaha DB50XG synthesiser
Bothversionsof the DMI card can be fitted with one of two different synthesisers.Thefirst
optionis basedaround an Ensoniq chipset and provides a straightforward General MIDI
synthesiser. The second, more expensive optionisthe Yamaha DB50XG which isnormally sold as
an upgradefor PC ownerswho haveSoundblasterexpansion cards.

TheDB50XG provides all the features of a General MIDI synthesiser, plus a numberof
enhancements such as extra voicesand specialeffects suchas reverb, feedbackand distortion.

Aseparate manual (written byYamaha) is provided with the DB50XG and includes somequite
technical information on the inner-workings of the card. Ifyou're new to MIDI, don't expect to

get to grips with the hardware straight away.
Audio Dynamics does givea briefexplanation of MIDI inthe glossary of its manual, but it is,as

Isaid, verybrief, so I'drecommend youbuya book on the subject ifyouwantto delve. There are
lotsof titlesaround but 'Music in Sequence'by William Lloyd/Paul Terry and 'MIDI Survival
Guide' by Vic Lennard are two booksworth looking out for.

you might want to do this (for example,
kettle drums) are included in the main set

of instrument noises.

The level meter in the main Conductor

window is mirrored in a separate Peak-
program meter window, giving a
blown-up version that is much easier to
read. The window is divided into 16 sec

tions, one for each MIDI channel. When

an instrument is played on a particular
channel, a bar is displayed on that section
which then 'fades down' as the note fades.

Play lists
Next up is the MIDI file Play List or Juke
Box window. This allows you to play a
pre-programmed list of up to 10 MIDI files
in any order. MIDI files you want to play
are simply dragged onto the Juke Box win
dow in the required order. By selecting the
Juke Box icon in the main Conductor win
dow, you can control the juke box with
the normal playback controls.

Additional skip-track forward and skip-
track backward buttons allow you to play
the next or previous track respectively and
a loop button lets you play a selection of
MIDI files repeatedly until you get bored.

Performance characteristics
The three remaining windows provide
information on the current state of each

channel as well as being able to alter the
different characteristics of each instru

ment being played. The Performance

Changing levels duringplayback
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Characteristics window gives general
information on the different channels.

Along the top of the window are a set of
panning controls which display the cur
rent position of each channel. These can
be altered at any time by clicking on an
individual control and then using the
slider for that channel to move the sound

either to the left or to the right.
Clicking the right-hand mouse on the

pan control resets the stereo position to
the value first set when the MIDI file first

started playing. This coincidentally works
with all the controls in PowerWave that

change some kind of level, and is a good
way of recovering from over zealous para
meter changing. The slider controls in the
Performance Characteristic window also

provide access to volume control on any
particular channel. Like the Panning con
trols, they can also be reset to their
original values by clicking on them with
the right hand mouse button.

As well as changing the volume of a
channel with the volume sliders, chan

nels can be completely muted to cut that
particular instrument out of the music.
Using the mute feature also has the effect
of disabling the panning and volume
controls for that particular channel.

The remaining controls in the
Performance Characteristics window con

sist of two pedal options for each
channel; one for holding a note and one

**«%£

PowerWAVE card

for softening it, plus an expression con
trol.

Expression levels
Expression is effectively another type of
volume control and if you watch it (or
them) while a MIDI file is playing, you'll
probably notice them increasing and
decreasing accordingly as different instru
ments are faded up and down in the mix.

The expression level of any channel can
be altered by clicking on the particular
expression control which in turn produces
a data over-ride window. The expression
level is then changed by means of up or
down arrow. Like other controls, a right-
hand mouse click resets the value to that

when the file originally started playing.
While this way of changing what is

effectively a numerical value works OK, it
would have been nicer to have a more

graphical representation of the setting;
perhaps a pop-up slider bar for example.

16-bit sound
Apart from the MIDI, the other main fea
ture of the PowerWave board is its ability
to record and playback 16-bit sound. If
you've ever had the chance to listen to 16-
bit quality sound (most CD players
playback at this resolution), you'll know
how good it can be. The PowerWave card
is no exception and instantly transforms
the sound capabilities of your computer
(unless of course it's a Rise PC700 or A7000
which has 16-bit sound play-back built
in).

If you already have a DMI50 board, you
can upgrade it to 16-bit sound
sampling/playback by simply adding a
few extra components to the main expan
sion card. This doesn't involve any
soldering as the new bits are just plugged
into existing sockets on the main expan
sion board which is a relatively
straightforward procedure. If you just
want to sample sound, you can opt for the
Control Sampler expansion card which
can be upgraded with MIDI and/or
PowerWave options.

By linking the expansion board to the
computer's main circuit board, it's possi
ble to relay the computer's sound output
to the back of the PowerWave card. This

means that you only need the one con
nection for sound playback and
also allows different sources to

be mixed together. Links on the
DMI50 board allow you to direct

the sound output from a CD-ROM
player (if fitted) as well as unfil-

tered sound from the VIDC chip.

Sampling
Setting up the PowerWave card to

sample a noise is easy enough; load
up Control (the sample/playback

; «T: application), set the length of the
sample in seconds or by size in kilo-
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bytes, set the sampling rate (from 5.5KHz
to 48KHz), drag the sample to where you
want to store it and then click on record.

As long as you have the sound source con
nected, a sample is then stored directly to
the chosen medium. This has the benefit

that you can record samples larger than
the memory in your computer.

Samples can be played back using the
same application which provides similar
'tape' controls to that of Conductor. There
is even a comparable Juke Box option
which allows you to play back up to ten
samples in any order you choose. Quality
of recorded sound and its playback is
excellent, especially when you've been
used to the standard 8-bit output of most
RISC OS computers. With the right soft
ware, you could even use it for
professional recording purposes.

While the playback features of Control
are fine, it would be nice to be able to trig
ger the playback of sounds from say, a
sequencer program. Although there is no
software to do this at the moment, I would
hope that Audio Dynamics is thinking
about it for some future release. It's all

very well just being able to play back sam
ples but a tie-in with some sequencer
would greatly enhance the usefulness of
this feature.

One other thing sadly missing is the
ability to edit samples once you have
recorded them. There are packages around
such as Computer Concepts' AudioWorks
which will do the job perfectly well,
although this means an additional outlay
of a further £49 + VAT on top of what
you've paid for your PowerWave system.
I'm not exactly moaning about the capa
bilities of the PowerWave system - far
from it - but more software that made use

of its features would greatly increase the
power of an already excellent product.

In conclusion
To sum up then, it has to be said that the
PowerWave sound system is a great way to
expand the sound capabilities of your
computer. It's not cheap, but the step-by-
step upgrade path means that it's
affordable.

At the moment, as far as I am aware,
there are no other hardware manufac

turers producing similar systems for the
entire range of Acorn RISC OS machines.
You could buy all the parts separately (i.e.,
two MIDI cards from Computer Concepts,
a Lark card or lrlam card for 16-bit sam

pling/playback and a General MIDI sound
module from someone such as Yamaha)
but the cost would be far higher and you'd
also have difficulty cramming all that in a
single-slot machine.

Build quality of the expansion card is
excellent which is just as well considering
the number of surface-mount components
used. The extra cables are well made and

should last for a long time. My only two
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Sampling audio in Control

niggles are minor and should be cleared
up before long. First, the documentation is
a little 'rough around the edges' although
Audio Dynamics claims that it's still in a
state of change and full, printed manuals
(rather than photocopies) will be available
when the software is finalised.

The other drawback is

the lack of serious software

to make use of the card's

advanced M features.

Hopefully, both the two
areas where it's lacking
(sample editing & MIDI
sequencing) will be catered
for by the release of soft
ware packages from
third-party developers
Oregan Developments - an
application to allow
advanced editing of sound
samples of any length;
even up to a full CD's
worth (650Mb) so the
rumour goes. This should

be released

very soon, and it's
also writing drivers
specifically for the
PowerWave system.

Another product from Oregan
should address the problem of the lack
of serious MIDI sequencing software. The
as-yet untitled package is hoped to offer
similar features to that of Cubase (one of
the most popular sequencers available for
Atari STs and PCs) and is planned for
release in the third quarter of this year.

To anyone who wants to use their Acorn
computer for generating real music, the
PowerWave is the only answer. People
might have dismissed the Acorn platform
as unsuitable for musicians, but with hard
ware like this (and software like Sibelius

7), RISC! OS computers deserve their JL.,
place alongside the rest ofthe bunch. iWJ

PowerWave is an ideal partner for Sibelius

Product details
AudioDynamics, 10 Durnford Close, Norden, PowerWave50 XG s

Rochdale, Lanes OL12 7RX (Dual MIDIinterface + Yamaha Wavetable

Tel/Fax:(01706) 868803 Synthesis + 16Bit sampling &mixing)
All prices include VAT: £357.20

DM130 PowerWave50

(Dual MIDI interface) (Dual MIDI interface + Ensoniq Wavetable
£109.10 Synthesis)

PowerWave30
£239.70

(Dual MIDI interface + Ensoniq Wavetable PowerWave50 XG

Synthesis) (Dual MIDI interface + Yamaha Wavetable
£220.86 Synthesis)

PowerWave30 XG
£298.45

(Dual MIDI interface + Yamaha Wavetable DM150 s

Synthesis) (Dual MIDI interface + 16Bitsampling&
£279.61 mixing)

DM150
£198.58

(Dual MIDI interface) PowerWave50 s

£129 (Dual MIDI interface + Ensoniq Wavetable

Control Sampler
(16-bitsampling &mixing)

Synthesis + 16Bitsampling &mixing)
£298.45

£169.20
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AT PRICES YOU CANT AFFORD TO MISS!

ColourJet Twin master
The most sophisticated CMYK Colour Printer on
the market. This truly "multi media" printer is
able to send spoken messages to keep you
advised of the printers status. Even the
amount of ink in the cartridges can be
displayed on screen

• Twin cartridge system with
true black ink

9 600 x 300dpi Colour
600 x 300dpi Mono

9 150 Sheet Automatic

Feeder

9 Free copy of Corel
Draw 4 CD Rom

£
NOW WITH 3

YEAR WARRANTY
Acorn Archimedes Drivers foe RISCOS 3.1 or later are

available. Please ask at the time ofordering the Printer.
A charge may be applicable

5EE3
BETAJET C - probably the lowest priced Colour
Printer on the market. New ultra low cost CMY Colour

Printer for IBM PC compatible computers running
Windows 3 and 95' and Acorn computers

• High resolution 300 x300dpi colour .'jj
printing

9 Optional Auto
Sheet Feeder

9 Optional Serial
Interface

9 Optional Black
cartridge for
high speed text

9 12 Month

Warranty

14?
Plus VAT

.VATInc

CREDIT CARD

SURCHARGE MAY APPLY

VISA
±
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ColourJet master
One of the most advanced CMYK Colour Printer on the

market today. Comes complete with high capacity colour
cartridge and sophisticated Windows driver

600 x 300dpi Colour
600 x 300dpi Mono

9 Built in Automatic

Sheet Feeder -

100 sheets

9 Free copy of
Corel Draw

3 CD Rom
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Canon, HP, Lexmark and Panasonic

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

BJC610 £318 £373.65

BJC4100 £209 £245.57

BJC210 £159 £186.82

KXP6100 £263.70 £309.85

KXP6150 £310.50 £364.84

KXP6500 £333.70 £392.10

ColourMe t p/?omaster
Fast colour MULTIMEDIA printer with true 600 x
600dpi. which brings a professional dimension to low
cost colour printers. For black and colour print qualit1
as well as speed

• Prints at up to 7ppm in mono

9 Up to 600 x 600dpi
resolution in mono

and colour

9 Corel Draw 4

included at no

extra charge

9 Full Windows

Plug & Play
compatibility

9 Built to last

SALES LINES

(01283)

550880
TECHNICAL SUPPORT

(01283)

551551

INTEGREX LIMITED

Church Gresley, Swadlincote,
Derbyshire DE11 9PT
Fax:(01283) 552028

OVER 25 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN PRINTING TECHNOLOGY

Subject to availability despatch is normally effected within 2 days from receipt of cleared payment.
Please allow 7 working days for cheque clearance. All orders will be fulfilled within 28 days unless

otherwise notified. All prices exclude carriage

PRICES ARE CORRECT AT THE TIME OF GOING TO PRINT BUT MAY BE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.
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The latest version ofiSV Products ViVID screen mode enhancer designed
for the Acom A5000, A4000, A3010 &A3020 with 14' multisync monitor

• Most work areas now available in 256 colours

including 1024x768 and2112x1664
• Refresh roles up to64hz
• Easier accessto utilities/information windows
• 1600x1200 work area in 256 colours at
• Almost 100 new screen modes

• Greyscale versions olall modes
• Easy touse RiscPC style mode picker
• Now compatible with Computer Concepts ColourCard
• Save defaultwork area and numberol colours
• Almost noslow down even in big 256colour modes
• Extended 4 colour greyscale dilhering
• Compatible with all correctly written mullitasking'apps
• Requires NOextra hardware (But needs Rise OS3.1)

' Not 08 V10C chips are capable ol running ot this resolution/number ol colours
To upgrade from ViVID20 simply return your master disk with a cheque for £5.50
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DrawWorks2 inlegratosfully withDraw.
• Allthe new buttons appear to be part of Draw

Draw Menus can bo accessed from button bar

Click on the justify tooland the justify menu opens
Open colourpickers with just one mouse click
Quickly open line width, join and pattern menus
Select Fonts and pt size from the button bar
Tear off version of Draws normal toolbox
Button bar can be vertical or horizontal & torn off
Our new AutoOLE system

=||_:s_3__l DrawWorks2 adds the following new features

C <«• -« l \ ^ern'n9 °' Outline Fonts Path bending &warping
^V4 WlClltf 0 Path Merging Convert thin lines to 0.25pt
^\^,2)TY/,f:T"r,"*\ Path splitting Wrap path objects around 3Dobjects
W J w J •Lis Colour filters Auto-grouping ofobjects

•A^ffrVWIrVWBh ^u" ^'e'nf°rmali°n window Full control over preferences
Decode fonts used in a file Isometric transformations
Set Outline colour tofill colour Define your own transformations

"Whenever I load Draw I always
have (it) loaded."

Arc World review of DrawWorks /

"...just what you need...highly useful."
Acorn User review of DrawWorks 1

Advert Produced

with DrawWorks2

Version 2.1 Also otters
Contrast & Brfahtneas Filters

XStitch for Ris
"...ridiculously low price...cons: none."

Acorn User November 1995

"...particularly useful... Value 5/5."
Archimedes World June 1995

Z Anchor
Approved

Why not visit our Web site on
the cover CD

iSV Products All prices include UK carriage
86 Turnberry, Home Farm Overseas orders please add £2.00
Bracknell, Berks, RG12 8ZH
Tel 01344 55769

All details are correct at the time
of goingto press E&OE. AllTrademarksare acknowledged

Discounts are based upon prices exc p&p

picture book 2
FIVE high-quality programs to help your

child with Reading, Spelling and
Counting:

• AlphaBook
• FlashCard

• Count 'em

• Spell It
• Snap
Each program can
use the same

unique Alphabet
files with

professionally-drawn
graphics plus sound effects

and spoken words.

For RISC OS 3.1 or later

£5 offon return oforiginal Picture Book disk

; £

£35.00

Montage Creative Fractal Art
Create your own stunning fractal art pictures quickly and
easily with Montage. Working in interactive mode Montage
builds the images as you work. Forget Mandelbrots that
take hours to produce, Montage does it in seconds. Ideal
for secondary and tertiary education in the subjects of
Maths and Art. Sample disk available for £5 offset against
full price when you purchase Montage. Requires minimum
2mb, 4mb for hi-res pictures. £45.00

Notice

Board

"..for rolling presentations
Notice Board excels."

Acorn User

Using Draw and Artworks files Notice
Board enables you to create multiple-

page, poster-like presentations to run unattended in any
location. Widely used in schools, Notice Board provides a
colourful, constantly changing information point that is ideal
for info/sales messages at conferences and exhibitions,
libraries, reception areas.

For use with RISC OS 3.1 £35.00

Multl'Link Transfers data effortlessly between 8-bit
BBC and all RISC OS 32-bit computers. Easy-to-use click
and drag operation. Machines linked by serial cable.

£24.95. With serial cable £29.95

Also available...
Softcrete three-way programprotection . . . . £24.95

Twilight the versatile Screensaver .£14.95

Notes easy-to-use computer sticky notes . . . . .£9.95

ZLink Z88-RISC OS file transfer, inc. cable . . £29.95

KeyWord 10,000 word thesaurus £12.95

The Really Good Software Company
39 Carisbrooke Road. Harpenden. Herts. UK AL5 5QS

Tel/Fax: 01582 761 395

Email:rgsc@turnbull.compulink.co.uk
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Sibelius review

The be

Fred Grieve looks at the

latest version of the best

seller, Sibelius 3

Any Acorn user who hasn't heard of
Sibelius must have been living on the

moon. Such has been the impact of this
particular package that a significant num
ber of other platform users are sitting up
and taking notice of Acorn computers, and
not before time too.

The list is quite impressive. Last year the
Royal Academy of Music decided to aban
don PC-based software in favour of

Sibelius; a decision which had major
implications because it involved the pur
chase of Acorn hardware in order to use it.

This story is quite typical because com
posers and musicians often require a
complete hardware solution, so Sibelius
has actually been responsible for selling a
considerable number of Acorn machines.

Sibelius is described as a music process
ing package. This means that just as a
word processor can lay out a page with
text, Sibelius can lay out a page with
music. Rather than word wrap, Sibelius
uses bar wrap which ensures that any bar
is not split over two lines. Notes can be
input from the computer keyboard or
from a MIDI instrument and cut and paste
editing is possible. Individual notes can be
altered by dragging up/down to new posi
tions on the stave and if the 'Play as you
click' option is selected, these changes can
be heard in real time.

The authors point out thai the presenta
tion rules for laying out a piece of music
on paper are completely foreign to most
musicians; something with which I whole
heartedly concur. The skills of some
musicians are far removed from the actual

scoring of their compositions but this need
not be the case any longer - simply use
Sibeliusl

So why has Sibelius succeeded? I think
the answer lies both in its attention to

detail and its ease of use. For the first time

on any hardware platform, musicians can
now effortlessly produce music scores
which are extremely professional in
appearance. The list of users includes the
BBC, Royal Academy of Music, Royal
Northern College of Music, Royal College
of Music, Trinity College of Music, Royal
National Theatre and Faber Music.

Sibelius continues to break new ground
and has recently been used by the film
industry to produce music scores for Loch
Ness, Gulliver's Travels (which had its tele
vision premiere over Easter weekend) and
Richard III.

A new version of Sibelius has now been

released. Version 3 succeeds version 2.5

and has a number of new features which I

intend to concentrate on in this review.

Flexi-time
The major new feature is what the authors
describe as Flexi-time. With Flexi-time,

anyone composing music using a MIDI
instrument can now play directly into
Sibelius and the software will score it in

real time. Unlike most other programs,
Sibelius does display notes on the stave as
they are played and not several seconds
after playing is finished.

With this latest version, all that is

Piano ii®

necessary is to create a new stave, set a
time signature (if no time is set then the
program will assume 4/4), select the stave
and then select record mode. A window

opens which displays the input defaults.
Another new feature, a metronome 'tick',

can be switched between the computer
audio speaker or the MIDI instrument
(providing it is general MIDI compliant),
or indeed switched off altogether. The
number of bars of count in can be set by
the user, as can the metronome speed.
Input can be to either one stave or to two
adjacent staves, and if the latter is the case
then these staves can belong to two
different instruments.

The real beauty of flexi-time is that it
copes extremely well with note durations
and pauses, so the true rhythm and tempo
of the piece is captured accurately on the
stave. If that's not enough, the Rubato set
tings permit a certain degree of timing
flexibility when inputting a piece.

I quote from the supplement manual:
'Molto Rubato - assumes your tempo is
likely to be varying quite a lot. Suitable for
inputting rhythmically simple music and
for not very good keyboard players.' As a
guitarist who can coax something
approaching music from a keyboard, 1

Fbxitine

The Flexi-time window

Metronome

J. J J-
= [ira]

Staves

J'

a 2 Split note [60j

d Istvoioe

J2nd voice

(• Speaker trek

J MIDI tick

J Off

Countctown \a\ beats

Rubato

^) Molto rubato

(i Rubato

_) Non rubato

Cancel

July 1996 Acorn User 49
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The button bar showing the notepad button (on the right)

definitely belong to the former group and
welcome this feature with open arms.

Chords can be notated in real time and

separate voices are also supported, with
the first voice being scored stem up,
second voice stem down.

Rather uncannily, Flexi-time can follow
subtle changes in tempo, so if the player
gradually slows down or speeds up then
this can be correctly notated, but if the
change is too sudden then Sibelius will not
realise what is meant. Flexi-time is

therefore very aptly named.

MIDI Files
Another new feature is MIDI file support
but it is important to understand that
Sibelius is not a sequencer; it is a music
nolaling package which supports MIDI.
This distinction is important because MIDI
is a file format designed to record and play
back music. Apart from note pitches and
durations, lots of other information can be

held in a MIDI file such as program
changes, pitch bending, aftertouch, etc.
These MIDI events are necessary for the
playing back of music and most have
nothing whatsoever to do with the scoring
of it. As the main source of MIDI files is

sequencers, this means that redundant
MIDI control information must be filtered

out by Sibelius.
There are two formats of MIDI file and

Sibelius makes a noble attempt at intelli
gently scoring both types. I say this
because it can be fooled. I tried to import a
number of MIDI files from a variety of dif
ferent sources including some created
years ago on my Atari ST1040, as well as
some files recently found on a WWW site.
I had mixed success with both groups.

Flexi-time is also used for MIDI input, so
certain rules are applied to the imported
file in order to turn it into music notation.

Fora package that is so quick when updat
ing a music score, I found MIDI import to

Acorn User July 199650

be sometimes rather sluggish - there can
often be an appreciable delay before one
of two things happen. If the import is suc
cessful then the score is displayed as
normal, but if any problems are encoun
tered within the MIDI file then Sibelius 6

displays an error message and asks the user
whether it should continue.

I encountered this several times but in

all cases Sibelius completed the import and
displayed the score, so despite the fact that
there were problems, none of my MIDI
imports failed completely. One other thing
I occasionally encountered was that the
MIDI file may contain too many instru
ments for Sibelius 6 to cope with (as it has
an upper limit of 16 different instruments
per score), so importing wasn't even
started.

MIDI files can also contain text, so

Sibelius tries to intelligently deal with it.
Titles and instrument names are placed
accordingly and instruments are mapped
according to the general MIDI standard.
This means that if, like me, you have a key
board that isn't general MIDI compliant,
you will probably need to do some further
manual editing in order to alter MIDI chan
nel and program information before
anything meaningful can be played back.

One other limitation of Sibelius 6 is that

it can only import MIDI files. If you need to
export MIDI, or need to score more than 16
instruments, then you will need SUh'Hiis 7.

Other new features
Flexi-time and MIDI file support are the
two 'biggies' but there are other new
features worthy of mention.

Sibelius now understands repeats and
can cope with first and second time bars.
This latest version also understands

dynamics such as hairpins or text expres
sions. Pedalling for piano parts is now
supported so if pedalling is marked then
this will be played. Strings parts which

contain pizzicato, tremolo and arco marks
will also now be played. Tenor sax and
various brass instruments are automati

cally shifted into the treble clef when
extracted and any clef changes in the score
are removed.

Keyboard macros for adding ties/slurs
(thank goodness!) and for adding extra
bars have been included, and the note

grouping for automatic beam creation has
been improved. Automatic file saving at
predetermined intervals is now possible,
and stave handling has been enhanced.

Perhaps one of the more instantly
noticeable changes for an existing user is
that the button bar control panel now has
an extra button. The notepad button is
used for inserting an extra blank page at
the beginning of your score, and this page
can then be used for trying out things
before placing them on the main score.
Cutting and pasting between the notepad
and the main score is possible and indeed,
anything that can be done in the main
score can be done on the notepad. Instant
jump between any page of the main score
and the notepad is possible by selecting
the notepad button.

The one final improvement worthy of
mention is that playback has been greatly
improved. Complex pieces no longer
'stutter' when being played back.

Conclusion
Sibelius 6 users can upgrade to version 3
for £49 + VAT and at this price all existing
users should upgrade immediately because
both Flexi-time and improved play back
are reason enough for so doing.

I think the complete Sibelius 6 package
represents incredible value for money any
way and with the addition of Flexi-time
and MIDI file handling, Sibelius' ease-of-
use and flexibility is greatly enhanced.
Rather than resting on their laurels, the
Finn brothers are working hard to improve
their award-winning brainchild and
evidently intend to keep Sibelius
moving forward into the next Ajj
millennium. /1U

Product details
Product: Sibelius version 3

Version Reviewed: 3.02h

Authors: Ben & Jonathan Finn

Cost: Sibelius 6 £179 + VAT, Sibelius 7 £888

+ VAT, Sibelius 7 Student £495 + VAT

Supplier: Sibelius Software

Address: 75 BurleighStreet, Cambridge
CB1 1DJ

Tel: (01223) 302765

Fax:(01223)351947

E-mail: info@sibelius.demon.co.uk

WWW: http://www.acorn.co.uk/developers/

sibelius
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COMPUTER CENTRE

Telephone 0113 23 I 9444HOWTO ORDER LOW COST DELIVERY
•2-4 Week Days £3.50 24 HR MAIL ORDER SERVICE FAX: 0113 231-9191
•NextWeek Day £5.95 NEW! BBS Sales & Technical line TEL: 0113 23 l-l 422
•Saturday dpliverv £10.00 E-Mailjalcs@firstcom.demon.co.uk•aaxuraayaeMvery ., lzuI; www.demon.co.uk/firstcom I
Delivery subject to stock availability
•All prices includeVAT@ 17.5%

Order by telephone quoting your
credit card number. If paying by
cheque please make payable to:

"FIRST COMPUTER CENTRE". In any
correspondence please quote a

Phone Number, Post Code & Dept.

clearance.

SHOWROOM ADDRESS:

PARK COURT, STANNINGLEY
RD, LEEDS, LSI2 2AE.

"mated

_.., company
•Overseas orders welcome

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Lombard Finance available

AUTHORISED

REPAIR CENTRE

etc).Adelivery
tantrorjusttS.OOis
chargedor

^v?^ioUlrToUwroom.Weci
also arrange a courier pickup a

. additional cost of £11.00.

EASY ACCESS FROM M62. Ml

."IBKSTALI pn

d the Al
LEEDS

CITY

CENTRE

1; M62/M62I

(foil H6lI.Follow stpt lorAS!.Thrtrr*rjcs withtheArmfey fjratoryfaffl
AWIWtlt Junction Ir, All loArmley gyratory. frorctMl takethetumofl (orA64.

Whismcrfeswith theAS8 (bypassing town centre) which meets Armley gyratory.

Hardware Software

Acorn
RiscPCfs

0%
Finance

Interest Free Credit
20% Deposit 20 Monthly Paytr

Ac•orn
20/20

Finance

Entertainment Software
lone in the D

Black Angel
Cannon Fodder
Cobalt Seed
Cyber Chess
Darkwood
Fire& Ice
Fist Lore
FTT Formula 2000
Global Effect
High Rise Racing
Lemmings/More RiscPC £23.50
Rick Dangerous £14.95
Saloon Cars Deluxe
SimCity 2000 (A5000)
SimCity 2000 (RiscPC)
Simon the Sorcerer
Star Fighter 2000
The Real McCoy 2,3 or 4 £26.50
Time Machine £16.95
Virtual Golf £24.95
Wavelength £19.95
Wolfcnstcin3D £25.95

Application Software
Arc Comm 2 £53.95
Arc Fax 1.12 £37.95
Arcterm 7 £65.95
Artworks 1.54 £115.95
Hearsay II £75.95
Home Accounts £31.95
Copernicus Astronomy £29.95
Impression Style £72.95
Impression Publisher £ I 17.95
Sibelius 6 Version 3 £174.95
Sibelius 7 Sudentver3 £544.95
Sibelius 7 Version 3 £999.95

£25.95
£26.95
£22.95
£22.95
£26.95
£26.95
£21.95
£21.95
£23.95
£29.95
£21.95

Titler £83.95
Touch Typing £34.95
Turbo DriverBJ/Eps/HP £46.95

Educational Software
Badger Trails £42.95
Chrystal Rain Forest £42.95
French Learning Series £ 19.50
Noddy's Playtime £19.95
Oxford WTree Stage2 £39.95
Oxford R/Tree More £39.95
Oxford R/TreeStage3 £39.95
Rosie&limfSnoezes) £11.95
Rosie&]im(Duck) £11.95
TalkingAnim.Alphabet £29.95
10/10 Dinosaurs £13.95
10110 DrivingTest £13.95
10/10 Early Essentials £13.95
10/10 Essential Maths £13.95
10/10 Essential Science £13.95
10/IOEnglish £13.95
10/10 French £13.95
10/10 German £13.95
10/IOJuniorEssentials £13.95
10/10 Maths Algebra £13.95
10/10 Maths Geometry £13.95
10/10 Maths Numbers £13.95
10/10 Maths Statistics £13.95
10/10 Spelling £13.95

Bookshelf96 £40.95
Dinosaurs £26.95
Encarta96 £39.95
Golf £26.95
MSDOS 6.22 & Windows £67.95
Works V3 for Windows £26.95

Reference
Chambers Dictionary
Grolicr Encyclopedia
Red Shift Astronomy 11
Dorling Kindesley Titles

Encyclopedia of Science £27.95
EncyclopediaofNature £27.95
History ofthe World £27.95
My Istlncred. Dictionary £21.95
PB Birthday Party £23.95
Stowaway £24.95
The WayThings Work £27.95
The Ult. Human Body
The Ultimate Sex Guide
Virtual Reality Bird
Virtual Reality Cat

PC700 *miwv —. -w *#
5MbHD540&AKF60 £1591.955MbHD540&AKF60
5MbHD540CD&AKF60 £1720.95
5MbHD540&AKF90 £1980.95
5MbHD540CD&AKF90 £2110.95
IOMbHD850&AKF60 £1979.95
IOMbHD850CD&AKF60 £2108.95
IOMbHD850&AKF90 £2371.95
10Mb HD850CD & AKF90 £2500.95
PC600
4MbHD540&AKF60 £1339.95
4MbHD540CD&AKF60 £1469.95
4MbHD540& AKF90 £1730.95
4MbHD540CD&AKF90 £1860.95

PC CardS With Rise PC Seperately
SX-33 £115.95 £233.95

DX2-66 £174.95 £292.95

DX4-I00 £233.95 £350.95

5x86 £468.95 £585.95

£35.95
£15.95
£37.95

Ac30019A7000 Systems
A7000 2MbHD425&AKF60 £933.95

A7000 4MbHD425&AKF60 £1021.95

A7000 4MbHD42SCD&AKF60 £1139.95

£26.95
£32.95
£32.95
£34.95
£26.95 £27.95

£27.95
£23.95
£23.95

Top sellers on CD-ROM
Mortal Combat
Will. ShatnersTEK Wars
Monopoly
Command & Conquer
Panic in the Park
FIFA 96
Encarta 96
Actua Soccer
Destruction Derby
Hexen
Rebel Assault
PGA Golf96
Worms

£31.95
£26.95
£27.95
£32.95
£29.95
£33.95

£39.95
£28.95
£32.95
£20.95
£32.95
£33.95
£27.957

Quad Speed CD drives from£39.95
Six Speed CD drives from £64.95
16 Bit Sound Card £68.95

Extra Slice Case £115.95

Microvitec 1438

Monitor
.28 dp, Multi-Sync

Only £264.95

10/10 Education series
Any 2 for £25.95

PC CD ROM Software
Schubert £37.95
Strauss £26.95
Stravinsky £37.95
Ancient Lands £26.95

Tabb

Theamaiingnew graphicstablet forthe
Acomrangeof Computers, software

developedbyFirstComputers. 94% rated i;
Amiga Shopper. Requires Riscos3.1

Acorn Spares
Acorn Mouse (Original)£29.95
A5000/A4000 Disk Drive£81.95

A3020 Disk Drive £100.95
A3010 Disk Drive £100.95
A3000 Disk Drive £81.95
RiscOS 3.1 I Full Upgrade £86.95
RiscOS 3.11 No Manuals £43.95
MIDIMax(RiscPC&A5000)£80.95
MIDI User(A30x0&A4000) £56.95
MIDICables(2x3m) £9.95

Repair & Fitting Service Av.iil.il.li- _,

Printers
•v: :..:v...

m

Canon BJ30 £169.95
Compict Portable mono printer. 30 page ASF built in.

Canon BJC70Colour £235.95
Highquality Portable tolour printer. 30 page ASF.

Canon BJ200ex £183.95
Highsprcd.high quality mono printer, virtual 720 dpi.

Canon BJ210 £190.95
Mono Printer. 720«360dpl. colour upgradcable.

Canon BJC41 OOColour £264.95
High quality colour, super fait mono printing 720 dpi.

Canon BJC6 10 Colour £410.95
New Enhanced. dedicated colour pri

HEWLETT'

PACKARD
HP600 £189.95

I Colour upgradeable mono ink jeUCol. Kit £23.80

HP 660 Colour £330.95
| NewcolourInkJetfrom HP.
HP5Llaserprinter £436.95

iep§5ni
Epson Stylus Colour II £291.95
710 dpi, 100 sheet ASF. full colour printer

Epson Stylus Colour lis £ 196.95
720 dpi, 100 sheet ASF. colour or mono printer

Epson Stylus 820 £169.95
720 dp). Mono printer, upgradeable to colour

CITIZEN

ABC Colour printer £135.95
simple (as eaiy at ABC) to use 24 pin printer. Come* at

standard with 50 sheet Auto sheet feeder.
Tractor feed optional at 110.00

OKI
ftoptr

OL600ex £374.95
LED laser printer, 6 p/p/m, 1Mb of Ram.

OL6IOex £476.95
LED laser printer, 6 p/p/m, 2Mb of Ram.

Star LC1009 pinColour £ I 19.95
9 pin colour printer, 8 NLQ fonts. IBOcps draft.

Star LC909 pin mono £105.95
9 pin mono printer. ASF built in. push tractor optional.

Star LC24024 pin mono £ I 17.95
24 pin mono printer. 192 cps draft,with ASF built In.

StarLC240C24pinColour £132.95
24 pin colour printer ASF built In. 4 LQ fonts.

StarSJI44Colour £229.95
Stunning affordable colour thermal transfer pi

supiqfMMModem Modems

Sportster W Supra-

2.5" H/Drives ^ 3.5" H/Drives ^1 Memory Modules
co: m mjiTsu ^Seagate
80Mb 2.5" IDE £89.95

130Mb 2.5" IDE £109.95

170Mb 2.5" IDE £114.95

250Mb 2.5" IDE £139.95

340Mb 2.5" IDE £149.95

540Mb 2.5" IDE £188.95

A3010/3000 IDE Card*£69.95
•When Bought With Drive .

Accessories
inter Switch Box 2 way £ 12.95
iter Switch Box 3 way £17.95

iPrinter Stands (Universal)£4.95
1.8 Metre printer cable £4.95

13Metre printer cable £6.95
5 Metre printer cable £8.95
10 Metre printercable £12.95
SCSI Internal Cable £8.95

ISCSICable 25D-50Cent £9.95

mm

Disk labels

500 £6.95

1000 £9.95
Re-Mark-ltdisklabelsxIO £2.45

10Capacity box £0.95
50 Capacity lockable box £3.95
100 Capacity lockable box £5.95
"90CapacityBanxbox £11.95
*150 Capacity Posso box £20.95
100 Capacity CD holder £4.95
•add £3.00deliveryifpurchasingjustone Possoor

box.Normaldeliverywhenpurchasedwith

Quantum T0SH)Bfl ^Seagate
540Mb 3.5" IDE £150.95

l.0Gig3.5"IDE £194.95
540Mb 3.5" SCSI £163.95

l.0Gig3.5"SCSI £222.95
2.0Gig 3.5" SCSI £629.95
A3/A400 IDE Card £80.95

A5000 2nd H/Drive Kit£ 19.95

fRiscPC/A7000 4Mb £31.
RiscPC/A7000 8Mb £64.
RiscPC/A7000 l6Mb£l36.

lRiscPC/A7000 32Mb £279.
IRiscPC VRAM 2Mb £169.
With I Mb Trade In £122.
A3000 1Mb to2Mb £65.
A30I0 IMbto2Mb £46.
A30l02Mbto4Mb £103.
A3020/A4000to4Mb £96.

|A50002Mbto4Mb £96.
Part X. your old Memory Call...

Multi Media/CD ROM
Delivery £1.18

per title or
£3.95 for4+

RISCPC's (RISCOS 3.6 only) RISCPC's (RISCOS 3.5 only)
8x Goldstar R580B £ I 19.95 8x Optics Stingray £119.95
6x Goldstar R560B £64.95 6x Commodore £64.95
a «««_ij_«_. nriin fin or Comes with software driver disk
4X GoldStar R542B £39.95 Dual IDE cable £9.95

Dual IDE cable £9.95

CUMANA
Indigo CAA340i Quad Speed CD Drive £223.95
Indigo CAA340ia Quad Speed CD Drive £280.95
Indigo CAA300i Dual Speed CD Drive £146.95
Indigo CAA300ia Dual Speed CD Drive £233.95
Oscar(Parallel)CD Drive £222.95

Acorn CD Software
APDL Clipart DTP I
APDL Clipart DTP 2
Artworks
Artworks Clipart 1/2
Cars-Maths in Motion
Childrcns Micropcdia
Creepy Crawlies

£18.95
£18.95

£129.00
£20.95
£58.95
£87.95
£55.95
£41.95
£45.95
£34.95

Hutchinsons Encyc.
Oxford ReadingTree
PDCD I (Datafile)
PDCD 2 (Datafile)
PDCD 3 (Datafile)
PDCD I (APDL)
PDCD 2 (APDL)
Simon the Sorcerer
Photobase Landsc;
Understanding the Bod

Disks

£39.95
£39.00
£24.95
£24.95
£24.95
£14.95
£14.95
£41.95
£55.95
£50.50

• Class I Fax

• Personal Voice Mail

• Fax on Demand

• CallDiscrimination BABTApproved
• 14,400 Data/14,400 Fax £98.95

•33.600 Data/14,400 Fax £166.95

i Up to I 15.200bps (v42bis) e Class I & 2 Fax
•Silent &Adaptive Answer • Unique LCD Display
IV34 Standard a Flash ROM
' NComm Software • 5 Year Warranty

Ribbons
Citizen Swift/ABC mono £3.95
Citizen Swift/ABC colour £12.95
Star LC90 mono ribbon £4.95
Star LCI 0/100 mono £3.65
Star LCI 0/100 colour £7.95
StarLC240ecolour £13.95
Star LC240c mono £8.95

Star LC240 mono £5.95

Star LC24-10/200/300 Colour £13.95

Rc-lnlcSprayformonoribbons £11.95
MOST OTHER MAKES

AVAILABLE

PREMIER-INK

Cartridge Refills
Save • fortune In running colts with your Ink/
bubble let. Compatible with the HP Deskjet
icrlci. Canon BJIOV20/80/I30/JOO/300/330.
Star SJ48, Cltlien Pro|et and man, others.

Full rans;e of colours available.
Single refills (22ml) £6.9S
Twin refills (44ml) £12.95
Three colour kit (66ml) £19.95
Full colour kit (88ml) £27.95
Bulk refill! (125ml) £24.95
Printer repair specialists call

for quote

Ink Cartridges
Canon BJIOJStar SJ48 £I7.9S

Canon BJ200/230 £18.95

Canon BJ30 (3 pack) £12.95

Canon BJC 70 mono (3 pack) £10.95

Canon BJC 70 colour(3 pack) £17.95

Canon BJC 4000 colour (single) £16.95

Canon BJC 4000 mono (single) £6.95

Canon BJC 4000 mono high cap. £28.95

Canon BJC 600c mono high cap. £8.45

Canon BJC 600e colour £7.95

Citizen Printiva Std. colours £6.4S

Citizen Printiva Metallic colours £16.45

HP. Deskjet S00/S50 Mono £22.95

HP. Deskjet 500/5 50 Colour £24.95

HP.Dcskjct 660 double mono £23.95

HP.Deskjet 660 colour £25.95

Epson Stylus mono £13.95

Epson Stylus colour £27.95

Epson Stylus Col. II/S/820 Mono £17.95

Epson Stylus Col. II/S/820 Colour £24.95

Star SJ144 mono/colour (single) £8.95

Paper
Fanfold (tractorfced) 500sheets
Fanfold (tractor feed) 1000 sheets

£6.95
£12.49

Fanfold(tractorfced) 2000sheets
Single sheet 500 sheets

£21.49
£6.95

Single sheet 1000sheets £12.49
Single sheet 2000 sheets £21.49

BulkDSDD

I0x£3.45 I00x£26.95

30 x £9.95 200 x £49.95

50x£l4.95 500x£l 14.95

Branded DSDD
I0x£4.95 100 x £-11.95

30 x £13.95 200x£76.95

50 X£21.95 500x£l75.95
Bulk DSHD
I0x£3.95 100x £29.95

30 x £10.95 200x£SS.9S
50 x £16.95 500x£l29.9S

Branded DSHD
10 x £5.95 100 x £44.95

30 x £15.95 200 x £82.95
50 x £23.95 500 x £189.95

Disk labels x500 £6.95
Disk labels x 1000<

Supra modems i\rr» not BABT approved, however they pcrfoi
as well & often out perform BABT approved modems. Supra

Modems have a 5 ye

(only£!88.95

If you thought V12hli was fait try VM.

£246.95 BABT*•*•"•*»•*•* Approved
33,600 bps.



iCORNUSER
Brings you an Exclusive

reader offer from ECLIPSE

Your pack includes:
James Pond 2 - RRP £24.99

James Pond returns as Robocod. He's mean, he's green, he's
part machine.

Xenon 2 - RRP £24.99

The Xenites are back and have thrown time itself into
turmoil. Only you can save the day - not to mention the
universe.

Cycloids-RRP £19.99

Azany platform adventure game with 25 action packed
levels, 256 colour cartoon graphics and comical sound effects.

F.R.E.D.-RRP £19.99

Afun game combining superb platform action with some
tricky puzzles. Fifty frames per second update and laser
guidance mayhem.

Ixion- RRP £19.99

Afast-paced graphical, virtual reality arcade game, it's the
closest thing you'll get to being really there on your Acorn.
Includes three graphically stunning zones.

^YES
Priority Order Form

Please send me my exclusive software
• package NOW!

Please send my goodies to:

Name

Address

Postcode Daytel no
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I wish to pay by:

D Cheque/Postal order (made payable to IDG Media)
D Credit card (VISA/Access/Barclaycard)

Expiry date: [ / |

Card no: QZLZD I I I I I I I I I

I enclose a total payment of:_

Now send your completed form with payment to Software Offer, Acorn
User, IDG Media FREEPOST (SK3038), Macclesfield, Cheshire SK104NP.

Please allow 28 days for delivery. Offersubject to availability

LJ Please tick if you do not wish to receive promotional information
from other companies.



The 'West' is getting wilder as I continue
to create diverse illustrations with the

various packages. The next software to
begin the trek across the great American
continent is Photodesk 2. But because I'm

trying to become familiar with a number
of packages, problems are occurring as I
try to use tools in the way another pack
age would use them. But nevertheless, it's
great to see the variety and diversity of
such software.

Since I am using an early Beta version of
Photodesk 2 there are some problems so,
rather than mention them, I will give
them the benefit of the doubt and assume

that a simple problem is a 'bug syndrome'
rather than a deficiency in design.

The 49'ers
The second article in this series, as

promised, follows the same format as the
first, so this issue will be about the famous
49'ers - the gold-rush miners of California,
willing to sacrifice all in their endeavour
to become prosperous owners of the
precious saffron metal.

I wanted the backdrop to be of the
majestic Rockies and the detail to be a
'grubby' miner. I also wanted to include a
Grizzly bear - unfortunately, and disap
pointingly, Photodesk was not as
undemanding as I had hoped, despite
being familiar with version 1. This meant I
just did not have the time to include the
(irizzly - perhaps he'll make an appear
ance in a later issue.

Airbrush control
There is great praise for Photodesk - and
rightly so - its airbrush can be used with
the paint control enabled that is when
Select is held down and the Stream is

switched on the paint will continue to
flow, the usual state for an airbrush, or if
Stream is off, the paint will only be
applied if the airbrush moves.

The preference of having the Stream

The art of the West

In the second part of this series, Walter Briggs creates
another 'Western' picture, this month using Photodesk 2

off, which prevents a build up of paint at
the end of a stroke, may help those who
are unfamiliar with the airbrush. The

problem is more basic than this - trying to
'pull' a long smooth line in one operation
produces a 'blobby' affect as the airbrush
vainly tries to keep up with quick brush

stroke. To have this

effect eliminated by
having a buffer on
means the airbrush

lags about 2 - 3 inches
behind the mouse!

Having said that, the
'mountain scene'

came out rather well

- if a little blurred.

Spacetech have
confirmed that a lot

of work has been

done on the airbrush

for the release ver

sion. I used the same

Brushes 1-5

..'
l*'* Number 3

Figure6

airbrushes as with Studio 24 Pro (see last
month's issue for a discussion of these).

See figures 1 to 5.

Mountain air
The second brush in the column was used

to create the 'fluffy' clouds, (Fig.6) painted
in a circular motion. It's always a good
idea to work with an action that follows

the shape of the image you are working
on. This means if there is any skipping of
the tool, the missing colour will not be so
apparent. The traditional brush would
probably be a 'fan' brush and only the
corner used on the canvas, though in a
similar motion.

To make it a little easier, I was working
on a sky that was a blend of colour - from
pale blue at the horizon to a darker varia
tion of the same hue at the top, to give the
impression of early morning. There seems
to be a bit of a step in Photodesk when
varying the opacity - from very little to
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Figure 9

The art of the West

too much - and the clouds had to be com

pleted with the 'normal' airbrush-shaped
nozzle because the original brush was giv
ing a sharp edge to the clouds.

This would normally be where I would
use the 'smear brush. The tool worked as

predicted, but rather slowly that it became
almost impossible to generate smooth
sweeps with the tool. Again, Spacetech say
this has received much attention in the

latest version. The way it works seems to
be by slowing down the instrument, and it
also appears that the 'mouse' itself is on
the slowest setting, meaning it has to be
moved a great distance to produce the
smallest stroke. I found using this very
useful implement an inhibiting exercise
rather than one which allowed swift cre

ation of blending and smoothing colours.
Therefore, it was not used as much as I
would have liked.

The 'landscape' continued, using the air
brush more through necessity than
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preference (Fig.7). No doubt you can see
that the horizon line is not straight
because the enthusiasm for painting the
water took precedence over accuracy. As
with oil painting, the white area of the
water was left unpainted - this would
become the reflection.

The mountains were painted as a very
dark blue and the snow applied with the
No.3 brush - enabling the 'hit and miss'
effect I required to give the random snow
on a craggy edifice (Fig. 8). Once again,
these provided a central point of interest,
so they were placed slightly above the cen
tre of the canvas - this is because such

weighty structures will appear to fall
towards the bottom of the canvas unless

situated above half way. The brush 1
designed to give the 'palette knife' of the
oil painting ilk was once again successful
in creating not only the snow, but also the
shadows.

Tree planting
As time was becoming compressed, I
didn't smooth the foot hills but decided to

cultivate some trees to hide the abrupt end
to the Rockies. Furthermore, the brush
sprite which contrived to simulate a 'fan
brush' (brush No.4), proved just as versa
tile in Photodesk as previously in creating
the foliage of deciduous trees (Fig.9).

The canvas was worked as if it was a

normal oil painting, and the brush loaded
with various 'greens' and simply 'dabbed'
following the desired shape of the tree,
which is at the discretion of the artist. As I

had originally planned a 'grizzly' or per
haps a miner panning for gold, the centre
of the composition was left open in the
centre foreground, and the trees used as a
frame for this character (Fig.10). As this
was not possible, the canvas does appear a
little bear (pun intended) in the
foreground, but would be rectified later.

Figure 10

How Photodesk pans out
To give Photodesk a chance at producing
some detailed illustration, I decided on a
real scruffy, craggy, character with the
greed filled face of a 'Gold Rush 49'er. I
like to work by starting with a prominent
feature and working that to a finish, then
gradually moving out from there, complet
ing each section as I go, thereby keeping
the colour and perspective as accurate as
possible.

In this case, it was as plain as the nose
on your face where I should begin (Fig.ll).
"The mask (the pink background) was very
simple to apply, just a case of clicking
with the magic wand on the white back
ground. The outline had been sketched in
with the airbrush, set with a high opacity,
then cleaned up to leave the outline -
though 1 left the line too thick and had
difficulty covering it with the colour opac
ity set low as 1do when using the airbrush.

The pigment needs to be added very
gradually to enable colour to be added
without losing the shape or form beneath.
Usually, I apply the light colour first then
add the shadow gradually, therefore main
taining the luminosity of the particular
attribute. With Photodesk I found that I

needed to work the features a lot to get the
coverage, and found that the colours
began to lose their vibrance.

The beard particularly lost its detail as I
tried to blend the multitude of hues into a

realistic 'chin bush' (Fig.12). Still, I wanted
a scruffy looking rogue, and as the portrait
progressed and the hat was added, the
'miner' grew in character. The face hair
would normally have been done with one
of the 'special' brushes, but I found the air
brush was the best for indicating the
individual hairs, although the opacity
needed to cover the underlying pigment
meant I had to paint the bristles a little
too thick.



Trying to blend the lines into a coales-
cent whole blurred the beard a little too

much, but the main priority was to
maintain the sunlight and rich shadow
that coloured the grimy face (Fig.13).
The long hair added to his villainous air,
and the grimace took on a genuine leer,
just as I had envisaged the seedy 'gold
digger'.

Adding the neckerchief and the 'buck
skin' jacket brought out the colour in
the face which had lost the vividness of
the weather-beaten pigments (Fig. 14).
The finished painting, though lacking
the fine detail, was an acceptable por
trait of a native mountain mole, a

shabby unwashed millionaire.
All that was left now was to compose a

finished picture that would conjure up
the essence of the 'wild' west (Fig. 15).
The process was, as in the first article, a
case of cloning the face onto the moun
tainous scenery. The clone option in
Photodesk is now excellent. It gives
a reference point to see where
you are cloning from and the
ability to adjust the opacity
of the brush, which works
like an airbrush - and,

surprisingly, it seemed
to work better than

the actual airbrush

tool (though this
may have been
an illusion - as I

was applying varied
colour and not a single
pigment). As an artist's
tool I found Photodesk a bit

harder to use for creative work,

not because it is so bad but

because it excels so

much in other X_T
areas. /lU

The art of the West

yet details
Product: Photodesk

Supplier: Spacetech
Address: 21 West Wools, Portland, Dorset

DT5 2EA

Tel: (01305) 822753

Fax: (01305) 860483

E-mail: sales@spacetec.demon.co.uk
Price: Photodesk 1 - £169.95 exel VAT,

Photodesk 2 - £229.36 exel VAT,

upgrade - £59.41 exel VAT
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Yellowstone Educational Solutions
Bramingham Park Business Centre. Enterprise Way, Bramingham Park, Luton, Bedfordshire LU3 4BU.

Telephone 01582 584828 Facsimile 01582 562255

Enhanced Performance ATA-2 Interface

Avery fast 32-bit Rise PC Interface
for hard drives and ATAP! CD-ROMs.

Plug your existing drive into RapIDE
and typically double itsspeed!

Up to 400% improvement on the
Rise PC motherboard controller.

Up to 4devices ofany mix.
Sustained data rates ofupto 8MB/s.

Peakdata rates of 16MB/s on ATA bus.

Ideal formultimedia sound and video.

RapIDE Interface £139.83

RaplDE/IDE Disc Drive
Packages

RapIDE &Trailblazer 850MB £304.33
RapIDE &Fireball 1.2GB £351.33
RapIDE &Sirocco 1.7GB £381.88
RapIDE &Sirocco 2.5GB £445.33

\

An improved 16-bit Digital Audio
Card and mixer for the Rise PC

with superb reproduction and
dynamics. Mozart incorporates an
oversampling digital tracking filter
for the bestsound independent of

samplerate.
The four channel mixer section

combines CD-ROM and

multimedia audio

Mozart 16-bitSound Card £70.44
•not required on Rise PCs/illcd with Rise OS 3.6or above

mKer mw
Thefourchannelaudio mixer
combines existing sound with

CD-ROMs or multimedia audio.

Available soon, DeskTV isa highly
integrated modular multimedia
system with the latestin24-bit
video digitizing technology. The
card can be built upon by adding
the user upgrade modules which
include tuner, teletext, NICAM,

on-screen display andMPEG decoder.

Entry Card (no tuner) £193.88
Standard Card (tuner) £233.83
Upgrade modules from£ 58.75

Please ring for availability.

ATAPI CD-ROMs
Quad Speed (600KB/S) £65
Six Speed (900KB/S) £92
Eight Speed (1200KB/S) £169
FreeATAPI CD-ROM driverand CDFS

IDE Disc Drives
QuantumTrailblazer 850MB £193.88

Quantum Fireball 1.2GB £245.58

Quantum Sirocco 1.7GB £280.83

Quantum Sirocco 2.5GB £351.33

Rise PC RAM
4MB 8MB 16MB

£55 £92 £169

All prices quoted exclude carriage
(£2.35 for orders under £100, and
£5.85 for orders £100 and over)

VAT §17,5% INCLUDED
Access/VISAwelcome

VISA

^

Internet access -100% local call rate throughout
the UK - on-line for as little as a penny a minute

UOHAT DO YOU

g-et for A Quid

THE&E DAY5>?
A UAUF PlMT Of

t-A&ER...

•<GC3-<

...OR OVER Am

HOUR AMD A HAuf

OM THE IMTERMET!

FUrtMrtGrAM

For information on the full range of $E*-
Internet packs available, contact ^ ^

1, The Shopwhyke Centre, Chichester, West Sussex. PO20 6GD
Tel: 0500 585 586 Fax: 01243 531196 email: sales@argonet.co.uk

/?/////*



Welcome to another Game

Show. If you've been reading
the Acorn Games newsgroup
on the Internet recently, you'll
have seen the large number
of posts announcing the
development of new games,
or asking for ideas to make
their own piece of work that
little bit better. Admittedly,
I've yet to see finalised ver
sions of many of these, but

even if only half of those
prospective titles make it from
the drawing board onto the disc,
we'll have a rich crop of games
to choose from in the near

future.

On the subject of new games,
I've just found out about a prod
uct being developed by Software
7, due for release later this year.
It's called King and Country and
it's a strategy game dealing with
medieval warfare - starting with
a small group of soldiers and a
castle, it's up to you to make
use of your local resources to
fortify your stronghold and
increase the might of your army.
In the later levels, you'll be able
to train druids to heal your
troops and mages to add a little
spice to the battles in the form
of magic.

From what I've heard, it

sounds as if it'll be a game to
watch out for. I'll pass on more
details as soon as they arrive. If
you'd like more information,
Software 7 can be contacted at
software@digibank.demon.co.uk
or 15 Stewarton Drive,
Cambuslang, Glasgow G72 8DF.

Finally, I think it's time some
sort of forum was created to

allow you to discuss what sort
of games you want to see - if
you've got any imaginative ideas
roaming round your mind, put
them down on paper and let me
know. A word of warning
though; if you're writing your
own game for public release and
you find some clip-art that you
want to include, you must ask
the original artist for permission
to use it.

I've been contacted by GURU
Developments, the team behind
the conversion of Global Effect
to the Acorn, and it's been kind
enough to inform me of a key
board shortcut in the game that
makes tool selection much

easier. By default, the first 12
tools have been set up on func
tion keys F1 to F12,allowing you
to select them by the press of a
button. However, you can also
customise them for your own
needs by selecting the tool you
want in the usual manner, hold
ing down Shift and pressing the
function key of your choice. It's
a particularly welcome feature
because the constant flicking
through the toolbar was begin
ning to drive me to distraction.

Global Effect was GURU'S first

project in the Acorn games
scene, but Paul Cherry of GURU
has told me that there are more

new ideas waiting to be com
pleted. Let's hope they come to
fruition - I'll let you know as
soon as I receive any more
details.

Getr
Deep End
If you've been struggling to com
plete the 'In at the Deep End'
level in Cannon Fodder, Nathan
Atkinson has some advice for

you - take a look at the enclosed
map for an effective route.
Starting on the island, prepare to
use your rocket and swim to the
small island. Immediately fire a
rocket between the two guns
there and swim over to collect

the rockets at the top, right after
the debris has settled. Now fire a

rocket to the far left to destroy
the enemy gun - don't worry
about your own gun being oblit
erated.

Run behind the metal building
and use this as shelter while you
deal with any enemies still there.
Lob a grenade at the other gun
there and nip back to safety
while the air clears, then take a
swim to the island in the bottom

half of the screen - stay in the
shallows there as you fire a
rocket at the gun. You can then
walk onto the island and destroy
the other gun there with another
rocket, before swimming left and
tackling the men on the island to
your south. After that, it's just a
question of throwing grenades
at the remaining guns, and
you're home and dry.

Thanks to Nathan for his bat

tle plan. If you've got any
strategies you want to share,
write them down, send them in
and I'll put together a hints
guide.

Start

Gettingout of the deep end

'\i*T*U il<ilt»«V->.

Following on the heels of The
Last Cybermoch, Sea Trek is
Generation Design's latest bud
get release - the scenario sees

OPTIIIEHS

you in control of a futuristic sub
marine, and your mission is to
dive into the heart of the

Bermuda Triangle on a search
for treasure. Each level takes

DIRE

CLKDD.QJME 3) IKE^-'IBiDlRIRID

Generation Design takes a dip
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Sort of an inverted thrust

place over several screens and
you must guide the sub down
towards the sea bed, avoiding
lumps of coral that are scattered
liberally throughout. Due to the
fact that your craft is positively
buoyant, it will float towards the
surface when left to its own

devices, so you have to make
judicious use of the downwards
thruster to maintain your posi
tion.

After you've mastered the
controls, it's just a question of
finding the coins hidden on each
level - this is fairly tricky due to
the size of the playing area, and
the fact that you've got a limited
amount of oxygen available to
you. Luckily, picking up the next
coin replenishes your supply,
leaving you free to carry on your
search. The later levels add extra

twists such as switches that

need to be shot to reveal the

coins, invisible coral and the
like.

The graphics aren't particu
larly enthralling - the futuristic
submarine is surprisingly fea
tureless - and the sensation of

movement is damaged by incor
rect parallax scrolling. When you
thrust left or right at the surface,
there's no visible indication that

you're moving at all, and once
under the surface there's a dis

concerting change in scrolling
speed when your craft nears the
edge of the playing area. Overall,
Sea Trek provides enough fea
tures to keep you occupied for a
while, but don't expect any
sweeping changes in gameplay
or large end-of-level guardians.

Sea Trek sports a Rise PC
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mode for full-screen play on the
high-end machines, and an
application is provided to take
care of the memory management
on one megabyte systems.
Generation Design can be
contacted by e-mail at gen-
den© argonet.co.uk or by post at
2 Whitecliff Gardens, Blandford
Forum, Dorset DT11 7BU.

David Johnston has just sent me
a copy of his latest game, 2121
Racing. It's a little similar to
Stock Car in its approach,
although the tracks are much
larger. There are four cars to
choose from, each having its
own characteristics in

terms of acceleration,
maximum speed and
handling - there's not
much between them

in looks though, so if
you're looking for a |m
sporty model in
metallic green, you're
out of luck.

Unlike some racing
games, the edges of
the track aren't tightly
defined; instead, the
road is marked on

either side and it's up
to you to stick to it.
There's no speed
decrease if you
decide to shoot off

into the wilderness,
but you can only
complete the track by
driving over the vari
ous checkpoints
dotted about - if

you've found a short 2121 Racing

Onthe track allyou get is a stockcar

cut, feel free to take it. You'll find

water hazards and jumps
aplenty; hit the latter at the
wrong speed and you'll find
yourself overshooting your tar
get and landing in a bush, or
flopping dismally into a lake.

I would have liked to have

seen a head-to-head mode

where two or more players could
race together; it's possible to
race against a 'ghost car' that
follows a course recorded by
another player, but there's
something to be said for being
able to ram your opponents off
the track - in the nicest possible
way, of course. A track editor is
included with the package, so

- a lorra lorra fun

you can make your own courses
as twisted or as simple as you
want.

2721' Racing isn't as sophisti
cated as some of the other

overhead racing games I've
seen and the graphics wouldn't
win many major awards, but
there's enough payability there
to last a fair while, especially if
you're prepared to design your
own tracks.

The game costs £6 and is
available from David at 70

Norse Road, Scotstoun,
Glasgow, Scotland G14 9HT.
You can also contact David by
e-mail using deejay@stac.
ac.uk.



As the computer game industry
slides into Hollywood, and into
three-act films starring actors
you've almost heard of, it is easy
to feel that the days when single
people could write games are
over. Even the meanest shoot-

em-up needs the services of a
graphic artist.

Because adventure games are
textual, they need no budget -
no video clips, no animations,
no pictures, no music. But
they're far from being no effort
to program. To get an adventure
game working is a lengthy exer
cise: there are standard rules

about rooms and directions,

moving the player, picking
things up and so on. A really
good implementation can take
months before a single interest
ing feature of the game appears.

Consequently, adventure games
are ideally suited to that
traditional utility, the game con
struction kit. Many such design
systems have been written, and
about three are in popular use
across the Internet today. The
state of this art has advanced

dramatically over the last ten
years.

What all the main design
systems agree on is that a point-
and-click, WYSIWYG approach is
not good enough - the full
gamut of puzzles and traps can't
be expressed just by dragging
icons onto some prototype pic
ture of a game. There's no
getting away from the fact that
an adventure game is a program,
and what is needed is a

programming language!
Inform 6 is the latest version

of what is now the most widely-
used adventure design language
in the world. This month's CD

contains everything needed to
get Inform going. There are no
fees to pay: Inform is free, so
you can't fault it for value for
money. It compiles about 1000
program lines per second on my
Rise PC, and it can be used to
write anything (not just games).

Inform produces 'Infocom for
mat' game files rather than
native ARM code. These files are

portable to almost every
machine in the world, from a
Psion lap-top to a Java machine
to a VAX mainframe. All you
need is an interpreter program to
play Infocom game files: for
RISC OS, I recommend Kevin
Bracey's excellent Zip2000, also
on this month's CD.

Graham Nelson

shamelessly plugs
his own program

Adventure games

AL»-S.:Uranam.».AcNentur&.iniorin.straiKJ (lextual

jConstant Story "STRANDED";
B Constant Headline ""fin Interactive Crisis"

Constant MflX_SCORE 2j

Include "Parser";
Include "UerbLib";

lbject HountainSide "Might on the Ba
with description

"Visibility is doun to fiv
rocky enough. It's hard e
let alone walk, but like
rescue hut beckons you in

in_to Hut,
cant_go

"You skitter across the ic
no progress.",

u_to "It would be suicidal to
d_to "The slopes below are to

has light;

t , ,

n 10 s; w\ \wm
.0 Graham 0 Apps RAM

Testing an Informgame

An adventure game simulates an
imaginary landscape, or map,
connected together by compass
directions, and containing a
variety of items. Inform's world is
entirely made up of 'objects':
each different place - or room -
is an object, the player is an
object, and all the items the
player might pick up or manipu
late are objects. Objects are also
sometimes used to represent
abstract ideas such as 'darkness'

or 'the direction north west'.

Inform programs are lists of
objects to make, together with a
few routines to get the game
running. Since it often happens

NiGht on the Baro Mauri's in

STRANDED
An Interactive Crisis
Release I / Serial numbe
Standard Interpreter0.2

vG.03 library Wl I)

Night tin tin- Hare Mountain
VimI-iIiI) I-. downto Aveyards, but those are steepand ruck) enough. It'shard ovento keep >our touting
in the wind, lot alone walk, but like a beacon the doorway ol a mountain rescue hut beckons ycu inward.

that a whole group of objects will
be similar in nature, the Inform

programmer can choose to save
time by specifying a 'class', a
kind of template to make objects
from, like a master page in a DTP
program. For instance, if a game
contains 15 valuable treasure-

Items then it's probably worth
gathering all the rules about
treasure together into one place,
into a Class definition.

The world model
Inform comes with a standard

Library of code to define all the
natural 'world model' rules. This

Library can quite easily be

edited or changed, but the idea
is that a game designer should
never need to do this.

These rules govern the move
ment of the player, the
description of surroundings,
what can be done with items of

different kinds, and so on. Some
items are edible, others are

doors or doorways, containers
or 'supporters' like tables which
can hold things up, and so on.
The devil is in the detail. For

example, if the player is sitting
inside a lockable container

which is currently locked, such
as a cage, it seems reasonable
to forbid the player from travel
ling east - but what if the item is
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Adventure games

also a vehicle under the player's
control, such as a tumbril?

Likewise, a long list of rules is
needed to convincingly answer
the question of whether one
object can be put inside another.
As a final example of the pitfalls
in simulating a whole world, how
can we tell if there's enough
light to see by? Imagine the
player is carrying a luminescent
goldfish in a jam-jar of water.
What should happen if a passing
bird eats the goldfish? Or if the
jam-jar is put inside an opaque
box which is then shut?

The Parser
The other main element in the

Library is the ingenious Parser.
Its job is to understand what the
player types in, which is written
in English, and to translate that
into a much simpler language, a
sequence of 'actions'.

An action is a request for
something to happen, and is
summed up by its type (such as
Take) plus, usually, one or two
objects. For instance, the
text 'pick up the yellow paper
weight' might be translated to an
action of Take applied to the
paperweight-object.

The Parser understands far

trickier instructions: 'put the
coins on the table', or 'drop all
but the black rock', or 'Frodo,
give me the ring'. Beyond this, a
major feature of Inform is the
ability to modify and extend the
parser. For instance, the Parser
can be taught to understand
'type 4.587', 'dial 071-222 45' or
'set alarm clock to quarter past

Rules before and
r

So far we have a simulation, but
not much of a game. The inter
esting features of a game - such
as an unexpectedly spring-
loaded trapdoor, or a cake with a
file baked into it - all need

exceptions to the standard
'world rules'. The standard rules

would say that the cake should
simply be removed when eaten,
whereas we want, instead,
to print something like 'You
almost break a tooth on a hard

metal object!' and to bring a file-
object into the game to replace
the cake.

Exceptional rules like this
apply when actions are being
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Constant Story "STRANDED";
Constant Headline ""An Interactive Crisis'

Constant MAX SCORE - 2;

Titles and maximum score

Include "Parser";
Include "VerbLib" Telling Inform to add the standard library

Object Mountainside "Night on the Dare Mountain"
with description

"Visibility is down to five yards, but those are steep and
rocky enough. It's hard oven to keep your footing in the wind,
let alone walk, but like a beacon the doorway of a mountain
rescue hut beckons you inward.",

into Hut,
u_to "It would be suicidal to climb on in these conditions.",
d_to "The slopes below are too slippery without an ice-axe.",

has light,- , j^s 0Dject provides light to see by
Object Hut "Mountain Rescue Hut*

with description
"Sanctuary, for a while, but the loosely-pitched planks barely
even keep out tho wind.",

out_to Mountainside,
cant,90 "The only door leads out onto the blizzard.",

has light;
Object -> "dilapidated stove"

with name "stove- -oven" -heater*, < Names the player can give it
initial

"The old stove in the centre of the room contains only ashes.",
has static open container;

with name>"ashe's", An attempt to Examine the ashes causes
before | a Take action
[; Examine, Search, LookUnder: <<Take self>>; instead

after

[; Take: deadflag • 2; score - score » 1;
"The ashes fall through your fingers, leaving a magnesium
flare! You aro saved after all.";

J; ^"----^Rule applying if
Object ration "emergency glucose ration" successfully taken

with name "emergency" "glucose" "ration" "food" "mars" "bar",
description

"Looked at moro closely, a Mars bar with a long-gone use by date.",
after

I; Eat: score - score t 1; "Bliss! But you're still no warmer.";

has edible;

[ Initialise;
location - Mountainside; -
move ration to player; *"^
""""The wind shaking powdery snow and stones off the mountain, an unending
darkness, the sharp twinge of frostbite: you've got to warm up somehow,
but even then you'll be..."";

Starting the game

Include "Grammar";

considered. In this case, the
action is Eat and is applied to
the cake-object. Actions can be
modified either before the

desired event happens - that is,
when the Parser has worked out

what the player wants - or after
wards - that is, after the

cake-object has actually been
consumed - to modify the result.
In this example, an after-rule
would be suitable, but if the

cake was, instead, to have the
property that it can't be bitten
into because it is frozen solid,
then a before-rule would be

better.

Timers and Daemons
The player, typing requests in, is
not the only person who causes
events to happen. The game
itself is probably playing the part
of other characters in the story
who may be moving around,
picking up items or something

else. These events are caused

by 'timers' and 'daemons' and
any object in the game can have
one of these.

The classic example of a
timer is a bomb. Once the fuse

is lit, the timer 'goes off ten
turns later which causes a rou

tine of code attached to the

bomb-object to be run. This rou
tine prints out a suitable 'Bang!'
message and takes care of sort
ing out the results (for example,
destroying everything in the
vicinity).

Daemons are imagined as

being spirits hovering over the
game, meddling in the affairs of
the player now and again. An
object with a daemon attached
can act out a part in the story,
for instance, other people are
usually implemented as objects
with a daemon attached.

However, daemons are also
used for working machinery or
for applying complicated rules to
the game. A rule such as 'if at
any time the canoe contains
more than 10 items, it must sink'
might well be provided by a
daemon attached to the canoe.

There's no space to go further into what Inform can do, so look at
the example games. Better yet, enter the Acorn User Interactive
Fiction Competition. Write a short adventure game on any theme,
without infringing anybody's copyright, and send it to us (with a
file containing the solution) at Acorn User by 1 August. Note that
the deadline has been extended now that we have been able to

publish Inform widely! We hope to be publishing the best entries.



CONTRARY TO WHAT YOU MAY

HAVE READ....
THE DATA STORE is still fully committed to Acorn.

There has never been a better time to invest in a new Acorn

computer, with new models, lower prices and the following
special offers for either educational or home/business

purchasers:

SCHOOLS!

If you are within 30 miles of our base in Bromley (Kent),
we provide FREE delivery and installation, plus

TWO HALF-DAY TRAINING SESSIONS FREE during the year
following purchase of any Acorn computer system.

If you want the highest possible level of after-sales service and
support, our reputation is unbeatable.

Please phone for full details.

HOME USERS!

Take advantage of Acorn's 20:20 FINANCE SCHEME.
Buy a new computer system and spread the cost over

20 months with NO INTEREST TO PAY. Again, please phone
for full details (written details on request).

And we offer a huge range of ex-stock peripherals, add-ons and
software for all Acorn computers which you can see in our

comfortable showroom.

DON'T DEAL IN THE DARK! COME AND SEE THE LIGHT AT

THE DATA STORE
6 CHATTERTON ROAD, BROMLEY, KENT BR2 9QN

Tel: 0181 -460 8991 Fax: 0181 -313 0400

Email: sales@datstore.demon.co.uk

Acorn Centre of Technology

Part exchange to
RiscPC

Rise PC600

Rise PC700 5M

Rise PC700 I0M

Typical Trade In
Allowances

A3000 £125

A440/I £225

A4000 £300

A5000 £450

Acorns 0% Finance Scheme
availoble on exchanges

A7000 Special Package
• 6Mb RAM

• Quad Speed CDROM
• Mouse mar

£875.00

AJS Computers
Millstone House

51 Heath Drive

Chelmsford Essex CMz qHE
tel 01245 345263

fax 01245 345233
email salas@ajseomps.demon.eo.uk

nil pricesplus vatnailcarriage

PC Card exchanges
Exchange your old 486SX card for

a new higher spec card

PC486DX2-66 - £149.00

PC486DX4-I00 - £199.00

PC5x86 - £299.00

Simms for RiscPC
exchange 4Mb to 8Mb - £60.00
exchange 4Mb to 16Mb - £140.00
exchange 8MBto 16Mb - £100.00

additional 4Mb - £40.00

additional 8Mb - £70.00

additional 16Mb - £150.00

additional 32Mb - £300.00

A30lU Learning
Curve pack
• 2Mb RAM

• 1.6Mb Floppy
• 12months warranty
• AKF52 M/S monitor

• Acorn Advance Pack

£365.00
options:

2-4MB upgrade - £75.00
120Mb Hard drive - £145.00

Hard Disk exchanges

For A5000 and A4000,
40 or 80Mb to 210 Mb - £ 89.00

40 or 80Mb to 540 Mb - £ 129.00

for RiscPC600

210Mb to 540Mb - £ 99.00

for RlscPC700

425Mb to 850Mb - £ 79.00

425Mb to 1.3Gb - £159.00

850Mb to 16Gb - £129.00

Software transferred free.

HIGH SPEED INTERNET ACCESS
New Dual High Speed Serial Interface Expansion Card

Provides two additional RS232 compatible serial interfaces

Baud rates from 50 to 230400 including 9600,19200, 38400, 57600 and 115200

Software supplied includes Block Drivers for Hearsay II, ARCfax, ARCterm 7, Termite, Voyager, Internet Starter
Kit (SLIPdial and TCPIP), etc

Can be fitted in A310, A440, A410/1, A420/1, A440/1, A540, A5000, A7000 and Rise PC. Modified version
available for fitting in external expansion card connector of A3000.

Requires RISC OS 3.1 or later

Modem, cable, card and communication software bundles available

Contact the Sales Office for further details

Other products include SCSIInterfaces, Discs, CD-ROM's and Tape Drives, LEEE488 Interface Cards, 8 and 16 Bit
ParallelI/O interface Cards, 12 Bit ADC Cards,STEbus Interface Cards,FORTRAN 77Compiler, complete
computer systems, etc

Intelligent Interfaces Ltd, P O Box 80, Eastleigh, Hants, S053 2YX
TeL 01703 261514 Fax: 01703 267904

INTELLIGENT
INTERFACES
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ArgoNet, VTi and their partners US Robotics and Pipex offer you the latest
development in communication for all Acorn users. This new pack includes fax,
answerphone, voice mail and internet facilities based around the brand new US
Robotics Sportster Vi series of modems. _^^m

The system has the following features:
^ Voice Mail/Answer ohone

Professional sounding voice mail with multiple greetings
and mailboxes, remote messages and fax retrieval, plus
alphanumeric notification - all controlled by custom
designed Acorn RiscOS software.

•Fax
Send and receive faxes direct from your Acorn. Easy-to-
use software - treat the fax just like another printer for
simple use. Fax-on-demand system allows callers to
select a fax to receive from an easy-to-use voice menu.
Send group and delayed faxes, create personal
phonebooks for quicker dialling.

OFFER 1:

Ultra High Speed
Comms System fastest kit

possible, then
you need this pack. The pack's

modem runs at a fantastic
28,800 bits per second, the

I fastest speed commonly
used today. The

pack, with a RRP of
over £350, also

includes:

o A USRobotics Sportster Vi28.8k modem
o Modem cable

O Voice Mail Software

Fax Software

© Preconfigured Voyager Internet Suite
© °Up to two months' FREE Net access
o Manuals

9 Pre and post-sales support via FREE 0500
number and e-mail
Courier dispatch

One Month's Internet

FREE!1
O Internet ^^^^^^^

The complete Net solution is supplied with this pack. A
full Internet connection from Acorn Internet providers
ArgoNet coupled with the Voyager Internet access
software from VTi which gives you access to all the major
Internet features e-mail, news, the web, file transfer and
direct remote connection to other computers. It's all
supplied preconfigured - it really is a case of plug in and
go! Ninety per cent of the UK is covered at local call
rates making it easy to access the Net for as little as 1p
per minute

you have
a more

modest

budget then this is the pack for
you. Running at 14,400 bits per
second, it's fast enough to
use on the internet and

can receive faxes

quickly from other fax
machines. The

pack, with an
RRP of over J®
£250,
includes

FFER 2:

High Speed
Comms System

A US Robotics Sportster Vi 14.4k modem
Modem Cable

Voice Mail Software

Fax Software

Preconfigured Voyager Internet Suite
QUp to two months' FREE Net access
Manuals

Pre and post-sales support via the FREE
0500 number and e-mail
Courier dispatch

k) nwsfiow? 1% Ml on 0500 505 516
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'.... the software is simplicity itself to use
and the staff at ArgoNet deserve a medal
for their customer care over the telephone.

'Veryimpressed with the "plug and play
approach ... it runs like a dream.'

OFFER 3:

The Software

Solution

all you
are interested

in is getting on the
Net and you already have

a modem then the _

Voyager Software pack isW
the one for you. The pack

will work with all US Robotics
and Hayes-compatible modems. If

in doubt phone FREE on 0500 585 586 for
pre-sales support and advice.

The pack includes:

^•ssssg
VMailboxrJason

n\m > c l Mailbox: Jason n

Date and time

12:36:52 13-Dec-1995

1122:15 27-Feb-1996

12:34:06 13-Dec-1995

20:34:55 25-Feb-1996

20:34:06 25-Feb-1996

20:34:06 25-Feb-1996

11:54:05 05-Dec-1995

11:22:05 27-Feb-1996

23:32:43 24-Sep-1995

9.9s

1m 32.1s

1.1s

2.2s

24.1s

3.2s

9.7s

1.2s

2.3s

Comments

0191489410991

Chris

0187108151286

Chris

Office

0156520453556

Dave's message

Richard (home)

Waiting to answer telephone call...

Full Refund

Guarantee YES! If you are not 100% satisfied
that the online world is for you within 30 days, we'll give
you all your money back guaranteed! Though once you have
discovered all the features this pack offers and what you can
do on the Net you'll want to stay connected.

"Offer subject to availability. IDG reserve the right to replace this free gift
withanother should stocks run out.

iufi!R;E:rAiiE;r?JiTs!:' A\N;V A<

4WlfBi'F'R(E.'E: om "tfO'lUJR; HAMRiD)

AND A. Wi;N:I M:Ul1X11 Off 2'.MB OF KHERKORV <(4',rSfl!l

^Kvi^ix.i>i-:t; irc?K: [R'ri-mri^v v;i?m:

Preconfigured Voyager Internet suite
• Argonet registration
• °Up to two months' FREE access
• Pre and post-sales support via a FREE

0500 number.

Priority Order Form piease mi man sections
Section 1: Personal details

Name: —

Address

Post code

Daytime tel no:

Section 2: Machine details

Machine:

Memory:

Modem (if applicable)

Section 3: Order details

Please send me _ 28.8k packs @ £249* each
Please send me _ 14.4k packs @ £189* each
Please send me _ Software packs @ £59' each
Please send me _ Fast serial cards @ £79" each"

Total cost

J I enclose a cheque/postal order, mado
payable to IDG MEDIA.

O Please charge my credit card, details of
which are below in section 5.

Section 4: Your email address

We need to allocate your email name, but to make
sure yours is unique, we need three different names
from which we will pick one.
Please give three names, in order of preference, so for
the name 'John Smith' you could choose
"jsmith", 'johnsm' or 'smithy', for example.

Name 1

Name 2

Name 3

Section 5: Subscription
payment details

O Option 1 - I would liketo pay monthly by
credit card (E12.50+VAT per month)
and receive one months' free access

C5 Option 2 - I would like to pay annually in
advance and save £15 (£158.63 inc VAT)
as well as receiving one months' free access

^—' Option 3 - I just want theone month'sfree Internet
access

^-^ Ienclosea cheque for my pack plus my annual
subscription

^—' Here are my credit details (Access,Visa or Amex)
- please charge me as appropriate.

Card No Expiry /

If you have opted for oplion 1or2please lick as appropriate
below and sign al the boltom; ifyou opted for oplion 3 ihen just
sign al the bottom.

0 Iagree toallow my credit cardtobedebited
monthly inadvance after my 1months' free access ola rate of
£12.50 +VAT permonth.
1understand that Icangive one month's notice locancel my
subscription alany time. Argonel will notify users alleast one
month inadvance ofany price changes.

O Ihave paid £135 +VAT(£158.63 inc) for a year's access

Iunderstand that Argonet will provide onon-going Inlemel
conneclion with private email address, and (ree updates lothe
Voyager access package as they become available; andthat
Argonel will endeavour tothe best ofils ability loensure that all
services areavailable 24hours a day 365days a year and will,
whenever possible, notify users inadvance ofchanges loservice.

Signed

Date:.

Send your completed order form to:

Argonet Offer, Acorn User, IDG Media, FREEPOST (8K
3038), Macclesfield, Cheshire SK104NP.

Please allow up lo 28days for account set-up and delivery.

Please lick here ifyou donot wish toreceive promotinal
material from other companies.

N
•Prices IncludeVAT and delivery " Afast serialcard isrequired on A5000 and older machines ifyou wish to use a modem at
OSecond month freeaccess available ifyoupay annually in advance thereby saving £15.00 - the costofone month's access.

its maximum speed.
Allspecifications are subject to change.

E&OE



PDCD-1 PDCD-2 PDCD-3
s/Qj/jGantains

"s

Thi§ QD'coptians

Buy 2 and get the 3rd FREE

he Datafile Catalogue and

We can offer you a truely massive choice of PD,

Freeware and Shareware.

Why pay for other libraries catalogues
ours is FREE Cat@Datafile.demon.co.uk

Data/?fe
Telesales and Mail Order ONLY *

— HH Te|/fax 01g34 823005

ighby House, 89 Woodville Road, BOSTON, PH21 8BB

£ind sjhiri to type

8

£49 ♦ VAT (£57.58)

This highly praised word processor and DTP is ideal for
home and education use. Use the screen like a sheet

of paper, click anywhere and type. Text can be easily sized,
moved, coloured or the font changed just by clickingthe
mouse. Pictures dropped into textease are also easily
moved, sized and altered. Childrenlove its simplicity.
Adults findit versatile, sophisticated and professional.

'4iA £65, VAT (£76.38)

This combines excellent speech, integrated thoughtfully
into to/ease. Children delight at hearing their stories read
back. The word being spoken is coloured, making itvery
easy to follow the text on the screen. Also excellent for
adults when proof reading work.

Price includes Primary Site Licence for education customers
Secondary Site £99 + VATand £130 + VAT

Softease Limited, Tel 01332 204911
The Old Courthouse,
St Peters Church Yard, Derby, DE1 1NN
Requires Acorn RISCOS3.1 and2 MByte RAM Produced On tCXt
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Splosh+ is not seen as an essential replacement to
Splosh. Splosh is still fulfilling its original purpose as

an easy to use, introductory painting program.
However, when teachers and pupils are finding the
limitations of Splosh to be frustrating, Splosh* will
allow them access to a far wider range of facilities

which will enable them to exploit the features of the
latest hardware.

• A wider range of brush shapes
• Special brush types; spray, crayon plus more to follow
• Additional geometric shapes; hexagon, stars which can be

filled as well as stroked

• Variable sized and user definable stamps
• Rectangular and isometric grids of variable size

• Zoom tool

• Copy & Paste facilities
• Multiple undo, a unique feature in a painting package
• Imports JPEG images and the new deep sprite formats
• 16, 32, 256 plus thousands & millions of colour modes
• Saves and loads files in loss-less squashed formats which

can save huge amounts of disc space
• Range of printing sizes and formats

• Auto save, with option to increment the file name

Prices: Upgrades from Splosh to Splosh+
Single User Pack £47 Single User Upgrade £18.80
Primary Site Pack £70.50 Primary Site Upgrade £42.30
Secondary Site Pack £105.75 Secondary Site Upgrade £58.75

Splosh+ Requires: 2 Mbytes RAM and RISC OS 3.1 (or above)

ucllian
SoftK

ReSOUrCe DiSCS -help files, borders, backgrounds &more...

TextEase &s$%es Resource Disc £12.95
Impression Publisher Resource Disc £12.95
Impression Style ResourcejDisc £12.95
Ovation Resource Disc ,C Ro& £10.52
Avery Label Templates tor pubiisher/styie and ovation £9.34
Artworks Resource Disc I^T/~~ ^v / £10.52

Draw Clip Art Collections
i /7a

Party, Wedding & Annivef
Parish Magazine Set 4discs
Primary Teachers Clip Ari^fe't^dis
Map Set UK-Europe-World 3dlsJ// LOW RRIQ? £18.00
Greeks &Romans withciearyiewguide! \A £11.75
Anglo-Saxons &Vikings4thciearvjewguide J £11.75

Applications
ClearVieW 2 hypertext/multi-mediaairttfomig system I \ £39.00
DRAW_Changer Draw special effects C^LTOW PRICE £19.00

Egyptians with ClearView guide I
19th Century Britain with ciearvjewguide
Earth &the Solar System with cieafview guide
The NormanS with ClearView guide• -?.discs
World War One with ClearVie'w gu'd? - 3discs
Rockets & Space Travel
Story of Flight
Military Aircraft include

Dra\ n in the UK

£16.45

£19.95

£16.45

NEW £11.75

NEW £11.75

NEW £11.75
£18.80

£23.50

£9.34

£9.34

£9.34

Send for the Free brochure of clip art and multi-media resources
All prices include VAT. Add £1 postage to all orders

TSTl Sales Hotline
Dep AU7, PO Box 97, Exeter, EX44YA Phone/Fax 01392 221702
for Australia - KidsRam 241 Hawkesbury Road, Winmalee, 2777 NSW Phone 047 544 344



Education editorial

Redressing the balance
Looking back over the last year's issues of Acorn User, there has

been an embarrassing lack of Pocket Book coverage in the edu
cation section, which is a shame because it's a very capable tool
which, as 1 hope to demonstrate, can be used through most Key
Stages to cover almost all of the National Curriculum Attainment
Targets for Information Technology.

This month we feature lots of Pocket Book news and reviews

and on the cover disc are a few files which may come in handy.
Special thanks goes to Mark Taylor, Acorn User's Portables Editor
and (ieoff Stilwell.

Why the fuss
The Acorn Pocket Book is effectively a re-badged Psion 3 (or ('.lassie
as it's now called). About 18 months after launch, Psion introduced

an enhanced version called the 3a which Acorn re-badged as the
Pocket Book II. The Acorn version is currently available in 256K or
1Mb versions with several in-built applications including a word
processor, database, spreadsheet and graphing program.

It's battery powered, making it truly portable, but has a socket
to plug in the optional external power supply. In addition to the
main memory, there are two 'drives' for solid state discs (known as
SSDs), and into these can be inserted either a ROM cartridge, a bat
tery backed RAM cartridge or a Flash RAM cartridge which requires
no battery backup, but is not quite so easy manage. There is just
one port available: a six-pin socket into which can be plugged all
manner of devices including a printer, modem, measurement sen
sors and probably most important of all, a lead enabling it to be
connected to a desktop computer.

This is known as the A-Link, (there's also a PC-Link and a Mac-

Link) and includes a program called PocketFS which enables
software to be moved between Pocket Book and RISC computers.
One might think that such a heavily used socket would soon be
damaged beyond repair by careless hands continuously plugging
and unplugging, but not so. This port has been very carefully
designed and is probably as robust as it's possible to be. I wouldn't
care to call it indestructible, but you'd have to try very hard to
damage it.

One computer per child? I don't believe a Pocket Book could
(or should) replace a desktop computer, but there are schools
around the country that own large quantities of Pocket Books. The
education price of a single 256K version is now £195+VAT, but
Acorn will supply bulk packs of 100 to schools and colleges for
£19,000. (That price includes 10 desktop links, 10 parallel links for
connecting to printers and 10 PSUs.) Or, if you're really serious
about every student in school having one, 1000 Pocket Book lis

will cost £182,500 which includes 100 sets of support peripherals.
How could a child use one? If every child in the school had a

Pocket Book, the school would only need to supply some printers
and a relatively small number of desktop computers. Children
could take their Pocket Books into lessons and, where appropriate,
work could be entered

directly into it or installed
programs could be used to
help investigations.

The Pocket Book could

then be taken home where

the work could be devel

oped. If necessary, work
could be transferred to a

desktop computer (if avail
able at home) and

developed there before
being ported back into the
Pocket Book where it could

be taken back to school.

A printer could then be
connected and the work

printed out. Alternatively, it
could be connected to one

of the school's desktop com
puters and the work ported
into that either for saving
or for further development. With all the applications on board,
and others which arc widely available, the Pocket Book II could
play a valuable part in almost every lesson.

Pocket Books can be used to meet most IT needs across the cur

riculum, but do not replace desktops: they work with the fixed
infrastructure, acting as a mobile data-capture device and personal
tool. This is a very powerful learning environment, with appropri
ate tools working together: the Pocket Books provide a huge
increase in access to IT for learners and teachers without stretching
the budget.

Contacting me

Preferences

Access defaults

Stations Filenanes

Cache defaults

Filetypes

Clients

ILinited toi

Size Rules

Miscellaneous

\7 Eject CD-ROMs on disnounting

(Eject CD-ROHs on quitting

[•" Export non-CDFS filing systens
at startup

Cancel Confirn and save

Select 'Export non-CDFS filing system at
startup. This will enable all non-CDFS

discs to be exported including hard
discs and a RAM disc

You can contact the Education page by writing to me, Geoff Preston at

Acorn User, IDG Media,Media House,Adiington Park, Macclesfield

SK10 4NP or by e-mailto: aueduc@idg.co.uk

Tip for the month

The user will be presented
with the usual list of CD ROMs

plus the Pocket Book icon
which, when clicked upon,
will give the contents of all
current Pocket Book 'discs'

AS 1didn't have room on the Network Page, I'll put TftM here. If you havea network and you serve CD-ROMs
across it using Cumana's CD Net2 you'll also be able to export documents from a Pocket Book II. You'll need to
enter the operator's password first to gain full access to CDNet2.

Install PocketFS on the computer running CD Net2. From the CD Net2 application menu, choosePreferences...,
select 'F.xport non-CDFS filing systems at startup' and then clickon Confirm and Save. Now reset the computer
and when all the software has loaded,go to CDNet2's disc listand activate PocketFS.

When a network client loads CDfiler, s/he will be presented with the usual list of CDs plusthe PocketFS icon.
Clickingon the icon will display a window showing the directory contents of the attached PocketBook.
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CARE QUALITY & SERVICE

QUALITY INK JET & BUBBLE JET REFILLS
<>ur refills useonly lopquality inks. You buy direct liomushence oursuperb quality al sensible prion

Black refills for HP Deskjet 500. 510, 550. 500C, 550C, 560C, 660C, 850C
CANON BC-01, BJ10E/EX/SX, BC-02, BJ200, UJ130. BJ300. BJ330

EPSON STYLUS 800, 1000. CITIZEN PRO/ET. OLIVETTI JPI50. 250. 350.
6 refill (3 on highcapacitycartridges)kit 120ml pureblack. £16.99

CANONBJC600, BJC4000/4100 20 refillspure black 120ml. £16.99
EPSON STYLUS 4 refills 120ml pure black. £16.99

TRICOLOUR REFILL KITS:
HP Deskjet range 10refills of Yellow. Magenta & Cyan 180ml £24.99

CANONBJC600,4000/410010 refillsof Yellow, Magenta& Cyan £24.99
EPSON STYLUS Colour/ll/lls I80ral of Yellow. Magenta & Cyan £24.99

"Prim Head Recovery Fluid" for unblocking nozzles £5.95
all kils come with full instructions. Other refills available.

Important: Pleaseslate typewhenordering

Colour Printer Ribbons & Reloads Special Re-Ink
To Reload;i ribbonis easy, justremove ihe lop. lake(Mil
ribbon andreloadit witha newone. Complete One

the oU
Five

reloads

£29.95

£29.95
£29.95

£29.95

£29.95
£19.99

£29.95

For Panasonic 1080/81.

1123/24. 2123/80. 2135.

Star LC200 9 Pin, Epson
LQ100/150. Oki 182 to
390 range. Black bottle
will re-ink 100 + ribbons

£9.95

Citizen Swift/ABC/240 etc,
Panasonic KXP2123/2124/2 U
Panasonic KXP2125
SlarLC2009 pin
Star I.C24-10/20/200

Siar LC24-3Q/LC240
Scikosha SL95

ribbon

£11.95

£9.99
£9.99
£9.64

£9.64

£8.99

£14.95

reload
£(..99

£6.99
£6.99

£5.99

£6.99
£-1.95

£6.99 I

4

Black Printer Ribbon Reloads T-Shirt printing ribbons

Citizen Swift/ABC/120D 5 black reloads.. £9.99

Star LC10/20/100 5 black reloads £4.99

Slar 1.C24 range 5 black reloads £9.99
Seikosha I900/2400/SL95 5 black reloads £9.99

Epson FX80 toLQ800 range 5 black reloadsfl1.99
Slar LC24-30/LC24O 5 black reloads £14.99

T-shirt priming is simple, just print onto
normal paper & iron on. One ribbon gives lots
Of prims. We can also supply ribbons in many
colours T-shirt and normal ink.

4 col Citizen Swil'l/ABC/240....£19.99
reload for above £9.99

4 colour Slar LC10 £10.99

4 colour Star LC200 9 Pin £12.99
reload for above £7.99

4 colour Slar LC200 24 Pin £19.99

reload for above £9.99
Black Citizen SwilVABC/l 201) .19.99
Black Star I.C10 £9.99

Black Slar LC200 9pin £9.99
Black Panasonic KXPI080/81.

1123/24 £9.99

Prices include VAT & postage. To order send cheques/PO payable i<>:

CARE PRODUCTS
Dipt ACU, 15 Holland Gardens, Watford, WD2 6.IN

or use Visa/Mastercard or Education order
Fax order line 0192.3 672102

Tel ORDER LINE 01923 894064

Liquid Silicon
• FREEPOST EH2725, Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR

Bar Coding Systems
• Wo supply a range ot high

quality bar code readers from
' various manufacturers, Integrated

Into the RISC OS 2 or 3 desktop.

• Software processing of the bar codes
-' allows Input Into any multitasking

'application. Uses include book checking in
libraries, product labelling and POS facilities.

• We also produce software to create numerous formats
.- of bar codes yourself, enabling all kinds of information

' to be stored and read back by a reader.

T Music Setups
Wo supply a range of keyboards,

synthesisers, sound expansion
modules, MIDI Interfaces and software

to provide you with a complete MIDIsetup,
tor example:

Roland PC-200 Mkll master keyboard
(49 full-size sprung keys) - £185.00

Fatar Studio 900 master keyboard
(88 full-size weighted keys) - £649.00

Akai GM, Piano or Vintage sound modules - £299.00
Roland M-DC1 Dance sound module - £499.00

Y InterLInk
An easy to use file transfer and

- 'talk' utility, linking any two
RISC OS 3 computers via serial and/or

' parallel cables.

I

' Serial: 2m - £29.95.5m - £31.95,10m - £35.95
Parallel: 2m - £31.95,5m - £35.95,10m - £42.95

Both: 2m - £43.90, 5m - £49.90.10m - £60.90

Longer serial cables are available to ordor.
'. Please call for prices.

Computer Systems
Those computer prices are not for credit cards
Rise PC600 4Mbt0Mb HD425, AKF60 - £1308.53
RlscPC700 4Mb+1MbHD425,AKF60- £1551.03 •!
RISC PC700 8Mb+2Mb HD850, AKF60 - £1929.33
Options when buying a Rise PC :
AKF60 (14') to AKF90 (17") - add £369.57
1Mb VRAM to 2Mb VRAM- add £100.00

PC Cards - from £116.33 to £468.00
Quad speed CD ROM drives - from £59.00

Tel/Fax: (01592) 592265
Memory Upgrades

Please call to chock prices. Others available
A3010 1-2Mb- £44.65

A3010 2-4Mb- £86.95

Rise PC/A7000 SIMMs:

4Mb- £66.50

8Mb-£124.95

16Mb -£248.50

32Mb -£527.50

1Mb VRAM-Irom £80.00

2Mb VRAM- £175.00

Music & Sound
This is a small example of our music section

DMI 50-£122.50
Single MIDIInterlace - £57.50

Music Studio 32- £90.95

PowerWAVE 30XQ - £265.50

PowerWAVE 50XG - £283.95

Rhapsody 3 - £86.95
Serenade- £87.95

Junior Sibelius- £55.95

Sibelius 6-£187.00
Sibelius 7 Student - £523.00

Sibelius 7 - £925.00

VTIPrinter port sampler - £54.95
Yamaha YST-M5speakors - £49.00

YamahaYST-M15speakers- £66.00
Yamaha YST-M20 DSP speakers- £75.00

Hardware & Software
Connect 32 SCSI II Rise PC card - £193.80

^^ Hard drives &kits- ECall
Iomega Zip drive - £198.50

ega Jaz drive - £588.00
Pocket Book A- Link - £49.90

Scart leads-£10.95

Alono in tho Dark - £30.00
Tho Cobalt Seed-£22,00

DarkWood - £22.00

^ Duno II-£31.00
Duno II CD - £45,00

Empire Soccer - £22.00
Game Onl 2 -£15.00

High Rise Racing - £22.50
Global Effect -£31.00

Personal Accounts 3 - £43.00

Prophet 2 -£160.00

We Will

attempt to
match or

beat any
advertised

price.

Rick Dangerous - £16.10

This is a very small selection of our range. Call or write for your free catalogue. 0% finance available.

All prices INCLUDE VAT & carriage
Official orders and callers welcome

j~|;^ , [JEJjS]

DTP Users!

Whatever your needs,
We've got the answer.

With our wide range ofDTP utilities
All our products support OLE editing, full colour and text
controls, graphic import and word-wrapped text editing, with
extentsive control over your presentation, and great ease of use!

• Links with TableMate 3
y\ / • Extensive controls

f*Tp*1f~l j"l^ifl",yi"i"P *Customisable key/legend
IvXJL dj-f1.JLLVACM.m areas with auto formatting

Presentation graphics without tears. . Background/shadow styles
... just far too many features to describe here - why not send an
SAEforfull information? Single user pack - £45.

See us at the Wakefield Show -19 May

The table editorfor RISC-OS
"I would recommend this package to anyone" Archive Feb. 96

Single User £34-50; Upgrade from Style/Publisher £19-50

74 Greville Road, WARWICK, CV34 5PJ. 01926 492459

• Flowcharts, spider
,. diagrams, org. charts,

annotated diagrams,
Diagranisof all sorts - in a flash! and more!

Connects symbols automatically using Artificial Intelligence

Single User - £50. TableMate 3 User - £45.

rchimedes 1 tiblic JLIomain JLIibrary

CW
M

x P. D., Shareware, and low cost p rr
fp& software forAcorn computers. uSl»MiEBnJMJ

New lower prices for APDL CDs
APDL Clip Art CD-1 only £19.95
APDL Clip Art CD-2 only £19.95

Each conlains around 500Mb, all in Acornformal
(Sprite, DrawfileandArtworks), idealfor schools.

Buy both Clip Art CDs for just £37.50

APDL PD CD-1 only £14.95
APDL PD CD-2 only £14.95

A huge colIeelion ofP.D. and Sharewareat a realistic price.
Buy both PD CDs for just £27.50

Hard discs
Low cost IDE and SCSI drives and interfaces for all models

A310/A400IDE
21f)Mb - £ 160, 340Mb - £ 180, 512Mb - £210, 850Mb - £230, IGb - £245

A301G7A3000IDE
80Mb - £ 135. 120Mb - £ 165, 330Mb - £235. 512Mb - £265. 810Mb - £359

A310/A400/A5000/Risc PC SCSI
Bare drives - 240Mb - £95, IGb - £239, Complete - 240Mb £199, 1Gb- £349

Prices include cables, brackets and fittings. Lois ofothers available.

Syquest EZ 135Mb removable, SCSI or IDE, internal or external
Discs only £17. Solveyour backup and securityproblems -from £169
Pll IC ^'sc P*-- RAM Upgrades and the famous APDL part-exchange scheme
r lu:* ifyou need abigger hard disc (eg. 210Mb to 512Mb lor only £125).

For a catalogue please send £1 orfour 1st class stamps to
APDL, 39 Knighton Park Road, Sydenham, London SE26 5RN

\<mm\ Phone: 0181 778 2659 Fax: 0181 488 0487
iHjjHp' Prices include VA Tand carriage - Nothing more to pay!



I've always had a fascination for com
puter programs that attempt to carry out

tasks that would normally require subjec
tive decisions to be made by humans.
Finding your way around the London
Underground is one case in point.
Planning a route is not always a straight
forward calculation.

Tube
Tube by SWSystems is a utility to help you
around the London Underground. The
program opens by showing the centre part
of the Underground map. It is a very accu
rate drawing which can be moved around
with the cursor keys. To calculate a route
the user must enter two stations. The first

three or four characters of the station are

normally all that is needed, by which time
the program will have found the required
one.

After the second station has been

entered, it calculates and then displays the
route with the estimated journey time. The
algorithm calculates the route with the
least number of changes which, as any reg
ular commuters will tell you, is not
necessarily the best option. There are a
couple of useful features such as entering
and storing your home station and a list of
sights in London with the name of the
nearest station.

The software is supplied on either SSD
or, for £5 less, a PC disc which will need to
be copied into the Pocket Book via the A
Link, in which case it will occupy 128K of
memory. It will run quite happily on a 256
Pocket Book II or Psion Series 3a.

Autoroute Express
A similar program is Autoroute Express by
Microsoft which will calculate a route

between any two points in the UK, and
even allows the user to specify places to go
via, including how long they wish to stop
there. Autoroute attempts to take into
account factors such as traffic density at
certain times of the day, and quickest - as
opposed to shortest - routes and therefore
make a reasonable estimation of the likely

The detail is excellent, and there are several
interesting features likenaming the place or
road at the cursor

Pocket Books in Education

Show me the way |
to go home

Geoff Preston looks at the possible educational
benefits of a couple of programs which were
not written with education in mind

V/ f'fiSf!
f MAIDA UAIE

WARWICK AUEMUE1
ROYAl OAK

HTBOURHERARK
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DAI 5TON •
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SW System's Tube opens with thisreally impressive map which can bescrolled with the cursor keys

time the journey would take.
The program and associated data is held

on a 1Mb SSD which is almost completely
full and requires at least a 512Kb Pocket
Book II to run properly. It can, however,
be used to a (very) limited extent on a
completely empty 128Kb Pocket Book II
provided you don't attempt to plan too
long a journey. The Pocket Book II display
is quite small but the program uses scaling
and panning to very good effect so that
you can view just the right amount of
detail. Autoroute produces a map of the
route as well as a table, and it's possible to
show both on the screen side by side.

The data is taken from the Ordnance

Survey digital map data and includes a
surprisingly large amount of information -
over 77,000 miles which includes
motorways, A roads and even B roads.

Use in the classroom
Although not originally intended as edu
cation programs, there is certainly some
scope to use Autoroute in the classroom.
Understanding the importance of plan
ning journeys and learning to read maps
accurately are skills that the vast majority
of people will need sooner or later. Chil
dren will need to learn these skills early,
and anything that takes the drudgery out
of the task is surely welcome.

In the Geography National Curriculum
there are several areas of study, mainly in
Key Stage 3, which could be delivered with
the use of either program, although
Autoroute would seem the best choice. One

such topic is route planning. It is great fun

to work out a route 'by hand' and then see
what the computer can come up with and
why. Autoroute can be used to help
develop locational geography, in particu
lar points of the compass and distance:
what geographers like to call 'a sense of
place'. Used in conjunction with a printed
road maps, I envisage a great many differ
ent activities being set.

Tube seems less likely for classroom use
although some interesting exercises could
be set using one of the programs and a
London Underground map.

Conclusion
I have seen other programs of this type
usually running on a desktop computer
but the portability of the Pocket Book
makes these versions far more prac- /jTT
tical. nAJ

Product details
Product: Autoroute Express

Supplier: Psionpic
Address: Alexander House, 85 Frampton

Street, London NW8 8NQ

Tel: 0171-258 7248

Price: £69.95 inc VAT

Product: Tube

Supplier: SW Systems
Address: 71 Holbein Fields,Orange Park,

Swindon, Wiltshire SN5 6DP

Tel: (01793) 872146

Price: £34.95 inc VAT
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Joanne Hinkley looks at some of the Pocket
Book software on The Datafile's PDCD3

I Pocket Book software

68

PDCD3 contains over 22Mbytes of
Pocket Book software. Here are just a

few of the highlights.

PeriodC2
This is a database of the periodic table of
elements. Installation on a Pocket Book 2

is straightforward: the main application
(Periodic.opa) is first placed in the API'S
directory. Within APPS another directory
is created called Periodic and within that

is placed the datafile (Periodic.dbf), and
the picture of the periodic table
(Periodic.pic). In use, the arrow keys are
used to move the cursor to choose an ele

ment from the table. When the required
element is selected, press return to see the
data about it. This may then be scrolled
with the arrow keys.

GPIot, GPIotA and Graph2
Most Pocket Book software is for the

newer PBII and Psion3a computers, but
there are still some good programs around
for the older PBI and S3. PBIs were not

equipped with graph generating programs
and so for many, these will be very wel-

'£j | MKUCIIHY (Liquid)
EKS • "—' ••-' •±\.±}p±)QZ)

Ideal for science lessons - a complete
database of the elements

come. All install in the usual way and
offer a variety of facilities to generate
graphs.

Boing
This takes me back to a program that was
supplied with the original Sinclair Spec
trum. It's a Shareware program based on
Breakout and the idea is to guide the ball
with the bat to knock all the bricks out of

the wall. This one has some interesting
additions including a brick which removes
the side walls and another that reverses

the control of the bat. Other interesting
diversions include Patience and Connects,
both of which are well worth installing.

Tube20
This program will attempt to calculate the
best route between two stations on the Lon-

Just for fun, but what great fun it is

don Underground. The author makes no
claims that Tubc20will provide the quickest
or shortest route, although it will get you to
your destination. It will, however, produce a
route based on the least number of changes
and results are usually quite good.

On the cover disc are two useful utilities

from PDCD3 - a battery checker and .
a datafile sorter. /ITT

Product details
Product: PDCD3

Supplier:The Datafile

Address: 71 AnsonRoad,Locking, Weston-
Super-Mare BS247DQ

Tel: (01934) 823005

Price: £25

u
I (Staled. (ISOw. o. an., other
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!:.„!,.. l:,,-jl,Ji:-( t.'i.'j',.!.. 1H-l.f, Mappcr3a v3.9

Several overlay files are available, including
this one whichgivesthe locationof every
BBC Radio transmitter

The largest program

of all time?
Well if it's not, it must come veryclose. Steve Litchfield's Map-

per3a is described as a geographical information system. The
'backbone' of Mapper3a is a coastline map of the United Kingdom
with which the user can zoom in and out to show various amounts

of inland detail. The map is fairly accurate, but a compromise had
to be made between detail displayed and memory used, not to
mention re-draw time.

Only when the scale is up to about x8 does it become evident
that the coastline is drawn with a series of rather long straight
lines. Although not intended as a route-finder, it does contain
many roads and railways and can carry out basic 'on-the-road' dis
tance, route logging, moving map display and several other

associated tasks.

Overlay files can
be placed onto the
map containing
details about... what

ever. Lach overlay
consists of an icon

and a datafile con

taining information
about locations tog
ether with sundry

Product details
Product: Mapper 3a v3.9

Supplier:3-Lib

Address: 22 Grays Crescent, Woodley,
Berkshire RG5 3EN

Tel: (01734) 265081

Price: Shareware program costing £14 to
register
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information about each record.

The number of overlays currently available is staggering, they
include commercial radio stations, Happy Eater restaurants, air
fields, theme parks, Forte Hotels, museums, castles, railway
stations, the list goes on and on, but don't think about installing
everything unless you have huge amounts of free memory in your
Pocket Book plus a couple of very large SSDs.

The thing that is so special about \fapper3a is that it has cap
tured the imagination of scores of individuals who have created
overlays and sent them in to Steve for inclusion with the program.
Geography departments who have Pocket Books will find this
program very useful indeed.

Mapper3a (V4.0) plus a small selection of overlays is on this
month's cover disc. A

Geoff Preston Jl\j

All

motorways
and most

A and B

Roads are

included

Mapper-3a v3.9

Register.
Unregist,

(1 In:

•red

Zoom: x8 (Level 4)

Detail (+/-): Lou

Place names (♦): Grey

Fr:IIEI1EL HEMPSTEAD

To:tinCCLESFIELD



Product details
Product: Explorer

Supplier: ExpLAN
Address: St Catherine's House,20 Plymouth

Road, Tavistock, Devon PL19 8AY

Tel: (01822) 613868

Pros: Simpleto Use• FreeSite Licence
• Prevents soggy pieces of paper!

Cons: None

Explorer
Whenever I went on a school trip I was
always given loads of worksheets to fill in
during the day. This created all sorts of
problems - managing to write legibly
while on the move, keeping the papers
together and, most of all, when it rained
all your hard work got wet. Now there is
an answer to all these and other problems
with ExpLAN's Explorer - an electronic
worksheet that runs on either the Pocket

Book I or II.

Explorer consists of two parts: the ques-

Explorer's Question Maker

tion maker (which runs in the Rise OS
desktop), and the Pocket Book front-end.
An A-Link is required in order to use the
program because the Pocket Book applica
tion is supplied on a floppy disc and needs
downloading, as do the question files.

Installation of Explorer is easy and
involves modifying PocketFS and down
loading the Pocket Book front-end. Both
these tasks are carried out semi-automati-

cally by a couple of utilities provided on
the disc. The modification to PocketFS is to

enable you to download questions and
upload answers.

Once everything is in place the next

Pocket Books in Education
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stage is to create a question file. This is
done using a simple-to-use RISC OS appli
cation. The application consists of a single
window in which you enter the title of the
file, the questions and the order in which
they are to be asked. The program allows
you to group questions together so that
even if you have selected random order, it
will keep the relevant questions together.
The program is simple to use but does the
job more than adequately.

Question files can also be created in Edit
which, in some cases, would probably be
more convenient. The created question
file/files then need to be downloaded onto

the Pocket Book using PocketFS.
Once you have downloaded your ques

tion file onto the Pocket Book you can
load the Pocket Book front-end and begin
answering the questions.

Upon loading a question file you are
asked to enter your name and then you are
taken to the first question. From here you
can either answer the question, or move on
leaving it unanswered. Once you have
started answering a set of questions the
program will not let you quit until all of
them have been answered - I would have

liked an option to enable you to override
this. Once all the questions have been
answered they can then be uploaded onto
any Acorn machine, as a text file, for
analysis.

Explorer has uses in almost every area of
the curriculum and would be a good pur
chase for any school, especially those with
class Pack(s) of Pocket Books. The program
works on both models of the Pocket Book

meaning schools don't have to have the
latest machine to make use of it.

The Three Little Pigs
'I'll huff and I'll puff and I'll blow your
house down...'

A classic line from a classic fairy tale
which has now moved into the world of

multimedia. The Three Little Pigs has been
available on CD for quite some time and
now, thanks to a new company called
Pocket Media, is available for the Pocket

Book II. It is supplied on a 1Mb SSD and is
designed for pre-school children.

The program consists of two parts - the
story and the games section. Selecting the
story section allows you to either read or
listen to the story depending upon

The Three Little Pigs
Mk .
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whether or not the sound option is on,
while the games section allows you to play
two simple games.

If you choose the story you are taken
straight to the first page. The screen is
divided into two parts - on the left-hand
screen is the story and the pictures whilst
on the right there are four icons enabling
you to move about and exit from the story.

A lot of time must have gone into
designing the pictures because despite the
Pocket Book's small screen, the pictures are
brilliant, clear and full of detail. Unfortu
nately, I can't say the same about the
voice. Although perfectly clear, I feel it
doesn't express much feeling. Having said
all this, the story is entertaining, the
graphics superb and if you turn the sound
off an imaginative parent/teacher could
make the voice up as they read through
the story with a child.

The two games supplied consist of a ver
sion of Snap, which involves matching up
a sentence with a picture, and a number
recognition game which revolves around
putting the correct number of candles on a
cake. Both these games are simple but for
pre-school children can help enforce the
important issues Of number and word
recognition.

The Three Little Pigs is a landmark pro
gram for the Pocket Book, bringing
multimedia to your palm. It is not without
its faults - the sound isn't very good and I
feel the text would have been better if it

had been larger - but overall it is a good
program. If you have a pre-school
child this could be just the program /itt
toget them interested incomputers. •^I-U

Product details
Product: The Three Little Pigs

Supplier: Pocket Media
Address: PO Box 351, Bedford MK41 7ZZ

Tel: (01234) 349261

Cost: £39

Pros: Innovative • Entertaining • Excellent

graphics

Cons: Poor sound • Text too small
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1 Pocket
The Pocket Book can now be used for the

measurement component of the Information
Technology National Curriculum

measurement

70

At the heart of PockctLab is the Live

Interface designed by DCP Microde-
velopments and is effectively a version of
their successful LogTT interface. It is pow
ered by either a mains adaptor or a
battery, which maintains the portability
aspect of the Pocket Book. Up to three sen
sors may be connected to the interface -
the pre-release kit I had contained one
light sensor and two temperature sensors,
but several others are available including
voltage and pH. The Live Interface is con
nected to the Pocket Book using one half
of the Acorn 'A' Link.

The logging software is installed from
the supplied SSD in the usual way and will
run on a Pocket Book I or II. When run, a
title screen is displayed and the user
selects the logging activity from the menu.
The software first calculates which sensor

or sensors are connected and begins plot
ting a realtime line graph. The graph will
have one line for each sensor, and each
line is labelled with the appropriate sensor
port number. The current readings are also
shown on the right of the screen as a
numerical value.

Although PocketLab is compatible with
both versions of the Pocket Book, the dis
play is very much Pocket Book I standard.
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However, the data can be saved in a vari

ety of formats, including CSV, which
could then be ported into a desktop com
puter. Once there, the values could be used
in a dedicated graphing program or
spreadsheet. The data can also be saved in
'native' spreadsheet format i.e., the spread
sheet application provided with the
Pocket Book.

The format of the manual is a departure
from Acorn's usual A5 booklet, being A4
and aimed squarely at teachers. Although
only 40 pages, it contains all the informa
tion required to set up and monitor
experiments, and even contains suggested
teaching material.

The experiments outlined in the hand
book are really aimed at KS 1-3, although
teachers of both Information Technology
and Science across all Key Stages will find
PocketLab a worthwhile investment. For

primary school teachers in particular, this
is a simple, easy to use but extremely
effective solution to data logging.

The full PocketLab lxl kit costs

L429+VAT and includes a 256K

Pocket Book II, Live interface, 'A'
Link, three sensors, logging soft
ware on SSD in a neat plastic case
with a foam insert. The PocketLab

5x5 contains five times the lxl version

and costs E1999+VAT. For those who

already have a Pocket Book, there are two
upgrade kits which include the Live inter
face, three sensors and manual at
£199+VAT or £949+VAT for a 5
pack. i

Geoff Preston ITU

Product details
Product: PocketLab

Supplier: Xemplar

Address: The Quorum, Barnwell Road,

Cambridge CB5 8RE
Tel: (01223) 724724

Pros: Easy to set up and use • Data

compatiblewith several desktop
applications

Cons: Pocket Book II users will be

disappointed with the display
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Buy by the discfullor the completecollectionof 64 games on HDE13- DD £17

P. D. UTILS
Buyby thediscfullor the completecollectionof 54 utilson HD£17- DD £20

These two collections offer good value for money, the Utils contains, Translator,
Creator, Blackhole, Copier, latest version of Zap etc.

MANY NEW CLIPART AND TEXT FILES

m new range olglamour (0/Motoi to grace the
discerning ^entcemani top drawer.

Wuperi pficla e/ieme c[ifie wor/t/i heit tjfameur mctleh in expemire Iccaticm.

Qftitin JPEG (ermai at ISO <M2t) M'sc, 5M'ics 6:00
Ufflany o/fier new gf/amcnr disci availame, send2 x25p

stamps lor lull list anddisc of samples.
This rangereplacesouroriginalstock, as these photos are of a MUCH higherquality.

For full product catalogue please send 4 X 25p stamps

Softcentre
LGCGU

:§WS*I

ATE OSSETT WESTYORKSHI

CHEQUES, P.O..VISA, SWITCH ETC. UNDER C10PLEASEADD £1 TO COVER BANK CHARGES.
P & P JUST £1.50 FOR ANY ORDER (NOT50. DLANK DISCS)

61C ELECTRONIC SERVICES
(formerly Automatic Services)

PO Box 5754, Basildon, Essex SS16 6SU
Tel: 01268 540040 Fax: 01268 548008

StrongARMs - only £99
When you buya Rise PC from GLC we'll giveyou a voucher
so you can buythe latest ART processor for just £99
(£116.35 inc VAT) making a fast machine even faster.

Other reasons to buy from GLC:

• We run special finance schemes for schools and civilians

• There's a first-come-first-served offer on memory SIMMS
for the Rise PC

• Plus we want to make you an offer you can't refuse when
it comes to multimedia upgrades for Rise PCs and
A7000s

To find out more ring 01268 540040 or e-mail us on:
mikec@glces.demon.co.uk

BARGAIN BASE(VIEM
A never to be repeated offer of Acorn

L software all at HALF PRICE. ,
• Ring 01268 540040 or miss the boat 4 Willoughby House, 89 Woodville Road, BOSTON, PE21 8BB

Tel/Fax 01205 354203
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Free Ads
• For sale: Wolfcnstein 3D, £20 ono. Burn
Out, £17.50 ono. Saloon Cars Deluxe, £12.50
ono. Zool, £6, Lemmings, £5, Chuckrock,£5.
A3010Joystick interface, £12.50 ono. Simon
the Sorceror (CD-ROM), £25, Acorn replay
£7.50ono. Artworks clip art 1, £12.50 ono,
Acorn User cover CD-ROM, £4, Acorn
Archimedes World cover CD-ROM, £2 or both
coverCD-ROMS free with any purchase over
£15. Pipedream 3, £25ono. Startwrite, £25
ono. Tel: (0143871) 8507 anytime.
• Rise PC software, Eureka v3, £85. Touch
Tvpe £25, Pipedream4, £15, 300 fonts £12,
N.aths Number £10, English £10.Tel:Reading
(01734)426843.
• A5000 4Mb RAM, 120Mb IID, Eizo 90305
Multiscan monitor, VIDC enhancer sound
upgrade, Publisher, PC emulator vl.6, games,
software. Excellent condition. £800 Tel:
(01734)419372.
• Wanted: Protcxt for Archimedes, also any
Spanish tutorial software and Primary
Education software for Electron. Ring: (01222)
566413.

• A3000, 2Mb, Acorn colour monitor, 100Mb
HI), LearningCurve software and manuals.
£350.Tel: (01865) 372888(Oxon).
• A3010 used for mavbe 100 hours, with all
cables, manuals, loads of games plus Epson
Srinter, 14in colour TV, £275 ono. Tel: Martin

181-7776228 (eves).
• AcornA440, 4Mb RAM, Philips CM8833-T1,
40Mb HI), PaintJet colourprinter, Impression,
Equasor, Elite,Saloon Cars. Good condition +
Acorn bundled software. £550 ono. Tel: 0181-
291 1116after 7pm.
• Games to swap: Cannon Eodder for
Wolfenstein, Lemmings 2 for Speedball 2, E-
Type for Zool, Chocks Comp forJames Pond 2
Robocod. Tel: Philip (01886) 832417 after7pm.
• A3000 2Mb LearningCurve, Colour moni
tor, original discs, manuals, plinth, 2
Quickshot joysticks, various games, over 100
Acorn magazines with discs, lots of PD discs.
Original packing. £400.Tel:(01984) 641377.
• Archimedes 3000/310/410 miscellaneous
used software and books for sale at sensible
prices, incl. pStp to UK. Private ownerneeds
the space. Phone (01707) 324804 (South
Herts) for detailed list.

• Rise PC 600, 8Mb RAM, 1Mb VRAM, quad
speed CD-ROM, PC card, Publisher and
Artworks installed, all manuals available,
£1350 ono. Tel: Chris on (01485) 520672 (nr.
Kings Lynn).
• Laser printer Canon LBP4, paper feeder,
LaserDirect card and software, £400. Tel:
0115-923 1134.

• Wanted: A4 portable for impoverished
musicians. Must be in good order. Phone
0151-727 1454.

• A3000 with Acorn colour monitor (perfect),
£150 forquicksale. Boxed and unopened EPS
lasercartridge, £28. Tel: (01432) 274177 or
cmailjdavis@globalnet.co.uk

• MIDI podulcs for A3000, £25 each. Pocket
Book 2 with kit, £200. B&W vision digitiser
HCCS, £30. My World materials. Excess school
stock. Tel: (01227)369362(eves).
• Masterl28 Computer, 6502 Second
Processor, ColourMonitor, 40Meg Hard Disc,
Twin 5.25in D/S 40/80T Technomatic Disc
Drive,Twin 3.5in D/SSOT Ctnnana DiscDrive,
Citizen I.SP-10 Printer, Marconi Trackerball,
PaceModem, Morley EPROM Programmer +
Eraser, ROM Cartridges+ ROM fcDiscSoftware
+Manuals. £200 the lotor will split. Ring John
on 0113-282 5343anytime.
• Wanted: Watford' BW Digitiser (Old) and
any working Teletext card for Archimedes
A310. Reasonably high price accepted, or
trade,..Email: lcecube@itai.treknet.fs or tel:
Iceland +354 467 1968.

• 2067, Pacman, Zool, Spell, Music Theory, Type
Tutor, 1stWord+, Acorn DIP, each£5, Maths
Sieve, Graph IT, Banner, Cross Stitch, EasiWord,
Almanac,each £10. Tel:0161-941 1683.
• For sale: BBCB Micro, master colour moni
tor works in wooden box, hence £20. Buyer
collects. Tel: Matthew on 0181-523 8058.

• RISC PC 700, 9Mb RAM, 42SMb HD, CD-
ROM, lSln monitor, all under warranty.
Offers. Tel: 0131-447 8624.

• A5000, RISC OS 3.1, 4Mb RAM, 2 x 120Mb
HI), AKIT8 monitor, Panasonic KXPU80 dot
matrix printer, all manuals, lots of software,
excellent condition. £650. Tel: (01727)
869838. Email: amc4@doc.ic.ac.uk

• A5000, 2Mb RAM, 41Mb HD with Acorn
AKE18 colour monitor, allmanuals andplenty of
software and games, everything boxedas new.
£695, Call Paresh 0181-675 8648 (evenings).
• Seikosha SL-95 24 pin colour dot matrix
printer includesribbonand manuals,as new.
£90.Tel: (01227) 764969.
• A5000, 4Mb RAM, 80Mb IID, RISC OS 3.1,
Multisync monitor, 3.5 &5.25floppy drives,
PC Emulator, loads of software, excellent con
dition, boxedand manuals.£575.Tel:(01892)
853515 (Kent).
• Wanted: 'A beginners guide to WIMP pro
gramming' or'Basic WIMP programming onthe
Acorn' withdisc. Tel: (01483) 768515 (Woking).
• Wanted: 1-2 or 1-4 RAM upgrade A3010.
Very cheap pleasefor disabledpensioner,can
not afford new. Has software that he can't
use, computer main source of pleasure. Tel:
(01204)571836(Bolton).
• A3000, ARM3, RISC OS 3.1, 2Mb HAM,
120Mb HI), colour monitor, Citizen 1241)
printer, loads of software, magazines, books
etc. Allfor £400. Tel: (01922)642050.
• Acorn A3000, 2Mb RAM, Video Enhancer
allows high resolution graphics, 14in NEC
Multiscan monitor, manuals, £350. Tel: 0181-
967 3048 (Middx).
• Forsale: BBC Micro, Master keyboard, no
discdrive, not working, power turnson,buyer
collects. Tel: Matthew on 0181-523 8058.

• A410/1, monitor, hard disc, RISC OS 3.0,
joysticks, I'D, software, £350. Also games:
Speedball, Stunt Racer, Starfighter, Heimdall,
Lotus II, Premier Manager ana many morefor
sale. Tel: 0121-779 4964.

• A4 portable, 4Mb RAM, 120Mb HD, spare
battery, trackerball, shoulder bag, Atomwide
RemoteES (parallel),£750.Tel: (01696) 622415.
• A420/1, 4meg RAM, 40Mb HD, Taxan 775
14inMultisync monitor. Panasonic KX-P 1124
printer. Learning Curve software. £500 ono.
Tel: (01227) 232460 evenings.
• A420/1, 30MHz ARM3, 4Mb RAM, 105Mb
HD, OS 3.1, SCSI I/F,Techno-I videodigitiser,
ColourCard, Eizo 9060S monitor, Epson FX80
printer, software, manuals. £500 ono. Tel:
0161-483 7843 (eves).
• A3000, 2Mb RAM, RO 3.1 30Mb HD, CUB
3000 monitor, joystick interface stand, 1st
Word plus Amstrad printer. £220 ono. Tel:
(01702) 714298 evenings,
• A4000, 4Mb RAM, 80Mb HD, AKF40 moni
tor, Impression Junior, Schema, Desktop OB,
Spex, EasiWriter. Games unclude Birds of
War, Cannon Fodder, Elite, Lotus II,
Lemmings + lots of clipart, + sound sampler.
£700 ono. Tel: (01392) 466430.
• A3000, RISC OS 3.1, 2Mb, 210Mb HD,
colour monitor and printer. Games, word
processor, spreadsheet, other software. Power
pads.£600ono. tel:0181-857 9716after 5pm.
• A50004Mb, 40I1DD, Learning Curve com
plete, original packing 8c documentation plus
Canon BJlOe 360dpi Bubblejet printer, £600
ono. Tel: 0161-973 6520.

• A3000 computerparts.4MbHAM, £85, RISC
OS 3, £25, manuals, £65. 30Mb HD, £30, Serial
Port, £10. Philips colour monitor, £120,also
other parts, Tel: (01908) 616935 (evenings &
weekends). Whole lot, £350.

• Wanted: Master Turbo with Interword and
manual/guide. Must be working order and
not ex-school/instructional example. Tel:
Kent 0181-777 8939anytime.
• A3000, RISC OS 2 2Mb, Acorn monitor,
original software, manuals, games, £250,
Rhapsody II, £20. Flashback, Mig29, Cannon
Fodder, Populous, Black Angel, £10each.Tel:
Windermere (015394) 45838.
• A4000 2meg, 80Mb HDD, CGA monitor.
Software wortn £700 including Impression
2.19, 1st Wordt 2, PCEm 1.8, Genesis,
Pipedream 3, Lincadrisc. Excellent condition.
£595. Tel: (01752) 560122.
• Cumana 3001a CD-ROM drive for the Rise
PC, £70.ComputerConceptsTurbo Driverv3,
£20.Tel: Leicester(0116)2663721.
• A3000, 2Mb RAM, colour monitor, 40 discs
of WP, educational and games software.
Original boxes and manuals. £150. Tel:
(01491)874371 (Goring,Oxon).
• Exchangecommunications receiver YAF.SU
FRG7700 sideband AM-IM upto30MHz foryour
Acom A3010 2Mb RAM. Tel: (01745) 854121 anytime.

Acorn User Free Ads Service
Why not takeadvantage of ourfree reader ad service? Fill inyour details on this coupon (25 words maximum,
oneword perbox below) andsendit to Free Ads, Acorn User, IDG Media Ltd, Media House, Adiington Park,
Macclesfield SK10 4NP. Only onead perreader, please. Although wetryto publish every ad we receive, we
can make noguarantees; publication isentirely dependent onspace andtime constraints. We may also publish
free adson the cover disc ifmagazine space isshort. Please fill inyour name andtelephone number below:
thesewill not be published, but they enableus to contactyou incaseof anyqueries.

•
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• A420/1 4Mb RAM, 20Mb HD, IDE Interface,
ARM 3, OS 3, 5.25in extra disc drive, monitor,
manualsand software. £250.Tel:(01922) 409454.
• Acorn A40(M),4Mb RAM, 80Mb HD, AKF 50
Hi-res monitor. Advance database, spread
sheet and WP software. Good condition. £595
ono. Tel: 0191-281 7874 (Newcastle).
• Rise PC600,12Mb+ 1MbVRAM, 4x CD-ROM,
486 PC card, Mozart sound card, twin Pro Pads.
Software includesStudio24 Pro, Pipedream 4,
Starfighter 3000, Sim City 2000, Cobolt Seed. Al
condition. £1600. Tel: (01228)511668.
• Forsale:A5000, lots of software, light home
use only. £650 ono. Tel: (01525)220058.
• Wanted by school with no funds! School
needs l.ogotr'on Logo and Pendown chips for
BBC Masters. Call (01844) 274078 (teachers
phone/ansaphone) for further details.
• Wanted forA3000 with RISC OS 2, userguide
and three supplieddiscs, also informationfor
upgrading to RISC OS 3.Tel: (01705) 832873.
• A5000 2Mb RAM, 40Mb HD,AKF18 monitor,
Citizen Swift 24e printer. Loads ofsoftware and
games with manuals. £595 ono. Tel: (01225) 705479.
• Acorn A5000, 4Mb RAM, 170Mb HD, AKF50
monitor, software. Little used. Bargain £700
ono. Absolutelymint. Tel: (01582)867263.
• FOR SALE: 420Mb IDE Hard disc for Rise
PC, 6 month old £70,6 Speed ATAPI internal
CD-ROM Drive £100, Pro-Artisan 24 £75,
C/C++ £150. Call Paul 0171-202 3309.
• DX4 100 PC card, £200. Revelation Image
Pro £20. Flashback, £10 Tel: (01247) 888698.
• A3000, 2Mb RAM, RiseOS 3.11,139Mb SCSI
HD, OAK 16 bit SCSI card, serial chips,
Monitor stand, + discs, VGC, £325. Tel:
(01734) 875123 ext 7674 (Reading), during
workingday,ask for Ian Kelly.
• FOR SALE: Acorn C/C++ Mint condition
£170. Pro-Artisan 2 CD £50 Acorn 16bit Sound
Upgrade for Rise PC £40. Call Paul on0171-
2023309or emailpaul_jagger@uk.ibm.com
• Wanted OmarSharifs Bridge. Tel: (01223) 572561.
• Alcph 1 PC card for Archimedes A5000.
486/25MHZ with 4Mb RAM. As new, with
original packaging and software. £200 ono.
Tel:Basingstoke (01256) 704868 after 6pm.
• Acorn Rise PC 600, AKF monitor, 16Mb
memory, 2Mb VRAM, 420HD 2 slice, SCSI 2
I/F CD-ROM, Artworks, Publisher Plus,
Photodesk, ProArtisan 24, ImageFS, £1300.
Tel: (01900) 814602.
• A420/1, PC Emulator, MS-DOS, 4Meg RAM,
llfjMeg HD, RISC OS 3,3.5inand5.25in drives,
scanner, 1st Word+, DTP, Arc DFS, Pipedream,
many games,£850.Tel:(01256) 762972.
• Software for Archimedes, Rise, Acorn.
Selection of educational, games, application
and upgrade kits, also mouse. Please phone
(01342) 826364.
• Archimedes A5000, 2Mb IID, AKF18 moni
tor, Learning Curve plus extra games and
applications, £600 ono. Tel:0181-3466881.
• A4000, 2Mb, 80Mb HI). Colour monitor,
HomeOffice pack. Excellent condition (hard
ly used).£550.Tel: (01242)583909(Glos).
• Free to a deserving cause: 135 issues of
Acorn User, (near unbroken run, Nov 83 - Dec
95), and 61 issues of The Micro User (Dec 83 -
Oct 89). Recipient to collect (from near
Chelmsford, Essex) or paycarriage. Contact
Derrick after7pm on (01245) 225671.
• 50 games for sale or swap. Includes: Star
Fighter,Sim City, Stunt Racer, Alone in the
Dark,Wolfenstei'n, Cannon Fodder. £5 - £15.
Tel: (01285) 713148.
• Wanted: Desperately in need of A310 or
A400. Will pay carriage. ContactJames on
(01274)877299.
• Games: James Pond, Quest for Gold,
Twinworld, HcroQuest, Enter the Realm, E-
Type. £5 each or all for £20, Will post. Phone
0181-540 4933.

• Rise PC 16Mb, 2Mb VRAM, (no monitor),
210IID, Internal CD-ROM, Canon LBP-4 Laser
Direct printer, Scanlight 256, Eureka v3,
lmpressipj Publisher v4.08, ArtWorks on CD
vl.56, ClipArt discs, Prophet v2.13 and other
bitsk pieces. Worth £3500. Any offers wel
come. Buyercollects.Tel:0116-266 3721.
• A4000,1 yearold,HD, ED, RISC OS 3, Learning
Curve package, JamesPond, Manchester United,
Pendown, Pipemania, Tettra2, Dart Plus, My
World, Tiler, Sprite file, Pacmania, lots more.
£750 ono. Tel: (01582) 504637.
• A30I0, 2Mb, Learning Curve, complete
with discs, manuals, games, no screen, Acorn
Advance also some Acorn User mags. £220.
Tel: Heacham (01485) 570919.



Type Righter
The modem-heads among you will appreciate this cunning utility
from Matthew Bloch (the author of DrawTint and Swarm). It's a
filetype guesser, but rather than sit obstinately on the icon-bar, it
automatically monitors the contents of a given directory - nor
mally your default download directory. Any files which appear
here are dutifully examined by AutoType and if it can work out
what sort of file it is, it will give it the appropriate RISC OS file
stamp. If you are using Termite or any other comms program
which guesses at the filetype, it will override it.

If this isn't clever enough for you, it can also be triggered manu
ally for any file by the cunning use of the normal Filer menu -
having selected the file with Menu, follow the Tile' sub-menu and
then the 'Set type' sub-menu. Here, do not enter a file type but sim
ply click on the existing file type with Select and hold the button
down until you hear a beep. This will stoke up the autotype prog
and attempt to guess the file type.

To use the automatic checking you will probably need to edit
the first line of the '.Run file to point to wherever your downloads
folder is. You will probably also find it useful to automatically load
AutoType somewhere in your boot sequence.

Matthew would like to point out that this is a development from
another program of his called TinyType which did the same task,
but ran as a wimptask. Since TinyType, AutoType was developed
which included all the obvious file types you're likely to down
load. In addition, Mike Williams has added a few more (shown

with * in the above list)

How it works...
The program is written in two parts: a module and a BASIC pro
gram. The module does the job of watching the downloads folder
for new arrivals; any files which are closed inside the downloads
folder are noted. The first 1536 bytes are taken off and passed to
the BASIC program which looks at the contents and, based on
astute guesswork, filetypes the file appropriately. The source to the
module is included so you can see what it does, and it's a simple
job to add more filetypes to TypeProg, including a suitable
identification case to the list already present.

Beware - the program works in strange ways. Remember that it

Star info

Dave Lawrence and Dave

Acton reveal the hidden

gems of programming

Author: Matthew Bloch

will try to set the type of any file closed in the downloads folder.
Closing any file will cause TypeProg to be run, but it shouldn't set
the file's type unless it is Data or untyped. Because it uses
I'ilerJUm, you may get a surprise if you trigger TypeProg from out
side the desktop. Currently, it queues up to 26 files, so don't be
surprised if your hard drive goes haywire after you've done a lot of
work outside the desktop. Also, the use of l'iler_Run means that if
you are holding down shift when it is run, the program will be
listed. If this happens and your program isn't typed properly, just
type MUmTypeProg and it will work properly, clearing any queue
of files.

Any files in the queue which are deleted (Newsbase does this) are
cleared without being touched. TypeProg does its best not to
generate any errors.

Archives

Spark Music

ArcFS MIDI

PKZip Digital Symphony
LHA Desktop Tracker

STModule

Bitmap * STracker

JPEG

GIF (87/89) Sound

TIFF WAV

Windows BMP Audioworks

* ColoRIX DataVox

*PBM+

* Unix RLE Film

Clear MPEG

Replay
Vector drawing AVI

Draw * FLI/FLC

Artworks
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Star info

Next Patience please!
For the likes of us, comparing the RISC OS
desktop and Windoze is a bit of a foregone
conclusion. However, certain elements of
Windross are, in fact, more pleasant than
we're used to up in our velvet-lined ivory
tower, the patience game being a case in
point. We have had to put up with tiny,
boring cards for too long, but Paul Irwin
has come to the rescue with a version of

patience worthy of all our RISC-based
MIPS!

Patience requires a Rise PC and a large
(800 x 600 or bigger) 16 colour mode. The
game plays very much like the version of
Patience bundled with the machine - you
can drag cards with the mouse, click on
unturned cards to turn them over, or dou
ble-click a card to force it to the relevant

finished pile. A single level undo is also
provided. The only features missing are
proper animation, selectable card backs,
showing all three cards when turned over
and the various scoring options. The main

menu provides options to Deal, Resign and
Restart. Deal gives you a new hand; Resign
reveals all hidden cards and allows you to
step through the remaining cards one at a
time; Restart plays the current hand again
- a kind of super undo. You can do this
even if the game has been won and all the
cards are 'home', but you cannot restart a
resigned game.

In the Option sub-menu you can select
'Any Card' which is the reverse of the
'Only Kings' option in the Acorn version.
This allows you to place any card in an
empty stack instead of the usual Kings-
only restriction. Acorn's 'Reverse cards' has
been replaced with 'Draw one' which turns
the cards over one at a time instead of

three at a time. Finally, 'Auto move'
behaves in the same fashion as in Win

dows NT's FreeCell. It detects when a card

becomes surplus i.e. there are no cards left
which could be placed on it, and moves it
automatically to the finished piles. Talking

A change of scene
Mnfo regular Nicholas Marriott has sent
us a little ditty to liven up your back
drop, lhlrops is a simple program that
waits for the number of seconds speci
fied in the system variable BdropsSTime
and then changes the backdrop.
Nicholas has provided a sample set of
very simple backdrops to show the prin
ciple.

These have been registered into the

Sing the sig

resource filing system, so no disc
accesses are required while the program
is running. If you wish, you can change
the BDropsSPath variable to point to a
directory on your hard disc containing
the backdrops you wish to use. They
should be named from 00-nn and you
should set Bdrops$Totals to the number
of the last file. The RMLoad command

in the run file should also be removed.

Author: Paul Irwin

of FreeCell, we have Paul's implementation
of this game next month. What we'd really
like to see now would be an updated ver
sion of the most excellent Super Patience
by Jason Horsnell.

Author: Nicholas Marriott

If you wish to store your backdrops in
ResourceFS, you should use the modified
version of 'Register' included in the
application directory. The module must
be called 'Backdrops' and the filename
should be something meaningful like
'Textures'. Backdrops should be stored
in Resources:,?.Backdrops.ModuIeFile-
name. Look at the file structure of the

module supplied as an example.

Author: James Wilson

Well not quite actually. You see James Wilson actually sent us his
e-mail signature as a submission - 24 32-bit hex numbers. These,
we were assured, were not a virus but a real prog, so we knocked
up a quick basic prog to re-create the original 'Absolute' file and
ran it to reveal, well, whatever it is.

Since the rather untimely demise of the 1-line basic prog, we
welcome any further contributions to the sub-256 byte ARM code
'thing'. Many original BBC utilities had to fit into one page of
memory, so the 256 byte limit seems somewhat appropriate.

- "A -V. i^

RDF5::Rlprta,S,RU,1996.q.Jul.proqs.Hilson.Text (Text ua)
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E7C148B2 EB822BB7 E152BBB6 CB422BBG 1RFFFFF8 E3RB2BBB

BE2588B81 1RFFFFF5 E1RBFBBE BBBBBB95 BBBBBB9G FFFFFFFF



Tree of a kind

Well, in fact whatever kind of tree you
fancy. Stuart Whitehouse has updated Tim
Jones's tree plotter (AU January 1994) by
rewriting the most important bits of the
original Basic in ARM code. As a result,
'.Trees runs some 40 times as fast as its pre
decessor and also boasts new features
including a bumpy terrain and the ability
to plot several trees at once.

'When run the program just installs itself

•pj§?5!
':0?m \

1 ~*it&i&*^~
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on the icon bar. Click on its icon to open
the optionswindow.The top left part is for
memory and the top right will list any

problems that will prevent the current set
tings being used. The bottom half of the
window contains the actual settings which
are split into four groups - click on the
radio icons to change the group being
displayed.

'When a tree is drawn it will initially
appear covering the whole screen. Once
youpress Space the desktop reappears, with
the tree inside a window - this can now be
saved as a sprite.

'The interactive help gives some advice
about the settings, and the main ones are
described here. A tree is calculated by start
ing with the trunk which then splits into
several branches, each of which splits into
several smaller branches, and so on. Leaves

are added to the smallest branches and a

grassy flooris drawn around the baseof the
tree.'

Branches split into determines how
many new branches are created when a
largerbranch splits up - it will normally be
two or three (three is best). As this applies
at every stage of the tree, the cumulative
effect of changing this can be very great.

Number of branch splittings deter
mines how many layers of branches are
added before the program stops. If this is
one the tree will just be a trunk with a
group of branches coming from it. Again,
increasing this greatly increases the
complexity of the tree.

Resolution reduction reduces the

'branch sides' and 'branch sections' for
each layer of branches. Fora large tree the
outer branches are much smaller than the
trunk so don't need to be made up of as
many segments. Since most of the seg
ments in a diagram are in the branches
and most of the branches of a tree are in

the outer layer, using this system can
reduce the number of segments used in a
tree without making it look noticeably
different.

It is worth using at least one here. If
sides and sections start very large then two
might be worthwhile. The program range
checks sides and sections and will prevent
them going too low. Note - this does not
change the overall size or position of the
branches, just how many pieces they are
Chopped up into for plotting.

Leaf generations determines how
many of the generations of branches have
leaves on. Two is generally best; if one
(outermost branches only) then the foliage
may look rather sparse, and with three or
more it can be hard to see any branches at
all. The branches with leaves are always
the outermost generations.

Tree shape changes the orientation of
the branches of the tree - the numbers
have no particular meaning. Unless you
change this or one of the other settings,
clicking again on the Draw button will
produce exactly the same tree(s). With
multiple trees, the positions of the trees on
the terrain are random - each time the pic
ture is drawn the trees will be in different

places.
Leaf size and Number leaves control

the leaves that

appear on each
appropriate branch.
If you increase one
it is best to decrease

the other to keep
the overall amount

of foliage about
constant.

Tree separation
controls the mini

mum spreading of
the trees and of the

control points in
the terrain. The

units are arbitrary,
but the system
works in terrain

blocks (indepen
dent of the size

these are on screen).

Star info

Author: Stuart Whitehouse

Therefore, increasing the grass segment
size will also make the trees further apart
on the screen. If the program creates an
error 'Failed to find suitable positions for
tree-trunks and/or terrain.' then this set

ting was too high.
'If the tree you have selected needs more

memory than is available, a warning will
appear in the box at the top right of the
options window. The settings should be
changed until this goes away. If you are
short of memory, reduce the settings
Branch sections and sides and/or increase

Resolution Reduction - this will decrease

the memory needed for each branch. The
memory used on leaves and the grass is
normally fairly insignificant.

'The amount of memory allocated to
Trees can be increased or decreased by
dragging its bar in the Task manager's
memory display. To simply grab all the
spare memory in the machine, click on the
Claim button in the options window. Trees
will probably need at least 1Mb to do
anything worthwhile.

'If you want to know how the program
works, I suggest you look back at the origi
nal Basic version (on AU January 94 disc),
which is much clearer. The parts that have
been converted to machine code are those

dealing with individual rectangles, and the
parts that calculate the general structureof
the tree are relatively unchanged. AU
described the Basic version as being mathe
matically sound. This is no longer true.
Much of the armcode is approximate and,
for example, the plotter is (I think) incor
rect - I certainly wouldn't describe it as
sound. However, the result still looks about
the same.'

A selection of example trees and general
shrubbery is included on the disc - simply
drag onto the main window and click
Draw. You can, of course, save the current
settings as a data file from a menu over the
tree display window.
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Postcards from the edge...
Author: Mr R Geleit

... or maybe the middle or the back or the top - we
can't really tell. Apparently Mr R Geleit's program
4CUBES draws hypercubes and lets you fly around
them in four dimensional space. All I can say is that
last time / was in fourspace I'm sure it was much
more colourful and I'm sure there were wibbly-wob-
bly pink rabbits playing Twister. Use the mouse to

move the hypercube and Menu and Adjust to move
forwards and backwards. If you want to be really
immersed in the full 4D environment, you can even
change N% to produce more hypercubes. Mr Geleit
says: 'The pitch/roll analogy and display method may
prove useful to someone.' Well, if they do please let us
know!

A great divide
Fhe dividing in this case is done by none
other than Les Thurlby, he who brought us
a demonstration of'Russian' multiplication
not so long ago.

Apparently, Les was prompted to write
his first program after an outline of the
method was published in another
respected publication. A further article has
led to his latest offering - EasyDiv - a Basic-
example of a method of division which
only requires the ability to multiply by 2,
add and subtract.

The method goes as follows:
1. Multiply the divisor by two, enough
times to reach or not quite reach the value
of the dividend.

2. Attempt to subtract each of the values
obtained in step one from the dividend.
Note which can be subtracted to yield a
positive result and keep a running total of
their ratios to the divisor.

3. The sum of the ratios in step two is the
quotient. The remainder is whatever is left
over at the end of the subtractions in step
two.

Running Easydiv illustrates the process
much better than can be described on
paper. Of course, because the algorithm
relies only on multiplying by two, addi
tion and subtraction, it is potentially
very quick if implemented in ARM code.
We knocked up EusyDivARM to show

Author: Les Thurlby

how easily it can be done. The ARM ver
sion is essentially the same as the Basic
original. It only works for positive inte
gers - if you need it to cope with negative
divisors or dividends, simply convert
both to positive numbers at the start. If
the top bit of (dividend FOR divisor) is
set then you will need to make the result
negative.

As a test, each value from 1 to 1000 is
divided in turn by each value from 1 to
1000. The million divisions take just one
and a half seconds on a RiscPC 600, so
full marks to MrThurlby and the origina
tor of the method for a splendidly speedy
little algorithm.

Three of a kind (not)
Author: Jan Vibe

makes it exceedingly clever in our book,
and could probably even be altered to
draw white borders around green shapes if
required.

Fluffis another one-liner that plots the
sort of thing that accumulates in the filter
of your computer fan. (Go on, clean it out
now while I've reminded you, and com
pare it to the version on screen.)
Incidentally, the program has nothing at
all to do with the popular disc jockey and
all-round funster Alan Freeman who I
believe goes under a similar nickname,
although the patterns depicted may
resemble some part of his brain.

These are three remarkably diverse exam
ples of the output of arch Basicistjan Vibe.

ll._Stereo2 is, as you might gather from
the title, a one-line stereo picture generator.
Just enter your text and the little program

writes it large and then
transforms it into a random dot stereogram.

Border is probably very cunning indeed
and might prove very useful for someone
who is desperate to draw white borders

around random

arrangements of

blue shapes. The
program illustrates a
method of plotting
a white border

around a random

arrangement of blue
shapes. It does so
recursively which

All manner ofprograms, hints, tips, music and may
hemto the usual address please:

*INF0,Acorn User, IDG Media,
Media House, Adiington Park,
Macclesfield SK10 4NP

or, if your submissionis 100K or less, e-mailus
(including yourreal address please) at:

austarinfo@idg.co.uk

E-mail submitters might like to know thatwearehappy to accept your sub
mission asa MIME attachment and thatalthough weprefer to receive Zip
files, most major archive formats areacceptable.

You needn'tinclude a letterbutplease put your name, address and
program title on every disc and include a textfile containing your name,
address, disc contents and program details. Saved screens, drawfiles, back
ground information andthe like arealways useful andan SAE is
appreciated.
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Compatibility table

Program RISC OS 2 RISC OS 3.1 RISC OS 3.5+

Auto Type No Yes Yes

4 Cubes Yes Yes Yes

Patience No No Yes

Bdrops No Yes Yes

Trees No Yes Yes

1L-Stereo2 Yes Yes Yes

Border No Yes Yes

Fluff Yes Yes Yes

EasyDiv Yes Yes Yes

EasyDivARM Yes Yes Yes

Signature Yes Yes Yes



4Mation

Publishers of

quality educational
software since

1983.

Programs available for all
ages and abilities.

• For school and home use •

• PC and Acorn formats •

Send for our free catalogue.

4Mation Educational Resources

14 Castle Park Road

Barnstaple
Devon

EX32 8PA

^ (01271)25353

16Mb Rise PC Simm
(72 pin 70nS Non Parity)

Memory
zmBMSor £76.37 for OMO

inclusive of uat and Postage
2Mb free web space? call tor details

m Terms Cash with order
• No surcharge for credit card sales
• Call the hotline today

Tower Electronics Ltd Ol 651 891 653
http:\\www.enterprise.net\tower-risc

Refe&tt TdJtUtof
-£•*?;

...if not, contact us for details of our

automated record keeping & report
writing packages for teachers:

H.S.Software, Freepost, Swansea,
SA2 9ZZ Tel: (01792) 204519

FREE DEMO SOFTWARE on this magazine's cover CD, or
from: http://www.cybervillage.co.uk/acorn/hssoftware

^53* \WS1DF y&/&2

Q6PCX
SOFTWARE

^^^ggifegfcfeyy of3D creatvow svSfc»\*«K^
\0SM&fife/brall ages av\& <&3Sti&r$5*

Our NEW demo/catalojjue disc
for just £1 or buy any pack and
get our demo disc free.
no credit card facilities av

• Games 1 • Games 2 • Games 3 • NEW* Games
• Draw Clipart 1 • Draw Clipart 2 • Draw Clipart 3
• *NEW* Draw Clipart 4 • Educational 1 • Utils 1
• Utils 2 • Utils 3 • Sound Sample 1 • Sound Sample 2
Each pack has three fully archived discs. One pack for £3.75 •
Two packs for £7.20 • Three packs or more aI £3.50 for each pack.

We are distributors ofeducational software from Sherston, Semerc
and 10 out of 10. Weoffer at least WTc savinff on their recommended
prices. Official orders are welcome. For free catalogues and further
information write to the address below or call 0181 950 4973.

Five Star Marketing, 4 Shepherds Walk
Bushey, Herts. WD2 1LZ.

GFJWJtATION DESIGN
QUALITY BUDGET GAMES

Caves of Confusion £6.99

RoboCatcli £ 7.99
The Last CyberMoch. £ 9.99
SeaTrek £ 8.99

Rll Dames work on ann FH5C05 wILh one rreq or rro-e.

Special Offer: Bum anM three far £19.99
EWhitediff Gardens, Blandfard Farum Dorset DT11 7BU
01258-452507 Email genden@atgonet.co.uk

Obtain the StongARM card for £116 with a Rise PC ordered from us.
Order your StrongARM card nowfor C292 includes Rise OS upgrade.
Oilers on Computers and Peripherals
Rise PC 4Mb HD540 14" monitor (;CK4«f63) El 349

Wild quad SpooclAlaplCD ROMdiivo add £55
Rise PC700 5Mb HD540 14" monitor ;AC877;Mf5D) C1599

Withquad Spood AtapiCD ROMdrive add £45
Rise PC700 10Mb HD850 14" monitor !ACB75AKf«.i £1989

Williquad spood AtapiCD ROMdrive FREE
UpgradoIho-Ispood CDROMdrivoto Six spood lor £35
Upgradotho4 spood CDROMdriveto Eightspood lor £69

Computers for enthusiasts
Youmilneod to rogisloras an enthusiastby completingthe
relevant loan. Wo need to mail this to you as Itneeds to be
signed and returnedto us lorsubmission toAcom.
RiscPC600 5Mb HD540 no monitor (ACB64) £1084
RiscPC700 5Mb HD540 no monitor (ACB77) £1334
RiscPC700 10Mb HD850 no monitor (ACB75) £1724

Alternative Monitors
Acom AKF90 17" monitor add £382
llyamaMF8515 15"monitor add £40
liyamaMF8617E 17"monitoradd £339
hyamaMT9017E 17' monitoradd £415

^SELECTIVE
COMPUTER

SERVICES

CD ROM Drives suitable for Rise PC andA7000
Quad spood Alapldrtva £91
Six spoodAlopl drive £126
EightspoodAtapidrive £161
Panasonic PD CD ROM drive/650Mb optical disc inlomal £500
Panasonic PD CD ROMdrive/650Mb optical disc oxtom.il £572
Tho Panasonic drlvos require a SCSI interlace.

Memory
£586

£468

£351

£351

£233

PC Cards
PC card 5x86 ACA57

Ordered with Rise PC
Exchange Irom SXU33

PCcai(IDX4-100ACA56

Ordorod with Rise PC
Exchange Irom SXL/33 £233

PC card DX2-66 ACA53 £292
Ordered wilh Rise PC £175

Exchange Irom SXL/33 £175
PCcard486SXL/33ACA52 £233

Ordered with Rise PC £116

Pricingon Momorytor
Rise PC and A7000 at

10th May 1996.
4Mb SIMM
8Mb SIMM

16Mb SIMM

32Mb SIMM

1Mb VRAM

2Mb VRAM

t to 2Mb VRAM
upgrade

!'•>••.

ciiii)

All prices include VAT
Wo oporato Acorn's 20/20 Interest Irco purchaso schomo.

Toiophone/FcDc01332 690691 omall lo - selectivefcglobalnelco
BOld Gate Avenuo - Weston on Ticnl • Derby - DE72 2BZ
Pilcos are subject to change, wo rosorvo Iho light lo modily our prices c



Mike Cook's hardware series

Three-legged

heroes
Mike Cook

designs an
intelligent
Transistor

Tester

Ofall the inventionsof the twentieth century,
surely the most significant one must he the

transistor - although my wife holds out for the
dishwasher. The transistor is the basis of all mod
ern electronics today from radios to computers,
in fact in my schooldays a 'transistor' meant a
portable radio. Today, transistors are the three
legged beasts that are the basic building blockof
all integrated circuits.

I remember saving up three weeks pocket
money to buy one when I was 13 - it cost seven
shillings and sixpence and was called an OC71.
In those days they only came in one variety and
pinout, nowadays they come in two types and a
bewildering variety of shapes and pinouts. So
much so, that the same transistor can he sold
with many different pinouts.

Now anyone concerned at all with electronics
will have acquired a junk box containing several
different types of transistor and probably will
not have access to all the data sheets. In fact, one
popular way of purchasing transistors is to buya
bag of assorted unmarked ones. Now you canget
transistorcurve tracers - they are veryexpensive
and look like a large oscilloscope. However, the
snag is that in order to test a transistoryou need
to know its pinout, that is which pin is which.
Therefore, I decided to see if I could design a
transistor tester that would not only tell you if
the transistorwasworkingbut also its typealong
with its pinout.

As you might have guessed, writing an article
like this every month for the last 13 years means
I end up with a lot of circuitshangingabout. Not
many of my projects are permanently used, their
parts being recycled into new projects. Even
fewer achieve the final accolade - 'box status' -
so it is a measure of how pleased 1 was with the
design that this project was instantly built into a

box with its own interfacing circuit.
So let's see what we need to do to build an

intelligent transistor tester, first off, remember
that we think of electricityflowingfrom the pos
itive terminal to the negative one, whereas it is
actually a flow of electronsthe other way round.
Before the true nature of electricity was known
scientists made a guess as to the flow direction, a
50/50 chance that they got wrong. So now we
are lumbered with the twin concepts of conven
tional current or electron flow.

Transistors, nowadays, are mainly made using
silicon. Initially, germanium was used but this is
seldom found now. By adding certain impurities
in minute amounts you can create N type or P
type silicon, the difference being how the elec
tricity moves through it. If youconnecta voltage
up to a piece of silicon you will get electricity
flowing through it. With N type silicon, electric
ity conducts by electrons, negative particles,
travelling from the negative to the positive ter
minals, whereas in P type silicon positive
particles carry the current going from the posi
tive to the negative terminals.

Now, these positive particles are called holes
and don't really exist. Yes read that again, it's
right. A hole is the absence of an electron, a
vacancy where it can sit. Anyelectron filling the
vacancy will leave a hole behind it that can be
filled by a different electron. So while the elec
trons shuffle towards the negative terminal the
hole makes its way to the positive one. It's much
easier to think of the hole as a particle in its own
right, a bit like considering a bubble risingto the
surface rather than all the surrounding liquid
slipping down a bit.

Having got that concept I can describe a tran
sistor and how it works. Simply take these two
types of silicon and make a sandwich as shown
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FigureI: A basic transistor
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in Figure I. Looking at this it come as no surprise
to learn that we call this an NPN-type transistor.
It is possible to make transistors out of the other
typeof sandwich, the PNP, as we will see later. In
this figure I have shown an applied voltage
across the sandwich, and no current can flow
because the electrons can't get over the P layer in
the middle - it is all to do with electric fields
stopping them moving through the P type
region.

If we take a wire connected to the P type mid
dle region or base of the transistor and apply a
voltage to it you will cause a current to flow
from the emitter to the base. All the free elec
trons in the bottom part of the sandwich see all
the extra holes in the base and would like to
combine with them. Like some other aspects of
life, each hole manages to attract several, even
hundreds of electrons to it.

One electron combines with the hole but all
the others are ninning so fast that they end up
with enough energy to burst through into the P
layer, flow right across it and end up in the col
lector region. Therefore, a small current flowing
in the base collector region will cause a large cur
rent to flow from emitter to the collector. You
can see where the terms emitter and collector
come from now can't you. So why is the middle
one called the base? Well that's historic and
comes from how this sandwich is actually made.
They start with a base of P type material and
deposit two spots of N type material either side
of it. This type of topology is used because you
can only connect conducting wires to the top or
bottom of the silicon, not in the middle.

So in essence, a small current flowing causes a
larger one to flow and the difference between
these two currents is called the 'gain' of the tran
sistor.

Looking at Figure I, you might think there
isn't any difference between the collector and
the emitter and, indeed, in terms of solid state
physics there isn't. However, in order to max
imise the gain of a transistor the collector is
made larger than the emitter. Therefore, if you
wired up a transistor with the emitter and collec
tor reversed it would still work, but the gain
would be reduced. That's something they don't
tell you about in the theory book. In fact I was
once asked that question in a job interview - I
knew the answer and was offered the job!

Now, that gives us a clue as to how we can tell
the emitter from the collector. If we wire it up
one way round and measure the gain, then do
the same with them swapped over, the configu
ration with the highest gain is the correct
pinout. But that still leaves us with the problem
of which one is the base. If you connect the base
to positive and the emitter to negative then there
will be current flowing, and if it is the other way
round there won't be.

For a PNP transistor we have exactly the same
procedure but with reversed polarities. Figure II
shows the basic test setup we wish to achieve for
each type of transistor. Note the different way
the arrow points in the PNP symbol and the sup
plies are reversed polarity. What we need for an
intelligent transistor tester is to be able to con
nect any of its pins to the positive or negative

Mike Cook's hardware series

supplies through either the base
resistor or collector resistor. As

each combination is tried, the base

and emitter currents are measured
and the one that gives the sensible
answer is the correct configuration
for the device under test.

So we have two problems here.
Firstly, we have to connect the
transistor up in any configuration
and then we have to measure cur

rents. For the first part we need a
different type of component from
the normal digital fair - an ana
logue switch. This is a device that when turned
on will allow current to flow in either direction,

and when it is turned off there shouldn't be any
current flowing at all. There isn't time to go into
the workings of such a device but you can get
four in a single IC quite cheaply. Our computer
can control each switch to make sure we try all
the combinations.

Measuring current is quite simple. All we have
to do is pass the current through a resistor and
measure the voltage across that resistor, using an
A/D (analogue to digital converter). However,
measuring across a resistor that could be any way
round means using a differential input to the
A/D. These are not very common but there is a
mode on the PC bus device that will do just that.
Therefore, I decided to base the transistor tester
around my PC interface as described in the
December 95 issue of Acorn User. You can use
either the board 1 described then, along with
some additional

parts or build it
all up together - I
chose the latter.

However,

before we begin
we have to know

how many ana
logue switches we
need to use.

Remember - we

have to switch any transistor pin to positive,
negative, collector resistor or base resistor, and
then we have to connect the other end of the
base and collector resistors to either positive or
negative. The final configuration I came up with
is shown in Figure III. You will see that a quick
count reveals that you need 16 analogue switches
to do all this. With a project as complex as this it
is important to label the switches - at this stage
it is irrelevant what the labels are but it will help
up build up the final circuit.

Now my PC interface board has only eight dig
ital outputs so I was faced with a choice. I could
add an extra digital output chip or I could do a
little multiplexing. I decided on the latter
because it is a little cheaper and it makes it more
convenient to construct if you were going to use
it on my pre-assembled PC interface boards.
Figure IV shows the block diagram of the transis
tor tester.

Next month we shall see how this all fits

together when I will show you the circuit dia
gram of the tester and the desktop 1^
software needed to drive it. /lU

Figure III: Transistortester
switching arrangement

l2CBus
AID Trans etcr
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Digital
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Mukplexer
Analogue
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Multiplexer Analogue
Switches

Figure IV: The blockdiagram
of the transistor tester
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SURREY

& CaIancraft Ltd. ^
THE COMPLETE ACORN DEALER

• Showroom open 9.00 - 5.30six daysand to 8.00 onThursday.
• Acorn range on display, and full demonstrations given.
• Lots of programs, games and educationsoftware for you to try.
• Full service and repair facilities.
• Network Dealer and Training Centre for Education and Home.
• Printers. Upgrades. Internet, CD ROM, etc. etc.

"V&i/y help/ul people"
with a 13year longreputation for exceptional serviceand support.

•B j Easy parking.
96 High Road, Byfleet,

Surrey KT14 7QT

Tel: (01932) 342137 Fax: (01932) 336435

WEST YORKSHIRE

E For the best"service in Yorkshire!
(we think)

CALL US! for A7000,RiscPC & Pocket Book II
Visit our Showroom

Open 9.30 to 5.30
Man,Tues,Weds, Sat.

9.30to7.30

Thurs&IYLDavyn Computer Services
Printers, Ribbons, Ink Cartridges,
Refills
Expert Advice &After Salts Service
Mail Order Master Card. Visa, Switch
Ring/orPrices
v, vice c( Repair loall Equipment UJ2"*-
FallRange ofAcorn Hardware &Software wjuwion'w
tWe operate liteAcorn finance Schemes)
Full Range ojEducational Software V*&E£2£F
Tel. 01924 254800 Fax. 01924 258036 °" p.m«» s»e«

e-mail sales@davvn.demon.co.uk ihuua
WFI 5NY

Acorn
Pocket Book II

22V

RISCPC H™TTIPACKARD

S3

^

EAST MIDLANDS

|K!E|y;b|o|ajr|d|

ACORN Education Dealer

ACORN Network Dealer

ACORN Special Needs Centre

0%,iinance on Rise

Visit our Showroom just 'A mile from
Ml junction2-l (2nd tight on A6south)

Keyboard Technology Ltd \B'Ham) Mtsouth^gj^
51 High Street Kegworth
Derby DE74 2DA^
Tel 01509 672222

Loughborough

Open Mon to Fri 9.00 - 6.00pm
SaturdayJHJO -5.00pm

SOUTH WALES
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Last month I introduced the basics of creating
a WIMP library. To continue then, we'll look

at the functions that allow template loading and
window manipulation.

You may remember that the template-loading
routine in the original WimpC example was
somewhat ungainly; this time round, it's been
replaced with several functions that provide a
much more flexible interface. There are three
stages to workthrough whenextractingtemplate
data - you must first open the file, read the data
for each window you wish to create, then close
the file again once you've finished. Three func
tions are provided in AULib to cover these
requirements, and these are au_opentempIate,
au_loadtemplate and au_closetempIate
respectively. A typical loading cycle, taken from
the example on the cover disc, looks like this:

au_opentemplate("<WimpC$Dir>.Templates");
if(au_loadtemplate("MainWindow",
&win_array[0], 0) ==0) {
au_report_error(1 , "Template not found!",
1, appname);

QUIT_FLAG = 1;

}
au_closetemplate();
au_openwin_from_templatedata(&win_array[0]

, -l);

The au_opentemplatc function takes the
name of the template file to be accessed, and
simply sets things up for the actual loading
process - however, before this can be done you
must prepare an area of memory in which to
hold the information. In the original example, 1
took the easy way out by defining two large
global data blocks at the beginning of the
program; they were far bigger than they needed
to be, and they had no Inherent structure.

AULib defines a new structure type named
window_data that holds the window's name,
its all-important handle, and pointers to a buffer
and some workspace that store the window's
definition and data about its icons. Before
templates can be loaded, you must declare an
appropriate number of these structures - in our
example I've created a global array of
window_data structures at the start of the
program.

Once you've defined a structure to hold the
window information, you can load a template by
instructing AULib to search through the file for a
particular name. au_loadtemplate takes three
parameters, the first being the name of the
template to use within the file, followed by a
pointer to the structure that's going to hold the

data, with an integer as the third argument -
normally zero, but it can be non-zero if used in
wildcarded searches. The function returns an

integer relating to the position of the next entry
after the chosen template; if this is zero, it means
the template couldn't be found. This should be
trapped and the program halted if this could
cause a crash, hence the check made in the
example shown above.

If there are several windows in the file whose

names begin with Main, for example, it's possi
ble to load them all one after the other by calling
au.template with Main* as the search string. As
mentioned above, aujoadtemplate returns an
integer that indicates where the next match is
and, using this value in the next call, informs the
function as to where it should start subsequent
searches from.

There's a slight catch; because the wildcarded
name is replaced in memory with the full
window identifier when a match is found, the

datablock that holds the shortened name must

be large enough to accommodate the full string -
in the example above this is not necessarily the
case because we're creating a temporary charac
ter array on the fly. In order to avoid crashes,
this declaration should be made by hand to
ensure that the array will be large enough:

char name[12] = "Main*";

int call = 0;

int index = 0;

do {

call = au_loadtemplate(name,

&win_array[index++], call);
strcpy(name, "Main*");
} while (call != 0);

The fragment shown above will cycle through
all templates beginning with Main and load
them into winjirray - note that because name
will be filled with the actual name of a successful

match, it must be re-initialised with the wild-
carded string in order to continue the hunt
successfully.

Once you've loaded all the templates that you
need, a simple call to au_tiosetemplate will
tidy up afterwards, and the windows can then
be displayed on screen by calling
au_openwin_froin_teniplatedata with a
pointer to the window_data structure and an
integer denoting its position on the window
stack - normally -1 to display it over the top of
everything else.

Next month, I'll get round to discussing menu
creation, and add a little more function- Aj-r
ality to the library - bye for now. ^T-L)

Programming

Steve Mumford

describes how

to handle

templates with
the developing
Acorn User

WIMP library
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Hints and tips

Some months seem to fly by and it is
difficult to know what you have done

with it. Others, like last month, have so
much going on that it is difficult to know
how you fitted it all in.

1was looking through a cover disc from
a Macintosh magazine and came across
the custom icon section. Under the Mac's
operating system, each document or folder
can have its own individual icon which is
32x 32 pixels, and there are a lot of very
good PD icons available. In particular, I
wanted to use one for something I was
working on, so I thought it might be a
good idea to write an application that
steals icons from the Mac - and the results
should be on this month's cover disc. It's
an application that extracts 18 icons -
that's the 8-bit colour icon - and uses the
single bit icons to create a mask. All you
need to do is drag the resource fork of the
Macintosh file onto the icon bar.

I was using an early version of Com
puter Concepts' MacFS and experienced a
little trouble. Mac Icons tend to be distrib
uted in three different ways - ResEdit file,
on an empty folder and on a short text file
- and MacFS could only cope with the first
type of file. On the empty folder the icon
file was there but trying to do anything
with it resulted with a 'File not found'
error message. With the text files, MacFS
recognises it as text and throws away all
the other information - thanks 'intelli
gent' software. A quick call to Computer
Concepts revealed there is a later version
than we had here at the office, but an
update has failed to materialise yet - I'll
keep you posted.

I wouldn't mind extending this applica
tion to handle ppats. These are the tiling
patterns used to paint the background on
Macs, but unfortunately I haven't got the
specification of these patterns. I'll keep on
looking.

I was looking at my Web page contain
ing the Body Build index, and it was
taking a long time to load because of the
large number of links to the FTPsite on it.
In fact, it appeared to be crashing my new
version of Netscape, so I decided to ratio
nalise it. Now there is a full index with a
description of the articles and links to a
separate download link pages for each
year.

I have also changed the background, as
the old one (a repeating circuit board)
made actually reading the text difficult. So
I now have some emboss effects of a sol
dering iron and an arm with a spanner
end that used to adorn the articles in the
early '90s.

Finally, I scanned in some artwork that
used to accompany each article. With one
of them I have used a transparent colour
even though my Acorn Web browser can't
cope with it - maybe there is a better
version now. See it on

http://physics.mmu.ac.uk/Physics/Acorn/
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Rambles

through

Acorn Wood
Mike Cook provides answers
and solutions to your problems

(note the capital letters do matter). Inci
dentally, the machine running the Web
server has been changed. We used to use
an old 486 sitting in the corner of our
advanced modelling laboratory but, unfor
tunately, it became a bit unreliable,
suffering frequent crashes. Finally, even
resets failed to initialise one of the inter

face cards so we have put all of the site
onto a Sun. This is a lot faster and you will
notice the difference, especially if you are
on a direct connection to the Net. My
apologies to all those who had trouble
accessing the machine during the change
over period.

On the work front, I have been on a
committee devising a new degree, 'Envi
ronmental Modelling' - by modelling we
mean mathematical modelling, not clay or
folded paper. This aims to teach students
how to model the effects of pollution, dis
asters and our natural environment. We

hope it will appeal to maths students who
want to do something practical with there
skills. For more information look at

http://math.mmu.ac.uk/em/.

Onto die problems. Mr Paul Pibworth wrote
saying:

Do you know what changes have been
made to the operation of the *FX calls
and the ADVAL command concerned

with the serial port. I did askat last year's

Acorn User show but nobody seemed to
know. I have been using a program to
transfer files at my school between the
Model B and the Archimedes, and this
worked without any problem. However,
since changing over to RISC OS 3.5 on
the Rise PC this frequently hangs up.
Couldyou please explain to me what has
changed in the new operating system. I
am enclosing the programs I have
written.

I don't usually delve into other people's
code but this puzzled me because I didn't
know of any changes to these calls. I
dragged my old model B from the cellar
and tried out Mr Pibworth's programs and
they did work perfectly. Alright I'll be
honest, they did hang up every now and
then but this could always be traced to me
typing something wrong at the Model B
end of the link - usually a file name that
didn't exist.

I thought there might have been some
problem with the handshaking on his
machine because it is not set in the origi
nal program. Also, some of the calls used
are not recommended in the latest Pro

grammers reference manual. Therefore, I
did some modifications to include a bit of

error detection and tidied up the calls, and
you can find this on the cover disc. I took
the opportunity to transfer all my old



Body Building programs to my Rise PC,
and when I get round to it they will
probably find their way onto the Net.

James Bradbury from Southampton is
puzzled, he writes:

I have noticed something strange with
my Rise PC 700 and the amount of VRAM
it allocates in 32,000 colour screen
modes. As I understand, the amount of
VRAM you need for a specific screen
mode is calculated as follows. First we

need to know that 32,000 colours can be

expressed as 15-bit colour because 2 to
the power 15 is 32,768.Then we need to
know how many pixels are on the screen
which is simply the screen resolution in
the X direction multiplied by the resolu
tion in the Y direction. Then, simply
multiply all these numbers together to
get the number of bits we need, for
example 800 x 600 x 15 = 7,200,000
To convert this into bytes we simply

divide by 8 and to have the answer in K
bytes divide this by 1024. When this is
done we get 879Kb. So why does my Rise
PC use 940 Kb which is enough VRAM for
16-bit colour or 65,536 colours? It's the
same using all other resolutions using
32,000 colours! Is my machine showing
65,000 colours or has it just gone
memory mad?

Well hands up all those who spotted the
mistake in that line of reasoning - it was
right at the beginning. The 32,000 colour
mode is 15-bit colour, that is 5-bits each

for the Red, Green and Blue guns on the
monitor. However, the memory in the
computer is arranged in a 32-bit bus which
means the hardware can only access four
bytes at a time. This is enough for two pix
els - the extra bit in each pixel is not used.
If you think about it, what could it be
used for without disrupting the symmetry
of the colour model?

So the computer wastes one bit per
pixel. Now this would give 937.5Kb and
you have seen that it actually takes 940Kb.
This extra memory is wasted because the
memory management unit that maps

physical memory to addresses only
handles memory in 4Kb blocks. Mind you,
if you think this is bad, look at the mil
lions of colours mode. This uses 24-bits per
pixel - 8-bits each for the Red, Green and
Blue. However, the computer grabs 32-bits
per pixel, which means it wastes nearly
half a Meg of memory in an 800 x 600
screen. Anyone want to write a filing sys
tem to recover it?

/ got an e-mail concerning the Rise PC 600
Mk2, but unfortunately I lost the name of
the sender:

I read somewhere that the Rise PC 600

Mk2 does not have a backplane. Is this
true and, if so, do I need it for expansion
and how much does it cost?

Well, I was not sure so I contacted my old
friend Paul Beverley from Norwich
ComputerseMces. This is his reply:
He is correct. However, to confuse things,
the very first Rise PC 600 Mk2's acciden
tally came out with a backplane in. We got
one for a customer, but they were not sup
posed to have had one in. (I call them the
4Mb Rise PC 600 as a way of differentiat
ing them - they don't have any VRAM in
whereas the original Rise PC 600's were
5Mb or 9Mb.) We sell a two-slot backplane
for £35 inclusive.

Now for some feedback from previous
columns. David Pilling was wondering if
my fax trouble was from his application
ArcFax. I'm happy to report that it wasn't
ArcFax but was from a Motorola applica
tion on my Mac. However, he confirms all
is not 100 per cent in faxland even if your
end is implemented correctly - a failure
rate of about 4 per cent is to be expected.

Wilfred Kendall from the Department of
Statistics at the University of Warwick,
takes me to task about my comments on
Reduce:

I don't want to start a language war here,
but it is a little unfair of you to describe
Reduce as a 'welterweight' symbolic
mathematics package! (May 1996 issue.) I
have been using computer algebra
(Reduce, Mathematica, Maple, and now
Axiom) intensively in my research work
for ten years and have written publicly
available software in both Reduce and

Mathematica. In comparison with the
other packages, Reduce is equally effec
tive and state-of-the-art in terms of

symbolic maths. It doesn't possess in-built
sophisticated graphics and numerical
facilities but:

(a) We are talking symbolic mathemat
ics capability here, not graphics or
numerics;

(b) One can add on (free!) sub-packages
to achieve 90 per cent of what the other
packages do (I have used these to do
research in probability: they work very well);

Hints and tips

(c) Which symbolic maths package one
prefers is as much a matter of taste as
which language, which editor, which
operating system. Reduce has important
virtues - it concentrates on symbolic
maths rather than being an enormous
bloated package which tries to do every
thing, it has an active enthusiastic and
expert user community, it runs on Acorn
machines!

I reckon I prefer Reduce for the same
reasons that people prefer Acorn
machines: I don't mind putting in a little
effort if the result is efficient working, I
appreciate sound design, and I like sys
tems which emphasise interrelated tools
each doing one thing really well.

Thanks for that, as you know I am a physi
cist not a mathematician so I sought the
opinion of the Acorn-using mathemati
cians at my University. They had
evaluated it and found it wanting, so I am
glad to here it is in fact a lot better than
they thought.

Now sometimes I get problems that are
quite puzzling, like the one sent by Mr
Morris from Cardiffwho writes:

A program I have been using for about a
year which prints cassette inlays will now
only print one inlay - when I try to get a
print from the second one I get the mes
sage 'Error from Cassette designer -
Can't open printer - internal error code
10340'. I thought something must have
altered the program in some way so I
deleted it, reset the machine and rein
stalled it from the original Acorn disc, but
I still get the same thing. Can you please
tell me what to do about it?

Well, in the case where something used to
work and now no longer does there has to
be some change somewhere, but where I
can only guess. The words 'internal error
code' are recommended by Acorn in pref
erence to the much more useful 'at line'.

Therefore, I guess you should look at line
10340 which is probably attempting to
open a file.

I suspect the file is not being closed
from the first operation so you could try
inserting a close instruction in the line
before it is opened. The question remains
as to why it was working in the first place
because something certainly has changed.
First of all, look to see if any modules have
been unplugged, then look for the mod
ules concerned with printing and
reinitialise them.

If you can't figure out which to reini
tialise then do them all - it won't do any
harm. How about some hacker out there

writing a small program to reinitialise all
the modules you find on the system, or
maybe it's already been done. If anyone
knows the definitive answer to this A~.

specific problem thenplease write in.iWj
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Back issues
Missed out on one of our previous issues? Now's your opportunity
to bring your collection up to date. But hurry: stocks are limited
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• The Acorn User WWW site
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IMPRESSIVE
The essential toolbar for Impression

Impressive is a tool bar lor use wilh Style, Publisher or
Publisher Plus and makes Ihem even easier lo use.
IIallows you to quickly and easily perform many ol
Impression's (unctions al Ihe click of an icon!

For example, create forms, embed graphics, alter repel,
group or ungroup. make ilems coloured or transparent at
the click of an icon.

Over fiftyfunctions aro included with over 200 predefined
CMYKcolours to colour your (rames (wilh Publisher).

Impressivecosts only £14.95 plus £1.00 P&P. No VAT.

KEYSTROKE V4
Still the most powerful program ever written

Nowgoing into its lourth year, the ultimate macro maker for
the Acorn Platform is now even more powerful that ever
before!

Withover sixty functions Keystroke offers unrivalled icon
based programming power to allow you lo control your pro
gram and customise your desktop the way you want.
Keystrokemakes programs work together in a controlled
and interactive way so thai they become more powerful and
easier to use.

+ You'll wonder how you ever managed without it *

Keystroke V4costs only £34.95 plus £1.00 P&P. No VAT.
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Subscribe now to claim your
free gift or special offer from

icORNUSER
the world's number 1 Acorn magazine

You already know what a great magazine ACORN
USER is. After all, we've been the main source of
information for all Acorn enthusiasts for the past 13
years.

What you might not know is that by taking out a
subscription today, not only are you guaranteed
never to miss an issue of the biggest and best Acorn
magazine in the world, but you can also claim an
excellent free gift or special offer, available
exclusively to all new ACORN USER subscribers.

As an Acorn User subscriber you'll benefit from:

• Protection from any further price increases
during your subscription

• Free delivery, every issue, direct to your home

• One of our amazing free gifts or special offers

BINDER & TWO

FREE MAGAZINES

Exclusive to Acorn User this binder wil
hold up to 13 issues of your favourite
magazine. PLUS receive an extra two
magazines absolutely FREE!
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EASYFQNT 3 SAVE £25.00
Runner up in the Acorn User Best DTP
Software category EasyFont3 is the
essential Font Management System.
Features include: flexible control over
your fonts; WYSIWYG display window;
up to 40% space saving on your hard
drive; specifically designed Font Filing
System giving maximum power and
flexibility; the ability to create countless
new styles of font quickly and easily;
and the elimination of the dreaded 'Font

not found ' errors.

SUBSCRIBING HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER
^|"v Why not make your subscription
^M3 eveneasier andsubscribe bydirect
direct debit, spreading the cost ofyour
Debit subscription over quarterly hassle-

free payments. What's more, you need
never worry about missing an issue again,
as the subscription continues until you
decide to cancel.
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PUBLISH ART

SAVE £25.00

The ultimate DTP
resource -1500 original
designs, a massive 13Mb
of eye catching resources
- for perfect DTP

STAR

FIGHTER 3000

SAVE £29.95

Winner of our
reader's Best Game

award. An original
and thrilling space
game from Fednet.

£50 HOLIDAY VOUCHER
Acorn User gives you £50 off
your next holiday abroad!

Offer entitles recipient to
£50 reduction on most ^«'«
tour operators' brochures
when booked with Xpert
travel Limited. Valid for
minimum two people, seven
daysholidayoverseas.
Further information avail
ableon request. Only
available forUK residents

4 DISC GIFT PACK
Four high density discs (low density
also available). Including a collection
of education resources, a
multimedia presentation detailing

Wavei~~ltne t0P ^ programs released
this year and the best PD and
Shareware available.

Subscription Hotline numbers
Tel: 0151-3571275

Fax:0151-3572813

Email: database@dbdirect.demon.co.uk

Priority subscriptions form

© ^TyES! Pleaseenrol me for the following 13 issue
subscription to Acorn User NOW!

Seesection2.

4234 J UK £39.99 4202 jEU £53.99 4203 Q World £68.99*
To renew subscription please tick:

4235 O UK £39.99 4224 L] EU £53.99 4225 Q World £68.99*
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What about

Xemplar?
This joint venture between
Acorn and Apple seems to be a
chance for Acorn to use all its

expertise in the education mar
ket to help sell Apple Macs - or
that's how it sounded in the

article in the April issue. I got
my Clan mailing a few days
alter I bought the issue of
Acorn User. The information in

there made it sound quite dif
ferent - that it would in fact

port programs for the Mac OS
to the Acorn but not the other

way around. I wonder why?
A friend at school who

adores Macs (can't think why -
then again he's plain weird)
showed me a copy of his Mac
User magazine which had a
letter entitled 'from little

Acorns'. The person was com
plaining about this joint
venture with Acorn, saying that
Apple already had an excellent
education machine.

Yeah right. If you have a
massive lottery grant and a
nuclear power station on site
maybe. The thing is, it costs
around £999 for just the box -
no keyboard, monitor, mouse,
that's it. And another thing,
what weirdo came up with
building an OS around a one
button mouse — I mean one

button?

I also read that Acorn had

renamed the Pocket Book 2 the

Media Pad. Well done, this now

sounds more sophisticated, and
if I had a choice between palm
top computers without seeing
them 1 would choose the Media

Pad because it sounds much

more advanced - then again I'd
be pleased with any palmtop
computer.

At last Acorn is planning on
releasing a portable computer
(two in fact). You showed one

in the contents page and the
same picture again in the busi
ness page. You were, in fact,
showing the NewsPad, a touch
screen portable from Acorn, but
the only funny thing I noticed
was that all the writing was in
Italian, I think - hmm, very
weird.

Andrew Nicolaou,
Chingford, London

Well there was a bit of confu
sion over which portable was
which — out confusion that is.
As for releasing a portable, this
is a little awkward:

Acorn Rise Technologies is
essentially an R&D business
which can generate fast proto
types of different machines and
will produce them if they are
ordered. It's less likely that
they'll produce them for enthusi
asts (that's thee and me) on
their own - not impossible just
less likely. Still, we can hope.

DinOSaurs...
I was interested to see the letter

sent by Alan Shooter of New
Zealand in the May edition of
Acorn User stating that the
British people should support
their products such as Acorn
machines.

While that may seem patri
otic, one has to ask the
question 'Why do people buy
other machines such as the PC.

and not Acorn?' I currently
own all of the following
machines: ZX81, ZX Spectrum,
Sinclair QL and the Acorn

A3000. I have seen the rise and

demise of Sinclair products
which at the time I was biased

towards when other people pre
ferred the American products
such as the Commodore 64 and

the Amiga.
At that time, the other

machines had better software

and hardware and Sinclair got
left behind. Sadly, this has been
true of other computer compa
nies as well. The phrase
'Software makcth Hardware' is

also true. It is no good having a
machine with excellent hard

ware capabilities if there is no
good software to exploit the
advanced technology.

The PC has survived to this

day in all its variants because it
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has had the software support
needed to survive when other

machines have faltered. Today,
when you walk into a com
puter store (or even WHSmith!),
the majority of the computer
software and hardware is avail

able for the PC format. Even

the big software industry giants
produce software for the PCs.

In all of this where, I here

you ask, is the same software
for the Acorn machines? After

all, isn't RISC OS far better than
Windows or DOS. Do the Rise

PCs not have better graphics
capabilities than the other PCs?
However, ask any independent
computer observer about what
machines to buy and he will
either advise a PC (Pentium or

586 based), or the more expen
sive Apple Macintosh. I would
be surprised if Acorn products
would ever cross his mind.

I was considering purchasing
a Rise PC 700 (my A3000 is now
limited in the extreme!), but in
light of Acorn moving forward

together with Apple and its
stated interest in the PowerPC

platform, I am now hesitant to
spend my money in Acorn's
direction. It is not a question of
supporting British but rather of
being prudent as to what tech
nology will benefit me and
how long that technology will
last as an investment.

It's OK for Acorn to reassure

it's large user base of its con
tinued support for RISC. OS for
the near future, but after that,
what then? After all, where is

the BBC now after the

changeover to the Rise tech
nology. Don't get me wrong, 1
am a supporter of RISC] OS but
when the company behind the
RISC OS technology suddenly
changes over to the Apple
camp, what is there left to
support?

Change can be hard to
accept with its uncertainty but
it is sometimes for the better.

Evolution has to play her role
in life otherwise we would

By bave -HcMeii

still have the Dinosaurs here

today. After all, the PowerPC
and MacOS are now most

definitely the future...
Gareth Williams

South Wales, UK

Well, as has been mentioned
before, Acorn hasn't actually
moved into the Mac OS camp.
The joint venture of Xemplar is
a hiving off of the education
section to a more lucrative for
mat - the one-stop shop.
However, things are now look
ing very bright indeed with
development of RISC OS
assured for at least the next
few years. Acorn's deals with
large corporations may result
in a re-badging of its products,
but it's still RISC OS 'under the

hood'.

Where's the point?
Your correspondent D A Cox,
in Acorn User Issue 169, June

1996, makes a curious plea for
a return to what he considers

the correct place for a decimal
point.

For his information, the cor

rect position of the decimal
point has been 'on the line', as
is a full stop, for over 25 years,
(see e.g. 'Quantities, Units and
Symbols' the Royal Society
1975, 'SI units, Signs and
Abbreviations' ASE 1970,

1981, the official recommen

dations of the CGI'M or any
physics book of the present or
previous generation).

In fact, a centre point may
be used to denote the multipli
cation of algebraic quantities,
thus a x b may be written as
a»b. Amounts of money may
be written with a centre point
though it is noticeable that
nowadays, financial institu
tions usually put the point in
the line.

This answers the question
that was asked by your corre
spondent.

Keith Ilamford,

Pontefract
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le difference

between us and a

big firm is that if
we decide to do

something, we can
go ahead straight
away and do it,
maybe even
overnight.
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In today's increasingly materialistic society,
where everything is mass-produced, and

Microsoft and Intel assault you from every
advertising angle, it is heartening to know that
you can still get something custom-made for
your Acorn computer.

Jim Irlam runs Irlam Instruments, responsible
(as long-time readers will remember) for i-Scan,
the first scanner on the Archimedes to scan in a

grey scale, and once described by Acorn User as
'the Rolls Royce of scanners'. Nowadays, Jim's
company also designs video products, such as
the 24il6 which, with the demise of the Eagle
card, is taking the video digitising market by
storm. The latest product Jim is working on is
VideoDesk, a high-end video-editing package for
the Acorn.

'The difference between us and a big firm is
that if we decide to do something, we can go
ahead straight away and do it' Jim explains.
'Maybe even overnight. I am not saying that we
drop everything, but there is none of the bureau
cracy or politics which slow you down in a large
company.'

It was Jim's experience of doing research
inside a large company and the politics involved
which finally made him decide to set up his
own company. While he was working at Thorn
EMI he frequently had ideas for instruments to
aid his research. It always took ages before any
of his ideas became reality, so Jim got fed up
and asked his father (a retired mechanical

engineer) to make them for him. 'We began
making scientific instruments; that's where the
company's name came from. Thorn EMI agreed
to pay us for it - it turned out to be quite a
lucrative business and in fact we still make

them. As with all good businesses, it started
from - if not quite the kitchen table - a six foot
triangle under the stairs, plus a little workshop
my father pottered around in. All our instru
ments were based around the BBC, so it seemed
like a natural progression to Acorn Archimedes.'

Soon Irlam Instruments was making instru
ments for other firms, and it decided to branch
out and make general purpose products for
Acorn machines.

'The obvious thing was to combine our skills:
optics for me and mechanics for my father. We
decided to build a scanner - at the time there

were only black and white hand scanners - and
i-Scan was launched about a year after the
Archimedes came out.

'In retrospect, i-Scan had all the styling of a
house brick, but all the mechanics and 'stuff

inside were made by hand, by us in-house.'
(They are still going strong - one was in for a
minor repair when I was visiting.) 'Then we
went on to do the first colour scanner for Acorn

machines, but it was only a short time before it
became uneconomic for us to build everything
in-house. Even though we had done the R&D, it
was the big companies who were beginning to
make money from their mass-produced scan
ners. But this always happens when you are
working on the cutting edge of technology. We
do quite nicely but we do not make millions.'

Jim enjoys going to shows because it is a
chance for him to get feedback and ideas about
his products from his customers. In his quest to
do things first, Jim told of a run-up to one show
and what he did in order to get there.

'This is going back a few years. We were
involved in a race with a competitor to get a
product to an Acorn exhibition. We were not
officially told this, but someone at Acorn let us
know that a competitor of ours was making a
similar product. Whoever got their product
ready first would get space on the stand.

'We knew it would be really tight to do our
own thing from scratch, so we bought a board
that worked already - for a PC. We quickly
knocked up a PC interface for our Acorn
machine and then strapped this rather large
card into the back of our Acorn machine. We

mocked it up so it had two back panels with
connectors and looked like an authentic podule.
Then we bolted our A440 together so no one
could see inside. We got our product to the show
before our competitor and I am sure they did
not twig at the time'.'

Jim does stress that this was over five years
ago - he has never done anything like that ever
again - and that VideoDesk does exist.

Business for Jim Irlam has never been better.
He admits that he is lucky because he is able to
work on things he wants; his worst nightmare
would be creating cheap and nasty products. In
a production-line world, it's a welcome and
precious attitude. /|TT

Jill Regan /i\j
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Features

* Fast Virtual Memory
••'• Random mutated texture generation
* Undo brush. Texture and Filter brush

* Over 40 pre-defined filters including Spin blur.
Motion blur. Lighting etc, etc.

* PhotoCD and Scanner input
* Merging of Sprites, Jpegs. Tiffs & Draw files.
:): Built in Draw file creation

* RGB. CMYK or Indexed channel modes

* Up lo 16. 8 hit mask channels
:|: Filter preview window (shown above left)

'Many Acorn User front covers have been
created from scratch using this program

alone, concrete proof of the power of this
creative tool'. - Acorn User March 96

Studio24Pro
£149.87 inc vat

Printers
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Removable Harddrive System
Total Data Security & Harddisc Backup
Tiie removable harddrive system fits into a 514"
drive slol in the RiscPC and harddrives are
available in many sizes which can simply plug
in and out ofthe slol as required. The drive may
be locked in place to prevent unauthorized
removal. For total security the drive may be
removed and stored in a safe place to prevent

unauthorized access to your data. Because the removable drives are available in any
size (up to at least 4Gb) they are also ideal for use as backups for existing harddrives,
and may be easily transported between different computers for rapid transfer of large
datafiles. The system is available for use with both IDE and SCSI filing systems.
External boxes are available lo enable SCSI removable drives to be used with older
Acorn models. Please 'phone for details. See opposite for prices.

PAL TV Coders
The PLC/3 PAL TV Coder works in any of the 'Standard' Modes,
e.g. mode 12 and 15 on all Acorn computer models. The PLC/3
has a 15 pin RGB output for the monitor, a BNC for video and
an S-VHS connector I'orS-Video. The PLC/3 will work with

PLC/3 £104.57 Klscl '̂ computers although the AKF60, AKF85 and AKF90 will
not work at the same time.

The AVK/3 will work with all computer models in all screen
modes up lo 800 x 600 resolution in 16 million colours. It has a
remotecontrol with facilities for zooming, freezing & panning
the TV picture. Ideal for lectures and demonstrations etc. The
AVK/3 includes all connecting cables including a SCART which
gives TV frequency RGB O/P for large screen TV's, a phono

AVK/3 £355.00 Socket lor composite video and an S-VHS socket for S-Video.

ArtWorks Video Tutorial
A Brand new product from Pineapple is this VIIS Video ulorial
covering the use of Art Works.
Walter Briggs is the tutor for this I hour video which shows how lo use
all theArtWorks toolsand thengoeson lo showhow Walter produced
his famous Tiger head picture. Walter also draws an impressive
landscape picture which can be copied by those with no artistic talent al
all!

ArtWorks Video Tutorial £19.99

24 Bit Colour Scanners
Pineapple can offer a wide range of Flatbed A4
colour scanners starting from as low as £359
including software and VAT!
The Epson range is currently the most popular
although Canon are expected to release a new
scanner to replace their IX-4015 shortly. The
cheapest in the Epson range is the GT5000 with

an optical resolution of 300dpi. This is adequate for virtually all home use. The
GT5000 is available with either a parallel or a SCSI interface. The GT8500 has
an optical resolution of 400dpi and comes with both parallel and SCSI
interfaces. Finally, the GT9000 is the top of the range with an optical resolution
of 600dpi and both parallel and SCSI interfaces. Imagemaster and Twain
software are included in the price, but we also offer our Studio24Pro Photo re
touching software at just £80.00 inc vat with every scanner purchase.

20 :20 Finance available on all RiscPC's
Studio24Pro at just £49.00 with any RiscPC purchase
Studio24Pro at just £80.00 with any colour scanner

FREE membership of the Virus Protection Scheme with any RiscPC

Pineapple Software
Suites 13 & 14

South Park Business Centre
310 Green Lane, IIford

Essex IG1 1XT
Tel 0181 599 1476 Fax 0181 598 2343

email:- sales@pineaple.demon.co.uk

LOW • L
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Virus Protection
The Pineapple Virus Protection
Scheme will allow you to
detect and remove over 100
viruses from your Acorn
computer.

'If you're interested in
virus protection, join the
Pineapple virus protection
scheme and buy Killer. Accept no
alternatives." - Acorn User Feb 96

Multimedia Speakers
Yamaha 10 Watt YST-M10 £63.00

A4 Colour Scanners
Primax Flatbed A4 £359
Epson GT5000 (parallel) £425
Epson GT5000 (SCSI) £499
Epson GT8500 £569
Epson GT9000 £699
All scanners include Imagemaster &
Twain. Studio24Pro at just £80.00

A7000 Computers
4Mb HD425 14" Mon £1019
4Mb HD425CD 14" Mon £1139

RiscPC 600 Computers
4Mb HD425 14" Mon £1325
4Mb HD425CD 14" Mon £1450
4Mb HD425 17" Mon £1699
4Mb HD425CD 17" Mon £1825

RiscPC 700 Computers
5Mb HD425
5Mb HD425

5Mb HD425CD
5Mb HD425CD
10Mb HD850

10Mb HD850
10Mb HD850CD
10Mb HD850CD

14" Mon
17" Mon
14" Mon
17" Mon

14" Mon
17" Mon
14" Mon
17" Mon

PC Cards
Separately
£233.83
£289.00

£349.00
£579.00

£1550
£1925
£1699
£2049

£1949

£2299
£2069
£2425

SXL-33 Card
DX2-66 Card
DX4-100Card
586-100 Card

CDRom Drives
x4 Speed CDRom £120.00
x6 Speed CDRom £233.82

Memory Upgrades

wilh RiscPC

£116.32
£169.00
£229.00
£459.00

1Mb to 2Mb Vram
2Mb Vram

4Mb SIMM Ram
8Mb SIMM Ram
16Mb SIMM Ram
32Mb SIMM Ram
RiscPC Sound Card
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£116.32

£233.83
£ 65.00

£129.00

£249.00

£775.00

£70.44
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Citizen Prinfa'va 600C
Citizen
PRINT/Va 600C £399.00
Hewlett Packard
Laserjet 5L 4ppm £458.00
Deskjet 600 £231.00
Deskjet 660 colour £315.00
Deskjet 850 colour £415.00
Canon

colour
col 720dpi
colour
col 720dpi
mono

(col option)

BJC600E
BJC610

BJC4000
BJC4100
BJC200

BJC210
Epson
Stylus Colour II £329.00
Stylus Colour IIS £244.00
Stylus Pro XL (A3) £1079.00

3.5" Bare Harddrives
540Mb
850Mb

1.0Gb
1.0Gb
2.0Gb
4.0Gb

IDE
IDE

IDE
SCSI
SCSI
SCSI

£375.00
£415.00
£276.00
£276.00

£205.00
£222.00

£149.00
£169.00
£225.75

£235.00
£659.00
£938.00

Removable Harddrives
IDE Mounting Kit £ 25.00
540Mb IDE £168.00
850Mb IDE £188.00
1.0Gb IDE £244.00
SCSI Mounting Kit £ 29.00
1.0Gb SCSI £255.00
2.0Gb SCSI £679.00
4.0Gb SCSI £958.00
External Mounting Box £ 89.00

SCSI Systems
SCSI Card £116.32
SCSI Internal Cable £ 9.99
SCSI External Cable £19.99
SCSI II Card £189.00
SCSI II Internal Cable £ 9.99
SCSI II External Cable £ 22.32

Monitors
14" 0.28mm DPMS £179.00
14" 0.28mm MPRII £189.00
15" 0.28mm MPRII £309.00
17" 0.28mm MPRII £556.00
21" 0.28mm MPRII E'Phone
llyama Visionmaster
17" 0.26mm MF8617E £635.00
17" 0.25mm MF9017E £699.00

!! Special RiscPC offer !!
A Quad speed CDRom drive for just £60 with any RiscPC

Terms:- All prices include
17.5% vat. Carriage FREE to

mainland U.K. Phone for quote
outside U.K. Official orders,
cheques and all major credit
cards accepted. Money back

guarantee on all products.

'Pineapple offer some ofthe
finest andfriendliest after-
sales support you will find' -

Acorn User Mar 96
Why not come and visit us (easy
parking) where you can see most
of the Acorn range of computers
and other hardware in action.

Monday- Friday 0900- 1730
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from Aleph One

Pentium-class power inside
your Rise PC
If you're planning to run the latest Windows® software
on your Acorn Rise PC, an Aleph One second processor
card will help you get off to the best possible Start. Our
powerful 100MHz 5x86 processor offers unbeaten
performance for all applications.

Top class technical support
Years of development mean that our support software
enables you to run the widest range of Windows and
DOS software on your RiscPC with confidence. But
when you do need help, contact Aleph One and you can
speak to the specialists.

Aleph One customers
Recent enhancements include support for Windows 95
and SoundBlaster™ emulation for the playback of
.WAV files. Buyers of Aleph One 5x86 cards will receive
a free upgrade to IPC 2.0 and updates throughout
1996. This rewritten version of the support software
includes new drivers for even better performance.

More affordable than ever
The 100MHz 5x86 second processor costs £499 plus
VAT. Quantity and educational discounts are available.
Network Links utility software for connecting the PC
card to Microsoft and Novell networks is also available.

Aleph One Ltd

For further information contact Aleph One Limited at:

Post: The Old Courthouse, Bottisham, Cambridge CB5 9BA
Telephone: 01223 811679
Fax: 01223 812713

Email: sales@aleph1.co.uk
WWW: http://www.aleph1 .co.uk/~aleph1/

Windows, the Windows logoand the Windows Start device are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.
All other trademarks acknowledged. E&OE.Prices correct at April1996.


